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I. 0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
At Ii hours 53 minutes 29. 215 seconds GMT (4 hours 53 minutes
29. 215 seconds PDT) on Friday, 14 July 1967, the fourth Surveyor space-
craft was launched from pad 36A at AFETR. The launch was near perfect
with the spacecraft being injected into its translunar trajectory by the single
burn Centaur at 12 hours 4 minutes 57 seconds GMT. All subsequent space-
craft operations (separation, sun and star acquisition, midcourse correction,
and coast and preterminal descent maneuvers) were performed in a "text
book" manner with no significant anomalies until a sudden loss of signal from
the spacecraft near the end of the retro burn period. Contact with the space-
craft was never regained subsequent to this signal loss, even though all con-
ceivable nonstandard procedures were attempted.
The basic purpose of this report is to document the actual perform-
ance of this spacecraft throughout the mission, compare its performance
with that predicted from spacecraft design, summarize preliminary failure
investigations, and recommend any changes or modifications that should be
made to the spacecraft design. This report is based on both real-time and
postmission data analysis.
Z. 0 DESCRIPTION OF SURVEYOR SYSTEM
The Surveyor spacecraft is designed and built by Hughes Aircraft
Company for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under the
direction of the California Institute of Technology Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
It has been conceived and designed to effect a transit from earth to the moon,
perform a soft landing, and transmit to earth basic scientific and engineer-
ing data relative to the moon's environment and characteristics. A brief
description of the Surveyor vehicle design is given in the "Surveyor I Final
Performance Report" (Reference i).
Z. I SURVEYOR IV MISSION OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives of the Surveyor IV spacecraft system, as
defined in Reference Z, were as follows:
i) Accomplish a soft landing on the moon at a site east of the
Surveyor III landing site.
z) Demonstrate spacecraft capability to soft land on the moon
with an oblique approach angle not greater than 35 degrees.
3) Obtain postlanding television pictures.
4) Obtain data on radar reflectivity, thermal characteristics,
touchdown dynamics, and other measurements of the lunar
surface through the use of various payload equipment,
including the soil mechanics/surface sampler.
Surveyor IV was apparently unable to achieve its objectives due to
the problem that caused the abrupt loss of telemetry during the retro phase.
2. Z SURVEYOR IV FLIGHT CONFIGURATION
For a summary description of the major Surveyor functions and
design mechanization, consult the "Surveyor I Final Performance Report"
or the "Surveyor Spacecraft Equipment Specification, " Section Z. 3 (Refer-
ences i and 3). In this report, design discussion has been limited to those
changes first incorporated into Surveyor IV. Table 2-i lists those changes
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TABLE Z-l. MAJOR SURVEYOR IV HARDWARE CHANGES
Change Title
Incorporation of cross-
coupled sidelobe logic in
RADVS for all beams
Disable RADVS cross-
coupled sidelobe logic
below 1000 feet
Extend conditional
reliable logic to
1000 feet
Add EP-40
New SM/SS temper-
ature sensor
RF transfer switch
ECA
Number
113010
113469
113469
113058
113257
113064
Unit Discussion
RADVS
RADVS
RADVS
Spacecraft
Spacecraft
Transmitter
Reduce probability that RADVS would reacquire a cross-
coupled sidelobe return and thus supply incorrect data to
FCSG, if loss of signal acquisition should occur during ter-
minal descent. This change will also remove a previous
operational constraint on spacecraft roll attitude during
initial acquisition.
RADVS crosscoupled sidelobe logic (CCSLL) has been
disabled below 1000 feet. This will prevent recurrence of
the Surveyor III problem in which a loss of lock occurred at
low altitude due to CCSLL action which prevented the 14-foot
mark from being generated. CCSLL is most effective at
higher altitudes and is known to produce erroneous outputs
near the lunar surface.
The enabling of conditional reliable logic (CRODVS) has been
extended to 1000 feet. Previously, variations in spacecraft
approach and roll angles, burnout velocity, and SDC tracker
nonlinearity could have resulted in a main lobe being rejected.
If such a rejection occurs after RODVS, the spacecraft will
be without steering signals for an indeterminate time and will
not maneuver to alleviate the main lobe rejection condition.
Enabling of CRODVS until the spacecraft is in essentially
vertical flight will provide proper steering signals continu-
ousIyto reacquire in an unlocked condition. Oue thousand
feet was the only practical point for terminating the CRODVS
extension.
EP-4 was a 10-ampere shunt that measured all spacecraft
unregulated loads except RADVS, AMR, A/SPP motors, and
squibs. With so many loads, it was difficult to analyze any
particular one, especially vernier engine solenoid current
during midcourse and terminal descent. Thus, all flight con-
trol unregulated current (roll actuator, gas jets, gyro ther-
mal control, and gyro heaters) were removed from EP-4
(which became a 6-ampere shunt) and put on a new shunt,
EP-40. The mission sequence was also changed to command
off all heaters before midcourse and terminal descent.
A new SM/SS temperature sensor (SS-13) was added on the
mechanism substructure for more accurate measurement of
mechanism temperature before turn-on while on the lunar
surface. SM/SS motor torque rises at low temperatures to
a point where gears and motor shafts do not have adequate
margins of safety at operating temperature below -4°F.
Previously, it had been difficult to assess whether this
restraint was met without using large margins for possible
errors which might severely limit SM/SS lunar operation.
RF transfer microswitch failures occurred in test, probably
due to their use in breaking coil current when switching RF
modes. This change eliminates microswitches from the
current interrupting function and uses existing circuitry in
the transmitters instead. The microswitches will be retained
to supply a switch position indicator signal required for the
high voltage interlock in low power mode.
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Table 2-I (continued)
Change Title
OCR trickle charge
Add magnet to
footpad 2
Improved television
azimuth and elevation
drive motors
Add grounding to pro-
pellant tank superinsula-
tion blankets
Power subsystem
efficiency redesign
ECA
Numb e r
111876
113546
113336
I12182
111301
Unit
BCR
Spacecraft
Television
Spacecraft
Power
(OCR)
Discussion
OCR trickle charge voltage was lowered to a range of 27. 1 to
27.3 volts. The previous value of 27.5 volts caused exces-
sive gas generation which is much reduced at the present
value without any significant effect on total battery energy
stored.
Amagnet (80 to I00 Gauss) and a nonmagnetized bar have been
added to the upper surface of footpad 2 per JPL Action Direc-
tive 315. This will permit investigation of the magnetic
properties of soil placed on the footpad by the SM/SS.
The elevation and azimuth drive motors for the TV survey
camera mirror have been improved. In the elevation motor,
there is a new drive shaft and flexible coupling, larger bear-
ings, and a modified anti-backlash spring. The azimuth
motor now uses machined parts instead of cast, and a new
lubricant.
A conductive mesh has been installed in the outer surface of
the propellant tank superinsulation blanket and will be grounded
to the spaceframe. This will comply with range safety require-
ments to eliminate possible static charge buildup that could
ignite fuel or spacecraft squibs. This mesh is essentially
identical to that already installed on the retro rocket.
The optimum charge regulator (OCR) has been redesigned for
improved efficiency (80 percent versus the previous 77 per-
cent). The new unit is electrically interchangeable with the old.
that have a significant effect on spacecraft performance, with a brief explana-
tion of the reason for change. Additional minor differences of Surveyor IV
compared with Surveyor III are given in Table 2-2. For completeness, a
summary of major changes for each preceding spacecraft is given in Table
2-3. To define the spacecraft configuration at launch, a list of Surveyor IV
control items, separated by subsystem or function, is given in Table 2-4.
2.3
I.
2°
°
REFERENCES
"Surveyor I Flight Performance Final Report," Hughes Aircraft Company,
SSD 68189R, October 1966.
"Space Flight Operations Plan, Surveyor Mission D," Jet Propulsion
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"Surveyor Spacecraft Equipment Specification," Hughes Aircraft Company
224832, Revision A.
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TABLE 2-2. SURVEYOR IV/SURVEYOR III MINOR
HARDWARE DIFFERENCES
Change Description
Spacecraft armature plating of bellows
Control of thermal blanket and tank insulation thickness
Add leg potentiometer support bracket
Provide strain relief for various connectors
Thermal wrap certain connectors
Propellant tank and standpipe kit
Redesign of regulator-ECU chassis for AMR
Modify platenuts and add clamp on AMR
Redimension antenna lower support bracket
Elimination of elevation and roll axis interference
Revise output connector pins (same as 274100 series)
Eliminate interference between strain relief and EMA
Thermal paint requirements on FCSG
Add trimming resistor in IRU
Wrap main battery to prevent compartment damage
Allow coax tube adjustment and remove cable
shrink sleeving
New brackets for RADVS waveguide installation and
antenna alignment
Replace thermal surface of aluminized teflon with white
paint on SDC cover
ECA Number
112439
113008
and
113025
113259
113242,
113298,
113208
113281
113306
110349
112675
110605
112591
112843
113189
111288
113354
112900
231729
112416
113156
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Table 2-2 (continued)
Change Description
Addition of spacer to waveguide support
Correct identification of switch
Remove SM/SS ballast and repaint to eliminate TV
view interference
Vacuum bake of thermal switch contact
Change eyelet length
Change vidicon tube type from 988925-1 to 988937-I
Delete balls, plunger spring, and screws in 273663
subassembly
Add stiffener to wire bundle on basic bus 1
Replace self-locking nuts with hex nuts, as required
Relieve flange above auxiliary battery compartment,
if required
Modify paint pattern for footpads and footpad ballast
Change ground lugs and length of pinpuller ground wires
Relax alignment tolerances for omnidirectional antenna A
Remove lanyard assembly from test connector dust covers
Use combination of lubricated and unlubricated screws
and inserts in compartments A and B
Add antistatic spray to nonconductive covers
Enlarge inner diameter on caps protecting attitude jets
Torque retaining nuts "finger tight" and bond
Rework receivers when in unit area
Change method of locking studs from locktite to epoxy
ECA Number
113243
113272
113061
112830
112626
and
112694
112213
113308
113356
113340
113392
113419
113422
113441
113459
113490
113538
113578
113447
113500
113411
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TABLE 2-3. MAJOR CHANGES IN PRECEDING SPACECRAFT
It em D e s c ription
Surveyor III Major Changes
Add two special viewing
mirrors
2) Landing gear kickout
springs
3) Install new retro
4) Sidelobe frequency
dis c rimination
5) Compartment B harness
6) SM/SS added
7/ Addition of sun bonnet
on TV camera
On Surveyor III, enables TV survey camera
to view as much as possible in area of
crushable blocks and vernier engines.
Add kickout spring to overcome initial
static friction during initial leg deployment.
High impulse main retro installed in
spacecraft.
Surveyor Ill only. Antenna sidelobe skew-
ing of 2.0 instead of 0.2 degree necessitated
crosscoupled sidelobe logic modification
since rejection logic circuitry was designed
for a frequency rejection criteria based
upon 0.2 degree.
Addition of zener diode limiter to V x and
Vy outputs to prevent possible erroneous
readings in other telemetry channels.
Approach camera TV-4 replaced with
simplified SM/SS subsystem.
Sun shade added to mirror assembly to pre-
vent direct sunlight from entering mirror
hood at sun angles from zenith to 45 degrees.
Surveyor II Major Changes
Boost regulator overload
trip circuit
a) Filter chokes on
input to ESP and
AESP
b) Filter on A/D con-
verter 2 nulling
amplifier in CSP
In Surveyor I, the overload trip circuit in
the boost regulator had to be disabled
because it would trip with a 2-millisecond
transient. The Surveyor II boost regula-
tor has an overload trip circuit that does
not trip unless the transient is 20 to 30
millis ec onds.
Both of these design improvements elimi-
nate the large variations in temperature
readouts on telemetry which were present
on Surveyor I.
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Table 2-3 (continued)
Item Description
3) Omnidirectional antenna
latch and release
mechanism
6)
7)
Telemetry of flight
control return signal
RADVS sidelobe
rejection logic
Canopus sun reference
filter change
Auxiliary battery
cover paint pattern
Surveyor II release mechanisms for omni-
directional antennas A and B have been
redesigned to prevent deployment problem
that occurred in Surveyor I flight. Clevis
opening has been broadened, and a kickout
spring has been added.
In Surveyor II, flight control return signal
is telemetered so that varying harness
voltage drops can be corrected to provide
more accurate data on flight control
telemetry signals.
Two resistors in Surveyor II signal data
converter were removed in order to lower
the point at which the sidelobe signals are
rejected from 28 to 25 db.
Surveyor I had a Canopus sun filter with a
reduction of 50 percent (filter factor of
I. 5) to compensate for any possible fogging
of Canopus sensor window in accordance
with recent measurements of Canopus
brightness at Tucson.
Surveyor II has a filter factor of 1.2. This
has been reduced from I. 5 to 1.2 because
the fogging problem did not materialize at
the Canopus sensor temperature of 79°F
for the Surveyor I flight.
The paint pattern of the auxiliary battery
container was changed to increase the
temperature of this unit, which became
too low during coast mode II for Surveyor I.
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TABLE 2-4. SPACECRAFT UNIT CONFIGURATION
AT LAUNCH
Subsystem
Electrical Power
Flight Control
Part Name, Number, S/N
Main battery, 237900, S/N 123
Auxiliary battery, 237921-I, S/N 93
Auxiliary battery compartment, 263730, S/N 3
Auxiliary battery control, 273000-2, S/N 13
Thermal container and heater A, 232210-I,
S/N 19
Thermal container and heater B, 232210-2,
S/N 15
Boost regulator, 274200-12, S/N 13
Boost regulator filter, unregulated bus,
290080, S/N 15
Boost regulator input choke, 290390, S/N 13
Battery charge regulator, 284100-I, S/N II
Solar panel, 237760-3, S/N 5
Main power switch, 254112, S/N I0
Engineering mechanisms auxiliary, 263500-6,
S/N 13
Flight control sensor group, 235000-5, S/N 2
Inertial reference unit, 235100-I, S/N 7
Roll actuator, 235900-3,
Gas supply, attitude jet,
Attitude jets, 235700-3,
S/N 8
235600-2, S/N 7
S/N 16 and 5
Table 2-4 (continued)
Subsystem
Radar
Teiecommunications
Part Name, Number, S/N
Attitude jet, 235700-2, S/N 13
Secondary solar sensor, 235450-I, S/N 6
Altitude marking radar, 283827-I, S/N iI
KPSM (RADVS), 232909, S/N I0
SDC (I_ADVS), 232908-6, S/N 12
Altitude velocity sensor antenna (RADVS), 232910,
S/N 10
Velocity sensor antenna (RADVS), 232911-I, S/N 9
Waveguide assembly (RADVS), 232912-I, S/N 8
Transmitter A, 263220-5, S/N 12
Transmitter B, 263220-5, S/N 23
Command receiver A, 231900-3, S/N 17
Command receiver B, 231900-3, S/N 25
Omnidirectional antennas A and B, 232400,
S/N 23 and 22
Telemetry buffer amplifiers A and B, 290780-I,
S/N 15 and 16
Planar array antenna, 232300, S/N 17
Low pass filters A and B, 233466, S/N 32 and 21
RF switch, SPDT, 284344, S/N II
RF transfer switch, 284343, S/N 14
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Table 2-4 (continued)
Sub system
Signal Processing
Television
Propulsion
Part Name, Number, S/N
Signal processing auxiliary, 232540-I, S/N 3
Central command decoder, 232000-5, S/N 5
Low data rate auxiliary, 264875-2, S/N 7
Engineering signal processor, 233350-9, S/N 1
Auxiliary engineering signal processor, 264900-6,
S/N I
Central signal processor, 232200-8, S/N 5
TV auxiliary, 232106-5, S/N 12
Survey camera, 283712-2, S/N 11
Photo chart, antenna B, 231051, S/N 15
Photo chart, leg 2, 230992, S/N 15
Viewing mirror, 3023928, S/N 2
Viewing mirror, 3023929, S/N 2
Oxidizer tank, 287119, S/N 4
Oxidizer tank, 287121, S/N 3
Oxidizer tank, 287120, S/N 3
Fuel tank, 287117, S/N 7
Fuel tank, Z87118, S/N 5
Fuel tank, 287117, S/N 8
Helium tank and valve assembly, 262789-2, S/N 3
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Table 2-4 (continuedl
Subsystem
Mechanisms
Part Name, Number, S/N
Thrust chamber assembly, 285063-4 (Hughes),
S/N 557
Thrust chamber assembly, 285063-5 (Hughes),
S/N 566
Thrust chamber assembly, 285063-6 (Hughes),
S/N 547
Main retro, 238612-1, S/N 3 (A22-9)
Spacefrarne, 264178-3, S/N I
Omnidirectional antenna A mechanism, 302800-I,
S/N Z
Omnidirectional antenna B mechanism, 273 880-I,
S/N 4
Antenna/solar panel positioner, 287580, S/N 4
Leg position pots, 988684-I, S/N 989067, 989068,
and 989069
Retro-rocket release mechanisms, 230069-I,
S/N 13, 14, and 40
Separation sensing and arming devices, 293400,
S/N 13, 14, and 16
Shock absorbers, legs 1 through 3, 238927,
S/N 7, 9, and 12
Footpads, legs I and3, 263947, S/N 35, 511
Footpad, leg 2, 263947-I, S/N 464
Magnet and control bar assembly, 3050831, S/N 5
Landing gear, 261278, S/N 6
Landing gear, 261279, S/N 5
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Table 2-4 (continued)
Subsystem
SM/SS Subsystem
Thermal Control
Harness
Part Name, Number, S/N
Landing gear, 261280, S/N 6
Crushable blocks, 261281, S/N I, 2, and 3
Accelerometer amplifier, 239011, S/N 6
Strain gauge amplifier, 238930, S/N 3
SM/SS auxiliary, 3024536, S/N 2
SM/SS mechanism, 3024700, S/N 2
Thermal switch A,
Thermal switch A,
9, 12, and 20
Thermal switch B,
Thermal switch B,
and 6
3028200-2, S/N 3
3028200-I, S/N I,
3028200-4, S/N 3
3028200-3, S/N I,
Thermal shell, compartment A,
Thermal shell, compartment B,
Thermal tray, compartment A,
Thermal tray, compartment B,
286459, S/N 4
286460, S/N 4
264334-i, S/N 6
276935, S/N 7
Wiring harness compartment B,
Wiring harness compartment A,
Wiring harness basic bus 1, 3050651,
Wiring harness TV camera, 292259,
Wiring harness basic bus 2, 286240,
3025332, S/N 1
3025963, S/N 1
S/N 1
S/N 2
S/N 2
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Table 2-4 (continued)
Subsystem Part Name, Number, S/N
Wiring harness auxiliary battery, 264100, S/N 8
Wiring harness retro motor, 286984, S/N 2
Wiring harness battery cell volt, 3025155, S/N 5
Wiring harness separation squibs, 286926, S/N 2
Wiring harness A/SPP, 286417, S/N 3
Cable, retro igniter, 286927, S/N 2
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3. 0 SYSTEM SUMMARY
3. 1 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ANOMALIES
The anomalies that occurred during Mission D are summarized in
Table 3-i. For this report, an anomaly is defined as an unexpectedoccurence
that might be indicative ofaspacecrafttrouble or failure. The anomalies are
discussed in greater detail in the sections noted in this table.
Currently, nine spacecraft anomalies have been identified with the
Surveyor IV mission. Only three TFRs are noted in Table 3-I, and these
are associated with Failure Review Board investigations of the failure during
terminal descent. Disposition of these TFRs is presently open.
TABLE 3-1. SPACECRAFT ANOMALIES
GMT, Effect on TFR
Number day:hr:min: sec Anomaly Mission Number
i 198: 02:02:40 182 62
After
198:02:02:00
Just prior to main burn-
out, all RF contact
with spacecraft was
lost. Attempts to
re-establish contact
were unsuccessful (see
subsections 4.3 and
5. 3. g. 3).
During retro burn, the
thrust commands to the
vernier engines
showed an apparent
periodic (18 Hz)
oscillation with a peak-
to-peak magnitude of
about 7 pounds for
engines 1 and 2 and
g pounds for vernier
engine 3 (subsection
5. 5. Z).
Catastrophic.
Loss of mission.
If oscillation was
small, mission
would not be
affected. Large
oscillation may
cause structural
damage with con-
sequential catas-
trophic effects.
65340
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Table 3- 1 (continued
GMT, Effect on
Number day:hr:min Anomaly Mission
3
4
Coast period
196:Z2:27
Approximately
196:19:ZZ
Before
198:02:02
Degraded receiver B
performance. An
approximate -5 db
bias existed in either
the performance or
calibration of the
receiver. Lunar
r ecalibration was
precluded by mission
failure (see subsection
5.3.2.1).
Simultaneous DSS-51
and DSS-ii loss of
lock during station
transfer in pass Z,
possibly due to
ground station trans-
mitter tuning (see
subsection 5. 3. Z. Z).
Temperature of oxi-
dizer tank I suddenly
increased from 49 ° to
54°F, and subsequently
returned to 49°F (see
subsection 5. i. 3).
During terminal
descent, the no-
signal AGC voltage
for the AMR prior
to enable was over
Z. 0 volts versus I. 5
to i. 6 volts from pre-
flight test experience
(see subsection 5. 8. Z).
None
Unknown. Did
not reoccur dur-
ing mission;
signature in no way
compares to that
of signal loss
during terminal
descent.
None
None, since AMR
operated properly
in all respects.
TFR
Number
None
None
None
Z946Z
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Table 3- 1 (continued)
Number
8
9
GMT,
day: hr: rain
195: IZ:0Z
Coast period
198:02:02
Anomaly
Spacecraft boost
accelerometer (Z-axis)
showed three shocks at
4 minutes 50 seconds
after Centaur main
engine ignition. One
was 3 g and two were
8 g peak-to-peak, with
predominate frequency
of 1400 Hz. Shock
characteristics were
not indicative of space-
craft squib firing.
At least seven "false
Canopus" particles
were noted. Cotton
smocks used on
Surveyor IV for the
first time may have
caused more spurious
particles to be
present on the space-
craft (see subsection
5.5.4.4)
An oscillation occurred
on I_ADVS lateral
velocity channels (V x
and Vy) of i0 fps peak-
to-peak in a period.
from 36. 5 to 40. 5
seconds after the AMR
mark. No correlation
could be found with
thrust command
oscillations. Equiva-
lent attitude motion
is about 0. l degree
(see subsection
5.9. 3. lZ).
Effect on
Mission
None since magni-
tude of shock was
below that used for
spacecraft design
and test
environment.
None
Apparently
none
Number
None
None
None
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3. Z SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Performance parameters that could be directly determined through
analysis of spacecraft telemetry are summarized in Table 3-Z. Required or
predicted values for these parameters are included in this summary for
comparative purposes.
3. 3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3. 3. 1 Conclusions
Following a near-perfect injection and equally perfect transit phase
and midcourse, the Surveyor IV flight was essentially uneventful until loss
of data during terminal descent. Extensive investigation of this failure
resulted in the delineation of possible failure modes and the initiation of
ancillary studies. Subsection 4. 3 highlights the results of the failure review
preliminary investigation.
3. 3. Z Recommendations
Recommendations from the Surveyor IV flight are primarily associated
with the investigations into the sudden loss of RF contact and consequent
mission failure. Since no single failure mode could be isolated, the following
recommendations are made to ensure better data retrieval, and for additional
investigations,where feasible, of all suspected subsystems.
i) Provide emergency ground command tape sequence for loss of
RF during terminal descent.
z) Turn on touchdown strain gauges prior to retro ignition for
additional continuous telemetry data.
3) Investigate use of mode g telemetry data for terminal descent to
obtain retro upper and lower case temperatures.
4) Investigate change to spacecraft RF switching to provide capa-
bility for simultaneous high and low power transmitter operation
on omnidirectional antennas.
s) Investigate feasibility of postinjection transit phase TV damage
assessment.
6) Review JPL S-9 "buzz" test data and develop and carry out addi-
tional S-9 "buzz" tests required to reverify attitude control loop
"buzz" margins for a normal spacecraft and establish such margins
for a spacecraft with certain key structural failures.
7) Investigate provisions for continuous accelerometer or thrust
command telemetry.
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8)
9)
lO)
11)
Make a special inspection of the Zg-volt low ripple lines for
correct harness dress and stress relief.
Review existing postvibration structural inspection procedures
and techniques, and make recommendations for additional proce-
dures, such as X-rays, for those items found to be unaccessible
using normal inspection techniques.
Complete investigation of improved X-ray procedures for main
retro.
Investigate additional spacecraft flight acceptance tests that will
provide additional confidence in structural integrity of the wire
harness.
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TABLE 3-Z. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DETAILS AND MISSION EVENTS
Item Description
Performance Details
Dynamic Flight Environment
Ignition -liftoff
Booster engine cutoff
Booster jettison
Insulation panel jettison
Nose fairing jettison
Sustainer engine cutoff
Atlas/Centaur Separation
Centaur main engine
cutoff 1
Surveyor
Extend landing gear
Extend omnidirectional
antenna
Transmitter to high
power
Electrical disconnect
from Centaur
Centaur separation
Time to null rates to
0. 1 deg/sec
Pitch
Yaw
Roll
Centaur Retro Maneuver
Time
Solar Axis Deployment
Time
Spacecraft separated weight
Spacecraft C.G. Location
X
Y
Z
Actual
0
141. 88
145. 38
176, 18
203. 38
237. 98
241. 58
687. 98
Subsection Predicted
Reference or Specified Reference Comments
Launch to Ac( uisition Summary
Flight path
analysis and
command
715. 78
725. 28
745. 98
751. 28
756. 88
< 13 seconds
+0. 35 degree
-Z. 0 degrees
0 degree
L + 996, 88
second s
348 seconds
2294.9 pounds
+0. 065 inch
-0. Z39 inch
-12. 139 inch
0
143. 66
147.76
177. 66
204. 66
238. 18
Z40. 18
5.5.4.2
Flight path
analysis and
command
5.10.4.3
SSD6825Z-9
SSD68252-9
680. 67
713. 68
724. 18
744. 68
750, 18
755, 68
Within 50
seconds
L + 995.98
seconds
340 seconds
Preflight
nominal
trajectory
ZZ4832A
(3. 5. 2. 1)
Nominal
Preflight
test
0 second is
195:11:53:29,215
In seconds refer-
enced to launch
Spacecraft
weight, C. G., and
moments of
inertia at
separation
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Table 3- Z (continued.)
Performance Details
Subsection Predicted
Item Description Actual Reference or Specified Keference Comments
7 SSD68252-9Spacecraft Moment of
Inertia
Ixx
I
YY
Izz
213.5 slug/ft 2
209.8 slug/ft Z
225.7slug/ft Z
Coast Summary
5.5.4.3
I0
ii
Sun Acquisition
Roll angle
Yaw angle
Total time
Star Acquisition
Proper acquisition and
Canopus verification
Roll angle from beginning
of maneuver to Canopus
Objects identified
Mean roll rate during
star map phase
Effective gain of Canopus
sensor
Attitude Orientation
Average error from sunline
Pitch
Yaw
Average error from
Canopus line of sight
Limit Cycle Optical Mode
Average amplitude-roll
Average amplitude-pitch
Average amplitude-yaw
Average period
-59. 4 degrees
+42. 1 degrees
203 seconds
Automatic
+210.5degrees
Eta U Majoris,
Delta Veldrum,
Gamma
Casiopeiae,
Canopus, Earth
and Moon
0.5003 deg/sec
1.16 X Canopus
+O. O09degree
+0.08 degree
+0. 104degree
0. 6 degree
0. 44 degree
0.41 degree
64 seconds
5.5.4.4
5.5.4.6
5.5.4.6
5.5.4.6
18 minutes
maximum
0.5 deg/sec
Within 0. Z
degree
Within 0.2
degree
±0.44degree
!22483ZA
(7.3. 3.3.4)
224832A
(7. 3. 3. 3. 5)
Design
224832A
(7.3. 3. 3.6)
224832A
(7.3.3.3.6)
22483ZA
(7. 3. 3. 3. 3)
Roll maneuver
until activation
of acquisition
sun sensor and
then a yaw
maneuver until
primary sun
sensor
illumination
Normally the
gain sctting is
1 × Canopus
Sensor group
roll axis shall
be held within
0.2 degree of
sun- spacecraft
line.
Canopus sensor
null with respect
to sensor group
roll pitch plane
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Table 3- Z (continuedl
Performance Details
Subsection Predicted
Item Description Actual Reference or Specified Reference Comments
12 5.5.4.6
13
1.0
i.i
I.Z
Z. 0
Limit Cycle Inertial Mode
Average amplitude-roll
Average amplitude-pitch
Average amplitude-yaw
0.48 degree
0.46degree
0.53degree
Average period
Gyro Drift
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
61 seconds
-0.5 deg/hr
-I. 0 deg/hr
+0.15 deg/hr
5.5.4.9
Midcour se Summary
±0.44degree
< 1 deg/hr
Z24832A
(7. 3. 3. 3. 3)
1224832A
(7. 3.3.3C)
Non g sensitive
Total Magnitude Errors
(RSS)
Errors proportional to
maneuver magnitude
Accelerorneter accuracy
Reference signal
FCE null
Thrust bias variation
Control channel gain
variation
Accelerometer
misalignment
Total proportional
errors: (RSS)
Errors independent of
maneuver magnitude
Shutdown impulse
dispersion
Hysteresis limit cycle
Ignition transient
Timing granularity
Total independent
errors (RSS)
Total Attitude Errors (RSS)
0. 18 fps
' 0, 17 fps
-0. 004 fps
0
0
-0. 06 fps
-0. 064 fps
O. 19 degree
5.5.4.8
5.5.4.8
5.5.4.6
1. 1 percent
0.5 percent
0, 15 percent
0,09 percent
0.07 percent
0.06 percent
0.17 percent
±0. 63 lb-sec
3 milli-
amperes
O.05second
_0.7degree
Z3463ZC
Z34600E
Z34600E
Z87105
234600E
234600E
Z87015
287015
ZZ483ZA
(7.2. 1.9)
Attitude error
prior to ignition
(0.1 degree
uncertainty)
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Table 3- g (continued)
Ite
Z. 1
Z.Z
g. 3
2.4
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
Performance Details
Description
Initial position errors
Sensor group roll axis
to sun/spacecraft line
Pitch/yaw limit cycle
Sensor group roll-pitch
plane to Canopus-
spacecraft line
Roll limit cycle
Rotational magnitude
errors
Gyro torquer scale factor
Precession current
accuracy
Precession current
circuit drift
Timing source
accuracy
Rotational axis error
Gyro alignment to
FCSG, roll axis
Final position errors
Reference axis drift,
gyro non-g drift
Midcour se maneuver
duration
Midcour se _V
Midcourse &V Error
Peak Attitude Transient
at Engine Ignition
Pitch
Yaw
Peak Angular Error at
Shutdown
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Actual
Pitch = +0. 009
degree
Yaw = +0. 08
degree
-0.06/-0.1
deg/sec
+0.104degree
+0. 15degree
,0. g percent
Roll = 0. 15
degree
Yaw = +0. 08
degree
Pitch = +0.042
degree
Yaw = +0. 119
degree
Roll = -0.!Z
degree
Yaw = +0.0Z
degree
Pitch = -0.15
degree
10.479 seconds
10.1316 m/sec
-0.17 m/sec
-0.17 degree
+0.19 degree
Subsection
Reference
5.5.4.8
5.5,4.8
5.5,4.8
+1.18 degrees
+1.09 degrees
+0.10 degree
5.5.4.8
Predicted
or Specified
0.2degree
0.3degree
0.2degree
0.3degree
O.05percent
0.13percent
0.1percent
0.Z percent
O. 14degree
< 1 deg/hr
10.4628
seconds
lO.305m/sec
Reference
Command
SSD74108
Comments
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Table 3-Z (continued)
Performance Details
Subsection Predicted
Item Description Actual Reference or Specified Reference Comments
7.0
8.0
9.0
Roll Actuator Position
Peak at ignition
Engine Shutoff Impulse
Engine 1
Engine 2
Engine 3
Shut Down Angular Rate
Pitch
Yaw
-1.22 degrees
-0.18 Ib-sec
+0.03 Ib- sec
+0.15 ib-sec
+0.24 deg/sec
-0.01 deg/sec
A impulse
< 0.66 Ib-sec
224832A
8.3.1.3.2.4.2
1 Initial Time of First
Maneuver
Z Retro Phase Initial
Conditions (Vernier
Ignition)
Time
Attitude
Slant range
Velocity
3 Signal Loss
Altitude
Velocity
Flight path angle
4 Misalignment During Burn
Time Between AMR Mark
and Vernier Ignition
Retro Thrust to CG Offset
During Burning
Retro Action Time (T3500)
Maximum Retro Thrust
Peak Attitude Transient at
Retro Ignition
Yaw
Pitch
Terminal Descent Summary
198:01:24:47
198:0£:0 1:59
30.38 degrees
250,907 feet
8605.9 fps
49,420 feet
109Z fps
26.8 degrees
In-plane
0.03 degree
Out of plane
0. 136degree
Z. 731seconds
_4Zseconds
9250 pounds
-0.35 degree
-0.09 degree
5.11.4.1
5.11.4.1
Table 4. 1
5.7.3
5.7.3
5.7.3
5.5.4.10
198: Q2: 0.I:57
30.38 degrees
250,907 feet
8605.9. fps
49,830 feet
1049 fps
25.5. degrees
2.751 seconds
<0. i 1 inch
9350 pounds
Command
SSD74108
SSD74108
224832A
1(8.3.5.3.2.7)
QA firing
data
Before AMR
mark
3ix degree of
[reedom pro-
gram prediction
Total value
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4. 0 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
4. i GENERAL MISSION SUMMARY
The Surveyor IV transit phase, through loss of spacecraft signal, was
conducted from 14 July (GMT day 195) through 17 July 1967 with the space-
craft responding to 322 commands. The launch was delayed until the second
opportunity on 14 July. The final countdown of the Atlas l-Centaur/Surveyor
on pad 36A proceeded smoothly until approximately T-40 seconds when an
approximate 29-second hold was called by Centaur. Liftoff was accomplished
at ii hours 53 minutes 29. 215 seconds GMT on day 195, with a launch azi-
muth of 103. 82 degrees. Performance of the Atlas and Centaur AC-I1 launch
vehicles appeared excellent throughout the flight period as all mark events
occurred very close to the predicted times.
A summary of the mission event history is contained in Table 4-i.
Injection of the spacecraft occurred at 12 hours 4 minutes 57. Z seconds GMT
on a trajectory that would have provided, with no midcourse correction, a
total miss of approximately ii0 miles from the target landing site within
Sinus Medii (Central Bay) of 0. 58°N and 0. 83°W. All spacecraft operations,
including separation, sun acquisition, solar panel deployment, DSIF acquisi-
tion, initial commanding and interrogations, Canopus verification and acquisi-
tion, rnidcourse maneuvers and thrusting, and terminal maneuvers, were
executed and successfully completed with no major problem. Sixty-two
hours 9 minutes and 12 seconds after launch (i.e., approximately only Z
minutes and 20 seconds prior to the predicted touchdown time), all contact
was lost with the spacecraft less than Z seconds before the expected retro
engine burnout. Efforts to re-establish contact withthe spacecraft were
unsuc c e s sful.
The earth track traced by Surveyor IV is shown in Figure 4-I. Specific
events, such as sun and Canopus acquisition, midcourse correction, and
touchdown, are also shown. The Surveyor and Centaur trajectory in the
earth's equatorial plane is shown in Figure 4-2. The predicted and actual
view periods for the tracking stations are given in Table 4-2. Operational
differences between Surveyors III and IV are summarized in Table 4-3.
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TABLE 4-i. SURVEYOR IV TRANSIT MISSION MILESTONES
Event
GMT,
day:hr:min: sec
Launch
Injection
Separation -- electrical disconnect
Separation -- mechanical
Automatic sun acquisition completed
A/SPP solar panel unlocked
A/SPP solar panel locked in transit position
A/SPP roll axis locked in transit position
Spacecraft visibility at Ascension (one-way)
Initial DSS acquisition (two-way lock) confirmed
First ground command sent to spacecraft
Canopus verification begins
Canopus lockon
First premidcourse attitude maneuver initiated
Midcourse thrust executed
Sun reacquired
Canopus reacquired
Initiation of roll maneuver (terminal descent)
Initiation of yaw maneuver
Initiation of roll maneuver
Retro sequence mode on
AMR on
Thrust phase power on
AMR enable
AMR mark
Vernier ignition
Retro ignition
RADVS on
Retro burnout
Loss of all spacecraft signal
195:
197:
198:
II:53:29. 215
iZ:04: 57. Z
IZ:06:00. 5
IZ:06:06. 1
IZ:10:Z4. Z
12:06:05.6
1Z:ii:53.6
IZ:16:05.6
IZ:10:Zl
12:14:03
IZ:Z9:46
17:51:27
18: IO:ZZ
02:15:29
0Z: 30:0
0Z: 34:40. Z
02:40:17.7
01:24:44
01:29:34
01:35:05
01:56:20
01:57:17. 00
01:58: 16. 40
0Z: 00: 16. 99
0Z:01:56.08
02:01:58.81
0Z:01:59. 92
0Z:02:00.78
NA
02:02:41.018
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TABLE 4-2. DEEP SPACE STATION VIEW PERIOD SUMMARY
Times are GMT in hr:min
Station
DSS-7Z Ascension
DSS-51 Johannesburg
DSS-61 Madrid
DSS-11 Goldstone
DSS-42 Canberra
DSS-51 Johannesburg
DSS-72 Ascension
DSS-61 Madrid
DSS-11 Goldstone
DSS-4Z Canberra
DSS-51 Johannesburg
DSS-72 Ascension
DSS-61 Madrid
DSS-11 Gold stone
Date and Pass
Number
14 July (i)
14 July (i)
14 July (i)
14 July (i)
14 July (I)
15 July (2)
15 July (2)
15 July (2)
15 July (Z)
16 July (Z)
16 July (3)
16 July (3)
16 July (3)
16 July (3)
Number of
Commands
49
5
24
13
19
Ii
0
87
Z0
28
0
66**
Due to antenna failure.
Through time of touchdown only.
Acquisition End of Pass
Predicted Predicted
Event, Actual Event, Actual
degrees Time Time degrees Time Time
0 rise 1Z:10 iZ:10 0 set 0Z:Z1 IZ:49
5 rise 12:17 12:17 90 HA set 23:07 Z3:40
5 rise 15:46 15:2.3 5 set Z2:53 22:58
5 rise Z3:05 23:15 5 set 07:2.0 07:27
5 rise 02:47 03:05 5 set 16:2.1 16:17
Z70 HA rise 11:52 11:59 90 HA set 23:51 23:53
0 rise 14:30 -- 0 set 02:54 --
5 rise 16:07 16:04 5 set 00:00 21:52"
5 rise Z3:Z0 Z3:Z0 5 set 07:56 08:06
5 rise 03:19 03:40 5 set 16:31 16:34
Z70 HA rise 12:07 12:07 90 HA set 00:01 00:02
0 rise 14:43 ....
5 rise 16:08 16:15 5 set 00:19 00:02
5 rise 23:21 23:20 -- -- 00:02
4. 1. 1 Spacecraft Transit Phase Command Log
A detailed list of spacecraft commands sent during the flight are
presented in Tables 4-4 and 4-5. Table 4-4 lists the 322 commands trans-
mitted up to loss of contact with the spacecraft. It includes the time the
command was sent, as well as the tracking station originating the command.
Table 4-5.1ists some of the first commands sent after loss of data in an
attempt to regain contact with the spacecraft. The standard command to
turn on strain gauge modulation preceded the first emergency command
(backup for thrust level from programmer) and was transmitted in the blind
at 2 hours 3 minutes 26.4 seconds GMT. Sixty-six seconds later, space-
craft modulation was commanded off to increase the change of carrier
detection by the tracking stations. A total of 431 additional commands were
sent from Goldstone in this initial, unsuccessful turnon effort.
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TABLE 4-3. SURVEYOR IV/SURVEYOR Ill OPERATIONAL
DIFFERENCES
1)
2)
3)
4)
S)
6)
V)
8)
Surveyor IV was lifted encapsulated off Centaur without disconnect-
ing air conditioning, umbilicals, or thrust chamber assembly
vacuum lines.
Surveyor IV had a l-day hold on pad.
Surveyor IV was a single-burn Centaur (direct ascent, not parking
orbit) •
Star map was made using omnidirectional antenna B only on
Surveyor IV.
Midcourse correction was made at L + 39 hours for Surveyor IV
instead of L + 16 hours. Full pressure was therefore not applied
to the Surveyor IV vernier propellant tanks for 39 hours after
launch.
There were a larger number of gyro drift checks made on
Surveyor IV (13 instead of ii).
Both midcourse and terminal maneuvers were initiated
when the limit cycle passed through null on Surveyor IV.
The lunar approach flight path angle (between velocity vector and
the lunar vertical) was larger on Surveyor IV (31. 5 versus Z3. 6
degrees) due to the more easterly landing location.
4. I. 2 Prelaunch Countdown
The launch of Surveyor IV was delayed until the second day of the
launch window, 14 July, to permit tightening of a connection in the booster's
fuel oxidizer system. With the launch rescheduled for iI hours 53 minutes
GMT (4 hours 53 minutes PDT), the final countdown produced just one
suspected anomaly. At T-36 minutes, the receiver A automatic gain control
(AGC) reading indicated a signal level approximately 14 db lower than that
observed during a corresponding period of the Surveyor IV J-FACT test.
Testing was then initiated to check the AGC reading at which indexing
occurred, as well as the indication for a no-signal condition. Results of
these tests led to the conclusion that the receiver performance was satis-
factory and that the difference between the observed prelaunch results and
the J-FACT data was probably due to nonrepeatable air link results primarily
caused by the difficulty in recreating the exact conditions for both tests.
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TABLE 4-4. SURVEYOR IV COMMAND SEQUENCE
Command GMT, Telemetry
Number Description hr:min:sec Mode Bit Rate
Day 195 -- DSS-72
0237
0216
0205
01@7
0110
0130
O623
0316
0522
0512
0516
0126
0402
0401
0405
0406
0510
O226
0231
0ZZ7
0232
0507
O5O6
0704
0510
0231
OZZ7
O226
0232
0506
0105
0127
0106
0Z20
0217
0206
Low Mod SCO's Off
7. 35 Kc SCO On
i 1100 bpsi
Xmtr Hi Volt Off
Xmtr Fil Pwr Off
Xfer Sw B Lo Pwr
Accel Amp 1-4 Off
SP Deploy Logic Off
Prop Str Gage Pwr Off
Accel Amp 5-8 Off
TD Str Gage Pwr Off
Xfer Sw A Lo Pwr
Step SP Minus (i0)
Step SP Plus (5)
Step Roll Axis Plus (i0)
Step Roll Axis Minus (5)
AES P Off
Mode l
Mode 4
Mode 2
ESP Off
Mode 6
Mode 5
12:29:46
29:54
29:58
34:08
34:15
34:19
38:14
38:17
38:20
38:24
38:27
38:31
39:30
39:44
40:33
40:45
41:Z6
41:33
43:40
46:49
49:44
49:49
12:51:47
Day 195--DSS-51
Gruis e Mode 15:22:47
Day 195 --DSS-61
AESP Off
Mode 4
Mod e Z
Mode 1
ESP Off
Mode 5
Xmtr B Fil Pwr On
Xfer Sw B Hi Pwr
Xmtr B Hi Volt On
7.35 Kc SCO Off
33 Kc SCO On
4400 bps
17:Z6:58. 1
27:06.0
29:11. l
31:03.7
33: 16. 5
33:22. 5
44:50.9
46:34. 4
46:34.9
47:46.9
47:53, 8
47:59. 3
6
5
4
2
1
55O
ii00
4400
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Table 4-4 (continued)
Command GMT, Telemetry
Number Description hr:min: sec Mode Bit Rate
17: 5 44000704
0715
0710
0714
0703
0704
0205
0220
0216
0107
0110
0130
0700
0704
0700
0704
0510
0231
0227
0232
0506
0700
0704
0702
0510
0231
0227
0232
O5O6
0503
0204
0220
Cruise Mode
Man DeLay Mode
Pos Angle Maneuver
Sun and Roll
Sun-Star Acq Mode
Cruise Mode
1I00 bps
33 Kc SCO Off
7.35 Kc SCO On
Xmtr Hi Volt Off
Xmtr Fil Pwr Off
Xfer Sw B Zo Pwr
17:
18:
18:
50:03. 1
50:04.4
50:04. 9
51:26.9
07:58. 8
12:53.8
13:34. 3
13:41. 7
13:49. 2
14:49.7
14:56. 2
14:56.7
Inertial Mode
Cruise Mode
Inertial Mode
Cruise Mode
Day 195 -- DSS-51
18:46:01. 0
20:54:14. 1
20:57:42. 7
22:37:23.7
AESP Off
Mode 4
Day 195--DSS-II
23:59:02.7
23:59:08.7
Day 196--DSS-II
Mode 2
ES P Off
Mode 5
Inertial Mode
Cruise Mode
Sun Acq Mode
AESP Off
Mode 4
Mode 2
ES P Off
Mode 5
00:02:41. 5
07:46. 5
07:51. 5
00:09:25. 0
02:09:23.8
02:18:51. 8
04:11:27.9
11:37.6
16:04. 6
18:07. 3
04:18:16.5
Day 196 --DSS-4Z
2
5
4
2
550 bps
Coast Phase Clock Rates
7. 35 Kc SCO Off
07:52:30. 8
52:36.8
07:52:41.7
Ii00
550
I
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Table 4-4 (continued)
Command GMT, Telemetry
Number Description hr:min:sec Mode Bit Rate
5 5500215
0704
O7O0
0510
0231
0227
0Z3Z
0506
0704
0700
0704
0510
0231
0227
0232
O5O6
0510
0231
0227
0232
O5O6
0700
0704
0700
0704
0702
0704
0510
0231
0227
O226
0232
0506
0220
0221
0222
0222
0222
3.9 SCO On
Cruise Mode
Inertial Mode
AESP Off
Mode 4
Mode 2
ESP Off
Mode 5
Cruise Mode
Inertial Mode
Cruise Mode
AES P Off
Mode 4
Mode 2
ESP Off
Mode 5
07:52:47.2
07:54:56. 1
08:00:56.0
02:48. 3
02:55.8
06:05. 8
08:16.8
08:23. 3
09:58:29.3
IO:ZO:IZ. Z
l 1:47:00.6
12:01:35. 5
01:48.0
04:22.6
07:29.6
IZ:07:37.0
4
2
4
2
5
Day 196 --DSS-51
AES P Off
Mode 4
Mode 2
ES P Off
Mod e 5
Inertial Mode
Cruise Mode
Inertial Mode
Cruise Mode
Sun Acq Mode
Cruise Mode
15:59:50. 5
16:00:00. 9
03:56. 0
07:13.4
07:22.4
16:08:33.4
17:38:33. 1
18:03:17. l
19:42:36.0
ZI:39:49.3
22:27:25.7
4
Z
Day 197 --DSS-I 1
AESP Off
Mode 4
Mode 2
Mode 1
ES P Off
Mode 5
Hi Data Rate SCO's Off
Gyro Speed SCO On
Next Gyro
Next Gyro
Next Gyro
00:ii:26.
11:33.
13:44.
15:45.
17:28.
17:35.
18:25.
18:26.
19:13.
19:55.
00:20:31.
6
5 4
1 2
6 i
0
0 5
5 Off
0
0
5
5
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Table 4-4 (continued)
Command GMT, Telemetry
Number Description hr:min:sec Mode
0222
0223
0215
0510
0231
0227
0226
0105
0127
0106
0220
0217
0206
0704
0710
3617
M 1313
0714
0702
3617
M 1202
0713
0227
0226
0521
0700
0720
0135
0604
0613
0616
0621
3617
O6O5
0727
3617
M 0622
3617
0721
0735
0735
0737
0737
0522
Next Gyro
Gyro Speed SCO Off
3.9 Kc SCO On
AESP Off
Mode 4
Mode 2
Mode 1
Xmtr B Fil Pwr On
Xfer Sw B Hi Pwr
Xmtr Hi Volt On
Hi Data Rate SCO's Off
33 Kc SCO On
4400 bps
Cruise Mode
Pos Angle Maneuver
Interlock
Magnitude (363 counts)
Sun and Roll
Sun Acq Mode
Interlock
Magnitude (322 counts)
Yaw
Mode 2
Mode 1
Prop Sir Gage Pwr On
Inertial Mode
Reset Group 4 Outputs
SMSS Aux Htr Off
AMR Htr Off
VL 2 FT 2 Ther Pwr Off
VL 10T Z Ther Pwr Off
VL 30T 3 Ther Pwr Off
Interlock
Unlk Roll Act, Press VPS
FC Thrust Phase Pwr On
Interlock
Magnitude (210 counts)
Interlock
Vernier Ignition
Emerg Vernier Eng Off
Emerg Vernier Eng Off
FC Thrust Phase Pwr Off
FC Thrust Phase Pwr Off
Prop Str Gage Pwr Off
00:21:57.5
22:30.5
00:22:31.0
01:47:21.0
47:27.5
49:39.6
01:51:28.5
02:00:34. 0
02:18.0
02:18. 5
03:16.9
03:17.4
03:17.9
08:26.5
08:27. 0
08:27. 5
08:28. 0
15:28.9
18:34. 5
18:35. 0
18:35. 5
21:09.9
24:00. 8
25:40. 3
26:10. 3
26:10. 8
26:22. 8
27:24. 9
27:25.4
27:25.9
27:26.4
27:26.9
27:27.4
27:27. 9
27:53. 3
28:16. 9
28:17.4
30:01. 8
30:02. 3
30:14. 7
30:15. 7
30:29. 7
30:3 i. Z
02:30:55.3
Off
5
4
2
1
2
1
Bit Rate
55O
4400
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Table 4-4 (continued)
Command GMT, Telemetry
Number Description hr:min:sec Mode Bit Rate
1 44000512
0516
0232
0506
0611
0614
0617
0624
0136
0710
3617
M 1202
0713
0702
3617
M 1313
0714
0704
0510
0227
0231
0232
O5O6
O5O3
0204
0220
0215
0107
0110
0130
0700
0704
0510
0231
0227
0232
O5O6
0317
0322
0320
0702
Accel Amp 5-8 Off
TD Str Gage Pwr Off
ESP Off
Mod e 5
VL 2 Ther Pwr On
VL 1 Ther Pwr On
VL 3 Ther Pwr On
AMR Htr On
SMSS Aux Htr On
Pos Angle Maneuver
Interlock
Magnitude (322 counts)
Yaw
Sun Acq Mode On
Interlock
Magnitude (363 counts)
Sun and Roll
Cruise Mode
AESP Off
Mode 2
Mode 4
ES P Off
Mode 5
550 bps
Coast Phase Clock Rates
Hi Data Rate SCO's Off
3.9 Kc SCO On
Xmtr Hi Volt Off
Xmtr Fil Pwr Off
Xfer Sw B Zo Pwr
Inertial Mode
Cruise Mode
02:30:55.
30:56.
31:17.
31:24.
31:49.
31:50.
31:50.
31:51.
31:51.
32:19.
32:19.
32:20.
3Z:53.
35:43.
36:26.
36:27.
37:25.
40:56.
41:ZZ.
41:29.
42:52.
44:22.
44:29.
45:01.
45:01.
45:02.
45:02.
46:03.
46:09.
02:46:10.
04:15:57.
05:50:44.
8
3
8
3
8
3
8
3
8
3
8
3
4
8
8
3
1
7
8
3
7
9
4
3
8
3
8
2
7
1
7
3
2
4
Day 197 -- DSS-42
AESP Off
Mode 4
Mode 2
ESP Off
Mode 5
Aux Batt Mode
Hi Curr Mode On
Restore MB Mode
Sun Acq Mode
07:10:39.2
10:46.4
13:12. 5
18:17. 5
18:26. 5
07:58:17. l
08:07:58.7
i0:36.7
08:50:58.8
4
2
550
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Table 4-4 (continued)
Command GMT, Telemetry
Number Description hr:min:sec Mode Bit Rate
55O0510
0231
0227
0232
0506
0317
0323
0320
0322
0704
0615
0510
0231
0227
0232
O5O6
0700
0704
0700
0704
0510
0231
0227
0232
0506
0317
0323
0320
0322
1136
0510
0231
0232
0506
0510
0231
0227
0232
0506
AES P Off
Mode 4
Mode 2
ES P Off
Mode 5
Aux Batt Mode
Hi Curr Mode Off
Restore MB Mode
Hi Curt Mode On
Cruise Mode
OT 2 Ther Pwr On
Ii:58:37.9
I 1:58:46.8
12:01:56.4
04:38.9
12:04:46.8
13:02:32. 1
07:40. 1
i1:07. 1
13:21:04. 1
14:36:18. 3
14:37:24. 5
5
4
2
5
Day 197 --DSS-51
AESP Off
Mode 4
Mode Z
ES P Off
Mode 5
Inertial Mode
Cruise Mode
Inertial Mode
Cruise Mode
AESP Off
Mode 4
Mode Z
ES P Off
Mode 5
Aux Batt Mode
Hi Curr Mode Off
Restore MB Mode
Hi Curr Mode On
Sur Camera ETC On
AES P Off
Mode 4
ESP Off
Mode 5
AES P Off
Mode 4
Mode 2
ESP Off
Mode 5
15:16:11. 5
16:19. 9
19:58. 5
22:42. 0
ZZ:51.4
15:40:35. 4
17:30:31.0
17:39:41. 5
19:12:57. 1
24:04. 1
24:14. 5
31:4Z. 1
41:25. 5
19:41:35.0
20:13:55.4
27:33.9
33:44. 9
20:42:26.8
21:08:49
35:41
35:50
38:37
21:38:47
22:37:53.9
38:02. 4
40:14.9
42:41.6
22:42:49. 3
4
2
4
2
4
5
4
Z
5
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Table 4-4 (continued)
Command GMT, Telemetry
Number Description hr:min:sec Mode Bit Rate
Day 197 --DSS -l i
0510
0231
0227
0226
0232
O5O6
0220
0221
0222
0222
0222
0223
0215
01Z4
0123
0507
0510
0231
1133
0105
0127
0106
0220
0216
0205
0214
0211
0227
0232
0506
0521
0515
0517
0124
0704
0710
3617
AESP Off
Mode 4
Mod e 2
Mode 1
ESP Off
Mode 5
Hi Data Rate SCO's Off
Gyro Speed SCO On
Next Gyro
Next Gyro
Next Gyro
Gyro Speed SCO Off
3.9 Kc SCO On
23:45:37. 7
45:44. 7
49:32. 2
51:32. 2
53:42. 2
53:49.6
54:49. 5
54:50. 0
55:43. 7
56:47. 7
57:12.2
58:02. 7
23:58:03.2
Day 198--DSS-II
Xpndr Pwr Off
Xpndr B Pwr On
Mode 6
AESP Off
Mode 4
Sur Camera V TC On
Xmtr B Fil Pwr On
Xfer Sw B Hi Pwr
Xmtr Hi Volt On
Hi Data Rate SCO's Off
7.35 l<c SCO On
1100 bps
Sum Amps Off
Phase Sum Amp B On
Mode 2
ES P Off
Mode 5 On
Prop Sir Gage Pwr On
TD Str Gage Pwr On
TD Str Gage D-Ch On
Xpndr Pwr Off
Cruise Mode
Pos Angle Maneuver
Interlock
00:00:57.
02:31.
00:59:29.
01:04:43.
04:50.
06:14.
07:43.
09:26.
09:26.
09:55.
09:55.
09:56.
10:36.
10:37.
11:38.
13:04.
13:11.
15:33.
16:14.
16:14.
17:08.
19:24.
19:25.
01:19:25.
2
2
3
3
7
3
3
3
8
3
8
3
9
4
3
3
2
2
2
7
9
7
2
7
5
4
2
1
5
Off
6
4
2
5
55O
ii00
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Table 4-4 (continued)
Command
Number
M
M
M
M
1425
0714
3617
1620
0713
0700
3617
0337
0711
0723
3617
0127
0507
0720
3617
0724
0613
0616
0621
0135
1134
1137
0604
0625
0727
0626
0730
0730
0730
Description
GMT,
hr:min:sec
Magnitude (405 countsl 01:19:26.
Sun and RoIl 24:44.
Interlock 27:52.
Magnitude (464 counts) 27:52.
Yaw 29:34.
Inertial Mode 33:09.
Interlock 33:09.
Magnitude (127 counts) 33:10.
Roll 35:04.
Reset Nom Thrust Bias 40:49.
Interlock 41:52.
Magnitude (55 counts) 41:53.
Mode 6 43:41.
Reset Group 4 Outputs 45:03.
Interlock 56:20.
Retro Seq Mode 56:20.
VL 2 FT Z Ther Pwr Off 56:40.
VL 10T 2 Ther Pwr Off 56:41.
VL 30T 3 Ther Pwr Off 56:41.
SMSS Aux Heater Off 56:42.
Sur Camera VTC Off 56:42.
Sur Camera ETC Off 56:43.
AMR Htr Off 56:43.
AMR Pwr On 57:14.
FC Thrust Phase Pwr On 01:58:14.
AMR Enable 02:00:14.
Emer AMR Signal 01:54.
Emer AMR Signal 01:55.
Emer AMR Signal 02:01:55.
2
2
2
7
2
1
6
1
6
1
6
1
6
1
0
5
5
0
5
0
5
0
5
5
5
5
0
0
5
Telemetry
Mode
6
Bit Rate
1100
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TABLE 4-5. COMMANDS SENT AFTER LOSS OF DATA
Command GMT,
Number Description hr:min: sec
0207
0733
0214
0120
0737
36171
0630
3617 I
03111
0305
0117
0130
0104
OIIZ
0111
36171
o3141
0116
PM Pre-Sum Amp On
Emerg Start Pgmd Thrust (4)
Sum Amps Off
Omni A Select (4)
Thrust Phase Pwr Off (4)
Interlock 1(4)
RADVS Off I
Interlock 1(4)
FC Off I
OTC Enable (4)
Xmtr A to Planar Array (4)
Xfer Sw B Lo Pwr (4)
Xmtr B Lo Pwr On (4)
NB VCXO On (4)
Xmtr Lo Pwr Off (4)
Interlock I(4)
Noness Loads Offl
Xmtr B to Planar Array (4)
02:03:26. 4
03: 39. 9
through
04:03. 4
04:45. 4
05: 30. 9
through
06: 57. 9
07:26. 9
through
07: 37. 9
08:11.9
through
08: 29. 4
08: 42. 9
through
09: 00. 4
ll:00. 9
through
11:13. 4
ig: 04. 9
through
12: 16. 9
12: 27. 4
through
12: 38. 3
iZ: 55. 3
through
13: 08. 8
13: 30. 8
through
13:43. 8
15: 39. 8
through
15: 54. 3
16: 24. 3
through
16:41. 8
02:16:58. 3
through
17: i0. 8
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Table 4-5 (continued)
Command
Number ]Descr iption
0126 Xfer Sw A Lo Pwr (4)
0101
0112
0305
0116
0126
0101
0112
0121
0111
36171
03141
0737
Xmtr A Lo Pwr On (4)
NB VCXO On (4)
OTC Enable (4)
Xmtr B to Planar Array (4)
Xfer Sw A Lo Pwr (4)
Xmtr A Lo Pwr On (4)
NB VCXO On (4)
Omni B Select
Xmtr Lo Pwr Off (4)
Interlock I 4
Noness Loads Off
FC Thrust Phase Pwr Off (4)
Interlock }
RADVS Off J (4)
GMT,
hr:min:sec
02:17:25. 8
through
17:39. 8
18:06. 8
through
18:20. 3
18:30. 3
th rough
18:43. 3
19:43.8
through
19:57. 8
20:07. 3
through
20:19. 8
20:27. 3
through
20:39. 3
20:48. 3
through
21:00. 8
21:11.3
through
21:23. 3
23:17. 3
through
23:29. 3
36:44. 7
through
36:56. 2
37:06. 7
through
37:21. 7
37:35. 7
through
37:46. 2
37:57. 7
through
38:12. 2
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Table 4-5 (continued)
GMT,Command
Number
3617 t
o3111
0320
0323
De sc r iption
Interlock _ (4)
FC Off I
Main Batt On (4)
Hi Curt Mode Off (4)
hr:min:sec
02:38:22. 7
through
38:37. 7
38:47.2
through
38:59. 2
39:08. 7
through
02:39:19.2
Following the built-in hold at T-5 minutes, the countdown was
resumed. At T-40 seconds, a Z9-second hold was called to confirm the
proper liquid hydrogen level in the Centaur. The countdown continued after
this short hold, and liftoff occurred at 11 hours 53 minutes 29 seconds GMT
at a launch azimuth of 103.82 degrees.
4. 1. 3 Launch, Injection, and Separation
The direct ascent boost phase was normal, with the Atlas roll and
pitch programs, as well as the normal opening and closing of the spacecraft
inertia switch, being confirmed by spacecraft telemetry. Figure 4-3 dia-
grams the major events of the trajectory through separation as seen in
profile. The times of Atlas/Centaur mark events are given in Table 4-6.
Marks 4, 5, 6, and 7 (Centaur nose fairing jettison, Atlas SECO and VECO,
Atlas/Centaur separation, and Centaur main engine start) were ai1 verified
in real time from spacecraft data. Subsequent to injection and just prior to
its separation from the spacecraft, the Centaur issued the preprogrammed
commands "extend landing gears, " "extend omni antennas, " and "transmitter
high power on," all of which are verified by spacecraft telemetry. Separation
of Centaur and Surveyor occurred immediately thereafter.
The event times and performance parameters of the postseparation
phase are given in Tables 4-7 and 4-8, respectively. FoiIowing separation,
solar panel stepping was initiated. In addition, the cold gas jets were
enabIed, and the flight control subsystem nulIed out the tip-off rates and
initiated the roll-yaw sequence to acquire the sun. At L + 16 minutes 55
seconds, primary sun sensor lockon occurred, following a minus roll of
approximately 59 degrees and a positive yaw of 46 degrees. Concurrently
with the sun acquisition sequence, the antenna/solar panelpositioner (A/SPP)
was compieting its solar-panel and roll-axis deployment, and, at 12 hours
11 minutes 54 seconds GMT (L + 22 minutes 25 seconds), the solar panel
was in its proper transit position.
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TABLE 4-6. ATLAS/CENTAUR MARK EVENT TIMES
Mark Nominal Actual GMT (Day 195),
Number Event Time, seconds Time, seconds hr:min:s:ec
L+
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
m
13
14
15
16
17
Liftoff (Z-inch motion)
Atlas booster engine cutoff (BECO)
Atlas booster engine jettison
Centaur insulation panel jettison
Centaur nose fairing jettison
Atlas sustainer and vernier cutoff
(SECO and VECO)
Atlas/Centaur separation
Centaur main engine start (MES)
Centaur main engine cutoff
(MECO) (spacecraft injection)
Extend landing gear command
Landing gear down (telemetry)
Unlock omnidirectional antenna
command
Omnidirectional antennae extended
(telemetry)
Turn on Surveyor high power
transmitter (command)
High power on (telemetry)
Centaur/Surveyor electrical
disconnect
]Electrical separation (telemetry)
Spacecraft separation
Begin Centaur turn around
maneuver
Start Centaur tank blowdown
End Centaur tank blowdown
Energize power changeover switch
0.0
143.66
147.76
177.66
204.66
238.18
240.18
249.68
680.67
713.68
724.18
744.68
750. 18
755.68
76O. 68
995.68
1245.68
1246.54
0.0
14 I. 88
145.38
176. 18
203.38
237.98
241.58
Z51.88
687.98
715. 78
725.28
745.98
751.28
756.88
No report
996.88
1247.58
1247.58
11:53:29. 215
55:51.1
55:54.6
56:25.4
56:52.6
57:27.2
57:30.8
57:41. 1
12:04:57.2
05:25.0
05:25.4 + 1.2
05:34.5
05:36.8 ± 1.2
05:55.2
05:56.1 ± 1.2
06:00. 5
06:01.4 ± 1.2
06:06. I
10:06. I
14:16. 8
14:16. 8
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TABLE 4-7. SPACECRAFT SEPARATION EVENTS
Events Completed
GMT,
day:hr:min: sec
Centaur separation-- electrical
Centaur separation -- mechanical
Acquisition sun sensor illuminated
Sun acquisition
Solar panel deployed
A/SPP to roll transit position
195:IZ:O6:OZ.O
06:06. 1
08:53.0
10:Z4.0
11:53.6
16:05.6
TABLE 4-8. SPACECRAFT SEPARATION
AND ACQUISITION PERFORMANCE
Performance
Time to remove separation
rates
Solar panel deployment
time
A/SPP roll positioning
time
Sun acquisition maneuver
Units
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Roll
Yaw
Time
Degrees
Degrees
Seconds
Actual
<13
348
252
59.4
45. 6
Zl0
Predicted
Value Source
<51
340
Z48
1080
Specification
Preflight solar
thermal vacuum
test
Preflight solar
thermal vacuum
test
Specification
4-Z0
4. i. 4 DSIF Acquisition
At approximately L + 16 minutes 5Z seconds, the spacecraft became
visible to DSS-7Z (Ascension), which achieved one-way lock at this time.
Three minutes and 40 seconds later, the acquisition was completed when
two-way lock was established by DSS-7Z at a signal strength of -90 dbm.
The first ground-controlled sequence ("initial spacecraft operations")
was initiated at L + 36 minutes 16 seconds. In accordance with premission
plans, this sequence was altered so that the spacecraft transmitter high
voltage was not commanded off until the data transmission was switched
from the 550-bits/sec low modulation index mode to the ll00-bits/sec
normal modulation index mode to ensure satisfactory data reception. In
addition to commanding the change in bit rate, commands were sent to turn
off equipment required only for the launch-to-DSIF acquisition phase (e. g. ,
transmitter high voltage and filaments off, accelerometer amplifiers off,
etc.) to seat the solar panel and roll axis locking pins securely (i.e., by
rocking the axes back and forth), and use all telemetry commutator modes
for a complete assessment. All spacecraft data and responses to commands
were normal.
Because of the high value of the star intensity signal (indicating the
presence of the earth in the Canopus sensor field of view, the "cruise mode
on" command was delayed and the flight control subsystem was kept in "sun"
mode. There was no need to implement the "if required" sequence for
permitting receiver A to lock on to the ground transmitter signal since the
signal was already well within the receiver pass-band (i. e., receiver A
automatic frequency control telemetry indicated only a 6. Z-kc error).
4. i. 5 Coast Phase I Including Canopus Acquisition
The spacecraft continued to coast normally with its pitch-yaw attitude
controlled to track the sun and with its roll axis held inertially fixed. Track-
ing and telemetry data were being obtained by the use of transmitter B oper-
ating in low power in the transponder mode.
By L + 3 hours Z7 minutes, the star intensity signal had decreased
to a low level (i.e., 0. 5 volt), and had remained steady for over 30 minutes.
This indication that the earth was no longer in the Canopus sensor field of
view, and the "cruise mode on" command was sent to ensure that the atti-
tude control system would revert to inertial mode in the event sun lock was
inadvertently lost.
During coast phase I and prior to star map, some unidentified objects
passed through the Canopus sensor field of view at approximately 15 hours
Z7 minutes, 16 hours 4 minutes, 16 hours 16 minutes, and 16 hours 36
minutes 20 seconds GMT. Star map sequence began at 17 hours 51 minutes
27 seconds with one complete roll using omnidirectional antenna B and coast
mode commutator data being transmitted at 4400 bits/sec. A Canopus lock
signal did appear when Canopus was in the Canopus sensor field of view
(after 212 degrees of roll), indicating that automatic lockon should occur on
4-Zi
the next revolution. A possible loss of down link due to rolling through a
null did not materialize. Automatic Canopus acquisition was accomplished
at 18 hours i0 minutes ZZ seconds GMT after some 57Z degrees of roll.
During the star mapping sequence, four stars (Eta Ursae Majoris, Delta
Velorum, Gamma Cassiopeiae, and Canopus), the earth, and the moon were
positively identified. In addition to these celestial bodies, several uniden-
tified objects were observed during the star map (see Table 4-9). The vehi-
cle returned to its coasting as before, but with its roll attitude controlled so
that its star sensor remained locked to Canopus.
At approximately Z0 hours and 8 minutes on day 195 GMT (L + 8 hours
15 minutes 31 seconds), the receiver decoders indexed several times. The
station-to-spacecraft vector was known to be in a region of deep nulls on
omnidirectional antenna A with receiver A operating near threshold. The
antenna gain in these regions is very sensitive to small movements of the
spacecraft such as limit cycle. Therefore, some indexing was not unexpected
and was not considered a problem since predictions showed that the antenna
gain would improve before the next scheduled sequence for commanding the
spacecraft.
In coast phase I, there were six standard engineering assessments,
nine gyro drift checks, and one gyro speed check. The spacecraft bit rate
was reduced from II00 to 550 bits/sec at 7 hours 52 minutes 47. 2 seconds
on day 196 when DSS-42 reported a bit error rate of greater than 3 × 10-3.
Spacecraft data continuously gave indications that all subsystems were
normal and within their predicted operational limits. However, the vernier
oxidizer tank 1 temperature (P-15) showed an unexplainable rapid increase
of temperature (rate of 5 BCD/hr) at 19 hours 24 minutes GMT on day 196.
At 20 hours and 19 minutes GMT, the temperature stabilized at approxi-
mately 52°F, which was well within its upper temperature limit of 100°F.
During the standard Premidcourse Project Management Conferences,
it was decided not to execute at E + 15 hours but to delay the midcourse
correction until L + 39 hours. This decision was primarily based on
the excellent injection conditions of the spacecraft and the expected overall
landing site accuracy improvement obtained by executing the maneuvers at
39 hours rather than 15 hours.
4. i. 6 Midcourse Correction
All midcourse operations were performed normally. With the space-
craft being controlled by DSS-II (Goldstone), the maneuver sequence for
applying the desired midcourse thrust in the proper direction was a positive
roll of 72. 5 degrees, followed by a minus yaw of 64. 3 degrees (see Table
4-10). During the premidcourse maneuver execution, a new commanding
technique was utilized by SPAC for the possible reduction of spacecraft
pointing error. This technique was to observe the gyro error limit cycle
and execute each maneuver when the respective gyro error was as near to
zero as practical.
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TABLE 4-9. DESCRIPTION OF SURVEYOR IV STAR MAP
Roll Angle From
Start of Maneuver,
degrees
62.0
114.1
145. 5
189.4
210.6
315.1
349.7
410. 5
421.7
474.2
497. 0
549. 2
572
Object in
Star Sensor Field
of View
(Start of roll)
Eta U Majoris
Moon
First particle
Delta Velorum
Canopus
Earth
Gamma
Casiopeiae
Second particle
Eta U Majoris
Moon
Third particle
Delta Velorum
Canopus
Angle From Canopus,
degrees
Actual
-210.6
-65. 1
-21. 3
0.0
104.5
139.0
199.9
211. i
263. 5
286.4
338.6
0.0
Preflight
Prediction
-148.7
-97.0
-21. 1
103.0
139. 2
211.3
263
338.9
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With the vehicle thrusting direction now positioned properly, the
vernier engine system was pressurized with helium at L + 38 hours 33 min-
utes 58 seconds. The midcourse velocity correction was applied by ignition
of the vernier engines at Z + 38 hours 36 minutes 33 seconds, with controlled
thrust to achieve a constant acceleration of 0. 1 g for i0.475 seconds ( a
velocity correction of I0. 28 m/sec). All sources of data indicated that the
midcourse correction was extremely close to its desired value, correcting
the miss distance of thein-flightlunar aiming point (1 degree 20 minutes
West and 0 degree Z5 minutes North) to a calculated miss of 5.6 miles
(8. 5 kilometers).
_'ollowing the midcourse thrusting, the sun and Canopus were
reacquired by performing the reverse maneuvers. Thus, confirmation was
obtained that the gyros had retained their inertial reference during the ver-
nier engine shut down, and the need to perform a postmidcourse star verifica-
tion to ensure lockon to the proper star was eliminated.
4. i. 7 Coast Phase II
Following the postmidcourse maneuvers, the spacecraft was con-
figured for coast phase II by returning to coast commutator low power and
550 bits/sec (550 bits/sec was utilized up to terminal descent, as was the
case with Surveyor I). Coast phase II was very normal as four gyro drift
checks, six engineering interrogations, and one gyro speed check were
performed. Initial power mode cycling was conducted at 7 hours 58 minutes
17 seconds GMT, and subsequent power mode cycling was conducted at 13
hours 2 minutes 32 seconds and 20 hours 13 minutes 55 seconds GMT, all on
clay 197. These checks are used to determine battery load sharing when both
batteries are placed directly on the bus during terminal descent.
During the transit phase, some 13 gyro drift checks were performed.
This large number of drift checks was performed in order to refine the pitch
gyro drift rate which indicated near or above specification. In addition to
drift rates, the following flight control parameters were made available in
real time for terminal descent operations planning:
l) Amount of nitrogen remaining = 3.92 pounds
2) Pitch gyro drift rate = -i. 0 deg/hr
3) Yaw gyro drift rate = +0. 15 deg/hr
4) Roll gyro drift rate = -0. 5 deg/hr
5) Pitch optical dead band = 0. 437 degree (peak-to-peak)
6) Yaw optical dead band = 0.412 degree (peak-to-peak)
7) Roll optical dead band = 0.638 degree (peak-to-peak)
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The retro engine bulk temperature was computed to be 56°F, and a
temperature of 55°F at retro ignition was predicted. It was estimated that
the resulting retro burn time would be 42. 53 seconds. For terminal descent
maneuvers, the operational procedure was used to control the initiation
time of the first two maneuvers so that the limit cycle errors would be mini-
mized (i.e., the same procedure used for premidcourse maneuvers).
4. i. 8 Terminal Descent
Terminal descent preparations were initiated by Goidstone (DSS-II)
at 57 seconds GMT on day 198 with the turning off of the transponders. The
spacecraft was then assessed and configured as follows: I) high power,
2) II00 bits/sec, 3) transmitter B, and 4) omnidirectional antenna B. The
spacecraft successfully performed the following three terminal maneuvers:
i) plus roll of 80. 4 degrees, 2) plus yaw of 92. 7 degrees, and 3) minus roll
of 25. 3 degrees. They were initiated at 1 hour 24 minutes 44 seconds,
1 hour Z9 minutes 34 seconds, and 1 hour 35 minutes 4 seconds GMT,
respectively, on day 198 (see Table 4-11). The first two maneuvers aligned
the retro engine thrust axis to the desired direction, and the third established
the preferred spacecraft orientation at retro ignition to reduce the probability
of the RADVS breaking Iockon, and provided the proper lighting conditions
for postlanding viewing of engine 3 by the TV camera. The DSIF signal
strength at the end of the third maneuver was reported as -123. 9 dbm
(prediction of signal strength at this time was within 0. Z dbm), well within
the -132. 7 dbm touchdown strain gauge turnon criteria.
Other preretro-ignition spacecraft operations (e. g. , loading the
proper altitude-mark-to-vernier-ignition delay quantity (2. 725 seconds),
commanding retro sequence mode for automatic flight control sequences
following the altitude radar mark, establishing the proper vernier engine
thrust level for the retro phase, turning on flight control thrust phase
power, etc. ) were executed on schedule without difficulty. In addition, the
altitude marking radar wasturned on at L + 62 hours 3 minutes 46 seconds
and enabled at L + 62 hours 6 minutes 46 seconds.
The automatic descent sequence was initiated by the altitude marking
radar mark, confirmed on the ground at 2 hours 1 minute 56. 080 seconds
GMT (g + 62 hours 8 minutes 27 seconds). Vernier engine ignition, retro
engine ignition, and RADVS turnon occurred at the proper time. After the
retro had been burning for approximately 40. 9 seconds (versus a predicted
burn time of 42. 53 seconds), all spacecraft signals were lost abruptly at
2 hours Z minutes 41 seconds GMT {L + 62 hours 9 minutes 12 seconds).
Subsequent attempts to establish contact with the spacecraft (e. g., by
restoring the power control logic by enabling the overload-trip circuit
(OTC), by bypassing the OTC, and by taking the auxiliary battery off the
bus while commanding various combinations of transmitters, antennas, and
transmitter power levels, etc. ) were all unsuccessful. Some of the com-
mands sent by Goldstone in its initial revival attempt have already been
listed in Table 4-5.
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TABLE 4-13. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT DEVIATIONS FROM
EPD-180, REVISION D (i JUNE 1967)
Mission Phase Mission Time Event/Deviation Reason for Deviation
L+ 36M 17SDSIF acquisition through
star verification
DSIF acquisition through
star verification
DSIF acquisition through
star verification
DSIF acquisition through
star verification
Coast phases I and II
Coast phase I
Coast phase I
Coast phase I
Midcours e correction
Coast phase II
Coast phase II
Coast phase II
Coast phase II
Terminal descent
L+ 48M00S
L+ 1H50M 00S
L+ 2H36M 00S
L+ 5H54M 17S
L+ 6HZOM 05S
L+ 7HIOM 32S
L + 9H 4M 14S
L+ 12HI5M 56S
L+ 14HZ5M Z3S
L+ Z0H07MZ7S
L+ 22HZ6M 43S
L+ Z8HI5M04S
L+ 30H09M48S
L+ 33H46M20S
L+ 40HZ2M29S
L+ 44H57M 30S
L+ 51H47M 06S
L+ 53H46MI3S
L+ 9H30M 00S
L+ 12H05M 34S
L+ 16HI7M 59S
L+ 20H09M 19S
L+ Z4H08M07S
L+ 36HZ8M 29S
L+ 38HI3M33S
L+ 4ZH06M33S
L+ 45H50M 00S
L+ 50H43M 55S
L+ 62H09M 30S
Decision to execute "Initial II00
BPS Selection" early
Decision to delay cruise mode on
command
Mode 4 interrogations omitted
Selection of 4400 hits per second
and return to 1100 bits per second
for star verification
Gyro drift checks were run as
follows :
1) 3 axis (110 minutes)
Z) 3 axis (100 minutes)
3) 3 axis (1Z0 minutes)
4) Roll only (335 minutes)
5) 3 axis (120 minutes)
6) 3 axis (90 minutes)
7) 3 axis (90 minutes)
8) 3 axis (I00 minutes)
9) Roll only (I00 minutes)
10) 3 axis (95 minutes)
ll) Roll only (345 minutes)
lZ) 3 axis (100 minutes)
13) 3 axis (95 minutes)
Bit rate reduction to 550 hits per
second was delayed to
L+ 19H59MZS
Unscheduled engineering
inter rogations
Select next gyro speed commanded
one extra time
The second premidcourse gyro
speed check was omitted
Postmidcourse star verification
maneuver not performed
Five postmidcourse interrogations
omitted
Vernier tank thermal control on
delayed
Vernier oxidizer tank 2 thermal
control on
The second preterminal gyro
speed check was omitted
Per premission plan to ensure
satisfactory data reception by
DSIF- I Z.
Star error signal was fluctuating
and star intensity signal level was
appreciably above the no-signal
level. It was necessary to keep
the roll axis in inertial mode to
conserve nitrogen gas.
Required only if spacecraft passes
through earth shadow.
To increase data rate of star
intensity and Canopus error
signals during star verification.
Experience has shown that a large
data sample is necessary to obtain
a value of gyro drift which can he
used with confidence in the pre-
retro maneuvers to compensate
for gyro drift. Only four drift
checks are scheduled; the addi-
tional checks were performed to
increase confidence in the
measured values.
Telecommunications performance
was adequate to sustain 1100 bits
per second.
Additional interrogations were
performed in coast phase I
because of the delayed midcourse
correction.
To verify that the correct stepping
was accomplished.
Previous measurement of gyro
speed indicated that the per-
formance was satisfactory.
Postmidcourse reverse maneu-
vers resulted in reacquisition
of sun and star.
Not required because of late
midcours e correction.
Tank temperatures indicated that
heating was not required at the
scheduled time.
Tank temperature reached a level
where heating was required.
Previous measurement of gyro
speed indicated that the per-
formance was normal.
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Final reliability point estimates for each subsystem are given in
Table 4-14.
TABLE 4-14. SUBSYSTEM FINAL RELIABILITY
POINT ESTIMATES
Reliability
Subsystem Estimate s
T eIecommunic ation s
Vehicle and mechanisms
Propulsion
Electrical power
Flight control
Spacecraft
Systems interaction reliability
factor
Spacecraft reliability (0. 667)(0. 978) = 0.65
0. 667
0. 978
0. 9Z9
0. 854
0. 947
0. 953
0.931
4. Z. i. Z Summary of Data Base for Surveyor IV Reliability Estimates
The primary source of data for reliability estimates is the operating
time and cycles experienced by Surveyor IV units during systems tests and
_,__u, _ +_ acc .....1_f_ _1_h_lity relevant failure data provided by TFRs
Data from Surveyors I, II, and Ill test and flight experience are included
where .1._,_=reare no s_g_f_ra_t............ _esign differences between the units. A failure
is considered relevant if it affects equipment reliability and could occur
during a mission. Relevance of failures is based upon a joint reliability-
systems engineering decision. In addition, relevant failures are weighted
as follows:
I. 0 Critical-- Would normally cause a safety hazard, mission abort,
or failure of mission objective.
0.6 Major -- Would significantly degrade system performance but
not cause mission abort or failure.
0. 1 Minor -- Would not significantly effect ability of system to
function as designed.
A summary data base for Surveyor IV reliability estimates is
presented in Table 4-15.
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Table 4-15 (continued)
Units
Roll actuator
Attitude jet system
Pin puller;:`"
Pin puller cartridge;',`"
Helium tank and valves
a s s emb ly",`"
Propellant tank assembly;',-"
Fuel tank
Oxidizer tank
Lines and fittings
Total
Weighted
Relevant
Failures
0
0.1
0
0
0.1
0
0.6
0. I
Test Time
(hours) or
Cycles
190. 5
444, 675
cycles
16, I01
cycles
16, I01
equivalent firings
36 mission cycles
58 mission cycles
76 mission cycles
78 mission cycles
Thrust chamber assembly (JPL
supplied)
Propellant shutoff valve
Throttle valve
Thrust chamber and
injector assembly
Helium release valves':-"
Valve ca rtridg e_:`"
Shock absorber':`"
Crushable structure","
Sy stem.-',=;',=
.0
.0
0.3
%033 cycles
698 cycles
260 cycles
16 firings
16,064 equivalent
firings
400 cycles
70 cycles
I, 174.4
Reliability
1.0
O. 999
1.0
1.0
0. 997
1.0
0. 977
0. 999
1.0
0. 997
O. 996
1.0
l.O
l.O
1.0
0.978
Includes unit flight acceptance and type approval test data.
;',{ }',{
Based on main power switch operating time in system test.
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4. Z. i. 3 Time/Cycle/Reliability History for all Surveyor I, II, and
Ill Units
Table 4-16 presents a history of time/cycle/reliability data for each
major control item for Surveyors I, II, and III.
4. Z. Z Future Reliability Predictions
4. Z. Z. 1 Reliability Trends
Surveyor spacecraft realized a steady reliability growth up through
Surveyor III, dipped sharply for IV, and has resumed the upward trend for
V and SC-6. This can be readily seen from Table 4-17 which presents relia-
bility figures for Surveyors I through ¥.
Table 4-18 presents the Surveyor IV and V reliability ratio for each
subsystem relative to the Surveyor III values. Of particular interest is the
V/III column which indicates that the vehicle/mechanisms, propulsion, and
flight control subsystems exhibit reliability for Surveyor V below their
Surveyor III values. Although flight control reliability is down overall, it
has improved somewhat from Surveyor IV to V. The vernier propulsion sub-
system is also down overall; however, because of limited testing, the
Surveyor IV and V estimates employ the same data base, and hence provide
an inconclusive comparison. The vehicle/mechanism reliability is down from
Surveyor III to IV and down slightly again from Surveyor IV to V. This
decrease was a result of three failures:
l) Wiring Harness Compartment A (TFR 18Z6Z). Surveyor IV mis-
sion failure. A possible failure mode has been ascribed to the Z9-
volt regulated transmitter low ripple wiring from the boost
regulator to the transmitter and return. This was a single wire
from the boost I , to u_ _..... ;++_,'s, _n_ _ h_s been
shown that a failure of this wire would produce results very sim-
ilar to the Surveyor IV mission failure signature. Engineering
Change Requests have been initiated to provide redundant wiring
and eliminate this potential failure mode. This assignment of the
Surveyor IV mission failure to the wiring harness is for reliability
calculations only. Subsection 4. 3 contains a discussion of all pos-
sible Surveyor IV failure modes. The overall reliability estimate
is independent of which subsystem is assigned this failure.
Z) Wiring Harness Basic Bus 1 (TFR 56439). Failed pin retention te st
at umbilical connector. Pin retention failure is a recurring prob-
lem during systems testing, but precautions taken prior to final
mating of connectors reduces the probability of a connection failure
during a mission.
3) Thermal Sensor (TFR 50232). Temperature sensor test indicated
an open circuit for the thermal sensor on thrust chamber assembly
(TCA) 1. Revised acceptance specifications include continuity checks
on all TCA thermal sensors at El Segundo and AFETR. The addi-
tion of continuity checks for thermal sensors during TCA flow
checks at AFETR will preclude launching the spacecraft with open
connections to any thermal sensors.
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TABLE 4-16. TIME/CYCLE/RELIABILITY HISTORY FOR
SURVEYORS I, II.,AND III
Unit
Receiver decoder select
Central decoder
Subsystem decoder
Engineering signal processor
Auxiliary engineering signal processor
Signal processing auxiliary
Central signal processor
Low data rate auxiliary
Omnidirectional antenna
Omnidirectional mechanism
Diplexer
Transmitter
Low pass filter
Telemetry buffer amplifier
Receiver
Transponder
RF transfer switch
SPDT switch
Thermal sensors
Thermal control and heater assembly
2, 137.3
2, 137.3
I0,686. 5
691.3
838.0
292.7
I, 828.3
449.9
716.7
42 cycles
2, 173. 8
1,019.1
3, 176.6
I, 874.4
3, 580.2
529. I
I, 019. I
I, 019. i
40, 953. 8
1,455.9
Time (hours) or Cycles
II
4,073.4
4, 073.4
20, 367. 0
I, 300. 5
I, 478. 2
461. 8
3, 133. 0
847. l
l, 068. 4
510 cycles
5, 891. 5
Z, 573. 0
6, 822. 8
5, 103. 3
7, 297. 9
I, 153.4
2, 373. 0
2, 373.0
76, 038.0
I, 591. 7
Thermal switch
Thermal shell
Spaceframe
Landing gear
Compartment A thermal tray
Compartment B thermal tray
Auxiliary battery compartment
Wiring harness compartment A
Wiring harness compartment B
Wiring harness basic bus I
Wiring harness basic bus Z
Wiring harness A/SPP
Wiring harness auxiliary battery
Wiring harness RF cabling
Wiring harness retro rocket
Nitrogen lines
Retro rocket release
Engineering mechanical auxiliary
Antenna/solar panel positioner
14, 755. 5
i, 967.4
8 cycles
21 cycles
8 cycles
8 cycles
8 cycles
2, 587. 2
2, 587. Z
2, 537.2
Z, 537.2
I, 063. 9
l, IZg. l
2,601.3
I, 053. 2
I, 147.0
540 cycles
I, 576.3
240, 504 cycles
26, 196.0
3,492. 8
Ii cycles
139 cycles
II cycles
II cycles
1 l cycles
l, 868. 5
I, 868. 5
4,405.7
4,405.7
1,111.7
I, 333.8
4, 227. 5
l, 059.5
I, 963.0
575 cycles
3, 358. 6
511, 506 cycles
Separation sensor and arming device
Retro rocket system
Solar panel
Battery charge regulator
Boost regulator
Auxiliary battery control
Main power switch
Main battery
Auxiliary battery
Boost regulator input choke
Boost regulator unregulated filter
Flight control sensor group
Altitude marking radar
RADVS-signal data convertor
Klystron power supply modulator
Attitude and velocity sensing antenna
Velocity sensing antenna
RADVS waveguide
Roll actuator
Attitude jet system
Pin pullers
Pin puller cartridge
Helium tank and valve assembly
Fuel tanks
Oxidizer tanks
Lines and fittings
Propellant shutoff valve
Throttle valve
Thrust chamber and injector assembly
Helium release valve
Valve cartridges
Shock absorber
Crushable structures
System interaction
75 cycles
13 cycles
357. I
I, 128.4
2, 457.8
1, 929.3
1,475.4
i, 037. 4
90. 7
937.2
937.2
I, 147. 2
62.9
595. I
311. 5
295.9
266.6
194. 1
56.6
147,381 cycles
16,071 cycles
16,071 cycles
30 cycles
46 cycles
64 cycles
54 cycles
7,944 cycles
693 cycles
255 cycles
13 cycles
16,061 cycles
391 cycles
61 cycles
I, 717. I
72 cycles
14 cycles
402.7
3,072.0
4, 476. 1
3,998.0
3,354.6
I, 553. 8
113.6
2,623.9
2,627.9
1, 963. Z
92.9
987. 1
725.7
522. 7
424. I
278.0
98. 1
269, 576 cycles
16,080 cycles
16,429 cycles
33 cycles
49 cycles
67 cycles
60 cycles
7,947 cycles
694 cycles
256 cycles
14 cycles
16,062 cycles
391 cycles
61 cycles
i, 013.2
Failures Reliability
IH I II III I II Ill
5,602.1 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
5,602. 1 0.6 0.6 0.6 0. 972 0. 987 0. 990
28,010.5 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1,711.8 2.2 2.3 0.8 0.752 0.861 0.960
2,290.4 l.O 2.4 2.8 0.893 0.870 0.901
530.4 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
5, 836. l 0.7 1.4 0.7 0.960 0.963 0.990
1,484.3 0 0 0. I 1.0 .0 0.994
2,075.5 0 0 0 1.0 .0 1.0
663 cycles 0 0. 2 0 I. 0 0. 999 I. 0
8,948.9 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
3,685.9 2.3 1.0 2.4 0.874 0.961 0.942
9,880.2 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
8, 160.7 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
10,355.3 0.2 0. Z 0. I 0.995 0.998 0.999
1,663.2 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
3,685.9 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
3,685.9 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
I04, 180.8 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2,359.7 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
35,373.0 0 I. 2 I. 2 I. 0 0. 943 0. 958
4,716.4 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
16 cycles 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
160 cycles 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
17 cycles 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
17 cycles 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
17 cycles 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
3, 332. 9 1.0 0 0 0. 963 1.0 1.0
3,332.9 0.1 0 0 0.997 1.0 1.0
5, 870. 1 0. l 2. I 2. 1 0. 996 0. 960 0. 970
5, 870. l 1.0 2.0 I. 0 0. 962 0. 962 0. 986
1,121.2 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1,440.2 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
5,601.0 0. I 0 0 0.996 1.0 1.0
1,070.8 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2, 814. 7 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
578 cycles 0 0 0 I. 0 I. 0 I. 0
4,887.3 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
482,446 cycles 22.7 1.4 1.4 0.891 0.995 0.997
178 cycles 0 0 0 I. 0 I. 0 I. 0
15 cycles 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
467.7 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
4, 600. 7 0. 1 0. 7 0. 7 0. 989 0. 980 0. 987
6, 004. 8 0. 8 i. 4 I. 4 0. 968 0. 974 0. 982
5, 526. 7 0 0.6 0. 7 I. 0 0. 998 0. 998
4,885.3 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2, 685. 5 I. 0 I. 0 0 0. 882 0. 994 i. 0
248. 5 0. 6 0. 6 0.6 0. 880 0. 924 0. 962
4, 152.6 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
4,152.6 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2,815.1 0 2.0 0 1.0 0.917 1.0
106.3 0 0 0 1.0 l.O 1.0
1,131.7 6.5 10.3 11.1 0.982 0.989 0.989
921.0 5.4 5.9 5.9 0.981 0.991 0.993
823.9 2.2 2.2 4.4 0. 992 0. 996 0. 994
652. 5 0 I, 6 2.2 1.0 O. 996 O. 996
424.2 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
148.6 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
370, 756 cycles 0. 1 0. I 0. I 0. 995 0. 998 0. 998
16,092 cycles 0 0 0 I. 0 I. 0 I. 0
16,441 cycles 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
34 cycles 0 0. I 0. I. 0 0. 997 0. 997
52 cycles 0 0 0 I. 0 I. 0 I. 0
70 cycles 0 0 0 I. 0 I. 0 I. 0
66 cycles 0 0 0, I I. 0 I. 0 0,998
7,953 cycles 0 0 0 I, 0 I. 0 I. 0
697 cycles 2, 0 Z. 0 2.0 0,997 0. 997 0. 997
259 cycles 0 1.0 1.0 I. 0 0. 996 O. 996
15 cycles 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
16,063 cycles 0 0 0 I. 0 I. 0 I. 0
400 cycles 0. g 0 0 0.999 1,0 1.0
70 cycles 0 0 0 I. 0 I. 0 I. 0
1, 528.7 5.0 O. 6 0.6 O. 736 O. 949 O. 967
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TABLE 4- 17. SURVEYOR SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY GROWTH
l
I
Subsystem I II III IV V
Telecommunications
Vehicle and mechanisms
Propulsion
Electrical power
Flight control
Systems interaction
factor
Spacecraft
0. 925
0. 816
0.991
0. 869
0. 952
0. 736
0. 456
0. 944
0. 868
0.991
0. 958
0. 889
0. 949
0. 658
0. 965
0. 907
0. 968
0. 935
0.971
0. 967
0. 745
0. 929
0. 854
0. 947
0. 953
0. 931
0. 978
0. 653
0. 987
0. 850
0. 947
0. 985
0. 944
1.0
0. 738
TABLE 4- 18. RELATIVE SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY FOR
SURVEYORS III, IV, AND V
Subsystem IV/III V/IV V/III
Telecommunications 0. 963 I.062
Vehicle and mechanism
Propulsion
Electrical power
Flight controi
O. 942.
O. 978
1.019
0. 959
0. 995
1.0
1.034
1.014
1. 023
O. 937
0. 978
i.053
0. 972
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The slight decrease in the reliability of the vehicle mechanisms sub-
system from Surveyor IV to V is a result of two failures:
Thermal Control and Heater Assembly (TFR 53317). The
thermal control and heater assembly responded intermittently
to turnon commands. The intermittence was a result of poor
workmanship on replacement of a failed diode. During subse-
quent repair to another component, heat transfer caused solder
flow and produced the intermittence. No engineering change is
required, and production line precaution should prevent repetition
of the problem.
Thermal Sensor (TFR 53168). The thermal sensor indicated an
open circuit. The defective part was replaced and, since detail
failure analysis is not practical for thermal sensors, the exact
cause of the component failure remains unknown. Thermal
sensor performance has been satisfactory and, because the
function performed by the sensor is not mission critical, no
further engineering action was deemed necessary.
4.2. Z. 2 Unit Type Permitting Greatest Improvement in Surveyor V
Reliability
Table 4-19 lists those units which, with reliability improvement,
would have the greatest effect on Surveyor V overall reliability. In particu-
lar, this table shows the resulting percent increase in Surveyor V reliability
if the listed unit type attained its specification reliability value instead of its
current data-based value.
4. Z.Z. 3 Surveyor V Reliability
Estimated reliability for Surveyor V at launch for a 66-hour nominal
flight and landing mission is 0. 74. This projected estimate is based upon
Surveyor V systems test data as of ii August 1967, and applicable Surveyor
I, If, III, and IV test and flight experience.
4.2. Z. 4 Reliability Estimate Basis
The estimates reported herein are based on equipment failure data
and operating time and cycle data generated during spacecraft missions and
spacecraft systems testing which are combined in accordance with the
"Reliability Math Model Surveyor Spacecraft A-Z1," SSD 64002-ZR, 24
October 1966. The model describes the spacecraft system in terms of
block diagrams, mission profile, time/cycle data,
tions appropriate to the functional interaction of all
convenience, the spacecraft is referred to at three
set, and control item or unit. Two mission phases, flight through landing
and lunar 80-hour period, are considered. For these phases, reliability
is defined as follows:
and probabilistic equa-
spacecraft units. For
basic levels: system,
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TABLE 4- 19. UNITS HAVING GREATEST EFFECT ON
SURVEYOR V RELIABILITY
Unit Type
Wiring harness
Thermal control
and heater
assembly
RADVS
Thermal switch
Boost regulator
Unit
Date-Based
Reliability
O. 90Z
O. 965
Unit "
Specification
Reliability
0. 987
0. 998
0. 976
0. 984
0. 985
0. 998
0. 997
0. 988
Percent Increase
Reliability If
Unit Specification
Is Attained
Z. 3
1.2
0.3
Reliability
If Unit
Specification
Is Attained
0.81
0.76
0.75
0.75
0.74
i) Reliability of the A-ZI Surveyor spacecraft for the flight and
landing (F and L) phase is the probability that the spacecraft
equipment will operate successfully as required from launch
through soft landing. Successful soft landing is assumed if
two-way communication is established and there is no apparent
damage to spacecraft equipment required to support intended
lunar operations.
z) Reliability of the A-Z1 Surveyor spacecraft for the lunar 80-hour
(L-80) phase is the probability that the spacecraft equipment will
operate successfully as required for 80 hours on the lunar sur-
face given that the spacecraft has successfully soft landed.
In the derivation of the model, the following general assumptions
were made:
i) No human errors will occur during the mission which will cause
failure.
z) All equipment inspection and test procedures are perfect and
comprehensive, and all equipment will be used only in applica-
tions within the boundaries of its design parameters.
3) Only standard operating procedures are considered.
4) Every performance characteristic is verified up to the instant
of no return in launch operations, and the launch will be
aborted if fault exists.
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All parts and designs are used in applications proven by test.
All scheduled changes to improve reliability of performance
have been physically incorporated and tested prior to launch.
Natural hazards, such as meteorites and deep lunar dust,
are nonexistent.
4. 3 ANALYSIS OF SURVEYOR IV LOSS-OF-SIGNAL FAILURE
The sudden anomaly that transformed the Surveyor IV mission from
a nominal flight to an apparent catastrophic failure has been frequently
mentioned in this report. It is the purpose of this section to summarize the
considerable effort that has been put into study of this problem, even though
no single cause has been (or ever will be, in all probability) isolated. As a
reference for this discussion, Table 4-Z0 gives the last known status of all
major spacecraft subsystems and parameters at time of data loss.
4. 3. 1 Potential Failure Mode Analysis
As the firststep in investigating the cause of the Surveyor IV failure,
all possible failure modes that could result in the conditions experienced have
been identified. Then, as many of these as possible were ruled out either
by data, analysis, or subsequent test, thereby leaving only those that are
potential candidates. In identifying the potential failure modes, two failure
conditions must be considered, neither of which can be ruled out by any data
at this time. These conditions are:
The failure was such as to cause only the loss of signal and,
barring any other second unrelated failure or an extremely
damaging lunar terrain, the spacecraft should have continued
its descent and soft landed on the moon.
The loss of signal was only symptomatic of a more catastrophic
spacecraft failure that directly resulted in a lunar crash.
In either event, the ultimate result is the same (i. e., a lost mission),
but the potential failure modes are different and the final spacecraft condition
is different. In the first case, the spacecraft may now be sitting on the
moon intact or toppled over but still essentially intact, while, in the second
case, the spacecraft would be demolished by either hitting the lunar surface
at approximately 1500 fps or exploding above the lunar surface.
Another division of potential failures that can be made is: i) the
basic failure cause can be electrical in nature (such as a random component
failure or a system noise effect), or Z) the basic cause can be structural
in nature (such as vibration, shock, collision, or explosion) which then
re suits in a secondary electrical failure.
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TABLE 4-20. SURVEYOR IV CONFIGURATION AND STATUS AT TIME
OF LOSS OF DATA
Geometry
A' titude
Velocity-- V x
Velocity -- Vy
Velocity-- V z
Slant range
Flight path angle
Attitude angle
Roll angle (X-axis -- trajectory plane)
Communication link
Transmitter on
Antenna selected
Subcarrier oscillators on
Bit rate
Data mode
Power system
Battery mode
Battery discharge current
Regulated load current
Unregulated load current
RADVS current
Overload trip circuit
Optimum charge regulator
Optimum charge regu]ator current
Bus voltage
Flight control
Attitude control mode
Inertia switch
Thrust command
Acceleration
Retro thrust
Retro propellant remaining
Retro burn time
Vernier thrust I
Vernier thrust 2
Vernier thrust 3
Helium pressure
Oxidizer pressure
Predicted
49 Kft
-108 fps
- 26 fps
1070 fps
57. l Kft
25.6 degrees
3 I. 5 degrees
-14 degrees
B high
Omni B
7.35 kHz
II00 bits/sec
6
High current
12.5 amps
5.3 amps
2.2 to
3.7 amps
25.0 amps
Enabled
On
0
Z0.5 volts
Inertial
Armed-
open
Mid thrust
8.4g
_8000
pounds
42.5
seconds
_67 pounds
_67 pounds
_67 pounds
201 pounds
730 ±30 psi
How and When
Verified Last Verified
-88 fps
-19 fps
800 < V 2 < 3000
Confirmed by proper
maneuver execution
B high
Omni B
7.35 kHz
II00 bits/see
6
High current
12.5 amps
5.3 amps
3. Z amps
24. 5 amps
Enabled
On
0
20.7 volts
Inertial
Armed-
open
Mid thrust
8.50g
8279 pounds
67 pounds
41 seconds
65. 3 pound s
67. 6 pounds
66. 3 pounds
199. Z pounds
40ZO psi
750 psi
P
_Telemetry at data loss
b
Telemetry at data loss
Selected by command
prior to launch
Telecommunications link
at data loss
p
\Telemetry at data loss
q
I
Selected by command
_Telemetrv at data loss
Telemetry at data loss
Calculation from accele-
ration telemetry at data loss
1
'Telemetry at data loss
J
Telemetry data loss
at
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Table 4-20 (continued)
Mechanisms
Landing gear
Omnidirectional antennas
Solar panel
Planar array
How and When
Predicted Verified Last Verified
Down
Extended
Deployed
and locked
Stow ed
Down
Extended
Deployed
and locked
Stowed
Telemetry at data loss
Telemetry at retro ignition
minus 15 minutes
RADVS
Beam 1 tracker
Beam 2 tracker
Beam 3 tracker
Beam 4 tracker
Beam I gain state
Beam 2 gain state
Beam 3 gain state
Beam 4 gain state
Beam 1 signal strength
Beam 2 signal strength
Beam 3 signal strength
Beam 4 signal strength
Locked
Locked
Locked
Not locked
90 db
90 db
65 db
80 db
-95.9 dbm
-92. 2 dbm
-87. 5 dbm
-99.0 dbm
Locked
Locked
Locked
Not locked
90 db
90 db
65 db
80 db
_-99 dbm
'_-97 dbrn
- 90 dbm
Transit Steady State, °F
Actual Just Prior
/
_Telernetry at data loss
Actual Just Prior to Retro
Thermal
Main battery
Auxiliary battery
Battery charge regulator
Boost regulator
Transrnitter A
Transmitter B
Solar panel
Planar array
Flight control electronics
Nitrogen tank
Helium tank
Lower retro case
Upper retro case
Engine 1
Engine Z
Engine 3
Predicted
80* 15
65 ± 15
104 ± 20
98± 20
58± 20
58 4-20
II0 ± I0
-60 ± 25
60 + 20
47 _- 15
68± 20
Bulk 55
57 ± 20
78 ± Z0
60 i 20
to Preretro Maneuver
77
77
I01
99
57
59
III
-51
62
46
78
44
66
53
8Z
68
Ignition, °F
79
80
91
120"
65
105"
31
98
61
43
65
179"
127"
134'
At time of failure
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Figure 4-4 is a potential failure tree showing the various possible
types of failures. The first two levels of branches are the divisions described
above. However, the branches labeled "Prime Failure Electrical" are
to be used in two ways, i.e., i) as a prime electrical failure as described
above, and 2) as the potential secondary failure that actually caused the
signal loss resulting from a prime structural failure. That is, each structural
failure branch should actually be followed by the whole group of electrical
failure branches since the ultimate failure (loss of signal) is an electrical
failure, but they have been omitted from Figure 4-4 for clarity.
In summary, this tree shows that there are essentially three areas
where the ultimate electrical failure that caused the signal to vanish could
have occurred: either in the transmitter; the Z9-volt power regulation and
distribution system; or the 2Z-volt power generation, control, and distribution
system. In the case of loss-of-signal-only failures, only the transmitter
(and its associated RF cables) and the nonessential bus portion of the 29-volt
system (including the overload trip circuit) are potential failure areas.
Failures in the ZZ-volt system (batteries, battery control, and main power
switch) and in the rest of the 29-volt system (the regulator itself and the
essential and flight control buses) would cause the more catastrophic space-
craft failure. Notably absent from this tree are flight control, RADVS, and
propulsion electrical failures since, while failures in these areas could
prevent the spacecraft from landing_ they would not cause the simultaneous
loss of signal. Also under the loss-of-signal-only branches, the more massive
structural failures (large collisions and explosions) have been omitted as it
is very unlikely that they would cause such a limited failure. The same
information contained in the failure tree for electrical failures is also shown
in matrix form in Table 4-21. This table shows general failures and
whether or not they could have caused the noted failures, followed by more
specific failures on a control item basis.
In the subsystem sections which follow, each of the potential failure
modes is expanded and discussed in more detail. The "failure signature"
of each of those presently known is identified and compared with the signature
experienced in an attempt to eliminate those not compatible with the data.
Essentially none of the potential failures in Figure 4-4 can be eliminated
except for those tabulated in Table 4-2Z.
4. 3. Z RF Data Link Failure Modes
The Surveyor IV failure signature has been investigated by reducing
DSIF DSS-II magnetic tapes at the time of failure. Per Figure 4-5, the
PCM data, the 7. 34-kc subcarrier oscillator, and the RF signal all disappeared
in a period of 0. Z5 millisecond or less. With this time period as the basis
of investigation, each practical failure mode listed below has been or is being
tested to determine the failure signature.
4. 3.2. 1 Transmitter High Voltage Off Failure
The transmitter high voltage could be removed from the traveling-wave
tube (TWT) by any of the following methods, excluding a high voltage arc
which is discussed in paragraph 4. 3. 2.8.
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PCM Data Discriminator Output
LWo rd
O _
00
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I
I
N
O
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A
7. 35 KHz Subcarrier recorded from Phase Detecto_
500 KHz down-converted to lie within a 1-SKHz B_ ndpas s Filter
Loss of
Signal
I "rain C I msec. 02: _-:41.000
Figure 4-5. DSS-II 60 IPS Tape at Signal Loss
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TABLE 4-21. POTENTIAL FAILURE MATRIX
Failures
Spurious off condition
Spurious on condition
General Failures
l) Short on nonessential bus
2) Short on flight control bus
3) Short on essential bus
4) Open on nonessential bus
5) Open on flight control bus
6) Open on essential bus
7) Open on unregulated bus
Main ] Auxiliary ]
Battery Battery Transmitter
1 2 1 2 1 2
N N I N N I Y N
N N I N N ] N
Input short
Output short
Internal short
Spur switch
Input open
Output open
Function failure
Definitions
N ®IN ®1 Y
N N IN N I Y
N N I N N Y
..... y
I Could cause loss of signal only
2 Could cause loss of signal and failure to land
N No applicable failure
Y Yes, possible failure
-- Does not apply
* General failure
(_ Eliminated as possible failure
Flight Control
Sensor Group
1 2
N N
N N
N N
N N
N N
N N
N N
N N
N N
I
Loss of Signal Only
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Auxiliary
Battery [ Boost
Control ] Regulator
i 2 I i Z
N N I N N
N N I N N
N (DIG (9
N ®1" *
N(DIY Y
N N I N N
N N I (D ®
(D (DI .....
N N I Y Y
Signal
RADVS t Processor
i Z ] 1 Z
i
N N I N N
N N I N N
N N I Y N
N N { N N
N N I N N
N N I N N
N N ] N N
N N I N N
N N ] N N
Z
Loss of Signal and
Failure to Land
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Eng.
.,olllnl an( Mech.
Decoder Auxi}}a_r y
i g I Z
-- -- N N
-- -- N N
N N ? ?
N N N N
N N N N
N N N N
N N N N
N N N N
N N N N
Power
TV ISwitch
1 21 1 2
N N] (D (D
N N N N
Y N N (_
N N N {_
N N N (D
N NG®
N N -- --
N N®®
N N -- --
i)
2)
3)
4)
Inadvertent execution of command 0107 transmitter, "high
voltage off, " which turns off the high voltage supply to the TWT.
Inadvertent execution of command 0110, "transmitter filament
off, " which turns the filament and high voltage supplies off.
Since the filaments take several seconds to cool, this command
is included because the high voltage supply would go off also.
Removal of the 29-volt regulated supply voltage from the high
voltage supply for the TWT. This removal would give the same
symptoms as if the supply had been turned off.
Failure of any component in the primary side of the electronic
conversion unit (ECU) which transforms the 29-volt regulated
supply voltage up to the TWT high voltages.
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TABLE 4-ZZ. POTENTIAL FAILURES ELIMINATED AS
POSSIBLE CAUSE
Failure Mode Reason Eliminated
Collision with moon
Collision with Centaur
Collision with Lunar
Orbiter
Battery explosion
Transmitter failure due to:
I) High voltage off
command
2) Filament off
command
3) Open on 29-volt
input to high volt
electronic conver-
sion units
2Z-volt bus system open
or short
RADVS data, AM/{ performance, and Lunar
Orbit determination accuracy all indicate
retro ignition at proper altitude.
Post-spacecraft-separation Centaur retro
maneuver has been verified.
Location of all three Lunar Orbiters has
been confirmed by tracking (one of them
only by extrapolation of last orbit prior to
its failure) as being not in the Surveyor
locale at the time of failure. Also, the two
that were still transmitting have been con-
tacted subsequent to the Surveyor failure.
All known battery failure mechanisms would
have signaled their approaching failure
prior to the actual explosion.
Signature indicates transmitter carrier
power decay is longer than experienced at
fa ilur e.
Signature indicates transmitter carrier
power decay is longer than experienced at
failure.
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This type of failure has been investigated by actually having a trans-
mitter high voltage supply turned off while operating in the SC-6 system.
Per Figure 4-6a, the subcarrier decay time is approximately 9 milliseconds.
This time far exceeds the less than 0. 25-millisecond decay time and is not
considered to represent the Surveyor IV decay signature.
In addition, pictures of high voltage turn-off by direct command and
by the filament off command have been taken on a transmitter of the Surveyor
IV configuration. The results are shown in Figures 4-6b and c. Time to
decay exceeds 4 milliseconds. This again does not represent the Surveyor IV
signature.
4.3.2. 2 Low Power Turn Off
The low power transmitter could be turned off by any of the following
modes :
I) Inadvertent execution of the transmitter low power off command
2) Failure of a component in the low power switching circuitry
3) _ 29-volt low ripple short within the transmitter
A test was performed to determine the RF carrier signature of turning
off the low power transmitter. The results are shown in Figure 4-6d. The
carrier disappears instantaneously, exactly duplicating the Surveyor IV
failure signature.
This type of failure could have happened on Surveyor IV. However,
it is extremely unlikely that the alternate transmitter failed in the same way
at the same time. No transmitter has ever failed in this manner during sys-
tem te sis.
4.3.2. 3 Inadvertent Transfer Switch Command Execution
Transmitter carrier transmission via the omnidirectional antenna
could be interrupted by switching the transmitter in operation from the omni-
directional antenna to the planar array. This switching has been tested on
SC-6 at the system level and shows a 47-db decrease in carrier level when
switched. In addition, a test was performed on a Surveyor IV configuration
transmitter to demonstrate the switching time (Figure 4-6e) which is 250
microseconds or less.
This operation is a possible explanation for the Surveyor IV failure.
However, it is not considered the primary failure since the switch could be
commanded back to the correct position.
4.3.2.4 Openin_ of 29-Volt Low Ripple Line to Transmitter
If the wire connecting the boost regulator to the low power trans-
mitter were to break, the low power transmitter would go off. To determine
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the signature, a test was performed on a Surveyor IV configuration trans-
mitter. Figure 4-6f shows the carrier decay time of approximately 625
microseconds. Although this time is somewhat in excess of that observed on
the Surveyor IV failure, it is not unreasonable and could explain the failure.
Since only one wire from the boost regulator services both transmitters, a
broken wire could cause both transmitters to become inoperative.
4.3.2. 5 Shorting of 29-Volt Low Ripple Line to Transmitter
Although not tested, shorting of the 29-volt low ripple line to the trans-
mitter is expected to give the same signature as opening of the line as dis-
cussed above.
4.3. 2. 6 Opening of Coax From Transfer Switch to Single Pole
Double Throw (SPDT) Switch
The single cable routed from the RF transfer switch to the SPDT
switch determines the spacecraft capability to transmit on the omni-
directional antennas. If this cable were opened, the failure signature
would be obtained. Opening at this coax could be due to connector-cable
separation or a connector unscrewing and failing out due to vibration.
Although this failure mode is considered remote, it is possible.
4.3.2. 7 Command Line Susceptibility
Because the command line operations have been considered in the
paragraphs above, the susceptibility of each line has been measured on a
Surveyor IV configuration transmitter. None of the lines are considered
excessively susceptible, but this does not preclude inadvertent operation
which is considered possible, but not probable.
4.3. 2. 8 High Voltage Arc
Transmitters have arced at the unit level during thermal vacuum
pumpdown testing at critical pressure. In every instance, the arc was caused
by voids in the foam potting compound and the fault has been corrected. It
is considered possible that this type of failure could have occurred, but is
not probable. In any instance, recovery would be possible by switching to
the other transmitter.
4.3. 2. 9 Practical Failure Mode Summary
The failure signature could be reproduced by four types of trans-
mitter associated failures:
l) Low power turn off (see paragraph 4.3.2. 2)
Z) Opening or shorting of the 29-volt low ripple line to the trans-
mitter (see paragraphs 4.3.2.4 and 4.3.2.5)
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3) Inadvertent operation of the RF transfer switch (see paragraph
4.3.2.3)
4) Opening of the coax from the transfer switch to the SPDT switch
(see paragraph 4.3.2.6)
Items I and 3 above could reproduce the failure mode, but, in each
instance, recovery by command is possible and was tried to no avail after
predicted landing time. Although there were inadvertent transfers of the
transfer switches in the Surveyor I through Surveyor III configuration, the
Surveyor IV configuration switches have not exhibited this problem. The
switches were redesigned for Surveyor IV and subsequent spacecraft. To
date, no switch has malfunctioned. Items 2 and 4 above could also repro-
duce the failure mode, but recovery would not be possible.
4.3. 3 Propulsion Failure Modes
The propulsion failure mode review is restricted to the propulsion
subsystem and does not include other similar sources of failure such as the
high pressure shock absorbers, nitrogen tank, explosive bolts, etc.
The failure of either the retro or the vernier propulsion subsystem
by itself would not cause the mission failure. The failure of either propulsion
subsystem must then cause the transmitting equipment to be damaged or cause
another subsystem to be damaged which, in turn, failed the transmitting
subsystem.
There are three categories of failure of the propulsion subsystem
which could result in loss of communication, and each will be considered
in detail:
i) Shock Impulse --Shock input to the spacecraft if the retro nozzle
separated from the case.
2) Burnthrough --Hot combustion gas acting as a cutting torch if
there were a burnthrough of the retro case.
3) Fragmentation--High velocity fragments from the retro,
propellant tanks, or helium tanks.
4. 3. 3. 1 Shock Impulse
If the retro nozzle were severed from the case, there would be a high
thrust for a short period. It is estimated that a shock load of i00, 000 pounds
for 0. 003 second could occur before the pressure would decay to the level
required to extinguish the burning.
On 30 October 1966, the F-I apogee motor was ignited to place the
Intelsat II communication satellite in a synchronous orbit. Doppler shift data
indicated that the motor burned for 4. 7 seconds versus the expected 16 sec-
onds and then suddenly terminated by losing its nozzle. The spacecraft was
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not damaged except for one whip antenna. Thermal vacuum test at Hughes
demonstrated the problem to be low temperature on the aft end of the motor,
i.e. , -33°F on the case and -45°F on the nozzle versus the qualification
range of 30° to II0°F. Motor A26 tested at Aerojet General Corporation
on Z3 November 1966 confirmed the failure mode when subjected to these
cold temperatures for 96 hours under a simulated altitude of 80, 000 feet.
A number of other potential failure modes were investigated both at Hughes
and Aerojet General Corporation and found to be of no concern.
Following the design and fabrication of a thermal shield and heater
strip to protect the aft end of the motor, additional thermal vacuum tests
were run which demonstrated acceptable motor temperatures. Further con-
firmation was obtained at the Arnold Engineering Development Center where
a successful motor test was conducted. Motor AZZ was tested with space-
craft T-I while spinning at IZ0 rpm. The motor was held at 80, 000 feet
simulated altitude for 76 hours and was temperature conditioned to 55°F with
nozzle boss flange controlled to 70°F by use of the heater. The next satellite
with the new thermal shield performed satisfactorily.
This type of out-of-specification limit thermal failure is not applica-
ble to Surveyor since its temperatures were well within expected values.
Analysis indicates that the Surveyor retro support strut would fail under this
shock loading but that the retro would not come loose from its main support
points. (The highest load to any spacecraft was 40 g accidentally applied
during vibration test of Surveyor II. The inert retro support strut failed due
to the overload, but no other component in the spacecraft was damaged. )
During development of the retro, two nozzle failures of this type
occurred, one of which happened when using a cutoff nozzle. This failure
was due to the short nozzle that allowed hot gases leaving the nozzle to over-
heat the outer structure because of inadequate coupling with the diffuser. As
an added safety factor to prevent such failure when using a full-length nozzle,
the structure was strengthened. The second nozzle failure (of an obsolete
design) occurred when hot gases leaked through a joint in the nozzle, result-
ing in failure due to overheating. Since the present design was adopted, 31
motors have been fired without any recurrence of these difficulties. In
addition, this type of failure would result in a change in velocity or orienta-
tion of the spacecraft which may be detectable from flight data. This failure
mode is considered an unlikely cause of the failure.
4. 3. 3. 2 Burnthrough
If the retro motor wall became overheated because of excessive heat
transfer or improper insulation, the hot combustion gases could cause a burn-
through and allow the gases to act as a cutting torch on the communication
subsystem. It should be noted that any gas leak would expand in the surround-
ing vacuum and appreciably decrease its capability to act as a cutting torch.
It is probable that there would be sufficient time to notice a change in thrust
vector direction or magnitude before the gas severed the transmission equip-
ment or caused the vernier tanks to fragment and damage the transmitting
equipment. In addition, the high temperature would be expected to appear as
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noise in the transmitted flight data. Based on these considerations and the
fact that this type of burnthrough failure has never occurred in any of these
retro motors in the past, the conclusion is that thermal cutting is an unlikely
cause of the failure.
Under some conditions, a burnthrough can be followed by the case
fragmenting. Such a failure is discussed next.
4. 3. 3. 3 Fragmentation
Fragmentation as a secondary effect to a retro case burnthrough or
local overheating could occur. Previous experience with this case material
in the first stage Minuteman motor is that, when fragmentation occurs, it is
preceded by a flame for a second or more. Unless the burnthrough is aligned
with the center of gravity, such a condition should be noticed in the flight data.
The PHOENIX rocket motor is a 15-inch diameter cylindrical motor,
also using D6-ac steel at about the same stress level as the Surveyor retro.
Early in the program, there were two test failures which are of interest. In
the first (motor serial No. 3004) there was an insulation failure which allowed
combustion gases to reach a case wall after 16 seconds of a nominal 25-second
burn time. The failure mechanism was a simple burnthrough of the case in
the area of known insulation breakdown; pressure trace was normal until the
burnthrough occurred, at which point it decayed to atmospheric pressure.
There was no catastrophic failure.
In the second case (serial No. 3002), a similar insulation failure
occurred, but was accompanied by separation between the propellant and
liner after Z seconds of normal burning at 800 psi which caused a pressure
rise to about 1450 psi. Pressure decayed for 2 more seconds and then began
to drop sharply as if a burnthrough had occurred. High-speed motion pictures
show the failure progressing from the area of insulation failure near the head
end of the motor all the way to the aft end in about 4 milliseconds, at which
point the case ruptured fully and expelled large pieces of propellant and some
metal fragments.
There were no failures in this program which fit the Surveyor IV
failure conditions; that is, no motor ever failed so near to the end of burning
in a way which could have catastrophically damaged surrounding structure
and equipment.
There are also instances on Minuteman, Thiokol g6-inch sphere, and
PHOENIX motors where a burnthrough did not result in fragmentation. Based
on the long time after burnthrough before the case could fragment and since
there has never been a burnthrough in the history of this motor, this is an
unlikely failure mode.
There are two other methods by which the case can fragment:
increased pressure due to nozzle blockage and decreased strength due to over-
heating. The case failure due to overheating cannot be completely ruled out
as a failure mechanism since no evidence of this type of failure in this motor
has been found to date.
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There have been failures of a 15-inch spherical motor which are
attributed to overheating without burnthrough. In this case, the motor frag-
mented without previous external indication. The pressure-time history
just prior to fracture will be reviewed to see if any appreciable pressure
buildup occurred which would be observed as an increased acceleration of
the spacecraft. This review will be completed when data become available
from NASA-Langley.
Since past history for this retro did not indicate a marginal insulation
design and since the preflight X-rays indicated normal bonding of the propellant/
linear/insulation/case, this mechanism is not considered a likely failure mode.
In considering nozzle blockage, the three materials in the motor at the
time of communcation loss are the propellant slivers, the insulation, and the
pyrogen case. The propellant and insulation, if detached from the case, would
pass out of the nozzle without blockage. The pyrogen case at the time of
failure would be softened so that it too would not be capable of blocking the
nozzle. There is a great deal of test data with this motor to show that failure
of the graphite insert also would not block the nozzle. Nozzle blockage and
resulting case failure by overpressure are considered an unlikely failure mode.
The small amount of propellant remaining in the retro motor at the time
of loss of data makes it necessary to burn on all of its surfaces in order to
produce sufficient pressure to rupture the retro case at normal temperatures
without nozzle blockage. This increase in burning area would require all the
propellant slivers to tear loose from the case liner. A pressure increase of
this type would require more than Z0 milliseconds and would result in an
increased thrust and a higher acceleration. The liner held the much higher
inertia stress when more propellant was present, and the chamber pressure
tends to hold the slivers against the wall. Based on these facts and the history
of the motor, this failure is considered ve=y unlikely.
Fragmentation of the vernier heliun_ tank and propellant tanks has
also been considered. Since the helium tank had been pressurized to over
5000 psia for several days and at the time of communications loss the
pressure was only 4500 psia, it is highly unlikely that the helium tank frag-
mented from internal pressure. As a result of a Saturn IV B failure, the
welds on the nitrogen and helium tanks were examined spectrographically
prior to the flight and found to be of the proper weld material. The propellant
tanks were pressurized for over a day and similarly are believed to have shown
their ability to withstand the internal pressure without failure. This considera-
tion, along with the extensive tests performed during the past year specifically
to show that these tanks are not susceptible to stress corrosion, leads to the
conclusion that the propellant tanks are unlikely to be the cause of damage to
the communication system.
4. 3. 4 Structural Failure Analysis
4. 3. 4. 1 Structural History
Structural qualification tests of the design have been conducted on the
S-2, S-ZA, S-9, and T-ZI vehicles for both vibration and landing phases.
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These test loads are generally at least 50 percent higher than the 8 g steady-
state deceleration load experienced by the vehicle at the time of signal loss.
The design and test loads of some of the components of concern are given in
Table 4-Z3.
Surveyor IV had the least amount of fatigue accumulation of any
Surveyor flown to that time. Whereas the other vehicles had been subjected
to additional vibration tests due to component changes, Surveyor IV was
subjected to only one three-axis flight acceptance vibration test. The struc-
tural capability remaining, therefore, should have been better than Surveyors
I, II, or III. There were no QCHR, MRB, or TFI_ problems that have any
implication on the structural integrity of Surveyor IV.
4. 3. 4. Z Possible Failure Modes
Some possible modes of structural failure are listed in Table 4-Z4.
Explosion and impact could lead to rapid enough failures so that the flight
control data would not indicate the condition. Although structural failure
of compartment A or the operating omnidirectional antenna could cause
immediate loss of signal, failure of less critical items should have appeared
as a control system perturbation. In view of the design margins and large
amount of structural testing at 50 percent or more in excess of the loading
conditions at the time of signal loss and the fact that this would have been the
largest load encountered in the flight to that point, it appears extremely
unlikely that structural failure could have occurred earlier in the mission.
Because of the apparent vibratory behavior of the Surveyor IV flight
control system during retro fire, the possibility of some structural condition
that could explain this condition and ultimately result in failure was sought.
The items that could potentially lead to control system buzz problems are
listed in Table 4-Z5. One of the arms of the bipod on compartment B was
broken during S-9 torsional vibration tests and resulted in approximately a
Z-Hz shift in resonant frequency. Therefore, in order to get significant
frequency shifts, either both legs of the bipod must be broken or the attach-
ment to the spaceframe must come loose.
4. 3. 4. 3 Conclusions
Based on the severity and number of qualification tests performed and
the lack of any known load. environment approaching qualification levels, it
seems extremely unlikely that any structural or mechanism failure occurred
on Surveyor IV.
4. 3. 5 Electrical Power Failure Analysis
4. 3. 5. 1 In-flight Status and Timing
Each power subsystem telemetry signal that appears in mode 6 has
been analyzed below from AMR mark time until loss of signal. This period
covers the last 45 seconds of the mission. All values are nominal. Point-by-
point evaluation of the data indicates the power subsystem was operating in a
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TABLE 4-2.4. STRUCTURAL FAILURE MODE
Po ssible
Failures
Explosion of
retro, tanks,
shock absorber
Early impact
Structural
failure
Mode of
Failure
Shrapnel
Shock
Structural
failure
Explo sion
Structural
failure
Shock
Compartments
Auxiliary
battery
Omnidirectional
antenna
Solar panel
Retro support
Surveyor IV
Telemetry
Signature_':-_
Z
Z
2.
2.
2.
2.
Comments
Assumed propagation
of 700 fps
Propagation velocity =
16,000 fps
1 -- Loss of signal < I0 milliseconds.
2.-- Loss of signal > i0 milliseconds,
control telemetry.
possibly recognizable by flight
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normal manner when the data were terminated. Additionally, data obtained
during the transit coast phase and midcourse were reviewed and show no
anomalies with all parameters nominal.
EP-14-- Regulated Output Current. Prior to vernier ignition, with
the transmitter in high power and flight control thrust phase power on, battery
regulated output current was 5. 30 amperes. At vernier ignition, approxi-
mately 75 milliamperes are applied to the flight control solenoid transistor
switch, and EP-14 increases to 5. 375 milliamperes.
EP-Z - Unregulated Bus Voltage. With the main battery and auxiliary
battery in parallel (high current mode), the unregulated bus was ZI. 3 volts
prior to vernier ignition (total spacecraft load of 14 amperes). After initial
RADVS power turnon, the bus dropped to 20. 8 volts (total spacecraft load of
Z7. 5 amperes). After RADVS time-in, the bus dropped to Z0. 6 volts (total
spacecraft load of 37 amperes).
EP-17- Radar Current. Prior to vernier ignition, EP-17 indicates
AMR current. The average value is 3. 5 amperes with approximately ±0. 5
ampere of noise (all spacecraft exhibit this characteristic). After vernier
and retro ignition, the AMR is discarded, and EP-17 indicates an initial
RADVS current of 15. 0 amperes. After Z0 seconds, the KPSM times in and
the final value of Z4. 5 amperes is reached.
EP-4 --Unregulated Output Current, Prior to vernier ignition, all
cycling heater loads on EP-4 are commanded off. When verniers are ignited,
EP-4 indicates solenoid current only. The first readout is a relatively high
i. 85 amperes because the solenoids are cool and EP-2 is relatively high
because RADVS has not yet been commanded on. After RADVS comes on and
the solenoids warm up, their current decreases to i. 68 amperes.
EP-40" Flight Control Unregulated Current. During coast phase,
this shunt measures one constant load of 0. Z ampere - gyro thermal control.
Its cycling loads include the three gyro heaters which draw 0. 5 ampere each
and, occasionally, a gas jet which draws 0. l ampere. During coast, the
average duty cycle of each heater is approximately Z5 percent at a cycling
rate of approximately 0. 5 Hz. During Surveyor IV terminal descent, the
spacecraft roll axis was facing away from the sun, and the duty cycle increased
to approximately 50 percent for each heater.
Prior to vernier engine burn, thrust phase power is commanded on.
This turns on the roll actuator servo amplifier. Its current is measured by
EP-40 and indicated 0. 34 ampere. Therefore, the minimum EP-40 load
was 0. 34 ampere for the roll actuator and 0. g0 ampere for the gyro thermal
control. With one gyro heater on, EP-40 indicates i. 04 amperes; with
two gyros on, it indicates i. 54 amperes; and with all three gyros on, it
indicates 2. 04 amperes. These current values were indicated throughout the
last minute of operation with two exceptions. Immediately after vernier igni-
tion, a small torque was applied to the roll actuator, resulting in a 0. 14-
ampere increase in roll actuator servo current. However, the roll actuator
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returned to its null position approximately 3 seconds after vernier ignition.
Also, a gas jet came on approximately 3 seconds before loss of signal. (The
2-minute period preceding vernier ignition was also investigated and no
indication of gas jet operation could be found. )
EP-9-Battery Discharge Current. This shunt reads all battery loads,
with the exception of the radars, including the boost regulator and the unreg-
ulated loads. The cyclic loads once again are the gyro heaters. EP-40 and
EP-9 variations are not synchronized because they are separated by i0 words
or 120 milliseconds on the commutator frame. Prior to vernier ignition,
EP-9 indicates an average of i0. 5 amperes. After the solenoids and RADVS
come on, the average current is 12. 5 amperes.
4. 3. 5. Z Power Unit Test History
A review of each unit's test history shows no excessive operating
time or on-off cycles. All were well under nominal design ratings. Units
are subjected to functional and partial flight acceptance test sequences after
major rework or redesign, but not to levels exceeding flight acceptance test.
No significant relation to the Surveyor IV failure could be established.
4. 3. 5. 3 Spacecraft Harness Failure Modes
An evaluation and review of spacecraft power distribution harnessing
was conducted to evaluate failure modes and past test and performance
history. The harness is designed without true redundancy; however, in several
instances throughout the harness, two or three wires are used to reduce
voltage drop between units. A maximum size 12-gauge wire is used in the
harnessing to simplify handling and shaping requirements. Wire gauges used
in the point-to-point connections are conservative in terms of current rating
as a result of efforts to minimize voltage drop.
The primary failure mode in the harnessing is at the connector ",'here
connections are made to the pin. Nothing is gained in reliability of the harness
by running two redundant wires to the same pin. Redundant connector pins
would be necessary to increase reliability.
4. 3. 5. 4 Effects of Wiring Shorts
A study of the 22-volt unregulated bus harnessing has been made to
evaluate capability of the harness to carry a short of 125 to 200 amperes.
Results show that a short of this magnitude can be carried by the harness
through the spacecraft with the exception of the AMR unit. This magnitude
short would reduce battery terminal voltage to 16 to 17 volts, with corre-
spondingly lower voltages at the various units in the spacecraft, resulting in
loss of the boost regulator and the regulated busses.
A short between almost all +2Z-volt unregulated bus points and the
spaceframe can produce a short circuit in the range of 125 to g00 amperes.
The exact value of this current will depend upon the location of the short.
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Figure 4-7 shows the path of the short circuit current through the
spacecraft return leads. It also shows that the harness drop between the
negative input terminals of the boost regulator and the negative terminals
of the batteries will also lower the input voltage to the boost regulator. When
this voltage drops below 17 volts, the overload trip circuit (OTC) will trip
with loss of the nonessential bus resulting.
The harness resistance between spacecraft ground 1 and the negative
terminals of the main and auxiliary batteries is 0. 108 ohm. Therefore, a
short circuit at one of the battery positive terminals would result in a short
circuit current of 167 amperes if it is assumed that the two batteries will
provide an 18-volt terminal voltage with this load (past test history indicates
this is a reasonable assumption). The harness resistance between the
negative terminal of the boost regulator and the negative terminals of the
batteries is 0. 0194 ohm, resulting in a voltage drop of 3. Z volts. Boost
regulator input voltage would be (18-3. Z) = 14. 8 volts. This low voltage
would cause an OTC trip.
If the short is at the auxiliary battery control, main power switch, or
terminal board i, the short circuit current would be somewhat reduced; but
the harness drop between the positive terminals of the batteries and
terminal board 1 would also reduce the boost regulator input voltage. A
short at terminal board 1 would result in a boost regulator input voltage of
13. 4 volts.
Short circuit at the +ZZ-volt terminals of the engineering mechanism
auxiliary, battery charge regulator, flight control sensor group, transmitters,
receivers, survey camera, soil mechanics/surface sampler Centaur inter-
face connector, or heaters would result in an OTC trip.
Approximately one-hail of th_ _hort circuit resistance is introduced
by a 3Z-inch length of Z4-gauge wire from spacecraft ground 1 to a splice in
compartment A. This wire would fuse in 0. g to i. 0 second and would even-
tually remove the short. However, approximately only 30 milliseconds are
required to trip the OTC.
In order to simplify the above computations, the normal spacecraft
load of 40 amperes during terminal descent was not considered. If the com-
putations were to include this current, the boost regulator input voltage
calculation would be lower by approximately 0. 5 volt.
A study was made to determine if any one single wire open could cause
the Surveyor IV failure signature. Based on transmitter test results and a
review of the harness wiring, only one wire could cause the failure signature
in the +Z9-volt regulated low ripple segment from compartment B to trans-
mitters A and B in compartment A and its return. This wire consists of
segments 391A, 391B, 391C, and 391D per drawing Z39535-I, Sheet i,
SC-4 Power Distribution Drawings. An open in this wire could cause loss
of RF in approximately 0. 6 millisecond.
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4. 3. 5. 5 Spacecraft Current Shunts
There are four major current shunts aboard the spacecraft (see
Table 4-26).
TABLE 4-26. MAJOR TELEMETERED CURRENT SHUNTS
Unit Designator
Z33RI
Z 84R i
Z85R I
424R 1
Telemetry
Channels
EP-17
EP-6/9
EP -4
EP-40
Functions Monitored
RADVS, AMR, A/SPP stepper motors.
Battery charge/discharge current.
Total battery current whenEP-17= 0.
Unregulated current. Unregulated
portion of battery and/or solar panel
output current not measured onEP-40.
Flight control unregulated current.
Includes gyro heater thermal control,
gyro heaters, roll actuator, and gas
jets.
Two additional current shunts located in the boost reguIator are
shown below:
Telemelry
Channels Functions Monitored
EP-7 Battery regulator dc-dc converter current.
Difference between battery regulator input and
output current.
EP-14 Total regulated battery regulator output current.
To date, the only recorded unit failures have been the shearing off of
the brass terminal studs due to the application of too great a torque and the
stripping of the stud threads for the same reason. These failures have
occurred only on the major current shunts: EP-17, 6/9, 4, or 40. No
failures have been noted or could be found on either battery regulator
shunt EP-7 or EP-14. An open of either EP-7 or EP-14 could cause loss
of the battery regulator regulated busses, but the probability of occurrence
is highly unlikely. There have been no shunt failures during vibration test-
ing or spacecraft operation.
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Since the shunts are in the current return paths, a short from any
shunt terminal to spacecraft ground would be detected through telemetry,
but would not interrupt it instantaneously. The only shunt failure that could
feasibly have caused the observed failure is the opening of 284R1 (EP-6/9).
This would have removed power from everything but the RADVS. Although
the possibility of a shunt failure seems remote, the reliability of shunt
operation could be improved by replacing the brass studs with a stronger
material, i.e., stainless steel or beryllium copper.
4. 3. 5. 6 Practical Failure Modes
A summary of power system failure modes is shown in Table 4-Z7.
Major failure modes assumed are ZZ-volt unregulated bus shorts, Z9-volt
regulated bus shorts, ZZ-volt unregulated bus opens, and Z9-volt regulated
bus opens. Included in these major failure modes are unit, harness, and
shunt failures as possible causes.
Conduct of boost regulator tests to establish the signature for the
foregoing major failure modes has eliminated the ZZ-volt bus open mode and
the ZZ-volt bus short mode as a result of the regulated bus decay times.
Regulated buses decayed from 0. Z5 volt/ms to Z. 0 volts/ms after holding
up for 3 to i0 milliseconds with no change under the ZZ-volt open and short
modes. During this time, it should have been possible to detect a change
in the RF link or in one of the subsystems. No change was detected and,
therefore, these failure modes are not considered possible.
Signature tests conducted to determine OTC signature as a function
of overload on the nonessential regulated bus has eliminated all conditions
with the exception of a total load range between ii. g and 15 amperes. Under
loads less than ii. Z the nonessential bus will hold regulation at ?9 volts ±i
percent. Under loads greater than this value, initial voltage drop increases
with increasing load to an approximately level voltage region. Initial voltage
drop ranges from 0. 4 to 14. 0 volts at a rate of approximately 2 volts/ms.
Duration of the level region increases with increasing load until
trip occurs, at which instant the nonessential bus drops to 0 volt in 0. 1
to 0. 2 millisecond. For loads from the threshold trip value of Ii. 2 to
20 amperes duration of the level voltage region ranges from 34 to 7Z
milliseconds. During these time periods, an indication of variation in RF
link on other subsystems shoulclhave been observed. None was observed. As
a result of the Surveyor IV signature being confined to a very small range of
possible OTC overload values (less than 4 amperes in the ll. Z- to 15-
ampere range), it is considered possible, but unlikely, that a short on the
nonessential bus caused the failure.
An additional signature test conducted on the boost regulator showed
that the flight control bus could support a total load of 6 amperes for 3 to 4
seconds with no noticeable change in regulation or effect on other regulated
buses.
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TABLE 4-Z7. POWER SYSTEM FAILURE MODE SUMMARY
Surveyor IV power subsystem
As sumed
Failure Mode
22-Volt Bus Short
Cause s
1) Batteries
(main and
auxiliary)
Z) BR
3) BCR
4) ABC
5) MPS
6) EMA
7 ) TC and HA
8) Harness
Flight Control
Bus Shorts
Causes
1) Flight con-
trol units
Z) BR flight
control
regulator
Conditions
Necessary
125 to z00
amperes
required to drop
battery terminal
voltage to 16 to
17 volts
i0 to g0ampere
short would
cause OTCtrip
10to 20 ampere
short would
cause OTCtrip
Signature
Tests
None
recommended
In processto
determine
BR signature
for a 22-volt
bus short
None
recommended
None
recommended
None
recommended
None
recommended
None
recommended
None
recommended
None
recommendedl
None
recommended
Estimated
Probability
of
Occurrence
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Po s s ible
Possible
Possible
Could
Surveyor IV
Signature
Have
R e suited ?
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Ye s*
Ye s*
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Table 4-?.7 (continued)
Assumed
Failure Mode
Nonessential Bus
Short
Causes
i) Nonessential
load s
Z) BR non-
essential
regulator
Essential Bus
Short
Cause s
1 ) Command
decoder
Z) BR
e s sential
regulator
(Z series
diodes)
Conditions
Necessary
If total load was
greater than 7. 0
amperes for
more than 20
millisecond s,
would cause
OTC trip
If total load was
greater than 7.0
amperes for
more than 20
milliseconds,
would cause
OTC trip
Short of i0 toZ0
amperes would
cause BR pre-
regulated bus to
drop and OTC
to trip
Shorted diodes
would cause
only a rise in
essential bus
voltage
Signature
Tests
BR te sts in
process to
determine
OTC
signature
None
recommended
None
recommended
None
recommended
Estimated
Probability
of
Occurrence
Possible
Possible
Unlikely
Unlikely
Could
Surveyor IV
Signature
Have
Resulted ?
Ye s#
Ye s_:=
Yes;',-"
No
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Table 4-27 (continued)
Assumed
Failure Mode
Preregulator Bus
Short
Cause
I) BR
preregulator
ZZ-Volt Bus Open
Conditions
Necessary
Short of i0 to Z0
amperes would
cause OTC trip
Cause s
1 ) Main
power
switch
Z ) ABC
3) Batteries
4) Harness
5 ) Shunts
(EP 6/9)
Flight Control
Bus Open
Essential Bus
Open
i) Application
of _6 amperes
for 60 milli-
seconds
Z) Brake release
plus mechanical
action
Wire break and
both relay con-
tacts open
simultaneously
Wire break in
both batterie s
simultaneously
Wire break or
connector loose
Broken stud
No effect on
data loss
No effect on
data loss
Signature
Te sts
None
recommended
None
recommended
None
recommended
None
recommended
None
recommended
None
recommended
None
recommended
Estimated
Probability
of
Occurrence
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Possible
Possible
Could
Surveyor IV
Signature
Have
Resulted ?
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
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Table 4-27 (continued)
Assumed
Failure Mode
Preregulator Bus
OPe____n_n
Cause
i) BR internal
open
Nonessential Bus
Open
Cause s
i) BR non-
essential
regulator
2) OTC trip
Removal of ZZ-
Volts to BR
Conditions
Necessary
Wire or com-
ponent open
Wire or corn-
ponent open
i) Total non-
essential load
greater than
7. 0 amperes
for more than
20 milliseconds
g) Short on
control, or ZZ-
vO_L bus could
cause preregu-
lator bus to drop
causing OTC trip
Open on gZ-volt
bus
Signature
Tests
None
recommended
None
recommended
Test in proc-
e ss on BR to
determine
signature of
open
None
Test in proc-
cess on BR to
determine
signature of
open
Estimated
Probability
of
Occurrence
Unlikely
Unlikely
Possible
Possible
Possible
Could
Surveyor IV
Signature
Have
R e sulted ?
Yes
Yes
Ye s*
Ye s*
No
Only over a restricted range of overload.
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Tests requiring short circuit currents greater than bus ratings on the
essential and flight control regulated buses were not conducted because of
their destructive nature. However, based on tests of the other assumed
failure modes, it can be stated with reasonable confidence that these types of
failures would not have provided the Surveyor IV signature. The only possi-
ble exception would be "crowbar" shorts (100 amperes or greater).
4. 3. 5. 7 Conclusions
The following conclusions are made concerning the Surveyor IV
failure:
i) A short of approximately l0 to Z0 amperes on any regulated bus
(g9-volt essential, Z9-volt nonessential, or flight control) would
cause OTC trip (loss of nonessential bus) in 35 to 75 milli-
seconds, but would not have provided the Surveyor IV signature.
z) A short of 1Z5 to 200 amperes on the ZZ-volt unregulated bus
would cause OTC trip in 35 to 42 milliseconds, but would not
have provided the Surveyor IV signature.
3) An open of the Zg-volt unregulated bus would cause the OTC trip
in 16 milliseconds, but would not have provided the Surveyor IV
signature.
4) An open of the 29-volt nonessential regulator or an open of the
boost regulator preregulated bus (internal to the boost regulator)
would cause loss of the nonessential bus in approximately 10
milliseconds, but would not have provided the Surveyor IV
signature.
5) Review of the spacecraft harnessing and shunts shows failures
are possible but not likely.
6) Review of all power TFRs shows no reported failure that could
have provided the Surveyor IV failure signature.
7) Review of unit discrepancies shows no discrepancy with
particular relevance to the Surveyor IV signature.
8) The flight control regulated bus is capable of sustaining a
6-ampere load for 3 to 4 seconds with no effect on regulation
or on other regulated busses.
9) The only signal wire open failure in the harness that could
have caused the Surveyor IV failure signature is the +29-volt
regulated low ripple lead from compartment B to transmitters A
and B in compartment A and its return.
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4. 3. 6 Flight Control Failure Analyses
4. 3.6. 1 Practical Failure Modes
No failure mode has been postulated wherein the flight control sub-
system could cause the prime failure noted. There is the possibility, although
it is not necessarily obvious, that the thrust command modulation was in
some way connected with the ultimate failure. For this reason, this sub-
section will be devoted to a discussion of the various mechanisms that could
cause such a characteristic. These possible causes are shown in Figure
4-8 in a "failure tree" format and are analyzed briefly in Table 4-28.
4. 3.6. 2 Structural Buzz
Introduction. A plot of the inverse attitude control loop gain is a
measure of gain margin from 0-db gain. If the structural transfer function
gain were multiplied times the attitude loop gain, it would subtract from the
gain margin. Figure 4-9 shows the plot for structural gain measured on
spacecraft structural model S-20. The gain margin becomes the distance
from the resonant peak of the structural transfer function to the inverse
attitude loop gain curve. The root locus stability plot for the attitude loop
shows that, in the frequency range of 5 to 25 Hz, the system does not have
phase stability and the system is gain stabilized. If a buzz problem were
present, suspected structural modes would involve the A/SPP, retro, and/or
flight control sensor group, and, in particular, the retro and flight control
sensor group because their frequencies of oscillation overlap.
When the data were taken from $2, the outputs of the gyros were used
for instrumentation and large forces (14 pounds) were applied to obtain
measurable outputs from pitch and yaw torque inputs. Structural gain is a
__I-_A_ r .... *;_ of _1_ _npl,t lo,r_l, and the high level used may have caused
the gain to be less. The structural gain for the acceleration loop, which has
been tested more, has shown a considerable dependence on the particular
structure tested, as well as the input level.
The structural gain is augmented if the motion of the mass effected
disturbs the center of gravity during retro firing. The center of gravity
effect of A/SPP motion produces an overcenter torque which adds to the
torque due to its spring restraint, thus amplifying its effect.
Surveyor IV. The character of the thrust commands during the retro
burn looks like a sustained attitude loop oscillation. The high gain of the
attitude loops allows the gyro angles to be small (i to Z BCD change) and
still produce these commands. However, these small gyro angles still
represent large rigid body accelerations (I to 15 rad/sec 2) in the frequency
range from 5. 0 to 25 Hz. If a nonrigid spaceframe is assumed, these
accelerations can be local on individual components such as the flight con-
trol sensor group, retro, A/SPP, or compartments.
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TABLE 4-Z8. FLIGHT CONTROL POSSIBLE FAILURE FORMAT
Surveyor IV
Item Signature
Noisy gyro No
Two noisy gyros
Noisy electronics
Low system gain
Retro-erratic
thrust
Noisy vernier
engine
Two noisy engines
Retro thrust
vector oscillation
Retro center of
gravity
oscillation
Structural buzz
No
No
No
Low
probability
No
No
I
I
Low
i probability
Possible
Remarks
Noisy pitch gyro affects engines i and 3;
yaw affects Z and 3.
Noise would have to be correlated and
out of phase.
Same as for gyros. In addition, low
required noise (10 to 30 Hz) improbable.
Would result in _-Z rad/sec oscillation,
readily detectable by telemetry.
Throttle command yaw data indicate
large thrust variation would be required.
This would result in detectable (>I/Z g)
change on retro accelerometer. Iffurther
analysis of thrust commands reduces
moment disturbance, this wouId be a
possible cause.
Would result in other two engines being
modulated in response due to flight con-
trol sensor mixing; no known mechanism.
Very low probability; no known mecha-
nism. Data on Surveyors I and III atmid-
course and terminal and Surveyor IV at
midcourse reveal no such performance
characteristic.
Engine thrust command modulation is
such as to require the retro thrust
vector or center of gravity oscillation to
be a sustained one in a plane perpendicu-
lar to leg 3.
No problem thought to exist for normal
spacecraft; could possibly be aproblenq
for damaged structure or improperly
installed units.
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The frequency range of 15 to Z5 Hz must involve the resonance of the
flight control sensor group so that the gyro angles are possible. The elastic
axis of the flight control sensor group for its low frequency resonance is
parallel to the rotational axis assumed for the spacecraft with engine 3 show-
ing the lowest throttling. This flight control sensor group resonance could
combine with the retro resonance and provide sufficient gain for a buzz. The
low frequency region, 5 to ii Hz, would probably be an A/SPP resonance.
Analog Simulation of Telemetry Data. An analog simulation was con-
structed to aid in the buzz problem investigation. The pitch and yaw control
loops, including the transfer functions for the three vernier engines, were
mechanized on the analog computer. Sampling circuits were built, with the
same sampling frequency and phase as the spacecraft, for thrust commands,
gyro error, and strain gauge signals. The input to the system was a con-
tinuous sine wave disturbance torque into the pitch and yaw loops of the same
polarity, resulting in out-of-phase thrust commands on engines 1 and Z and a
small thrust command on engine 3. This is the only way the long-term effect
of low thrust on engine 3 could be produced.
The sampling circuit was a sample-hold circuit which sampled the
real value in 0. 001 second and held it for 0. 3 second. The telemetry filters
were included between the signal and the sampler.
The signal patterns produced are a function of the sampling phase
and frequency. The patterns repeat every 3. 33-Hz change in frequency and
in the order that they appear in the Surveyor IV data for either an increasing
or decreasing rate of change of frequency of 0. 05 Hz/sec. The effect of
sample phasing on the signals using gyro error signal levels that result in
engine 1 and Z thrust commands were on the order of the observed Surveyor IV
levels. Even though the inputs to engines 1 and 2 are out of phase, there is an
in-and-out of phase appearance to the signal output due to the sampling. The
relationship between thrust commands and strain gauges could not be repro-
duced exactly. All the computer data were run for a nonelastic structure
which makes the acceleration effect larger than the thrust command effects
for high frequency. If there was a structural gain between the rigid body and
the flight control sensor group, the proportion might be changed.
4. 3.6. 3 Retro Disturbances
The normal disturbance which the vernier engine system is required
to balance in order to maintain attitude stability during the retro phase results
from failure of the instantaneous retro thrust vector to pass through the vehi-
cle center of gravity. The abnormal thrust modulation observed on the
Surveyor IV vernier engine thrust command telemetry and the shape of the
thrust command profile as compared to data from Surveyor I and III flights
could result from this disturbance moment.
An analysis to determine the characteristics of the contributors
required to produce the indicated disturbance, in the absence of structural
buzz considerations, was conducted. The results of this analysis are
discussed as follows.
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The initial retro disturbance moment acting on the vehicle results
from the initial alignment of the retro thrust vector to the vehicle center of
gravity. Changes in this disturbance can result from one or a combination
of the following: motion of vehicle center of gravity which can be produced
by a shift in either retro or spacecraft center of gravity, angular motion or
lateral shift of the retro thrust vector, or variation in magnitude of the retro
thrust level when an offset between the thrust vector and vehicle center of
gravity exists.
In order for thrust magnitude variations alone to produce the moment
variations indicated by the Surveyor IV thrust command data, the magnitude
of these variations would have to be greater than 3000 pounds. This value is
obtained by observing that the average thrust levels are nearly equal, indicating
a small average offset (< 0. 070 inch), and the thrust variations are sufficient
to indicate a significant moment disturbance (---Z00 in-lb). Thrust level
variations of this magnitude would produce substantial modulation in the out-
put of the retro accelerometer and variation in the doppler data which were
not indicated by the Surveyor IV data. Thus, retro thrust variations are not
indicated as the cause of the vernier engine thrust modulations.
The magnitude of the variations of vehicle center of gravity which
would be required to produce the indicated moment disturbance (0. 0Z inch)
are not large enough to preclude this contributor as a cause of the indicated
disturbance, although they would be larger than would be expected to occur
in a normal flight. A shift in the vehicle center of gravity can be produced
by movement of either the retro or the spacecraft (defined as vehicle less
retro) center of gravity.
A retro center of gravity shift (> 0.03 inch) would require physical
motion of the retro since the retro propellant consumption rate (=" 3Z lb/sec)
and the size of the retro is not sufficient to produce the indicated frequency
and magnitude of shift under unsymmetrical burning conditions. A space-
craft center of gravity shift of the same order of magnitude would require
oscillation of a major component of the spacecraft (i.e., a compartment:
125 pounds shifting 0. 3 inch).
Retro thrust motion (angle variations onlateral shift) on the order of
three times that measured during retro qualification tests could produce
the magnitude of disturbance indicated. What is considered improbable is
that these variations would be restricted in direction so as to indicate an
oscillatory moment about a constant axis rather than a pitch/yaw moment
in a random direction.
Regarding the dc moment disturbance, analysis to date indicates
that the data can be best fit by assuming a retro propellant center of gravity
shift or a spacecraft minus retro center of gravity shift occurring some-
time in the later half of the burn period.
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4. 3. 7 Failure Investigation Preliminary Conclusions
Analysis of inflight spacecraft, Centaur, ground data, quality,
troubles (TFRs), and test records has been unable to isolate any primary
single or multiple cause for the failure of the Surveyor IV mission. Analysis
completed to date and summarized in this report includes the following:
i) Complete point-by-point review of all telemetry channels from
AMR mark to loss of RF signal
z) Review of all subsystem telemetry plots for midcourse and
launch to acquisition phase
3) Review of real-time telemetry data commands and analysis
performed by the Space Flight Operations Performance Analysis
and Command and Trouble and Failure Analysis groups, which
includes all coast phases of flight
4) Review of Centaur and spacecraft data for loads and vibration
environment confirmation
5) Review of all Surveyor IV TFRs and quality records for those
subsystems which could have lead to loss of RF signal
6) Analysis of ground station tape records
The only significant data anomaly that can be correlated by hypothesis
to the final loss of RF signal is the apparent thrust (8 pounds peak to peak)
modulation of vernier engines 1 and Z. This telemetry signature is classified
as an anomaly or unexpected for Surveyor IV since cyclic thrust modulations
of this magnitude were not observed during the Surveyor I and III flights and
were not predicted from development model flight spacecraft testing. With-
out direct indication of the primary cause of failure, all failure modes that
could cause RF signal loss within 0. Z5 millisecond and not disturb previous
telemetry data must be considered equally likely.
Signatures obtained from transmitter and power system testing
indicate that no reasonable power system short or open, and only a limited
number of transmitter problems, suchas inadvertent low power or RF trans-
fer switch commands, can match the Mission D loss of signal signature.
All flight loads and vibration data indicate that the in-flight environ-
ment was significantly less severe than flight acceptance test levels and,
therefore, structural failures are not likely.
Retro and vernier propulsion development, test, and flight hardware
quality review indicate no design, manufacturing, or materials problems
that lead to suspected tank or case rupture problems. All failure modes are
considered unlikely but equally probable.
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5.0 PERFORIM_ANCEANALYSIS
5. l THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
5.1.I INTRODUCTION: SURVEYOR THERMAL CONTROL TECHNIQUES
The Surveyor thermal design utilizes a variety of temperature control
techniques. Active, passive, and semiactive mechanisms are employed to
provide the required temperature control (storage, operational, and/or sur-
vival) throughout the transit and lunar phases of the mission. Each spacecraft
subsystem is individually controlled, and the thermal coupling between sub-
systems is minimized by using conduction and radiation isolation wherever
advantageous. Subsystem analyses are accomplished by evaluating in detail
the thermal environment for each subsystem, with consideration being given
to all significant thermal interactions between the subsystems whenever a
high degree of isolation is not possible.
The following temperature control techniques are used on the Surveyor
spacecraft:
I) Passive thermal control utilizing combinations of paints and metal
processes to provide surfaces with solar absorptance and infrared
emittance characteristics to produce the required subsystem tem-
peratures. Solar energy reflections are used to provide energy
in cases where insufficient direct solar illumination exists.
z) Active thermal control systems utilizing heaters and radiation
shields provide energy in cases where:
a) Sufficient solar illumination is not available
b) The unit's storage temperature is significantly different from
its optimum operational temperature
3) Subsystems having large heat capacities are thermally decoupled
from the transit and lunar environments by utilizing superinsulation
blankets to minimize radiative heat transfer and thermal isolators
to minimize conductive heat transfer. Such systems never reach
equilibrium conditions and therefore depend on heat capacity and
a controlled rate of heat rejection to provide optimum operational
temperatures.
5.1-i
Bimetallically activated thermal switches control the temperature
of the electronics compartments during transit and lunar operations.
Combinations of the above techniques are used on many of the subsystems to
optimize the temperature control system.
5. 1.2 THERMAL ANOMALY: OXIDIZER TANK l (P-15)
During Mission D, the temperature of oxidizer tank 1 (sensor P-15)
increased from 49° to 54°F at approximately Launch + 30 hours. An examina-
tion of the thermal data does not reveal similar temperature perturbations for
oxidizer tanks Z and 3 (sensors P-16 and P-6, respectively).
On all previous spacecraft {Surveyors I through III), the oxidizer tanks
have exhibited small temperature perturbations during star acquisition and
gyro drift checks. The temperature increase experienced by the Surveyor IV
oxidizer tank 1 is greater than any previously observed. Although the excur-
sion occurred during a gyrodrift check, the other propellant tanks did not
exhibit significant temperature perturbations. Thermal performance of the
oxidizer tank before and after the temperature excursion appears normal.
Thermal analysts are continuing to examine the tank data; however, it is
doubtful at present if the cause of the 5° F increase in tank temperature can
be determined. An examination of the propulsion data does not reveal any
oxidizer system pressure perturbation at the time of the temperature increase.
5. I. 3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The performance of the Surveyor IV thermal control system was excel-
lent. The thermal behavior of all spacecraft subsystems was normal during
the transit mission phase. Sixty-three of the 75 thermal sensors onboard the
spacecraft were within 5° F of their nominal predicted value, and 70 thermal
sensors were within I0 ° F of their nominalpredicted value. The Canopus
sensor, attitude gas jet Z, altitude marking radar (AMR) antenna and com-
partment A thermal switch 2 deviated 13°, 26 °, 18 ° , and 17 ° F from predic-
tions, respectively; all of these were still within their premission prediction
range, however.
A summary of events significant to the thermal subsystem is given in
Table 5.1-I. A summary of the actual and predicted transit steady-state tem-
peratures for Missions A through D is presented in Table 5. I-2. Transit
thermal profiles for all spacecraft subsystems are presented in Figures 5. I-I
through 5. 1-76.
Only thermal performance that is unique or of special interest is dis-
cussed in detail. For those units whose temperature is consistent with pre-
vious missions, the steady-state temperature summary will be considered
sufficient. The oxidizer tank (P-15) temperature increase anomaly is discussed
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TABLE 5. 1-1. SURVEYOR IV MISSION THERMAL EVENT LOG
Day
195
7/14/67
196
7/15/67
GMT,
hr:min
11:53
12:05
12:06
12:08
12:34
13:42
14:00
17:46
17:51
18:06
18:14
18:46
Z0:54
20:57
2Z:37
00:09
02:09
02:18
07:54
08:02
09:58
16:09
Mission Time,
hr:min
00:00
00:iZ
00:13
00:15
00:41
01:49
02:07
05:53
05:58
06:13
06:21
06:53
09:0i
09:04
10:44
1.2:13
14:13
14:Z5
Z0:01
20:09
ZZ:05
28:16
Event
Launch
Injection
Separation
Sun acquisition complete
Transmitter high power off
Line Z heater cycling
SM/SS heater cycling
Transmitter B high pow=_ _,L_
Sun and roll
AMR heater cycling
Transmitter B high power off
Start gyro drift check
Terminate gyro u_'_-'#+_._che _u
ur_t checkInitiate gyro ; :c
Terminate gyro drift check
Start gyro drift check (all axes)
Terminate gyro drift check
Initiate roll drift check
Terminate roll drift check
Initiate gyro drift check
End gyro drift check
Start gyro drift check
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Table 5. I-I (continued)
GMT, Mission Time,
Day hr :rain hr:min Event
196
71 151 67
197
7/16/67
19:42
21:39
22:27
02:02
02:18
02:23
02:27
02:28
02:30
02:30
02:31
02:37
02:40
02:46
04:16
05:51
08:08
08:50
13:21
14:36
14:37
31:49
33:46
34:34
38:09
38:Z5
38:30
38:34
38:35
38:37
38:37
38:38
38:44
38:46
38:53
40:22
41:57
44:14
44:58
49:28
50:44
50:45
End gyro drift check
Roll drift check
End roll drift check
Transmitter high power on
Sun and roll (+72. 5 degrees)
Yaw (-64 degrees)
SM/SS, AMR, VLZFTZ,
VLIOT2, VL3OT3, heaters off
Thrust phase power on
Midcourse
Thrust phase power off
All heaters enabled after
midcourse
Sun and roll
Canopus lock
Transmitter B high power off
Initiate gyro drift check
End gyro drift check
High current mode on
Initiate roll drift check and
sun acquisition
High current mode on
End roll drift check
Enable oxidizer tank 2 heater
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Table 5. i-I (continued)
Day
197
7/16/67
198
7/17/67
GMT,
hr:min
15:40
17:30
21:08
01:06
01:09
01:24
01:27
0]:27
01:32
01:35
01:36
01:56
01:57
01:58
02:00
02:01
Mission Time,
hr:min
51:47
53:37
57:16
61:13
61:16
61:31
61:34
61:%4
61:39
61:41
61:42
62:03
62:03
62:04
62:06
62:07
Event
Initiate gyro drift check
End gyro drift check
TV -- 3 electronics heater on
TV vidicon heater on
Transmitter high power on
Roll (+80.9 degrees)
End roll
Yaw I+92. 7 degrees)
End yaw
Roll (-25 degrees)
End roll
VLZFT2, VLIOT2, VL3OT3,
SM/SS, TV-VTC, TV-ETC,
AMR heaters off
AMR power on
Thrust phase power on
AMR enable
R etro ignition
in detail in subsection 5. 1.4. 5. Vernier Propulsion. Descriptive thermal
performance analyses are presented for the various phases of the mission.
5. 1.4 ANALYSIS OF TRANSIT THERMAL PERFORMANCE
5. I. 4. 1 Prelaunch Phase
All prelaunch thermal constraints were satisfied. The various space-
craft component heaters were properly configured prior to launch:
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TABLE 5. l.-Z. COMPARISON OF STEADY-STATE TEMPERATURES
IN MISSIONS A, B, C, AND D
Flight Sensor Location bySubsystem
Actual Steady-State Temperature, °F
Mission A Mission B Mission C Mission D
Transit Pr emidcour se Transit Transit
Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual
Vehicle and mechanisms
Compartment A
Upper tray V-15 70 78
Lower tray V-16 93 98
Transmitter A D-13 68 76
Transmitter B D-14 68 78
Main battery EP-8 97 98
Battery charge regulator EP-34 1Z3 1Z5
Radiators
No. 5 V-20 42 36
No, 8 V-Z5 44 30
No. 2 V-47 35 30
Thermal shell inside V-17 9Z 10Z
Thermal shell outside V-18 -85 -110
Thermal switch V-19 66 79
No. 5 inside
Compartment B
Upper tray V-21 93 97
Lower tray V-Z2 98 10Z
Boost regulator EP-13 115 110
Radiators
No. 4 V-Z4 67 75
No. 1 V-45 73 71
No. 5 V-46 66 71
Thermal shell outside V-23 -70 -78
Thermal switch V-26 88 93
No. 4 inside
Wiring harness V-Z9 88
Auxiliary battery EP-Z6 35 60
Auxiliary battery V-48 -2
compartment
Landing gear assembly
Leg Z V-31 83 85
Crushable block V-44 -62 -50
Shock absorber
No. I V-30 84 90
No. 2 V-32 72 88
No. 3 V-33 8Z 90
Antenna/solar panel
positioner mechanism
Solar panel drive M-10 60 40
Elevation axis drive M-1Z 1 -86
Solar cell array EP-12 109 118
Planar array M-8 -50 -60
A/SPP mast V-34 -84 -114
Spaceframe and substructure
Upper spaceframe
Near leg 1 V-27 60 73
Near leg Z V-35 -79 -70
Lower spacefr ame
Under compartment B V-28 48 46
Under compartment A V-36 -27 -Zl
74 73 49 49 58
94 94 70 72 77
71 72 49 47 55
73 73 48 48 58
99 99 69 75 75
118 120 94 100 99
31 42 30 25 26
Z8 35 36 32 42
34 36 19 15 21
9Z 91 68 7Z 75
-82 -90 -84 -90 -88
69 69 47 47 57
99 106 76 93 78
103 111 81 98 82
128 123 94 II0 99
70 77 55 67 55
84 91 61 74 63
70 78 56 72 53
-72 -65 -64 -70 -72
93 101 74 88 73
91 94 72 88 75
64* 66 54 60 59
9* 28 12 5 --
74 55 77 70 72
-48 -51 -63 -60 -55
76 84 74 84 79
73 82 76 72 77
8Z 84 79 84 75
45 60 51 47 47
-17 -8 -ll -7 -19
111 110 112 110 110
-50 -50 -50 -50 -50
-88 -86 -88 -86 -90
53 65 57 56 53
-81 -75 -82 -81 -83
42 50 43 45 39
-24 -24 -32 -25 -36
Operation
Allowable
Predicted Limits
59 140/0
79 125/0
57 Zl0/0
58 210/0
8O iZ5/40
104 185/0
17 150/-300
46 150/-100
4 150/-300
74 iZ0/0
-89
57 150/-300
77 125/0
80 iZ5/0
98 185/0
5Z 150/-300
59 150/-300
51 150/-300
-69
72 IZ5/0
75 iZ5/0
55 130/20
-- 130/30
78 160/-140
-60 160/-140
80 IZ5/-Z0
72 iZ5/-Z0
80 125/-30
52 165/-225
-10 165/-225
ii0 165/-200
-50 280/-280
-86 160/-140
55 160/-140
-82 160/-140
4O 160/-140
-30 160/-140
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Table 5. I-Z (continued)
Flight Sen sor Location by Subsystem
Retro attach points
Leg 1 V-37
Leg 2 V-38
Leg 3 V-39
Propulsion
Vernier engine thrust
chamber assembly
No. I P-7
No. 2 P-10
No. 3 P-II
Propellant tanks
Oxidizer 1 P-15
Fuel 1 P-13
Oxidizer 2 P-16
Fuel 2 P-5
Oxidizer 3 P-6
Fuel 3 P-14
Propellant lines
Le_ I P-8
Leg Z I_-4
Leg 3 P-9
Helium tank P-17
Main retro
Upper case P-3
Lower case P-IZ
Nozzle P -2Z
Flight control
Flight control electronics
Chassis board 1 FC-44
Chassis board 6 FC-45
Canopus sensor FC-47
Roll gvro FC-46
Pitch gyro FC-54
Yaw gyro FC-55
Roll actuator FC-71
Nitrogen tank FC-48
Attitude gas jet FC-70
RADVS
KPSM R-8
SDC R -9
VS preamplifier R-10
A/VS preamplifier R-13
Altitude marking radar
Electronics R-7
Antenna dish R-6
Edge of dish R-Z7
Television and SM/SS
TV 3 mirror TV-17
TV 3 ECU TV-16
SM/SS structure SS- 13
Auxltlar y e [ectronics SSIZ
'_Not at steady state.
**Corrected for bit rate error.
+Launch + 63 hours.
Actual Steady-State Temperature, °F
Mission A
Transit
Actual Predicted
39 46
-36 -21
44 46
59 76
7Z 81
59 62
75/41% 74/45+
76/5Zf 73/48#
77/Z4_ 79/35 i
75/34+ 74/30+
79/40% 73/45#
76/53# 73/51#
23 to 29 35
_l to _6 ZO Lu Z7
21 to Z6 30
60 75
73/67+ 74/67+
74/46# 74/36+
-IZ4 74/-ZZZ+
90 I00
IZ4 135
78 90
170_',:* 178"*
175''_ 175"*
180"* 177"*
79 98
45 71
88 87
iZ 22
56 53
22 3Z
33 45
14 to 16 Z0 to ZZ
-12 0
-185 -160
-IZ0 -162
-134 -150
Mission B
Premidcour se
Actual Predicted
44 46
-32 -Z4
44 50
54 65
84 80
63 70
49
58
38
44
5O
57
18 to Z8
Z0 tc 27
Z0 to Z7
75
7Z
6O
-ig0
90 I00
137 138
85 89
175'* 177
175'* 174
174"_ 177
8Z 88
40 52
86 77
II 15
63 63
14 ii
Z0 I0
18 16
-14 -12
-191 -185
-120 -i17
-Ig8 -123
76/50f#
77/57%+
75/35++
83/47++
75/46#+
75/53#%
18 to 28
30 t. 27
gO to Z7
7Z
72/73++
76 / 59++
-118
riLaunch + 15 hours.
@Launch + 65 hours.
Mission C
Transit
Actual Predicted
4Z 44
-5Z -50
46 46
58 60
81 85
69 66
76/41@ 33@
76/55@ 48@
75/18@ 17@
74/33@ 19@
77/30@ 17@
76/5Z@ 42@
30 19
io t_ _7 1Q tn 24
i9 to z4 19 to z4
73 75
73/64@ 65@
78/41@ 4Z@
-130 -IZ0
71 65
60 55
74 75
173_ 177
17Z** 115
172"* 177
83 90
50 45
105 9O
17 Z0
55 59
16 13
Z7 Z6
14 to 19 18 to ZZ
3 -15
-ZOZ -180
-iZ0 -135
-IZ8 -134
-35 -5
Mission D
Transit
Actu_ i
38
-53
37
52
82
66
42
56
20
36
45
51
39
19 to 24
19 to 24
76
66
45
-IZ7
66
61
77
175
led
174
80
45
94
18
54
15
36
13 to 16
-5
-183
-126
-IZ5
-104
-35
Operation
Allowable
Predicted Limits
38 160/-140
-55 160/-140
40 160/-140
58 IZ5/Z0
76 140/Z0
60 130/20
42 I00/0
5Z 100/0
Z2 100/15
39 100/15
40 100/15
53 I00/0
30 i00/0
18 to Z6 100/0
18 to Z6 i00/0
69 i00/I00
65 70/40
43 70/25
-134
65 165/0
60 190/0
65 130/-20
177 185/175
174 185/170
177 185/170
80 Z0010
47 115/-10
120 160/-50
15 100/-22
60 140/-18
18 llZ/-4Z
36 ll0/-Z0
15 to Z2 120/-5
0 135/-20
-Z00 Z00/-300
-iZ5 180/-50
-IZ5 150/-20
- 98 TBD/0
-35 158/-4
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SM/SS heater Enabled
Vernier line heaters Enabled
AMR heater Enabled
Survey TV electronics heater Not enabled
Survey TV vidicon heater Not enabled
Propellant tank heaters Not enabled
Compartment A heater Not enabled, and off
Compartment B heater Not enabled, and off
5. I. 4. 2 Midcourse
Surveyor IV's thermal performance during midcourse was normal.
All thermal control cyclic heaters were commanded off for approximately
5 minutes during this time. All thermostatically-controlled temperature
units (vernier lines, tanks, AMR electronics, etc. ) remained within their
operational limits during the heater off period.
The vernier engines operated at a thrust level of approximately 78
pounds for I0. 5 seconds during the midcourse correction maneuver. Thrust
chamber assemblies i, Z, and 3 reached peak temperatures of 386", 282 ° ,
and 292°F, respectively. The peak temperature of 3860F exhibited by
engine I is the maximum in-flight temperature recorded on any thrust
chamber assembly to date.
The vernier oxidizer lines exhibited temperature increases during
the midcourse burn. Propellant line temperature increases are the result
of the warmer propellants (stored) flowing through the line past the tempera-
ture sensors. Vernier oxidizer line 1 exhibited a temperature increase of
from 39 ° to 60°F. Vernier oxidizer lines Z and 3, cycling during this
period, exhibited temperature increases to 42 ° and 54°F, respectively.
Vernier lines 2 and 3 cycled between 19°and 24°F.
The vernier propellant tank temperature sensors exhibited tempera-
ture increases during the midcourse maneuver. Oxidizer tank sensors
exhibited peak temperatures of 65", 43 °, and 61°F for legs i, Z, and 3,
respectively. Tank temperatures prior to vernier thrusting were 48 °, 26 ° ,
and 45°F at legs I, 2 and 3, respectively. Tank temperature sensors are
mounted on the exterior surface of the propellant standpipe fitting (base of
the tank). Sensor temperature increases are attributed to propellant
thermal stratification and to the flow of warmer propellants past the sensors.
Propellant fuel tanks also exhibited temperature increases. Fuel
tanks I, 2, and 3 temperatures increased to 61 ° , 42 ° , and 58°F, respectively.
Initial fuel tank temperatures at legs !, 2, and 3 were 57", 38 ° and 51°F,
respectively.
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The retro nozzle, velocity sensor preamplifier, AMR antenna,
crushable blocks, and roll actuator exhibited sizable temperature increases
during the midcourse maneuver. The magnitudes of the temperature
increases for these subsystems are illustrated in the mission plots.
5. i. 4. 3 Coast Phases
Performances of the heater controls and heater duty cycles were
normal. The first heater cycling was observed on vernier line Z at
Launch + I hour 50 minutes. The AMR heater cycled on at Launch + 6 hours.
Duty cycle calculations and temperature cycling ranges for vernier line 2
and the AMR are presented in Table 5. I-3.
The soil sampler electronics heater apparently cycled on at Launch +
Z hours 7 minutes, when the electronics temperature (SS-IZ) dropped to
4°F. The duty cycle remained at i00 percent throughout the remainder of
the mission (except when turned off at midcourse and terminal descent),
and the electronics temperature (SS-12) continued to decrease to an equilibrium
temperature of -35°F.
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cycles, its duty cycle was calculated as 7. 1 percent.
Oxidizer tank Z heater control was enabled at Launch + 50 hours
44 minutes, at which time its temperature (P-16) was 24°F. The heater
did not cycle on, and the tank temperature dropped to 19°F at terminal
descent. However, this heater normally cycles on at 180F (per solar
thermal vacuum test data), so that observed performance was proper.
The gyro heater duty cycles were measured as 30.6, 19.3, and 19.4
The survey camera mirror assembly and electronics heater were
enabled at Launch + 57 hours. Both the electronics and the mirror assembly
temperatures increased as predicted. The electronics temperature (TV-16)
reached -bOF 1 hour before retro ignition. The vidicon heater was enabled
at that time since the constraint that TV-16 be greater than -20°F before
commanding vidicon thermal oontrol on was satisfied.
High current mode was initiated at Launch + 44 hours, and the
auxiliary battery temperature (EP-Z6) increased from 59 ° to 79°F by
retro ignition. Both the main and auxiliary batteries were at the same
temperature at retro ignition, thus enhancing electrical load sharing.
5. 1.4.4 Terminal Phase (to Loss o5 Data)
Spacecraft thermal response during terminal descent appeared
nominal. The spacecraft Z-axis was off the sun for approximately 33 minutes
and 7 seconds prior to loss of spacecraft signal. All spacecraft tempera-
ture monitored during terminal maneuvers and descent were well within
operational limits. The retro-rocket bulk temperature was 55.3°F at retro
ignition.
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TABLE 5. i-3. HEATER PERFORMANCE
Heater
Vernier line 2
AMR
Mission Time
Launch + 19. 5 hours
Launch + 28 hours
Launch + 54 hours
Launch + 8. 5 hours
Launch + 28 hours
Launch + 58 hours
Duty Cycle,
percent
24.7
30.3
31.7
55.3
63.4
64.1
Cycling Range,
oF
19 to 24
19 to 24
19 to 24
13 to 16
13to 16
13to 16
Propulsion system temperatures showed that engine 1 was running
considerably hotter (approximately 38 percent) than engines Z and 3 during
the observed period of terminal thrusting. This effect was also noted during
midcourse. The temperature decrease observed on engine Z immediately
after thrusting is attributable to the initial flow of cool propellants through
the engine.
5. 1.4. 5 Subsystem Thermal Analyses
Compartments A and B
Thermal performance of compartments A and B agreed well with
predictions for Mission D during steady-state operations. It was noted that
the transient response early in the mission was slightly different than
predicted for compartment A since it reached equilibrium conditions earlier
than expected. No definite reason has been cited for this small deviation.
Thermal switch radiator temperatures fluctuated on compartment A
throughout the mission due togyro drift checks. This fluctuation is typical
during pitch gyro drift checks since the solar panel shadow line crosses the
compartment A radiators. Pitch gyro drift constituted the largest fluctuation
during the mission D; consequently, the radiator temperature fluctuations
were greater than for previous missions.
The thermal response of some key elements in compartments A and
B during high-power transmitter operations is shown in Table 5. I-4. Each
of the four high-power transmitter operations was performed using
transmitter B. The thermal performance of the compartment system during
high-power transmitter operation was as expected.
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TABLE 5. 1-4. COMPARTMENT THERMAL RESPONSE
TO HIGH-POWER TRANSMITTER OPERATION (°F)
Acquisition,
Z8 minutes 4 seconds
Subsystem and Senso_
Compartment A
D-13
D-14
EP-8
EP-34
V-15
V-10
Compartment B
EP-13
V-Zl
V -Z2
Peak Temperature Rise
Temperature Predicted Actual
85 Z 0
lZ5 55 40
86 9 7
108 Z3
10Z 25 17
87 8 5
Z16 17 13
93 5 -Z
90 Z 3
Canopus Search,
34 minutes I second
Peak
Temperature
67
107
84
105
85
83
Temperature Rise
Predicted Actual
IZ 9
49 47
7 0
7 Z
30 24
5 2
19 17
4 3
3 z
117
83
86
Midcourse,
43 minutes 26 seconds
Peak Temperature Rise
Temperature Predicted Actual
68 15 13
107 50 50
82 7 5
103 7 5
86 35 Z8
81 5 5
*Data taken at last date frame and compared wlth prediction at same time interval of high power.
117 ZO 2o
82 6 5
84 4 3
Terminal Descent,
66minutes 46 seconds*
Peak
Temperature Temperature Rise
Observed Predicted Actual
67 19 10
107 57 49
80 4 3
9Z -- -8
84 30 25
79 4 1
120 21 17
82 3 3
85 2 Z
Vernier Propulsion Subsystem
The effects of maneuvers, midcourse thrusting, and terminal thrusting
on propulsion system temperatures are presented in Table 5. 1-5. The
highest vernier temperature of 386°F resulting from midcourse thrusting
was recorded on vernier engine 1 I_ 7). m_,o +,_,-,,po_.oe,,_.,_ ,,,e_-p_q_ nhserved
on this engine was approximately 52 percent greater than noted on engines Z
and 3. However, engine 1 was observed to run characteristically hot in
preflight tests due to unit-to-unit variations. Vernier line temperatures
increased during midcourse to within 1 ° to 6°F of their related propellant
tank po st -thrusting temperature s.
Vernier engine thermal performance was as expected during the
transit mission phase. Predicted temperatures for thrust chamber assem-
blies 1, Z, and 3 were 57 °, 76 ° , and 60°F, respectively. Thrust chamber
assemblies 1, Z, and 3 reached steady-state equilibrium temperatures of
50 ° , 80 °, and 66°F, respectively (see Figures 5. 1-23, 5. 1-26, and 5. 1-27).
Thermal performance of the helium pressurization bottle was as
expected. Thermal data indicate that the helium tank (temperature sensor
P-17) reached a steady-state equilibrium temperature of 76°F during coast
phase 1 versus aprediction of 68°F {see Figure 5. 1-32). The helium tank
thermal sensor exhibited approximately a 2°F increase in temperature during
the mission. This increase is attributable to thermal finish (HP4-135,
inorganic white paint) degradation; similar temperature increases were
observed on Surveyors I through III.
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TABLE 5. i-5. PROPULSION SYSTEM TEMPERATURE RESPONSE
FROM THRUSTING
Before midcourse yaw, "F
Before midcour se
thrusting, °F
After midcour se
thrusting, "F
Temperature increase, "F
Before terminal yaw, °F
Before terminal
thrusting, °F
Last data observed, °F
!
Line I Engine Oxidizer Fuel Oxidizer Fuel Oxidizer FuelTank Tank Tank Tank Tank Tank
1 (P-8) Z (P-4) 3 (P-9) I 1 (P-7) Z (P-10) 3 (P-ll) 1 (P-15) I (P-13) Z(P-16) Z (P-5) 3 (P-6) 3 (P-14)
39 ZZ Z0 50 80 66 48 57 Z8 39 46 51
39 20 ZZ 57 70 71 48 57 Z8 39 46 51
60 4Z 54 386 281 zgz 61 61 44 46 60 58
Z1 Z2 3Z 329 Zll 2Zl 13 4 16 7 14 7
38 Z3 Z3 52 8Z 67 42 56 18 33 4Z 51
38 Z5 Z3 5Z 97 55
60 40 58 179 127 134
Premidcourse decrease 0.34 0,10 0.40 0.30 0.30! 0.16
rate, °F/hr
Postmidcourse decrease 0.16 0.07 0.30 0. Z5 0.25 0.08
rate, °F/hr
Thermal performance of the vernier propulsion propellant tanks was
normal during the transit phase. However, oxidizer tank 1 (P-15) exhibited
a 5°F increase at approximately L + 31 hours. Oxidizer tanks have shown
small temperature perturbations (always increases) during attitude maneuvers
on all previous spacecraft. The significance of the temperature increase is
that its magnitude is larger than on previous spacecraft, while oxidizer tanks
Z and 3 did not exhibit similar temperature responses. Thermal behavior of
oxidizer tank 1 sensor prior and subsequent to the temperature surge was
normal. This phenomenon is discussed in subsection 5. i. Z.
Propellant temperature stratification was observed on this flight as
in all previous flights. However, temperature gradients within the pro-
pellants were greatly negated due to the propellant motion induced during
thrusting. This results in temperature sensor readings which more
accurately reflect bulk propellant temperatures. Thus, the rate of pro-
pellant tank temperature decrease is correspondingly reduced during coast
phase Z. Premidcourse and postmidcourse decrease rates are shown in
Table 5. 1-5.
Transit temperature profiles are presented in Figures 5. 1-ZZ, 5. 1-30,
and 5. 1-31 for oxidizer tanks 3 (P-6), 1 (P-15_and Z (P-16), respectively.
Transit temperature responses shown in Figures 5. l-Z1, 5. i-Z8, and
5. i-Z9 forvernier fuel tanks Z (P-5), 1 (P-13), and 3 (P-14), respectively.
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Thermal performance of the vernier propulsion propellant lines was
as predicted. Oxidizer lines 2 (P-4)and 3 (P-9) cycled as expected, while
oxidizer line I exhibited a steady-state temperature of 39°F, 9F ° above
the nominal prediction.
Flight Control Sensor Group (FCSG)
Transit thermal behavior of the flight control sensor group was as
expected. Preflight predictions indicated FCSG steady-state temperatures
of 65 ° and 60°F. Actual FCSG steady-state temperatures were 66 ° and
61°F for flight control electronics chassis boards 1 and 6, respectively.
Nitrogen Tank
Transit thermal performance of the nitrogen gas tank was as expected.
The predicted temperature for the tank was 47°F, and the actual flight steady-
state temperature was 45=F.
Nitrogen tank temperatures fluctuated between 41 ° and 46°F during
the gyro drift checks. The nitrogen tank is affected during pitch gyro drift
_r._-_ . 1 ...... _"._1_ "_ __..o_..+_._ ;.. _-';:,,..-._ _ 1-1Pchecks. _ne L_nr, t_:a_sit ten-,peratu,= l_,,, ..... _,........_ --_ e, ........
Auxiliary Battery
During the mission the auxiliary battery temperature ran 5°F lower
than the nominal prediction of 60°F, but within the ±I5°F predictability
range. The auxiliary battery warmup (auxiliary battery mode/high current
mode) began approximately 6 hours prior to the predicted warmup time. The
warmup trend was identical to that of Surveyor Ill.
Main _'_** .... "
_,_y and ......_ ;I,_...._ _=++_-y +_,-,_p_.-_+,1.._= _._ v_,_fh_n p°_"
of each other at the time RADVS was activated. This is desirable since it
provides optimum load sharing between the two batteries.
Antenna/Solar Panel Positioner
The solar intensities during Surveyors I, III, and IV were,
respectively, 431, 441, and 429 Btu/hr-ft 2. Since solar intensity differed
for the various spacecraft, the effect of solar intensity on spacecraft
component temperatures was studied. The solar panel temperature was
chosen on the basis of its sensitivity to solar intensity. The solar panel
temperatures for Surveyors I and IV are approximately the same since the
solar intensities were also nearly equal. Surveyor lll's solar panel
temperature is higher by about Z°F as compared to the other spacecraft,
which correlates properly with its higher solar intensity. Analytically, the
temperature difference of the solar panel for various spacecraft may be
approximated by assuming that the solar panel can be simulated by a flat
plate radiating to space and receiving solar intensity, By utilizing the flat
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plate method, the temperature difference for a solar intensity between 442
and 428 Btu/hr-ft 2 is 4°F (see Figure 5. 1-75).
Comparing actual solar panel temperature with the analytical results
indicates that the flight solar panel temperature between Surveyor I and III
is about 2°F lower than predicted. Th{s discrepancy between actual and
analytical results may be attributed to spacecraft interactions which are not
completely simulated in the model. From the above discussion, it can be
concluded that variation in solar intensity does affect the solar panel tempera-
ture, but not in a significant amount.
5.1.5 REFERENCE
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Figure 5. 1-1. Transmitter A Temperature
Figure 5, l-Z. Transmitter B Temperature
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Figure 5. i-3. Main Battery Temperature
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Figure 5. i-4. Solar Cell Array Temperature
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Figure 5. i-6. Auxiliary Battery Temperature
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Figure 5. l-V. Battery Charge Regulator Temperature
Figure 5. 1-8. Flight Control Electronics Temperature 1
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Figure 5. I-9. Flight Control Electronics Temperature 2
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Figure 5. i-i0. Roll Gyro Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-11. Canopus Sensor Temperature
Figure 5. 1-12. Nitrogen Gas Tank Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-13. Pitch Gyro Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-14. Yaw Gyro Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-15. Attitude Gas Jet 2 Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-16. Roll Actuator Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-17. Planar Array Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-18. Solar Axis Stepping Motor Temperature
5.1-2.3
Figure 5. 1-19. Elevation Axis Stepping Motor Temperature
Figure 5. 1-20. Vernier Line Z Temperature
5. I-Z4
Figure 5. l-Zl. Fuel Tank Z Temperature
Figure 5. I-2Z. Oxidizer Tank 3 Temperature
5. 1-25
Figure 5. 1-73. Engine i Temperature
Figure 5. I-Z4. Vernier Line 1 Temperature
5. i-Z6
Figure 5. 1-25. Vernier Line 3 Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-26. Engine Z Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-27. Engine 3 Temperature
Figure 5. l-Z8. Fuel Tank 1 Temperature
5. 1-28
Figure 5.1-Z9. Fuel Tank 3 Temper_t_i-e
5. I-Z9
Figure 5. 1-31. Oxidizer Tank Z Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-37. Helium Tank Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-33. IRetro Nozzle Temperature
Figure 5. 1-34. AMR Electronics Platform Temperature
5.1-31
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Figure 5. 1-35. AMR Electronics Temperature
Figure 5. 1-36. RAIDVS K1ystron Unit Temperature
5. 1-32
Figure 5. 1-37. RADVS Signal Data Converter Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-38. Doppler Radar Sensor Temperature
5. 1-33
mFigure 5.1-39. Altimeter Radar Sensor Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-40.
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5. 1-34
Figure 5. 1-41. Soil Sampler Auxiliary Electronics Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-42. Soil Sampler Structure Temperature
5. 1-35
Figure 5. 1-43. Survey Camera Electronics Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-44. Survey Camera Mirror Assembly Temperature
5. 1-36
Figure 5. 1-45.
I
Compartment A Tray Top Temperature
Figure 5. 1-46. Compartment A Lower Support Temperature
5. 1-37
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Figure 5. 1-47. Compartment A Insulation
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Figure 5. 1-48. Compartment A Canister Temperature
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5. 1-38
Figure 5. 1-49. Compartment A Switch 5 Base Temperature
Figure 5. 1-50. Compartment A Switch 5 Face Radiator Temperature
5. 1-39
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Figure 5. 1-51. Compartment B Tray Top Temperature
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Figure 5. I-5Z. Compartment B Lower Support Temperature
5. i-40
Figure 5. 1-53. Compartment B Outer Canister Temperature
I
Figure 5. i'54. Compartment B Switch 4 Face Radiator Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-55. Compartment B Switch 8 Face Radiator Temperature
Figure 5. 1-56. Compartment B Switch 4 Base Ring Temperature
5. I-4Z
Figure 5. 1-57. Upper Spaceframe Temperature No. l
Figure 5. 1-58. Spaceframe Temperature Under Compartment A
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Figure 5. 1-59. Wire Harness Temperature Thermal Tunnel
Figure 5. 1-60. Sensor V-30 Shock i, Sensor V-33 Shock 3
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Figure 5. 1-61. Leg 2 Upper Web Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-62. Shock Absorber 2 Temperature
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5. 1-45
Figure 5. 1-63. A/SPP Lower Mast Temperature
Figure 5. 1-64. Upper Spaceframe, Sensor Z Temperature
5. 1-46
Figure 5. 1-65. Lower Spaceframe, Sensor Z Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-66. Retro Attach Point i Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-67. Retro Attach Point 2 Temperature
Figure 5. 1-68. Retro Attach Point 3 Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-69. Crushable Block Temperature
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Compartment B Switch 1 in Face Radiator Temperature
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Figure 5. 1-71.
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Figure 5. 1-73.
Figure 5. 1-74.
Thermal Response of Vernier Engines and Lines
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Thermal Response of KPSM During Terminal Descent
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Figure 5. 1-75. Comparlson ul outar l°anet l emperatures During
Terminal Descent
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Figure 5. 1-76. Lower Retro Case Temperature
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5. Z ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM
5. Z. I INTRODUCTION
The electrical power (EP) subsystem generates, stores, converts,
and controls electrical energy for distribution to other spacecraft subsystems.
There are two sources for this energy: i} storage batteries and Z) radiant
energy converted directly to electrical energy used for system loads or
battery charging. During transit, the primary source of power is radiant
energy via the solar panels. Figure 5. Z-I shows associated equipment
groupings.
The performance of the EP subsystem during the Surveyor IV flight
was nominal as compared to test data and simulation analysis predictions.
Subsequently, specific comparisons will be made in the body of this subsection.
Flight data were used to calculate solar panel input power and regulator
efficiencies. Analysis of specific loads, comparison to prediction, and
explanation of discrepancies will be made.
In Table 5. Z-I, major events are presented with time in GIviT for
reference while using mission data processor (MDP) telemetry data. In
general, the divisions of Table 5. Z-I correspond to flight phases of importance
to the EP subsystem and may not correspond to flight phases in other sub-
sections. Basically, the flight is divided into times corresponding to signifi-
cant changes in electrical loads. Load changes corresponding to these flight
phases are partially illustrated by the regulated current (EP-14) and more
completely by the battery discharge current (EP-9).
5. Z. 2 ANOMALY DESCRIPTION
No anomalies were detected in the electrical power subsystem during
flight. TFR 18262 was written against the abrupt loss of spacecraft signal.
An engineering change was made in the power subsystem due to a possible
failure mode. A single wire open in the (+) 29 volt regulated low ripple lead
from the boost regulator to the transmitters and return could cause a catas-
trophic failure. Redundant wiring will be provided for spacecrafts 6 and 7.
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Figure 5. 2-I. Power Subsystem Block Diagram, Flight Configuration
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TABLE 5. 2-1. ELECTRICAL POWER EVENTS AND TIMES
GMT,
day: hr: min: s ec ':_
From
195:11:53:29
195:12:05:56
195: 12:34:08
195: 17:46:34
195: 18: 14:49
197:02:02:18
197:02:27:53
197:02:30:29
197: 02:46:03
197: 07: 58:17
!97: 08: i0:36
197:13: 02:32
197:13:21:04
197:20:13:55
197: 20: 43:26
198:01:09:26
198:0 i:57:14
To
195:12:05:56
195: 12: 34:08
195: 17:46:34
195: 18: 14:49
197:02:02.: 18
197:02:27:53
197:02:30:29
197: 02: 46:03
197:07:58:17
197:08: I0:36
197:13:02:32
197:13:2 1:04
197:20:13:55
197:20:42:26
198:01:09:26
198:0 i:09:26
198:02:02:41
Comments
Launch and separation
Transmitter high power
Coast
Coast, transmitter high power
Coast
Transmitter high power
Mid.course maneuver, transmitter highpower,
and flight control thrust phase power on
Transmitter high power
Coast
Coast, power mode cycling, auxiliary battery
on
Coast
Coast, power mode cycling, auxiliary battery
on
Coast
Coast, power mode cycling, auxiliary battery
on
Coast
Transmitter high power, preretro maneuvers
Transmitter high power, AMR on, terminal
descent, loss of data
Time referenced to sending of appropriate commands.
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5. 2. 3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5. 2. 3. 1 Summary
Table 5. 2-2 presents a summary of flight data for Surveyor IV com-
pared to test data for the electrical power subsystem.
5. 2. 3. 2 Conclusion
Operation of the electrical power subsystem was nominal throughout
the spacecraft's flight.
5. 2. 4 ANALYSIS
The analysis considers four areas: mission telemetry plots, power
loads and sources budget, comparison of flight loads and flight acceptance
test loads, and cyclic loads.
5. 2. 4. 1 Mission Telemetry Plots
Figures 5.2-2 through 5.2-I 1 are selected mission plots which are
pertinent to the electrical power subsystem. They represent line plots of
the analog signals averaged at 1-minute intervals. Consequently, due to the
scale of these plots and data averaging, they give excellent information for
consideration of trends in data flow. Energy load during terminal descent
is averaged and will consequently indicate lower than actual. Figure 5. 2-21
gives actual RADVS load, and Figure 5.2-6 gives average battery loads during
terminal descent.
5. Z. 4. Z Power Loads and Sources Budget
Energy Used
Table 5.2-Z contains a summary of energy expended as calculated
from flight telemetry and predictions indicated in Reference i. Both the
power management prediction and telemetry calculations for battery expended
energy are very close (169Z versus 1663 w-hr). Energy obtained from the
solar panel is very close to predicted (4336 versus 4383 w-hr) at the time of
data io ss.
Power Data
Figures 5. Z-IZ through 5. Z-Z0 present various power parameters as
calculated from flight data. The parameters are calculated directly from the
following telemetry channels (averaged data):
i) Optimum charge regulator (OCR) efficiency = ((EP-2 ':_EP-16)/
(EP- 10 EP- 11)) ':' 100
Z) Boost regulator efficiency = ((EP-I ':=EP-14)/(EP-7 + EP-14) ':¢
(EP-2)) ':-"i00
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TABLE 5. 2-Z. ELECTRICAL POWER SUMMARY
Item
Boost regulator efficiency, percent
Optimum charge regulator efficiency
Optimum charge regulator output
energy, w-hr
Battery energy used, w-hr
Total energy used
Flight control thrust phase power on
Flight Data
77
80
4336
1663
5999
Predicted or
Specification
75 (minimum)
75 (minimum)
4383
169Z
6075
Regulated, watts
Unregulated, watts
AMR on, watts
AMR enable, watts
RADVS power on, watts
Vernier ignition
Midcourse, watts
Terminal descent, watts
Vernier line Z heater, watts
Altitude marking radar heater, watts
Gyro heater, watts
33. 55
6. Z5
35.2±2.2
40.7± 12..3
501
34. 8
35.6±1.5
6.6
4.84
11.7
34. ZZ
7. 34
31.6
41.5
551
39. 6
39. 6
6.6
5.04
Ii
5.2-5
3) Shunt unbalance current = (EP-9 + EP-16 + EP-17)
- (EP-4 + EP-40 + EP-14 + EP-7)
4) Regulated power = EP- i ":-"EP- 14
5) Unregulated power = EP-Z :',"(EP-4 + EP-40)
6) Solar panel power : EP- I0 ","EP- 11
7) Total loads = (EP-9 + EP-16 + EP-17) ",'_EP-Z
Figures 5. Z-IZ and 5. 2-13 present mission plots of OCR and boost
regulator efficiencies, respectively. The OCR efficiency is approximately
80 percent and the boost regulator efficiency, approximately 77 percent.
Figure 5. 2-14 shows the shunt unbalance current throughout the flight.
The current is generally biased at about +0. 4 ampere.
Figure 5. Z-15 is a plot of solar panel power received for 63. 5 hours.
This represents an energy input of approximately 4521 w-hr -- average solar
panel power of (88 watts) × (OCR efficiency of 80 percent) × (61. 6 hours).
Figure 5. 2-16 is a mission plot of unregulated power; Figure 5. 2-17
is a similar plot of regulated power. Figure 5. 2-18 is a sum of regulated
and unregulated power.
Figure 5. Z-19 shows the total loads for the electrical power subsystem
for the entire Surveyor IV flight. Total energy used during the flight can be
estimated from this plot.
Figure 5. 2-20 shows total power consumed as well as the sum of
regulated and unregulated loads throughout the flight.
5. 2. 4. 3 Comparison of Flight Loads and Flight Acceptance Test Loads
Comparison of telemetry-measured and flight acceptance test-
measured loads (Reference 3) will be made for selected units, various heaters,
and large current drains.
Selected Equipment Loads
Results of comparing flight and test specification selected equipment
loads are presented in Table 5. 2-3. The loads and equipments considered
are as follows:
i) Flight Control Thrust Phase Power On. Command 0727 is within
specification.
z) RADVS Power On. Command 0637 applies power to the RADVS.
The power consumed is close to that expected. Figure 5. Z-21
(EP-17, radar and squib current) shows the current profile. The
average value of EP-17 was about 24. 4 amperes.
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TABLE 5. 2-3. SELECTED EQUIPMENT LOADS
Command(s)*
Flight control
thrust phase
powe r on
R 0727
U 0727
Vernier ignition
Command Time,
GMT
day: hr: rain: s ec
198:01:58:16
Current,
milliamperes
Power,
watts
i160
293
Specification Specification
Flight (Reference Z) Flight (Reference Z)
1180
470
33.55
6.25
34.22
10. 34
U 0721
U 0721
AMR on
U 0626
AMR enable
U 0625
198: 02:30:02
198:02:01:58
198:0h57:17
198:02:00:17
RADVS power on 198:02:02:01
U 0637
R = regulated; U = unregulated.
1680 ± 5
1710 ± 070
1640 ± i00
19 i0 + 580
24310
1800
1800
1439
1886
29000
34. 82 ± 0. 12
35.6± 1.5
35.26±2.2
40.7± 12.3
501
39. 6
39. 6
31.6
41.5
551
5. Z. 4. 4 Cyclic Loads
Gyro Heater
The periodic loading that occurs in EP-40 contains gyro heater effects.
The gyro heaters have a short on-off cycle when compared to the altitude
marking radar (AMR) and vernier line heaters (EP-4). Each gyro heater
load is approximately 0. 5 ampere, which compares favorably to the flight
acceptance test data.
AMR and Vernier Line Heaters
Figure 5. 2-22 is a plot of EP-4 at Z0 rain/in. Gyro heater effects
are averaged out in this plot. The cyclic load effects of the AMR and vernier
line Z heaters are apparent. Only the AMR and vernier line Z heaters are
cyclic at this time. The vernier line 2 heater uses approximately 300 milli-
amperes, and the AMR heater draws about ZZ0 milliamperes. This agrees
favorably with test data, indicating that vernier line heater 2 should draw
about 300 milliamperes and that the AMR heater should draw about 230
milliamperes.
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Figure 5. Z-Z. Unregulated Bus Voltage
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Figure 5. g-4.
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Figure 5. Z- i0. Optimum Charge P_egulator Output Current
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Figure 5.2-12. Optimum Charge Regulator Output Current
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5. 3 RF DATA LINK SUBSYSTEM
5. 3. i INTRODUCTION
This section contains a summary and analysis of the performance of
the data link subsystem during Surveyor Mission D.
The data link subsystem consists of the transmitters, transponders,
receivers, command decoders, and antennas. It is the function of this sub-
system to: i) provide engineering data transmission from the spacecraft at
bit rates compatible with specific mission phases, 2) provide analog data,
such as that from television and strain gauges, at signal levels high enough
for proper discrimination, 3) provide phase coherent two-way doppler for
tracking and orbit determination, and 4) provide command reception capa-
bility throughout the mission to allow for complete control of the spacecraft
from the ground. A simplified block diagram of the communications sub-
system is shown in Figure 5. 3-I.
The pertinent subsystem units on the spacecraft during the mission
are as follows:
Part Serial
Unit Number Number
Receiver A
Receiver B
Transmitter A
Transmitter B
Command decoder unit
231900-3 17
231900-3 Z5
Z63ZZ0-5 IZ
Z63ZZ0-5 Z3
232000-5 5
Unlike most subsystems, individual data link subsystem parameters,
such as losses, threshold sensitivity, modulation index, etc., are not meas-
ured or individually determined from mission data. The composite effect of
these parameters on the performance is measured as received signal power
at the spacecraft and the tracking station (DSS) and as telemetry and com-
mand error rates. Consequently, it is impossible to compare individual
link parameters to specified performance criteria. The best that can be
done is to compare measured signal levels to predicted levels, and telemetry
quality and command capability to predicted capabilities. To further cloud
the analysis, omnidirectional antenna gain is a major contributor to the
uncertainty in received signal levels. Accurate omnidirectional antenna gain
5.3-i
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Figure 5.3-I. Communications Subsystem Block Diagram
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measurements are difficult to achieve and, in most cases, deviations from
predictions can most likely be attributed to antenna gain uncertainty. Because
of the problems outlined above, analysis of the data link subsystem perform-
ance will, in general, be a qualitative analysis of the performance of the
entire subsystem rather than a quantitative assessment of the performance
of the individual subsystem parameters. Equally as important as subsystem
performance evaluation in this analysis is the qualitative assessment of the
premission and real-time prediction techniques used during the mission,
since future missions must rely on these techniques as guidelines during the
real-time operation.
In general, the RF data link subsystem performed as expected. The
single exception was the performance of receiver B, which, while still
within the expected tolerance region, exhibited approximately a -5 db offset
from the predicted nominal receiver signal level profile values. All other
subsystem units performed very close to the nominal predictions.
The data contained in this report consist of spacecraft telemetered,
DSS, and mission event time data. Where meaningful, the data are corre-
lated to and compared with equipment specifications, previous test data,
preflight predictions, and in-flight analysis predictions. Specifically, this
section contains the following discussions which are shown with the appro-
priate subsection notation:
Anomaly Discussion (subsection 5. 3. Z) -- This subsection primarily
contains a discussion of three topics:
i) The -5 db offset in receiver B received signal levels.
2) A simultaneous loss of ground receiver lock at both DSS-51
and DSS-II during the station transfer on day 196.
Determination of the loss of signal signature during retro
engine firing at terminal descent.
Summary and Conclusions (subsection 5. 3. 3) -- This subsection con-
tains a summary of subsystem performance with conclusions relative to
performance and postflight analysis.
Subsystem Performance Analysis (subsection 5. 3. 4)--This sub-
section contains the following items:
General discussion of data, equations used, and path of the earth
vector relative to omnidirectional antenna gain contours.
Discussion of subsystem performance during specific mission
phases.
Discussion of pertinent subsystem telemetry signals plotted as a
function of time from launch.
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The major mission event times relative to the RF data link subsystem
are tabulated in Tables 5. 3-i and 5. 3-2. Table 5. 3-1 contains telemetry
mode and bit rate, primary tracking station number, and station automatic
gain control values as a function of time. Table 5.3-2 contains a tabulation
of the subsystem configuration as a function of time. Both tables cover the
mission from launch to the time of loss of signal during retro engine firing
at terminal descent. Also, in some cases, the times in these tables are
accurate only to the nearest minute.
TABLE 5. 3-1. TELEMETRY MODE SUMMARY
GMT, Bit DSIF
hr:min:sec Mode Rate Station
Day 195
ii:53:29 5 550 (Low mod
12:09:56 7Z
IZ:10:2Z
12:10:45
12:12:08
12:12:24
12:12:24
1Z:IZ:30
12:13:07
12:13:43
12:15:50
12:16:48
12:16:53
12:16:53
12:17:24
12:18:30
12:18:50
12:19:00
12:19:22
12:20:00
12:20:00
12:20:50
12:21:45
51
72
51
72
51
72
51
72
51
DSIF,
AGC -dbm
index SCO)
-90/-102
-102
-122.2
-85/-121
Telemetry
Margin,db Comments
Launch
Rcvr 1 in lock
Rcvr 2 in lock (SAA)
Decom lock
Auto track (rcvr I on
SCM)
Gnd xmtr on
Signal in passband
rcvr A
DSS rcvr i/rcvr Z
Signal in passband
rcvr B
DSS-7Z two-way lock
Rcvr Z
Reports reception of
signal
Rcvr 2 in Iock--
SAA/paramp
Rcvr 1 in lock
Dropped up link
Auto track SAA/
paramp
Rcvr 1/SCM/auto
track
Decom lock
Cmd rood on
DSS-7Z cannot con-
firm two-way
Rcvr i/rcvr Z
Cmd rood off to
reacquire
Reports both rcvs
out of lock
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Table 5. 3-i (continued)
GMT, Bit DSIF
hr:min:sec Mode Rate Station
12:21:46 7Z
12:21:54
12:22:05
12:22:07
12:22:10
12:25:00
12:25:15
12:25:28
12:25:50
12:25:52
12:26:41
12:30:00
12:31:40
12:32:25
12:29:59
12:34:15
12:34:15
12:34:41
12:34:41
12:36:30
12:40:00
12:40:11
12:41:32
12:42:00
12:42:35
12:43:17
12:43:40
12:46:48
12:46:50
12:48:30
12:49:00
12:49:49
1
4
2
6
1100
51
51
51
51
51
72
72
51
72
72
51
72
72
51
72
51
51
72
51
DSIF, Telemetry
AGC-dbm Margin, db Comments
-103/-130. 5
-85
-9O
-90.2/120. 5
;-107/-135
-135
-i13
14
-l_J. 3
-134
-135
-119.2
Rcvr i/rcvr 2
two-way lock
Rcvr 2 in lock
Rcvr l in lock
Decom in lock
Auto SCM
Rcvr l
On synthesizer
One-way
DSS-72 reports out of
lock
Two-way/cmd rood on
Rcvr l/rcvr 2
DSS-72 reports loss
of data
Rcvr i/rcvr 2
Xmtr B low power
DSS-51 reports both
rcvrs out of lock
Rcvr i (rcvr 2
threshold )
DSS-51 reports both
rcvrs in lock
Rcvr l
Rcvr 2 to 50-Hz
bandwidth
Rcvr 1 (rcvr 2 out
of lock)
Decom in and out of
lock
Decom in and out of
lock
Difficulty maintain-
ing RF lock
Cannot confirm two-
way
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Table 5. 3-1 (continued)
GMT, Bit
hr:min:sec Mode Rate
12:50:10
12:50:12
12:51:46
13:00:00
13:03:47
13:10:00
13:10:25
13:12:18
13:12:44
14:00:00
14:Z9:36
14:31:18
15:00:00
16:00:00
16:30:30
16:54:00
17:00:00
17:00:0Z
17:11:00
17:27:02
17:29:08
17:31:0Z
17:33:21
17:46:13
17:47:20
17:47:58
17:49:00
17:49:40
18:00:00
18:13:47
18:14:Z5
18:15:04
18:15:Z5
18:30:00
18:30:02
18:31:IZ
18:32:20
4
Z
1
5
4400
Ii00
DSIF DSIF,
Station AGC -dbm
72 -136
51
7Z
51
61
51
61
51
61
51
61
51
61
51
51
-IZZ. 3
-IZ7.3
-128.0
-129.7
-132.6
-133. Z
-133.8
-133. 1
-118.6
-118. 8
-115.3
-113.2
-131.8
-IZ9.8
Telemetry
Margin, db
+11.3
+I0.6
+5.6
+5.0
+5.7
+8.8
Comments
Rcvr 1 (rcvr g out of
lock)
Good two-way lock
Cmd rood off for
xfer to DSS-51
Xmtr on
Exciter on track
syn freq
Cmd rood on
Tuning to new syn
freq
Exciter locked to
synthe sizer
Cmd mod off
Xmtr off for xfer to
DSS-61
Xmtr B high pwr
4= Zl.3 db
Xfer B low pwr
A= 16.6 db
Xrntr on
Xrntr off
On track syn freq
Cmd rood on
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Table 5. 3-1 (continued)
GMT, Bit DSIF
hr:min:sec Mode Rate Station
18:45:38
18:45:59
19:00:00
19:30:00
20:00:00
20:05:00
20:41:56
20:41:56
20:54:13
20:57:42
21:13:00
21:13:00
21:13:00
21:40:00
21:40:00
22:00:00
22:37:00
22:37:22
23:00:00
23:05:00
23:05:10
23:44:00
Day 196
00:02:42 2
00:07:52 5
00:09:25
00:27:40
00:57:50
01:27:20
02:00:35
02:09:24
02:10:27
02:18:52
02:26:00
02:58:00
03:14:40
03:23:30
03:55:00 5
04:11:38 4
04:16:05 2
72
51
61
61
72
51
51
61
51
ii
4Z
ii
ii00 ii
DSIF,
AGC -dbm
-131.7
-131.9
-132. 8
-131. 1
-143. 1
-133. 4
-131.1
-132. 0
-142. 0
-134. 6
-135. 8
-132. 8
-136. 6
-136.6
-136. 4
-136. 0
-134.9
-135.4
-135. 0
-134. 9
-134. 8
-135. 7
-135.9
-136. 1
-137. 0
-136.4
-136. 9
Telemetry
Margin, db
+2.3
+ 2.7
+2.8
+2.9
Comments
Start gyro drift check
Terminate gyro
drift check
Start gyro drift check
Sun and Canopus lock
Cmd rood off
Xmtr off--xfer to
DSS - ii
Start gyro drift check
End gyro drift check
Start gyro drift check
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Table 5. 3-1 (continued)
GMT, Bit
hr:min:sec Mode Rate
04:18:17 5
04:53:07
04:55:10
05:04:13
05:05:47
05:08:20
05:53:50
06:09:00
06:20:00
06:27:00
06:39:00
06:39:00
06:55:00
07:00:00
07:41:00
07:45:00
07:52:47
07:54:56
08:00:56
08:02:56
08:06:06
08:08:24
08:27:50
08:58:00
09:Z5:00
09:57:30
09:58:27
10:Z0:IZ
I0:51:30
ll:Zl:00
11:47:01
12.:01:48
12:04:Z3
1Z:07:37
13:00:00
13:48:50
13:48:50
14:01:50
14:03:30
14:08:12
14:08:14
14:09:25
4
2
5
55O
DSIF
Station
42
ii
42
ii
42.
42
42
4Z
42
42
51
51
51
DSIF,
AGC -dbm
-137. 5
-138. 0
-137. 5
-137. 6
-138. 4
-138. 5
-139. 3
-138.6
-138.6
-138. 7
-139. 0
-139.6
-139.8
-138. 5
Telemetry
Margin, db
+ i.I
+ I.Z
+0.9
+ 1.1
+0.6
+ i.i
+ 1.0
+O. 2.
+ 0. i
+4.4
Comments
Cmd mod off
Xmtr off
One-way
Two -way
BER= I. 2 x 10-3
BER= I. 7 X 10-3
BER= i. 85 X i0-3;
T = 53°K
BER= 3 x 10-3
End gyro drift check
Start gyro drift check
End gyro drift check
Start gyro drift check
Cruise mode on (end
drift check)
Xmtr on
Rcvr out of lock-
sideband
Rcvr in lock
Decom in lock
On track syn freq
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Table 5. 3-i (continued)
GMT,
hr:min:sec
14:10:40
15:00:00
15:00:00
15:38:00
16:00:01
16:03:56
16:06:53
16:07:23
16:08:34
16:34:20
16:34:20
17:00:00
17:04:00
17:30:00
17:38:34
17:41:20
18:03:17
18:30:00
19:00:00
19:03:00
19:30:00
19:36:00
19:42:36
20:00:00
ZO:30:uu
20:30:00
21:00:00
21:i0:00
21:30:00
21:31:00
21:39:49
22:00:00
22:27:26
22:30:00
23:00:00
23:29:00
23:30:00
23:35:02
23:36:00
DaY 197
00:11:34
00:13:44
Mode
4
2
4
2
Bit
Rate
DS IF
Station
51 -139. 1
42 -140. Z
51 -139. 1
61 -156. I
51 -139. Z
61 -140. 1
51 -139. 1
61 -141. 1
51 -139. 3
-139. 6
-139.6
-139.4
61 -141. 1
51 -139. 7
61 -141. 6
51
51 -140. 2
51 -140, 4
61 -141. 2
5! -140. 4
61 -141.9
51 -140.4
61 -141. 8
51
51 -140. 5
51 -140.6
51 -140. 7
51
II -141. 2
51
l1 -141. 1
DSIF,
AGC -dbm
Telemetry
Margin, db Comments
Cmd rood on
(Que stionable )
Start gyro drift check
End gyro drift check
Start gyro drift check
End gyro drift check
Start gyro drift check
(roll only)
End gyro drift check
Cmd rood off
Xmtr off for xfer to
DSS-II
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Table 5. 3-i (continued)
GMT, Bit
hr:min:sec Mode Rate
00:15:46 l
00:17:35 5
00:18:2.6 None
00:22:31 5
00:53:00
01:47:28 4
01:49:40 2
01:51:29 1
02:01:24
02:02:19
02:03:18
02:18:37
02:23:54
02:24:01 2
02:25:41 1
02:31:50 5
02:35:36
02:40:27
02:41:29 Z
02:42:53 4
02:44:30 5
02:45:03
02:46:11
03:28:00
03:28:40
04:01:40
04:01:40
04:01:40
04:15:58
05:01:40
05:01:40
05:41:21
05:41:21
05:50:44
05:51:33
06:00:00
06:03:00
06:31:I0
06:31:10
06:31:10
07:10:47 4
07:13:13 Z
07:18:27 5
08:08:30 5
550 _
4400
55O
55O
DSIF
Station
iI
-141.2
-141.5
-120.8
-124. 5
-125.3
-125.3
-125.4
-124.7
-121. 4
-142. 5
-142.3
14 -134.2
Ii -142.7
42 -140.9
14 -133.9
ii -142.
14 -134.
II -142.
14 -134.
ii -142.
42
42 -140.
42 -140.
14 -133.
iI -142.
42
DSIF,
AGC -dbm
3
I
6
7
Z
8
5
9
4
-141.4
Telemetry
Margin, db
+1.3
Comments
Gyro speed sig
_roce ssing on
Xmtr B high pwr;
A= Z0. 7 db
Range=2.68 ×105km
High pwr
Lowpwr; 4= 21. idb
Start gyro drift check
End gyro drift check
DSS-4Z two-way
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Table 5. 3-I (continued)
GMT,
hr :rain: sec
08:45:44
08:50:59
09:00:00
i0:00:00
ll:00:00
ii:32:00
11:58:47
12:01:57
12:04:47
12:32:00
12:32:00
13:00:00
13:32:00
14:36:18
14:44:32
14:44:32
15:00:00
15:01:20
15:16:20
15:19:59
15:22:55
15:30:00
15:38:00
15:40:35
16:00:00
16:05:00
16:30:00
17:00:00
17:07:00
17:07:00
17:30:00
17:30:31
17:39:42
18:00:00
18:00:00
18:30:00
18:30:00
19:00:00
19:12:57
19:24:15
19:30:00
19:30:00
19:31:42
19:41:35
20:00:00
Mode
4
2
5
Bit
Rate
550
DSIF DSIF, Telemetry
iStation AGC -dbm Margin, db Comments
- 141. Z
42
51
42
42
51
42
42
51
51
42
51
51
61
51
51
51
61
51
61
51
51
61
51
-141. 4
-140. 9
-141. 2
-141. 4
-141.6
-141. 4
-141. 7
-141. 5
- 141. 7
- 141. 8
-142. 8
-141. 8
-141. 7
- 143. !
-141. 5
-141. 5
-143. 1
-141. 7
- 141. 8
-141. 7
-141. 8
-141. 6
-141.6
-141.6
-142. 5
+2.3
+2.8
+2.5
+2.3
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
2.1
2.3
2.0
2.2
2.0
Start gyro drift check
(roll only)
End gyro drift check
Xmtr off for xferto
DSS -51
Ontrack syn freq
Start gyro drift check
End gyro drift check
Start gyro drift check
End gyro drift check
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Table 5. 3-I (continued)
GMT, Bit
hr:min:sec Mode Rate
20:30:00
21:00:00
21:30:00
21:35:50
21:38:47
22:00:00
22:29:00
22:38:03
22:40:15
22:42:50
23:00:00
23:24:00
23:30:02
4
5
4
2
5
DSIF
Station
51
23:30:02
23:45:45
23:49:32
23:51:32
23:53:50
23:54:50
4
2
i
5
None
Ii
23:58:03
Day 198
00:00:00
00:00:58
00:02:31
00:04:16
00:21:30
00:21:30
00:23:59
00:23:59
00:40:50
00:47:00
00:59:30
01:04:51
01:08:00
01:09:27
01:09:57
01:I0:38
01:I0:39
01:11:39
01:13:12
01:17:09
01:28:00
01:36:15
01:43:42
01:50:00
01:54:20
02:02:39
02_15i00
6
4
6
51
Ii
ii
ii
14
II
14
ii
ii
ii
1100
II00 ii
DSIF,
AGC -dbm
-142.9
-143. 1
-143.2
-144.3
-144.3
-143.6
-144. 5
-142.6
-136. 7
-142. 7
-135.6
-142. 5
-142.7
-120.2
-121.2
-123.9
-123.8
-123.8
Telemetry
Margin, db
+0.6
+ 0. i
-0.6
+ 0. I
Comments
Cmd mod off
Xmtr off for transfer
to DSS -11
Xmtr on 23:30:00
Gyro speed sig
processing on
Xpndr pwr off
Xpndr B pwr on
DSS-11 two -way
I Appear to be
i00:00:00 readings
Low pwr
Xmtr B high pwr on;
A= 21.8 db
Summing amps off
Phase sum amp B on
Xpndr pwr off
:After terminal sun
and roll
Loss of signal
Loss of data
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GMT,
hr:min:sec
Day 195
11:53:29
IZ:05:57
IZ:IZ:Z4
1Z_13i53
12:17:14
12:19:22
12:20:50
IZ:Zh53
12:Z6:41
IZ:34:15
13:03:42
13:1Z:44
16:54:00
17:47:20
18:15:Z5
18:23:35
18:3Z:20
Z0:02:34
Z0:03:37
20:03:39
20:04:07
23:05:00
00:00:00
04:55:20
05:04:13
05:08:20
14:00:00
14:10:40
23:29:00
Day 197
00:00:00
01:46:41
0Z:02:19
02:46:03
05:53:30
14:53:00
15:1h13
Z3:g4:00
00:00:00
00:00:58
0g:00:3Z
00:02:47
00:04:16
00:48:42
01:09:27
01:17:09
02:02:39
TABLE 5. 3-Z. SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION SHEET
Mission
Phase
Launch
Transmitter Receiver A Receiver B
Omni A/D
Power Antenna Converter Transponder Transponder
A/B H/L A/B I/2 _L/AFC A _L/AFC B
B Low
High
Low
High
B Low
B High
B Low
B High
B 1 "Off t,.
_L
Not_L
_L
Not_L
_L
Not_L On
AFC Off
Not ¢PL On
_0L
AFC Off
Cdmmand
Decoder
A/B Comments
DSS-7Z xmtr on
Cmd rood on
Cmd rood off
Cmd rood on
Cmd mod off for
xfer to DSS-51
Cmd rood on
DSS -51
Grad mod off for
xfer to DSS-61
Cmd rood off for
xfer to DSS-51
Cmd rood onDSS-51
Indexing from g0:0Z:34 to
20:04:07 due to low signal
level.into recr A
Cmd mod off for
xfer to DSS-I1
Start day 196
Cmd mod off for
xfer to DSS-4Z
No overlapping visibility
DSS - ii/4g
DSS -4Z
Cmd rood off for
xfer to DSS-51
Cmd mod on DSS-5]
Cmd mod off for xfer
to DSS-I 1
Start day 197
Cmd rood off for
xfer to DSS-42
Cmd mod off for
xfer to DSS-51
Cmd rood on DSS-51
Cmd rood off for
xfer to DSS-11
Start day 198
Cmd rood off to reacquire
Loss of signal
Loss of data
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5.3. 2 ANOMALY DISCUSSION
This subsection contains a discussion of three mission events that
question the RF subsystem performance. It has not been established that
two of the three, i.e., I) simultaneous DSS-51 and DSS-II loss of lock during
station transfer (pass 2), and 2) loss of signal signature during retro burn,
were truly spacecraft RF anomalies. However, the spacecraft subsystem has
failure modes that could produce the observed signatures. The third topic,
degraded receiver B performance, was not considered an operational anomaly
since the signal level was within the established tolerance region. However,
when considering the mission as a whole, the receiver performance was seen
to be biased by approximately -5 db from predicted values.
5.3.2. I Degraded Receiver B Performance
During Mission D coast periods, deviations from the predicted
received signal level curves were noted in both the up and down links. Gyro
drift checks performed during these periods account for omnidirectional
antenna gain variations that are not taken into consideration when generating
predictions. However, deviations in receiver B received signal levels, above
those expected due to the gyro drifts, as well as deviations from predictions
during maneuvering periods, indicated that an approximate -5 db bias existed
in either the performance or calibration of the receiver.
Omnidirectional antenna B up-link gain variations during the transit
phase of the mission are illustrated in Figure 5. 5-2. This figure shows the
earth vector variation superimposed on the omnidirectional antenna B up-link
antenna gain contour map. For the most part, the mission was flown with
the relative spacecraft/ground station attitude so that the antenna operated
in a high-gain region (G > -3 db). However, during the Canopus acquisition
sequence, the required 360-degree spacecraft roll resulted in gains as low
as -18 db. Figure 5.3-6c illustrates measured versus actual gain values
for this maneuver and indicates an offset of approximately 5 db between the
two sets of data. Figures 5.3-5 and 5.3-7c are similar presentations for
the coast phases and midcourse phase, respectively, and indicate the same
general bias.
A deviation from the expected performance of receiver B is not unique
to Surveyor IV. A -2 db bias was also observed during Mission C (Refer-
ence I). During Mission D, as was the case for Mission C, this degraded
behavior could not be considered an anomaly since the combined effect of
gyro drift checks and receiver bias caused the signal level to remain at the
predicted negative tolerance level which, due to the nature of the negative
tolerances on system parameters, is accepted as an expected signal level.
As pointed out in Reference I, it is unlikely that the bias seen in all
the data can be attributed to any uncertainty in the antenna pattern data due
to the consistency of the measured data throughout the wide range of sampled
antenna gain values.
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Two sets of data were available to convert the spacecraft data to
engineering units: one taken at the unit level and the other during phase C
of the solar thermal vacuum test (References 2 and 3). For the signal level
range and temperatures encountered during the mission (approximately 75° F),
the two sets of data are within 2 db of each other and the interpretation of
mission data using either set yields the same general conclusions. Both
sets of calibration data are multivalued for the range of signal levels observed
on receiver B for most of the mission. Even though some ambiguity exists
as to the determination of absolute signal levels, sufficient evidence is
obtained, when considering the mission as a whole, to suspect that the per-
formance or calibration of the receiver was biased.
During the countdown phase of the mission, signal levels at the space-
craft receivers are a function of system test equipment assembly transmitter
attenuation and transmission link parameter variations. The concern during
this period is not for the absolute signal level readings but that both receivers
indicate the same signal power level. Telemetry indicated that this was
indeed the case for Surveyor IV, and the receiver bias was not apparent prior
to launch. The loss of spacecraft signal at retro burn precluded any lunar
calibration attempt which may have provided additional insight into the rea-
son for the above performance deviation.
5.3. 2. 2 Simultaneous DSS-51 and DSS-II Loss of Lock During Station
Transfer (Pass 2)
During the station transfer from Johannesburg (DSS-51) to Goldstone
Pioneer (DSS-II) on GMT day 196, a real-time verbal report from DSS-51
of a loss of receiver lock appeared to be coincident with an observed DSS-II
loss of lock. Transmitter tuning during the time could cause a drop of phase
lock in the spacecraft receiver. The spacecraft transmitter would then
revert to the narrow-band voltage controlled crystal oscillator and, conse-
quently, a loss of ground receiver lock due to the corresponding spacecraft
frequency shift would result. Spacecraft data being processed at the time
did not indicate that the tuning rate was too excessive for the spacecraft
receiver to track. However, the resolution of the processed data would not
allow momentary frequency step functions to be observed. It could not be
positively established in real time that the receiver drop locks were simul-
taneous. The conclusion was that the transmitter tuning at DSS-51 caused
the observed glitches.
Subsequent reduction of FRI400 tapes from both DSS-51 and DSS-II
has established that both receivers at both tracking stations lost phase lock
simultaneously and that all receivers had identical dynamic phase error
glitching signatures leading up to the loss of lock. The glitching observed
in the ground station receivers must certainly have been due to the space-
craft transmitted signal. However, since the spacecraft was operating in
two-way lock, this signature could have been induced by the ground trans-
mitting station. The spacecraft itself could have been the source of the prob-
lem; however, the available data do not indicate any spacecraft disturbance.
The ground station was in the process of transmitter tuning at the time, but
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no reason for the signature is obvious from their accounts. Neither source
can be divorced from the responsibility of causing the situation.
The results of the data investigation do not provide an explanation to
the loss of lock at station transfer, but two points in regard to this situation
should be made:
I) The event did not reoccur at any other time during the mission.
z) The signature associated with the loss of signal during this event
in no way compares to that situation when the signal was lost dur-
ing retro burn at terminal descent.
Detailed discussions of the investigation associated with this event
can be found in Reference 4.
5.3. Z. 3 Loss of Signal Signature During Retro Burn
Extensive reduction and analysis has been performed on the predetec-
tion recordings from both DSS-II and DSS-14 of the spacecraft RF signal
during retro burn, with particular emphasis on signal characteristics at the
time the signal was lost.
Figure 5.3.2 in Reference 5 illustrates signature of the behavior of
the PCM data, the 7.35-kHz subcarrier, and the carrier at the time of the
loss of signal. This information was obtained from the DSS-II 60 ips tape
record and processed as follows:
I) The composite signal representing the carrier is 500 kHz IF sig-
nal from the receiver operating in the manual gain control mode.
This signal was mixed with a 506-kHz signal, subjected to a l-kHz
to 8-kHz bandpass filter, and recorded as illustrated.
z) The 7.35-kHz subcarrier is recorded at the output of the 10-MHz
phase detector in the receiver operating in the phase lock mode.
3) The PCM data are the output of the discriminator, having for its
input the 7.35-kHz subcarrier derived above.
The reference time code also included on the record is a l-kHz code,
thus representing I millisecond per cycle. The loss of PCM data is indicated
by the loss of the last bit of word 16 with the loss of both the carrier and sub-
carrier occurring at the same time -- within the resolution of the display
(approximately I/4 millisecond). A similar record from DSS-14 indicates
the same signature.
The behavior of the carrier at the loss of signal was investigated by
performing a spectral analysis on the 500-kHz IF signal from the open-loop
receiver at DSS-II. The 500-kHz signal was divided by 64 by a series of
playback record techniques. This was then used as the input to a Rayspan
spectrum analyzer. This analyzer consists of 420 filters, each having an
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average bandwidth of 32 Hz and a time constant of 12. 7 milliseconds. The
total bandwidth of the analyzer is I0.5 kHz with a resolution of 60 Hz over
the entire band.
The spectrum analyzer was swept every 15 milliseconds of real time,
which represents 15/64 millisecond of original data time. The results show
the spectrum decaying within two sweeps of the spectrum analyzer, or within
less than I/2 millisecond in original data time. The analyzer time constant
is approximately 0.2 millisecond in original data time with this reduction.
The subcarrier is very difficult to see since, with the reduction, it
is located approximately 115 Hz from the carrier and therefore approaches
the minimum resolution of the analyzer. The amplitude of the carrier was
also noted to vary from sweep to sweep. Since the frequency of the carrier
was varying due to doppler variations and tape noise, it was assumed that
the spectrum was shifting within one of the 420 filters or from one filter to
another in the spectrum analyzer. The individual gain characteristics of
the filters would influence amplitude variations in the recorded spectrum.
The spectrum investigation was repeated utilizing the same basic data
at a frequency reduction of 128. For this case, the subcarrier is not seen at
all since it is located 57 Hz from the carrier. The results indicate that the
carrier decayed within two sweeps of the spectrum analyzer. This represents
less than 1/4 millisecond in original data time, with the corresponding ana-
lyzer time constant being approximately 0. 1 millisecond.
An extrapolation of the above technique was incorporated to determine
if a frequency shift occurred at signal loss. This was done by observing the
energy decay in the individual filters of the analyzer rather than the composite
output. The input to the analyzer was the 500-kHz IF tape divided by 200= The
output of 12 filters covering a bandwidth of 95 Hz (each filter of this analyzer
has a bandwidth of I0 Hz) centered about the carrier frequency was examined.
This represents a bandwidth of ±9.5 kHz in original data. The carrier and the
subcarrier were found to stop at the same time. The decay of energy in the
filters was at the rate of the filter time constant. No shift of energy from one
filter to another was noted at the loss of signal.
The conclusions reached as a result of this investigation were that,
if a frequency shift did occur, it was greater than I0 kHz and occurred in a
time corresponding to less than I/4 of the individual filter time constant.
This represents I/4 millisecond in original data time.
In addition to the above analysis, the signature of the dynamic phase
error of receivers at both DSS-II and DSS-14 prior to and during retro burn
were examined from FRI400 recordings. No observable change in the ampli-
tude or characteristic was noted during this period.
Section 4.3 contains further information concerning the failure during
retro burn.
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5.3.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Table 5.3-3 contains a summary of the measurable performance
parameters compared with applicable requirements and premission predic-
tions. Most subsystem parameters are not directly measurable, and those
that are measurable are difficult to summarize due to time variability.
Received signal level, for example, is a function of time and space-
craft attitude. The summary for these parameters reflects wide tolerances,
with corresponding wide variations in actual performance in cases when the
earth vector was in the omnidirectional antenna null. Performance and pre-
dictions outside the null are much more closely bounded. More detailed
information is found in the subsections dealing with each mission phase.
The following conclusions can be drawn as a result of the foregoing
analys is :
I) RF subsystem performed as expected with the exception of
receiver B. In most cases, close to nominal performance was
experienced in both the up and down links.
z) Receiver B performance was biased by -5 db from the predicted
values. No operational problems resulted since the signal level
at no time deviated below the region bounded by the negative toler-
ances of the predicted values.
3) Mission D again verified the accuracy of the omnidirectional pat-
tern data measured on the JPL range.
RF subsystem premission predictions and real-time analysis
techniques used during Mission D were relatively accurate.
5) The analysis performed on the predetection recordings from both
DSS-II and DSS-14 of the spacecraft RF signal during retro burn
established the following signature:
a) The PCM subcarrier (7.35 kHz) had modulation present at
the time it went off. Eoss of subcarrier occurred during the
last bit (parity) of commutator word 16.
There is no distinguishable time difference between loss of
carrier and loss of subcarrier.
c) The carrier decayed in less than I/4 millisecond.
d) There is no observable frequency shift at the loss of signal.
e) There is no observable change in the amplitude or character-
istic of the dynamic phase error prior to and during retro
engine burn.
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TABLE 5. 3-3. RF PERFORMANCE PARAMETER SUMMARY
Parameter
Transmitter frequency
at acquisition
Receiver B frequency
at acquisition
Receiver A signal
levels during coast
phases"
ReceiverB signal
levels during coast
phases""
Receiver A signal
levels during star
maneuver
Receiver B signal
levels during star
maneuver
Receiver A signal
level s during post-
midcourse
maneuver
Receiver B signal
levels during post-
midcourse
maneuve r
Receiver A signal
levels during
terminal maneuver
Predicted Value
Z294.994959 MHz
2 113.293Z8MHz
Time variable
Requirement
2295 MHz ± 23kHz
2113.31MHz
± 21 kHz
.t..t.
>- 114 dbm ......
Actual
Performance
2294. 995899 MHz
2113.335744 MHz
Level between +8
predictions.
Predicts are
some nominal
value ±10 db.
Time variable
predictions.
Predicts are
some nominal
value +5 d b'.
.I..t
>- 114 dbm
and - 12 dbof nom-
inal and >- 12 0 dbm
Level between -2
and -5 db of nom-
inal and >-99.0 dbm
Time variable
predictions.
Predicts are
some nominal
value ±I0 db.
Time variable
predictions,
Predicts are
some nominal
value ±8 db.
Time variable
predictions.
Predicts are
some nominal
value ±i0 db.
Time variable
predictions.
Predicts are
some nominal
value ±3.3 db.
Time variable
predictions.
Predicts are
some nominal
value ±i0 db.
.u .,.
-l" -i"
>- 1 14 dbm
.i. .i.
>- 1 14 dbm
.u .t.
>- 1 14 dbm
>- 114 d.bm
>- 114 dbm
Level between +8
and -7 db of
expected and
>- 105 d bm
Level between 0. 0
and -9 db of
expected and
>- 104 dbm
Level between +4
and -9 db of
expected, and
>- 107.4 dbm
Level between - 3
and -7 db of
expected and
2-98. 7 dbm
Level variations
of 8 db and
>-I16.5 dbm(pre-
dicted variations
of 16 db)
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Table 5. 3-3 (continued)
Parameter
Receiver B signal
levels during
terminal maneuver
DSSsignal levels
during coast
phases '_
DSS signal levels
during star
maneuver
DSS signal levels
during midcour se
maneuver
DSS signal levels
during terminal
maneuver and
descent
Transmitter A
high power output
Transmitter A
low power output
Transmitter B
high power output
Transmitter B
low power output
Predicted Value
Time variable
predictions.
Predicts are
some nominal
value ±6.4 db.
Time variable
predictions.
Predicts are
some nominal
value 4-5 db.
Time variable
predictions.
Predicts are
some nominal
value 4-10 db.
Time variable
predictions.
Predicts are
some nominal
value ±g.8 db.
Time variable
predictions.
Predicts are
some nominal
value ±Z.8 rib.
+0.3db40.8dbm _0.
+i.0
g0.6dbm db
-1.9
+0.3
4 I.I d bm db
-0.0
gl. ldbm+0"l _,
_0.8 a°
Requirement
.,..,.
-,- -L-
>- 114 dbm
>-157.4 dbm
{carrier power)
(17.Z bps
threshold)
None
>- 136.0 dbm
(carrier power
at 4400 bps/
high power
>-130.4 dbm
(carrier power
at ii00 bps/
high power
>39.6 dbm
>19. 1 dbm
>39.6 dbm
>19.1 dbm
Actual
Performance
Level variations
of 11 db and
>- 106dbm (pre-
dicted variations
of 11 db
Level between +Z
and -4db of nom-
inal and >- 145 dbm
at 550 bps
Level between +5
and -4db of
expected and
e-147.9dbm (car-
rier power at
4400 bps)
Level between +0
and -Z.5 db of
expected and
>- IZ6.9 dbm
Level between +Z. 5
and -1 db of
expected and
>- IZ4. 4 dbm (car-
rier power at
>- 124.4 bps)
Not available
Not available
Output between
40.9 and41.4dbm
Output between
19.6and Z0.4dbm
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Table 5. 3-3 (continued.)
Actual
Parameter Predicted Value Requirement Performance
<36 degrees <36degrees (3 <_) Not availablePhase jitter 12 Hz
bandwidth
Phase jitter 152 Hz
bandwidth (thrust
phase)
Command reject
rate
Telemetry bit
error rate
<22 degrees
<I/2000
<3/I000
<22 degrees (3 <_)
<I/ZOO0 at signal
level >- 114 dbm
<3/I000 at input
SNR _ I0 d.b
<6 degrees during
retro engine burn
No known rejected
commands sent
at signal levels
greater than
- i00 dbm
Minimum BER
=3 × 10 -3 at input
SNR=_9.Z ± 0.7 db
Gyro drift checks during coast phases caused antenna gain variations not
taken into account in the predicted signal levels.
Threshold value applies to command, threshold, and•, as such, only requires
one of the two receivers to be above -114 dbm at any one time.
5. 3. 4 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
5. 3. 4. 1 General Discussion
Before specific phases are discussed., a general treatment of the
mission will be undertaken. Information applicable to all mission phases is
included• in this subsection.
Subsystem Parameters
Most quantitative estimates of performance are based, on received.
signal levels which, in turn, are determined from individual link parameters.
Those parameters used in the performance predictions and the subsystem
analyses are tabulated in Table 5. 3-4. Equations using these data are derived
here; parameters discussed in later portions can be evaluated from these data.
Tables 5. 3-4 and 5. 3-5 consist of measured data taken from flight acceptance
(FAT), solar thermal vacuum (STV), and command• and data handling console
(CDC) tests or specification values where measurements were not available.
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TABLE 5.3-4. UPLINK PARAMETERS FROM FAT,
STV, AND CDC TESTS
Description
Transmitting system (DDS)
RF power
Antenna gain
SAA
SCM
Circuit loss
SAA
SCM
Receiving system (Surveyor IV)
Circuit loss
Receiver A
Receiver B
Up-link carrier tracking loop
Equivalent noise
Bandwidth
Threshold SNR
Up-link channel
Threshold SNR
System noise
Temperature
Equivalent noise
Bandwidth (predetection)
Data/subcarrier modulation
index
Subcarrie r/carrie r modulation
index
Value
+0.5
70.0 dbm
-0.0
20.0 + 2.0 db
51.0 (+I.0, -0.5) db
-0.5± 0.0 db
-0.4 ± 0.1 db
-3.9 ± 0.5 db
-4.5 ±0.5 db
240 ± 24 Hz
12 db
9 db
2700 ° K
13430 Hz
7.2
1.6±0.16
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TABLE 5.3-5. DOWNLINK PARAMETERS FROM FAT,
STV, AND CDC TESTS
Description
Transmitting system (SC-4)
RF pow e r
Transmitter A
(low power)
Transmitter B
(low power)
Transmitter A
(high power)
Transmitter B
(high power)
Planar array gain
Circuit loss
Transmitter A
Omnidirectional antenna A
Transmitter B
Omnidirectional antenna A
Transmitter A
Omnidirectional antenna B
Transmitter B
Omnidirectional antenna B
Planar array
Carrier frequency
Receiving system (DSS)
Antenna gain
SAA (acquisition aid antenna)
SCM (85-foot antenna)
Value
20.6 (+I.0, -1.9) dbm
21. I (+0. I, -0.8) dbm
40.8 (+0.3, -0.4) dbm
41. 1 (+0.3, -0.0) dbm
27.0 ±0.5 db
-2. 84 (±0.5) db
-3.0 (±0. 5) db
-3.4 (±0. 5) db
-3.4 (±0. 5) db
-2.3 (+0.0, -0.22) db
2295 MHz
21.0 ± l.O db
53.0 (+l.O, -0.5) db
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Table 5.3-5 (continued)
Description
Circuit loss
SAA
SCM
Effective noise temperature
Maser
Parametric amplifier (SAA
antenna)
All DSS except Johannesburg
Johanne sbur g
Lunar temperature
Carrier channel
Equivalent noise bandwidth for
maneuvers (at threshold)
Equivalent noise bandwidth for
coast mode (at threshold)
Threshold SNR
Acquisition
Maneuver s
Coast mode
Subcarrier oscillator
Equivalent predetection noise
bandwidth, Hz ± I0 percent
4400 bits/sec
II00 bits/sec
550 bits/sec
137.5 bits/sec
17.2 bits/sec
Strain gauge I
Strain gauge 2
Strain gauge 3
Reject/enable
Gyro speed
Value
-0.5+0.0 db
-0. 18 ± 0.05 db
55 ± IO°K
270 ± 50°K
320 ± 50°K
If0 ± 25 ° K
152 Hz
12 Hz
9.0 db
14.0 ± 1.0 db
11.4 db
5160
1290
685
169
26.7
168
169
169
405
948
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Table 5.3-5 (continued)
Description
Subcarrier oscillator center
frequencies, kHz
4400 bits/sec
If00 bits/sec
550 bits/sec
137.5 bits/sec
17.2 bits/sec
Strain gauge I
Strain gauge 2
Strain gauge 3
Reject/enable
Gyro speed
Threshold signal-to-noise ratio
for telemetry data, ±I.0 db
4400 bits/sec
II00 bits/sec
550 bits/sec
137.5 bits/sec
17.2 bits/sec
Strain gauge l
Strain gauge 2
Strain gauge 3
Reject/enable
Gyro speed
Subcarrier oscillator modulation
indices, ±I0 percent
4400 bits/sec
II00 bits/sec
550 bits/sec (acquisition)
550 bits/sec
137. 5 bits/sec
17.2 bits/sec
Strain gauge l
Strain gauge 2
Strain gauge 3
Reject/enable
Gyro speed
Value
33.0
7.35
3.90
0.96
0.56
0.96
1.30
I. 70
2.3
5.4
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
10.0
I0.0
1.6
O. 935
0.3
1.15
1.45
1.45
0.65
0.65
0.65
0. 655
I. 600
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Computations Used
In this subsection, reference is made to received signal levels and
quantities computed from these levels. The equations used are listed below
and will not be derived again:
1) Spacecraft transmitter high power output is
Pxmtr(dbm) = I0 log (Ptm × 103) + L
where
Pxmtr = transmitter power (dbm) = Phigh
Ptm = telemetered power output (watts)
L loss from transmitter to power monitor. (Value for trans-
mitter B/omnidirectional antenna B =_ as determined from
STV calibration data. )
2) Spacecraft transmitter low power output is
Plow = Phigh - PDDS H + PDSS L (dbm)
where
Plow
Phigh
PD SS H
PDSS L
3)
= transmitter low power output
= telemetered transmitter high power output
= DSS received signal level at high power
= DSS received signal level at low power
Spacecraft omnidirectional antenna gain (up-link) is
P
R
G R =
5. 3-Z6
where
4)
G R
PR
PT =
G T =
= received omnidirectional antenna gain (up-link gain)
= received signal level (determined from spacecraft AGC)
DSS nominal transmitter power
DSS nominal antenna gain
= wavelength of up-link signal
R = slant range at time of computation
L = nominal spacecraft and DSS losses
(Note: For down-linkgain, appropriate down-link parameters
are inserted in a similar equation.)
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for any subcarrier is
PS MPR
SNR -
PN KTeffBWsc
where
o = =_g_l power in predetection noise bandwidth
PN = total noise power in predetection noise bandwidth
carrier to subcarrier modulation loss adjustment constant
based on subcarrier oscillator modulation index on the
carrier
PR = received carrier power reported by the DSS
K = Boltzmann's constant
Tel f = DSS system temperature reported by the DSS
BW = subcarrier equivalent predetection noise bandwidth
SC
When using these equations, attention must be given to the desired
accuracy of the answer. Since several parameters not measurable in flight,
spacecraft telemetry, and DSS station reports are used, computed parameters
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have potentially large errors. Their validity is thus weighed against similar
test data and/or is judged quite subjectively based on past experience. These
equations are not used so much for their numerical results as for the total
picture of subsystem performance generated. Any gross subsystem problems
or computation errors will tend to be uncovered in this analysis, but subtle
errors will not.
Bit Error Rate Calculations
One subsystem parameter of interest is the telemetry bit error rate
(BER). This parameter serves as an example of the problems encountered
when attempting to evaluate postmission data. BER is required to be less
than 3 X 10 -3 at input SNR ratios of 9 ± I db. BER cannot be measured in
flight, but word error rate can. On day 196 at approximately 6 hours GMT,
DSS-42 began counting parity errors. Based on the assumption that a bad
parity word represented a single bit error, a BER of 3 × 10 -3 was observed
at a reported -138. 5 dbm ground station received carrier power (7 hours
45 minutes).
The SNR at this time of the observed 3 × 10 -3 BER was computed as
shown below:
DSS AGC/II00 bits/sec = -138. 5 dbm
System noise temperature = 53.3 ° K = 17.3 db
(DSS-4 2 post-track)
Boltzmann's constant = -198.6 dbm/deg/cps
Bandwidth = 1290 Hz ± I0 percent = 31. I (+0.41, -0.46) db
Noise power = -150.20 (+0.41, -0.46) dbm
Modulation los s
Carrier -2.01 (+0.40,
Subcarrier -4.56 (+0.62,
-0.46) db
-0.73) db
A modulation loss = -2. 55 (+0.22, -0.27) db
Subcarrier power = -141.05 (+0.22, -0.27) dbm
SNR = subcarrier power-- noise power = 9. 15 ± 0.68 db
The tolerance in this computation is only approximate and is probably greater.
Based on the SNR requirement of 9 ± 1.0 db, the measured parameter (BER)
meets the specification.
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Omnidirectional Antenna Gain Maps
In order to better visualize and interpret the significance of the signal
level data, traces of the earth vector on the omnidirectional antenna gain con-
tour maps are presented. Figures 5.3-Z and 5.3-3 show the antenna up and
down links. Since signal level variations are, for the most part, the result
of increasing range {i.e., more space loss) and changing omnidirectional
gain, these plots allow visualization of the expected signal level changes for
comparison with plots of up-link and down-link signal levels versus time.
5.3.4.2 Mission Phase One: Prelaunch to Spacecraft Acquisition
During the prelaunch phase, subsystem performance is assessed dur-
ing the launch pad systems readiness test and prelaunch countdown test. Next
to assuring normal system performance prior to launch, the most important
subsystem data taken during this phase are transmitter and receiver frequency
data. Frequency data are used to predict the frequencies at initial acquisition
and are transmitted from the Cape prior to launch. The DSS, in turn, uses
these data to tune the DSS receiver for one-way lock and the DSS transmitter
for eventual two-way lock.
The measured transmitter and receiver frequency data are tabulated
in Table 5.3-6. Compartment temperature during the prelaunch period was
increasing, thus causing a transmitter frequency decrease and a receiver
frequency increase, as expected. The temperature directly affecting the
frequency is not actually measured since the telemetered sensor is in the
thermal tray and not at the voltage controlled crystal oscillator. Relative
temperature versus frequency information is thus considered to be most
reliable. Based on this judgment, the measured frequency data were con-
sistent with previous Surveyor IV test data.
Acquisition frequencies are determined by extrapolating the measured
values by essentially predicting the compartment temperature increase due
to the high-power operation from just prior to Centaur/Surveyor separation
to the time of initial spacecraft acquisition. However, the frequency drift
for the scheduled launch azimuth was insignificant since the spacecraft would
be in high power for only 5 minutes prior to DSS-72 acquisition. Therefore,
the acquisition frequencies used were not biased from the measured values.
The actual frequencies at initial DSS-72 acquisition were as follows:
Transmitter (one-way) = 2294. 995899 MHz
Receiver (two-way) = 2113.335744 MHz
The difference between predicted and actual was as follows:
Transmitter = 940 Hz
Receiver = 6416 Hz
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TABLE 5. 3-6. PRELAUNCH FREQUENCY SUMMARY"
Frequency
Message,
time in minutes
T-555 (transmitter A)
T-494 (transmitter B}
T-Z74 (transmitter B}
T-83 (transmitter B}
T-49 (transmitter B)
T-Z3 (transmitter B}
Measured Frequencies, mc
One -Way Na rr o wband
Voltage Controlled
Crystal Oscillator
ZZ95.014463
ZZ95.000058
ZZ95.008145
ZZ95.002040
ZZ94.997753
ZZ94.994959
Best Lock
ZII3.31ZOI6
ZII3. 3Z8800
Zi13.310808
ZII3.3Z8456
ZII3. 3Z9744
Zll3. 3Z9328
Lower Tray
Temperature,°F
75
77
80
77
78
83
Final frequencies used by Flight Path Analysis and Command for initial
DSS-72 acquisition.
Table 5.3-7 is a summary of the significant events during initial RF
acquisition at DSS-72 (Ascension Island). One-way acquisition was accom-
plished II seconds later than the predicted first visibility, and good two-way
lock was accomplished 16 minutes and 14 seconds later. Telemetry data
indicated a signal in the passband of both spacecraft receivers at DSS trans-
mitter turn-on. However, two-way lock was delayed due to a pointing problem
associated with the ground station antenna system (Reference 6). The space-
craft received signal levels for both receivers A and B were greater than
-80 dbm during the initial acquisition phase.
With the exception of the ground station antenna pointing problem, the
initial spacecraft acquisition was nominal. The spacecraft high-power trans-
mitter was turned off 30 minutes and 34 seconds after being commanded to
high power by the Centaur. The maximum allowable time to accomplish
turnoff is I hour.
5.3.4.3 Mission Phase Two: Coast
The coast phases consist of the following:
I) Pre-Canopus acquisition- Period from initial spacecraft acqui-
sition until Canopus acquisition. During this time, the spacecraft
attitude is uncertain in roll, and the spacecraft -Z axis is pointed
toward the sun.
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TABLE 5. 3-7. ACQUISITION EVENTS
GMT (Day 195),
Event hr:min: sec
12:05:55. 18Transmitter B high
power on
DSS-72 acquires
spacecraft in one-
way mode on SAA
(acquisition aid
antenna)
DSS-72 switch
from SAA to SCM
(30-foot antenna)
DSS-72 trans-
mitter turn on
Signal in passband
of both spacecraft
receiver s
Receiver B phase
locked
DSS-72 reports
two -way
DSS-72 auto
tracking on SCM
DSS-51 reports
one-way lock
DSS-7Z turned
on command
modulation
DSS-72 turned off
command
modulation
12:09:56
12:12:08
12:12:24
12:12:31
12:13:52
12:14:06
12:18:50
12:19:00
12:19:22
12:20:50
Comments
Spacecraft commanded to high power
by Centaur
Accomplished 11 seconds later than
predicted first visibility and 16
minutes and 27 seconds after launch
(From telemetry) receiver B not
phase locked. Receiver A in Arc
capture.
From telemetry
DSS-72 could not confirm two-way.
Telemetry data indicated receiver B
not phase locked at 12:17:24
Accomplished to reacquire the
spacecraft in two-way
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Table 5. 3-7 (continued)
Event
DSS-7Z reacquired
two -way
DSS-7Z reported
momentary out of
locks
DSS-72 reported
good two-way
lock
DSS-7Z turned on
command
modulation
Spacecraft com-
manded to
1100 bits/sec
data
Transmitter B
high power off
GMT (Day 195),
hr :min: sec
12:21:46
IZ:Z5:48
12:25:52
12:26:10
IZ:Z6:41
12:29:58
Comments
Telemetry indicates receiver B
phase locked at 12:21:43
Solid two-way acquisition in 32
minutes and 41 seconds from launch
Necessary for 10w-power data
reception at DSS-7Z
Spacecraft was in high power for 30
minutes and 34 seconds for initial
acquisition phase (1-hour maximum
allowed)
z) Premidcourse --Period from Canopus acquisition until mid-
course maneuvers.
3) Postmidcourse --Period from completion of midcourse
maneuvers until terminal maneuvers.
Figures 5. 3-4 and 5.3-5 are plots of DSS, receiver A, and receiverB
signal levels from launch to touchdown. The premission predicted signal
level after Canopus acquisition is shown in each figure. Since the spacecraft
attitude in roll is uncertain to ±60 degree about an estimated reference point
prior to Canopus acquisition, no premission predictions are made for this
period.
Referring to Figures 5. 3-3 and 5. 3-4, which show traces of the earth
vector relative to omnidirectional antenna B down link and omnidirectional
antennas A and B up-link gain contours, it can be noted that changes in signal
levels during the pre-Canopus acquisition phase and right at Canopus acqui-
sition are in complete agreement with the antenna gain contour maps. The
approximate antenna gains during the pre-Canopus phase are noted in Table 5.3-8.
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TABLE 5. 3-8. ANTENNA GAIN VARIATIONS PRE-CANOPUS
Omni B
down link
Omni A
up link
Omni B
up link":"
Gain Variations Pre-Canopus Gain at Canopus,
(Coast), db Gain, db db
Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual
-5. 5 -5. 5 -i. 0 -i.0
+i. 0 to
-I0. 0
+I. 0 to
-3.0
+i. 0 to
-12. 0
+I. 0
+0. Z
-1.5
-3.8
-7.5
+i. 0
-9.0
-4. 0
Actual gain values are calculated assuming nominal receiver perform-
ance. Mission data indicate a -5 db bias in receiver B as discussed in
the contents of this report.
Figures 5. 3-5 and 5. 3-6 indicate that, during the premidcourse and
postmidcourse coast periods, received signal levels deviated from the pre-
dicted values in both the up and down links. Gyro drift checks performed
during these two periods account for earth vector variations not taken into
consideration when generating the predictions. As pointed out in Reference i,
these minor look angle variations can cause the observed signal level vari-
tions. However, the data indicate that the tolerances on the nominal predicted
signal level, which also includes antenna gain variations, found those values
seen in the mission data.
5. 3.4.4 Mission Phase Three: Canopus Acquisition Maneuver
At approximately L + 6 hours, the star acquisition maneuver was
initiated. One roll about the Z-axis was required to make a star map and
adequately identify Canopus. An additional 212 degrees of roll were require_
to finally acquire the star.
Real-time analysis indicated that the roll maneuver would take the
earth vector through deep antenna nulls on both the up and down links of
omnidirectional antenna A and the down link of antenna B. The maneuver
would pass through the low gain region of antenna B, but the deep null region
would not be entered. Based on this and the fact that predicted signal level
values would not exceed the two-way tracking threshold, two-way trans-
ponder B operation was recommended for the Canopus acquisition phase.
The analysis also indicated that no significant stars would be in the region
where possible data outages would be expected with the spacecraft trans-
mitting via omnidirectional antenna B at a data rate of 4400 bits/sec.
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68189-4-84(U)
5. 3-39
At 17 hours 46 minutes 35 seconds GMT, transmitter B was com-
manded to high power with the ground received signal indicating an increase
of 21. 3 db. Star mapping was initiated at 17 hours 51 minutes Z7 seconds
GMT from DSS-61 with the spacecraft operating in the transponder B mode
and transmitting data at 4400 bits/sec in mode 5. The 360-degree roll
produced down-link signal variations Of approximately 35 db which agreed
with the premaneuver predictions. Minor difficulties were experienced in
maintaining decommutator lock; however, no significant data outages occurred.
Spacecraft received signal levels during the roll maneuver indicated devi-
ations of approximately 25 db on receive A and Z0 db on receiver B. This
again agreed with premaneuver predictions. Phase lock on receiver B was
maintained throughout the maneuver, and Canopus lock-on was accomplished
at 18 hours I0 minutes ZZ seconds GMT.
Transmitter B high power was commanded off at 18 hours 14 minutes
49 seconds GMT, which resulted in 28 minutes and 14 seconds of high-power
operation for star acquisition. DSS-61 received signal level for low-power
operation was -129.8 db, with a resulting +8. 8 db nominal telemetry margin
for II00 bits/sec data.
The spacecraft was ZIZ degrees in a positive roll sense from Canopus
prior to the initiation of the Canopus acquisition/verification sequence. With
this information and the antenna contour patterns, the variations in antenna
gain seen in the data are compared to predicted variations and are illustrated
in Figure 5. 3-6 which compares omnidirectional antenna B down link, omni-
directional antenna A up link, and omnidirectional antenna B up link, respec-
tively. Both omnidirectional antenna B up and down link signal level
variations agree well with antenna gain variations. However, it was during
this maneuver that the first evidence of the -5 db bias in receiver B perform-
ance was noted.
Relatively good agreement existed between omnidirectional antenna A
up-link gain values and the actual signal level variations, except for those
values in the region between the -Y axis and the -X axis. A deep null is
indicated in mission data which cannot be explained from the analysis of
antenna pattern data at points in the vicinity of this region. It has been noted.
in previous missions that the degree of correlation between antenna pattern
data and mission data is not as good on omnidirectional antenna A as on
omnidirectional antenna B. However, the presence of an unexplained null
of this magnitude would indicate a condition not caused by normal configura-
tion differences which result from assembly tolerances. A similar condition
was apparent during this phase of the Surveyor III mission (Reference l).
5.3.4. 5 Mission Phase Four: Midcourse Maneuvers
The L + 39 hours standard roll-yaw was selected from 16 possibilities
as the midcourse maneuver. Real-time analysis predicted the following
variations in nominal omnidirectional antenna gain during the maneuver:
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i) Omnidirectional antenna B down link: -I. 7 < G <+0.6 db
Z) Omnidirectional antenna A up link: -19. 8 < G < I. 8 db
3) Omnidirectional antenna B UP link: -i. 6 < G < +Z. 3 db
Predicted minimum margins were IZ. 3 db for 4400 bits/sec telemetry, I. 9db
on receiver A, and Z0. 1 db on receiver B command links. Two-way (tran-
sponder) mode was recommended.
At Z hours Z minutes 18 seconds GMT, the spacecraft was commanded
to high power, and, at Z hours 3 minutes 18 seconds GMT, the 4400 bits/sec
data rate was selected. The ground received signal increased by Z0. 7 db
when the spacecraft was commanded from low power to high power, with
DSS-II reporting a received carrier power of -124. 5 dbm prior to maneuver-
ing. Maneuver initiation times were Z hours 15 minutes 29 seconds GMT for
the roll and Z hours Zl minutes i0 seconds GMT for the yaw. The premid-
course maneuver ended at 2 hours 23 minutes Z0 seconds GMT with the
DSS-II received carrier power reading -125. 3 dbm and having indicated
approximately a Z. 7-db variation during the maneuver, as predicted.
Variations in omnidirectional antenna B down-link antenna gain seen
in the data are compared to predicted variations and are illustrated in Figure
5. 3-7a. The premidcourse maneuver was executed in mode 1; therefore, no
spacecraft receiver signal values were available.
At Z hours 30 minutes Z seconds GMT, midcourse thrust was executed.
DSS-II received carrier power was steady with reported 0. l-db variations
during the thrusting period.
At Z hours 31 minutes 24 seconds GMT, mode 5 data were selected
in preparation for the postmidcourse maneuver. Maneuver initiation times
were 2 hours 32 minutes 53 seconds GMT for the yaw and Z hours 37 minutes
25 seconds GMT for the roll. The postmidcourse maneuver ended at Z hours
39 minutes 51 seconds GMT with the DSS-II received carrier power indi-
cations essentially retracing those seen during the premidcourse maneuver.
Since the postmidcourse maneuver was executed in data mode 5, spacecraft
received signal levels were available.
Variations in omnidirectional antenna A and B up-link antenna gains,
as seen in the data, are compared to predicted variations and are illustrated
in Figures 5. 3-7b and 5. 3-7c. The approximate -5 db bias in receiver B is
again apparent in Figure 5. 3-7c.
Canopus lockon was indicated at 2 hours 40 minutes 18 seconds, and
preparations were made to return the spacecraft to its cruise configuration.
At the end of the midcourse sequence, the DSS-II received carrier power
(-124. 7 dbm) indicated that a nominal 550 bits/sec telemetry margin should
exist with the spacecraft in low power. At Z hours 45 minutes 3 seconds
GMT, the 550 bits/sec data rate was selected, and at Z hours 46 minutes
i0 seconds GMT, the spacecraft was returned to low power. The spacecraft
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operated in high power for 43 minutes and 5Z seconds during the midcourse
maneuver sequence. Approximately a ZI. l-db decrease from high to low
power was noted. The resulting -142. 5 dbm received carrier level produced
a +i. 3 db telemetry margin for 550 bits/sec data.
5. 3. 4.6 Mission Phase Five: Terminal Maneuver and Descent
The roll-yaw-roll standard maneuver was selected from eight possi-
bilities as the terminal maneuver, and was optimum for the communications
link. Real-time analysis predicted the following variations in nominal omni-
directional antenna gains during the maneuver:
i) Omnidirectional antenna B down link: -4. 5 < G <+i. 3 db
Z) Omnidirectional antenna A up link: -18. 0 < G < -Z. 0 db
3) Omnidirectional antenna B up link: -iZ. 0 < G < -l. 0 db
Predicted minimum margins were 5. Z db for 1100 bits/sec telemetry, i. 5 db
on receiver A, and 7. 5 db on receiver B command links. One-way mode was
recommended even though adequate margins were available for the tran-
sponder operation. This recommendation was made since one-way configura-
tion was desired for the terminal descent sequence and, operationally, it was
safer to establish before the terminal maneuver.
The spacecraft was commanded to high power at 1 hour 9 minutes
Z7 seconds GMT (day 198) and ll00 bits/sec data selected at i hour 7 minutes
56 seconds GMT. The resulting -IZl. 0 dbm received signal level indicated
an increase of 21. 8 db over low-power operation. Transponder B was turned
off at 1 hour 17 minutes 9 seconds GMT, establishing the terminal sequence
spacecraft .... _" .... +" _ ...........cut, r_:o._. _n_11ver initiation times were 1 hour Z4 minutes
44 seconds GMT for the first roll, l hour Z9 minutes 34 seconds GM'I for
the yaw, and 1 hour 35 minutes 5 seconds GMT for the second roll. The
terminal maneuvers ended at approximately 1 hour 35 minutes 57 seconds
GMT with the DSS-II received carrier power reading -IZ3. 8 dbm and having
indicated approximately a 4.6-uu-'_ ....v_,_+_ _,,_ng........ the maneuver, as com-
pared to a predicted variation of 5.8 db.
Up-link signal level variatfons observed in the telemetry data, as
compared to predicted variations, are summarized as follows:
Gain Variations, db
Actual Predicted
Omnidirectional antenna A 8.0 16.0
Omnidirectional antenna B 11/0 Ii.0
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Figure 5. 3-8. Received Automatic Frequency Controt
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Figure 5. 3-9. l_eceiver B Static Phase Error
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Receiver B Static Phase Error (Figure 5. 3-9) --Receiver B was used
for transponding through most of the mission. These data thus represent
the DSS transmitter frequency offset from the receiver phase lock center
frequency. Since these data are analogous to the automatic frequency control
data discussed above, the comments apply equally well to these data. It
should be noted, however, that this signal is not as sensitive to signal
processing effects.
Transmitter B Traveling-Wave Tube Temperature (Figure 5. l-Z )-
These data represent the temperature of the traveling-wave tube used for
high-power transmitter operation during transit.
z)
3)
4)
5)
6)
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5. 4 SIGNAL PROCESSING
5. 4. I INTRODUCTION
The signal processing subsystem is composed of the following units:
i) Engineering signal processor (ESP)
Z) Auxiliary engineering signal processor (AESP)
3) Central signal processor (CSP)
4) Signal processing auxiliary (SPA)
5) Low data rate auxiliary (LDRA)
These units contain two electronic commutators with a total of 6 operational
modes, Z analog-to-digital converters that have available 5 digital bit rates,
17 subcarrier oscillators for transmission of pulse coded modulation data
and continuous real-time data, 9 summing amplifiers, and signal conditioning
subsystem performed normally throughout the mission.
A summary of test and flight values for signal processing telemetry
can be found in Table 5. 4-i. Values for the Surveyor I, II, and III flights
have been included for comparison.
5. 4. g ANOMALIES
There were no anomalies in the signal processing subsystem through-
out the flight. The loss of all data during terminal descent was not due to
signal processing, and has been discussed in Section 4. 3.
5. 4. 3 SUMMARY
The signal processing subsystem performed properly throughout the
flight until loss of data during terminal descent. At this time, all data and
communications with the spacecraft were lost.
5.4-i
Figure 5.4-I. Commutator Unbalance Current (AH:SP)
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TABLE 5. 4- i. COMPARISON OF SIGNAL PROCESSING VALUES
FROM TEST AND FLIGHT
Surveyor IV I Surveyor IV Surveyor Ill Surveyor Ill Surveyor II Surveyor I
Retest Values',! Flight Values, Retest Values, Flight Values, Flight Flight
Telemetry Signal $TV Day 197 STV-C4 Day 107 Values Values
S- i* reference 4. 88 4. 875 4. 86 to -4.9 4. 86 4. 9 4. 88
voltage, volts
S-Z* reference
return, volts
S-5" ESP commutator
unbalance current,
microamperes
S-7"* AESP commutator
unbalance current,
microamperes
-1.7
-3.0
-1.714
-Z. 813
-Z. 2 to -2. 6
-1.0 to -l.g
-Z. 1
-1.3
O. 003
-1.4
-1.7
Mode 4
Mode 5
O. OOZ4to
0.0072
-3.1
-2.8
5. 4. 4 SIGNAL PROCESSING ANALYSIS
5. 4. 4. 1 Unbalance Current Corrections
In each telemetry commutator, transistor switches connect each
analog output voltage (representing a spacecraft voltage, current, or tempera-
ture) with a common commutator line connected to the input of one of two
analog-to-digital converters. A bootstrap unloader circuit is connected to
this common line to reduce the stray capacitance, equalize the load imped-
ance, and provide bias currents for the commutator and master switches.
Since these bias currents are not exactly equal, a difference or unbalance
current exists. The telen-,etry circuit being sampled must supply this current,
causing an error in the measured voltage proportional to the output impedance
of the circuit.
The unbalance current for a specific telemetry channel in each com-
mutator (S-5 for ESP and S-7 for AESP) is measured in telemetry modes 2,
4, and 5. Figure 5. 4-i shows S-7 up to terminal descent. Althougb no plot
of S-5 has been included, typical values have already been given in Table
5.4-i.
5. 4. 4. Z Potentiometer Reference Voltage Corrections
The nominally 4. 85 reference voltage is supplied by either the ESP
or AESP units to the landing gear and solar panel position potentiometers,
to the propulsion pressure transducers, and to the secondary sun sensors.
This reference voltage, derived from the Z9-volt nonessential bus, varies
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due to load and input supply voltage changes. The ESP voltage is telemetered
in modes Z and 4, and can be used to correct the affected signals whose cali-
brations are based on a reference voltage of exactly 4. 85 volts. Since the
AESP voltage is never telemetered, it must necessarily be obtained through
computation.
The mechanism position signals do not normally change in flight after
initial deployment since they are mechanically held. Therefore, any appar-
ent difference in a given signal reading from the ESP commutator to the
AESP can be due only to a corresponding change in commutator-supplied
reference voltage. Based on this assumption, Table 5. 4-Z shows the calcu-
lation of the AESP reference voltage. At this point in the mission (Launch +
39 hours),the AESP reference voltage was computed to be i011 BCD
(4. 938 volts} which is the average of the three sensor calculations in Table
5. 4-Z.
TABLE 5. 4-Z. AESP REFERENCE VOLTAGE CALCULATION
GMT,
day:hr:min:
197:02:45
197:0Z_43
Mode
4
Signal
M3
M4
M7
M3
M4
M7
Telemetry
Value,
BCD
628
374
504
6g0
369
498
S-I
reference
voltage
998
AESP
Reference
Voltage
Calculation
NA
NA
NA
X 6Z8
998 6Z0
X 374
998 369
X 504
998 498
AESP
Reference
Voltage
NA
NA
NA
I0 i0. 9
1011. 6
1010. 0
5. 4. 4. 3 Current Calibration Signals
Current measurements are accomplished by measuring the voltage
drop across a low resistance shunt which is in series with the power line
being monitored. This measurement is in the range of 0 to I00 millivolts.
Since this voltage is not referenced to ground and is not scaled to the 0- to
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5-volt telemetry input level range, it is necessary to amplify it with a dif-
ferential amplifier. The nominal gain of this amplifier is 50, but its actual
gain linearity and stability are not specified to a tight tolerance. To deter-
mine the current amplifier parameters and thereby increase the accuracy
of current measurements, three calibration signals (with 0. Z-percent
stability) are amplified and telemetered in each commutator. These signals
can thus be used by postmission processing for a continual in-flight calibra-
tion of the current amplifier.
The majority of the Surveyor IV data was obtained in modes 5 and 6,
and therefore only the AESP current calibration signals were investigated.
Table 5. 4-3 shows that these signals have changed by no more than 0. 5
percent since being initially set at the unit flight acceptance test. It is also
seen that the gain of the AESP current amplifier was reasonably constant
over the mission.
Signal
EP-27
EP-28
EP-Z9
TABLE 5. 4-3. SUMMARY OF CURI_ENT CALIBRATION
SIGNAL DATA IN AESP
Function,
percent
9O
5O
I0
Flight Data,
percent
0. 3Z
0. 48
0. I
0. 49
0.3Z
0 AQ
Remarks
Coast phase 1
Coast phase Z
Coast phase i
Coast phase Z
Coast phase 1
Coast phase 2
The AESP midscale current calibration sensor, EP-ZS, is shown in
Figure 5. 4-Z as a typical representative of the AESP calibration telemetry.
It can be seen that the signal value is a function of bit rate. This effect was
noted previously as occurring on Surveyors II and III.
5, 4. 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Figure 5.4-2. Midscale Current Calibration (AESP)
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5. 5 FLIGHT CONTROL
5. 5. 1 INTRODUCTION
The principal requirements of the Surveyor flight control system are
attitude control, accurate angular maneuvers, precision velocity corrections,
and a soft lunar landing. In order to accomplish these functions, the control
system utilizes such hardware as gyros, gas jets, a solid fuel engine, liquid
fuel engines, optical sensors, timing devices, radars, and acceleration
sensing mechanisms.
5. 5. i. i Attitude Control
Attitude control is accomplished by two basic types of active control
systems. During coast phase, a bang-bang type of attitude gas jet system is
employed which utilizes artifical rate feedback for loop stabilization. During
periods of potentially large moment disturbances, such as the main retro
phase, the throttle-controlled vernier engine system is used. The error sig-
nals required for controlling the propulsion systems are derived from optical
sensors or rate integrating gyros which are mounted on the spacecraft in
such a way as to provide a three-axis control system_ During coast phase,
when the gas jet system is used, two modes of operation are available. One
is the celestial referenced mode using the sun and Canopus, and the second
is self-contained inertial referencing (gyros). The first mode is used to
establish accurate spatial attitude, and the second mode is generally used
when momentary inertial reference is desired; such an instance occtlr._ during
an attitude maneuver.
5. 5. i. 2 Angular Maneuvers
The rate integrating gyros are also used for accurate angular maneu-
vers, accomplished by precessing the gyros at precise rates for given time
intervals and slaving the spacecraft to the gyros through the gas jet system.
5. 5. i. 3 Velocity Correction
A midcourse velocity correction capability is provided by a system
consisting of three vernier engines, a precision timer, and an accurate
acceleration sensing device. The difference between the commanded acceler-
ation level and the output from an accelerometer provides the error signal
that commands the vernier engines to the required thrust levels. The constant
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acceleration and variable time concept used by the Surveyor flight control
system provides the flexibility of choosing velocity corrections from 0 to 50
m/sec.
5. 5. 1.4 Soft Landing
Surveyor's soft landing capability is provided by a sophisticated
technique utilizing radars to compute velocities and range. The range infor-
mation is then used by an on-board computer to provide vertical velocity
commands to the vernier engine system according to an approximate, con-
stant acceleration, V2/R function. The velocity information is used by the
vernier engine attitude control loop to produce a near-gravity turn descent
by aligning the spacecraft thrust axis to the true velocity vector. The
velocity information is also used, along with velocity commands, to gen-
erate error signals for the velocity control loop.
To provide the required condition of low velocity for the soft landing
phase, a large amount of approach velocity is removed by a solid fuel rocket
engine during the initial portion of the terminal descent phase. Spacecraft
attitude during this phase is inertially stabilized by the gyro vernier engine
control system.
5. 5. I. 5 Mission Performance
Surveyor IV performance was satisfactory until approximately 2
seconds before burnout of the main retro engine when all data was lost.
5. 5. I. 6 Analysis
Subsection 5.5.4 contains the analysis effort. The analysis items
are categorized under major mission phases for easier identification and
performance evaluation. A log of time and events is presented in Table
5.5-I, and a table of results (Table 5. 5-2) is given in subsection 5. 5.3.
5.5.2 ANOMALY DESCRIPTION
The only flight control anomaly that occurred during the mission is
described briefly below.
Vernier En$ine Thrust Command Modulation
Following ignition of the vernier engines and main retro engine, the
vernier engine thrust commands were modulated at a frequency between I. 5
and 25 cps. The peak-to-peak amplitudes were approximately 7.0 pounds
on engines I and 2 and 2. 0 pounds on engine 3. A detailed discussion of
this anomalous behavior is presented in subsection 5. 5.4. 12.
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TABLE 5. 5-i. SURVEYOR. IV TIME AND EVENTS LOG
Launch
Injection
Event
Separation
Electrical
Mechanical
Automatic sun acquisition
Start
Completed
Automatic solar panel
Deployment completed
Canopus verification,
started
Canopus acquis[tion,
completed (C anopus [ockon)
Gyro drift check No. 1
Start
Stop
Gyro drift check No. 2
Start
Stop
Gyro drift check No. 3
Start
Stop
Gyro drift check No. 4
(roll only)
Start
Stop
Date, GMT
14 July 1967
15 July 1967
Mission Time
GMT,
hr: rain: sec
11:53:29
12:05:05
12:06:01
12:06:06
12:06:54
12:10:24
12:11:59
17:51:28
18: 10:ZI
18: 46:01
Z0: 54:14
20:57:43
g2: 37:Z4
00:09:25
0Z:09:24
0g: 18:52
07:54:56
From Launch
0
11M3GS
1ZM32S
1ZM37S
13M23S
16M55S
18M30S
5H57M59S
6H 16M5ZS
6H52M3ZS
9HOM45S
9H4M 14S
10H43M55S
IZH 15M56S
14H 15M558
14H25M23S
20H01M27S
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Table 5. 5-i (continued)
Mission Time
GMT,
hr:min: sec From LaunchEvent
Gyro drift check No. 5
Start
Stop
Gyro drift check No. 6
Start
Stop
Gyro dirft check No. 7
Start
Stop
Gyro drift check No. 8
Start
Stop
Gyro drift check No. 9
(roll only}. No data
Start
Stop
Premidcourse (+) roll of
7Z. 5 degrees
Start
Stop
Premidcourse (-) yaw of
64. 3 degrees
Start
Stop
Midcourse thrust
Start
Stop
Sun reacquired
Canopus reacquired
Date, GMT
17 July 1967
08:00:56
09:58:27
10:Z0: iZ
11:47:01
16:08:33
17: 38:33
ZOH07MZ7S
ZZH04M58S
ZZHZ 6M43S
Z3H53M3ZS
Z8H 15M04S
Z9H45M04S
18:03:17
19: 42:36
Z I:39:49
ZZ:Z7:Z6
0Z: 15:31
0Z: 17:56
02:21: ig
02:23:20
0Z: 30: 04. 1
0Z: 30: 14. 6
0Z: 34:40
02: 40:18
30H09M48S
31H49M07S
33H46M20S
34H33M57S
38HZZMOZS
38HZ4M37S
38HZ7M43S
38HZ9M5 IS
38H36M34.9S
38H36M50.4S
38H4 IM 1IS
38H46M49S
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Table 5. 5-i (continued)
Event
Gyro drift check No. i0
Start
Stop
Gyro drift check No. ii(roll only)
Start
Stop
Gyro drift check No. 12
Start
Stop
Gyro drift check No. 13
Start
Stop
Preretro (+)roll, 80. 4
degrees
Start
Stop
Preretro (+) yaw, 92. 7
degrees
Start
Stop
Preretro (-) roll, 25. 3
degrees
Start
Stop
AMP, mark
Vernier ignition
Retro ignition
Loss of data
Date, GMT
18 July 1967
Mission Time
GMT,
hr:min: sec From Launch
04:15:58
05:50:44
08:50:59
14:36:18
15:40:34
17:30:30
17:39:40
19:13:00
01:24:47
01:Z7:Z8
01:Z9:37
01:32:42
0i: 35:07
01:35:58
02:01:56.1
02:01:58.8
02:01:59. 9
02:02:41
40HZZM29S
41H57M 15S
44H57M30S
5OH42.M49S
5IH47M05S
53H37M01S
53H46M 1IS
55H 19M3 IS
61H31M18S
61H33M59S
61H36M08S
61H39Mi3S
61H41M38S
61H42M03S
62H08M2.6.9S
62H08M29.6S
62H08M30.7S
62.H09M1I. 8S
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TABLE 5. 5-2. FLIGHT CONTROL RESULTS
Prelaunch
Proper gyro temperature control
Veriflcation of N Z loading
Centaur separation
Time required to null rates to less
than 0. 1 deg/sec
Magnitude of angular rate at
separation
Sun acquisition
Proper sun acquisition
Roll
Yaw
Total time
N 2 gas used
Star acquisition
Proper acquisition and
verification of Canopas
Roll angle from beginning of
maneuver to Canopus
Stars identified
Mean roll rate during star map
phase
Effective gain (relative to
nominal Canopus) of Canopus
sensor
N 2 gas used
Coast mode
Limit cycle (gas jet system)
Optical mode/inertial mode
Average amplitude - roll
Average a_.ptitude - pitch
Average amplitude - yaw
Average period
Average N 2 usage
Gyro drift
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Gas jet thrust level
Premidcourse maneuvers
Maneuver angles
Roll
Yaw
Precession command tlmes
Roll
Yaw
Attitude maneuver accuracy
(includes drift, initial attitude
errors, and limit cycle)
Max. mldcourse accel, error
Expected _V/tracking _V
Shutdown impulBe
Engine 1
Engine 2
Engine 3
Controlling Specification
Specification Value Results Comments
22483_A
(3. g. Z. 1)
(7. 3 3. 3. 4)
Design
(7. 3, 3. 3. 5)
Design
(7.3.3.3.6)
Design
(7, 3. 3. 3. 3C)
(7.3.3.3.7)
224832A
18. 3. 1. 3. 2. 4. 1)
4. 6 pounds
<0. i deg/sec within
50 seconds
_3.0 deg/sec
Minus roll maneuver until
activation of acquisition
sun sensor and then a plus
yaw maneuver until pri-
mary sun sensor
illumination
0. 054 pound (average)
Positive roll maneuver
sufficient to produce an
adequate star map for
Canopus verification.
Provide a lockon signal
when Canopus appears in
the sensor field of view
0. 5 deg/sec
0. 048 pound (average)
Roll axis shall be held to
within 0. Z0 degree of sun-
spacecraft line, plus a
i0. 30 degree limit cycle
Same magnitude as above
for Canopus-spacecraft line
• 0.30 degree
0. 0012 lb/hr (average)
<1 deg/hr
>O,05Z pound
Rates shall be controlled
to be 0.5_ 0.0011deg/sec
0.2 second plus 0.02 per-
cent of command interval
magnitude
_V error<_ 1. 3 it/see
<5 lh-sec/engine
A impulse < 0. 66 lb/sec
Roll 167.2"F
Pitch 16hZ*F
Yaw 161.5"F
4. 56 pounds
<13 seconds
<0.2 deg/sec
-59. 4 degrees of roll
4Z. 1 degrees of yaw
g03 seconds
<0.1 pound
Automatic lockon
210. 5 degrees
Eta U M_oris, Delta
Veldrum, Gamma
Casiopeiae, Canopus,
earth, and moon
0. 5003 deg/sec
1 16 X Canopus
0.03 pound
0.6/0.148 degree
0.44/0.46 degree
0.41/0.53 degree
64 (optical) and 61
sec/pulse (inertial)
0. 0012 lb/hr
Roll -0. 5 deg/hr
Pitch -1. 0 deg/hr
Yaw +0. 15 deg/hr
0. 072 pound (roll)
+72. 37 degrees
-64. 37 degree_
144.74 seconds
128,74 secondn
-0.1Z degree (yaw)
-0. 15 degree (pitch)
33.8lips
33.24 fps
-0. 18 lb-sec
+0.031b-sec
+0. 15 lb-sec
Time was 195:10:38 GMT
(FC-4) = 4568 psi
(FC-48) = 75.8°F
Tank temperature may not
have been at steady state
Sun and star error signal
noise level were low enough
to have no effect on the limit
cycle performance
Values are that of the total
deadband. Predicted values
were:
0.44/0.44 degree
0. 44/0.44 degree
O. 44/0. 44 degree
80 (optical) and 117 sec/pulse
(inertial)
Design value is 0.057 pound
Assuming a precession level
of 0. 5000 deg/sec
These times were obtained
frorn the gyro error signal
response profile
Calculated using actual data
of drift, attitude errors, and
execution errors
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Table 5. 5-Z (continued,)
Preretro maneuvers
Maneuver angles
Roll
Yaw
Roll
Precession command times
Roll
Yaw
Roll
Pointing accuracy (includes
drift, initial attitude errors,
and limit cycle)
Gyro drift compensation values
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Terminal descent
AMR marking altitude
Main retro
Burn time (from ignition to
3. 5 g switch)
Maximum retro thrust
Peak attitude transient at
vernier ignite -- retro ignite
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Main retro thrust vector to
spacecraft center of gravity
offset
Thrust vector pointing accuracy
during retro burn
Mean attitude error during burn
Roll
P_t_h
Yaw
Roll actuator position
Peak at retro ignitioLL
Mean value during burn
Time between major events
AMR mark and vernier inition
Vernier and retro ignition
Data loss condition
Altitude/slant range
Velocity
Angle between thrust vector
and velocity vector
Additional information
Total nitrogen gas used
Oyro speeds
Roll gyro
Pitch gyro
Yaw gyro
Gyro heater duty cycle
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Controlling Specification
Specification Value Results Comments
(7.3.3.3.7)
(7. 6. 1)
(7.3.3.3.9)
(7. 3. 3. 3. i0)
(8. 3. 5. 3. z. 8)
(8.3.5.3.2.9)
(7. 3. 3. 3. 9)
Z24832A
Design
235159
Rates shall be controlled
to be 0.5 ± 0. 0011 deg/sec
O. 2 second plus 0. 02
percent of the command
interval magnitude
Within ±1 degree
Nominal slant range of
60 miles
Approximately 42 seconds
<i0, 000 pounds
<0. 18 inch
Within ± 1 degree
0 to 20 seconds
i. I ± O. ! set.rids
O. 65 • O. 2Z pound
Telemetry value m 50 eps
for all three gyros
+80.8 degrees
+9Z. 7 degrees
-25. 4 degrees
161. 6 seconds
185.34 seconds
50.75 seconds
0. 14 degree
-0.5 deg/hr
-1,0 deg/hr
+0, 15 deg/hr
=42 seconds at time
of data loss
=9250 pounds
-0. 47 degree
_0 degree
-0. 39 degree
0. 17 degree
_0 degree
_0 degree
O. 2_ d_gree
_0. g8 degree
_0 degree
2.73 seconds
1.115 seconds
57,000 feet (SR)
V z = Ii00 ft/sec
O. 64
Roll = 50 cps (average)
Pitch = 50 ¢ps (average)
Yaw = 50 cps (average)
Roll = Z0 percent (on)
Pitch = 35 percent (on)
Yaw = 19 percent (on)
Values only include execution
error. The desired values
were:
Roll (+) 80. 9 degrees
Yaw (+) 9g. 7 degrees
Roll (-) 25. 3 degrees
The command values were:
16Z seconds
185. 6 seconds
50. 8 seconds
Computed using retro acceler-
omelet data
Exact values were limited by
telemetry accuracy of the
parameters
Based on _stimated versus
actual lateral velocities
V = -87 ft/sec and
V x = -20 It/see
Y
See coast mode gas consumption
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5.5.3 SUMMARY
A summary of flight control system performance is presented in
Table 5.5-2.
Performance was completely normal until shortly after vernier and
retro engine ignition when a low level thrust modulation appeared on the
vernier engine thrust commands. Subsequent investigation revealed that the
most probable cause of the modulation was the excitation of a spacecraft
structural mode by the retro, or retro and vernier engine combination, with
amplitude sufficient to cause an attitude control system response. The induced
loads on the spacecraft at the determined frequency are not of sufficient
magnitude to normally cause a structural failure.
5. 5.4 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
5. 5.4. I Prelaunch
Gyro Temperatures
The gyro temperatures at the turn-on of flight control 29-volt coast
phase power and just prior to launch at I0 hours 38 minutes GMT are shown
below in Table 5. 5-3.
TABLE 5.5-3. PRELAUNCH GYRO TEMPERATURES (°F)
Prelaunch,
Gyros 10:38 GMT
Roll 167.2
Pitch 161.2
Yaw 161.5
Nitrogen Weight
The estimated on-board nitrogen weight at launch was 4. 56 pounds
based on a telemetered tank pressure of 4568 psi at a tank temperature of
75. 8 °F. This agreed closely with the best estimate of 4.6 pounds of nitrogen
loaded. All subsequent nitrogen weight estimates were corrected for this
0.04-pound difference.
5. 5.4.2 Launch Through Separation From Centaur
After extending its landing legs, Surveyor is separated from the
Centaur booster. When the three legs-down signals and the separation signal
have been generated, the programmer removes the logic signal which has
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been inhibiting operation of the gas jet amplifiers. At this same instant,
the magnitude register begins to count down 1024 counts for a 51-second
interval; the start of sun acquisition is inhibited for this interval to give the
cold gas attitude control system opportunity to rate stabilize the spacecraft.
Table 5. 5-I presents these events in time reference.
Rate stabilization is accomplished by using the three-axis attitude
control system to torque the spacecraft and drive the caged integrating rate
gyros error signals to within the deadband of each gas jet amplifier. Thus,
at the end of a nominal rate stabilization maneuver, the spacecraft has
achieved a low angular velocity at a random orientation in inertial space.
The system response is dependent upon the magnitude and direction of the
initial velocity vector and the gas jet thrust levels, and is essentially dead-
band in nature.
Flight control system performance just after Centaur separation was
evaluated for proper nulling of the separation rates, the time required to
null rates to less than 0. I deg/sec, the total angular excursion, and magni-
tude of angular rates due to separation. The events observed from launch
through separation and sun acquisition are depicted in Figure 5. 5-I.
Separation transients based on data received via the Space Flight
Operations Facility are plotted in Figure 5.5-2. The roll transient appears
normal and indicates that any separation-induced rate was essentially zero.
While the pitch and yaw transients also indicate very small separation-
induced rates, it appears that an impulse disturbance caused a transient
motion away from null about both axes at mechanical separation. In order
to better understand the nature of this disturbance, the initial conditions at
separation were used as inputs to a three degree-of-freedom analog simula-
tion. The results of the simulation for the case where no external forces are
_ ..... _ _'_g,,_ _ 5-3a. The roll tran-present at mechanical separation is =..................
sient agrees closely with the Space Flight Operations Facility data, while
the pitch and yaw transients do not. A good match for the pitch and yaw tran-
sients was obtained by introducing a negative 8. Z ft-lb-sec disturbance about
the yaw axis and a 2.5 ft-lb-sec disturbance about the pitch axis at mechanical
separation (Figure 5.5-3b). it is assumed that the separation springs appar-
ently were the source of the disturbance even though Centaur data indicated
that extension of the three separation springs was essentially simultaneous.
All three body rates were reduced to _0. 1 deg/sec in less than 13
seconds. The total attitude change of the spacecraft from the time of mech-
anical separation until each body rate was less than 0. I deg/sec is simply
the time integral of the plots in Figure 5.5-2 over the applicable time range.
Graphical integration provided the following results:
Roll: 0 degree
Pitch: +0.35 degree
Yaw: -2.0 degrees
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The expected nitrogen usage for rate dissipation is small. A typical
rate dissipation transient will require the use of 0. 040 pound of nitrogen.
Because the measurement uncertainties are large compared to the usage, no
quantitative measurement of nitrogen gas consumption during rate dissipation
was attempted.
5. 5.4.3 Sun Acquisition
Fifty-one seconds after electrical separation, sun acquisition is
initiated by a command from the flight control programmer which causes a
vehicle roll maneuver of -0.5 deg/sec and continues until the sun comes into
the acquisition sun sensor field of view which is aligned approximately to the
spacecraft roll-pitch plane. When this occurs, the roll command is removed
and a plus yaw maneuver is initiated to point the primary sun sensor line of
sight toward the sun. When the sun falls into the primary sun sensor field of
view, a lockon signal is generated. This signal switches vehicle attitude
control to the primary sun sensor and also serves to indicate (via telemetry)
the completion of sun acquisition.
The automatic sun acquisition mode was initiated at 12 hours 6
minutes 54. 193 seconds GMT as indicated by setting of the sun mode "on"
latch. The estimated magnitude of the roll maneuver based on a constant
gyro precession rate of 0.5 deg/sec was 59.4 degrees, while the yaw
maneuver was estimated to be 45.6 degrees. The primary sun sensor lockon
signal was generated at a primary sun sensor pitch error of approximately
-3.0 degrees and a yaw error of -12.6 degrees, which is within the expected
lockon field of view range of the sensor. The sun acquisition phase is
depicted in Figure 5. 5-4.
Nitrogen Utilization
Following sun acquisition, the remaining nitrogen was estimated at
4.45 pounds, indicating that 0. II pound was consumed during the separation
rate dissipation and sun acquisition maneuvers. This is quite close to the
expected nominal value of 0. 094 pound.
5. 5.4.4 Canopus (Star) Acquisition
As defined in Reference I (Specification 224510, Revision E) para-
graph 3.4. 2:
" the spacecraft is commanded to roll up to 720 degrees in one
continuous roll. During this roll, the unthresholded star intensity
signal, as well as the normal thresholded signal, is monitored.
From these signals, a star map is made and Canopus identified. The
capability for performing at least four of these verifications shall be
provided. This verification shall be performed before the normal
star acquisition mode is initiated. The star acquisition command
starts a vehicle positive roll of 0.5 deg/sec until a star of the correct
brightness falls into the sensor field of view. When this occurs, a
lockon signal is generated which stops the 0. 5 deg/sec roll rate and
switches the vehicle roll control to the star sensor error signal. "
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Figure 5. 5-1 (continued). Launch Through Sun Aquisition
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a) Roll
b) Pitch
Figure 5. 5-2 (continued). Separation Transient
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c) Yaw
Figure 5. 5-Z (continued). Separation Transient
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Figure 5. 5-4. Sun Acquisition Phase
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c) Primary Sun Sensor Pitch Error (FC-5)
_ 60. 14Q. LBO. 2O0. 2ZO 2110.
d) Primary Sun Sensor Yaw Error (FC-6)
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Figure 5. 5.4 (continued). Sun Acquisition Phase
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During Mission D, the spacecraft was commanded on day 195 to roll
at +0.5 deg/sec at 17 hours 51 minutes 26.9 seconds GMT. Telemetered
confirmation occurred at the received time of 17 hours 51 minutes 27.5
seconds, corresponding to L + 5 hours 57 minutes 58.3 seconds. During
the ensuing roll, a star map was generated by recording the analog signals
star intensity {FC-14) (i.e., unthresholded star intensity} and star angle or
roll error (FC-12) (i.e., thresholded star intensity} on a strip chart recorder.
From this map, Canopus was positively identified {based on identifying the
angular spacing of Canopus plus five other objects) during the first 360
degrees of roll. While the spacecraft was still roiling, it was decided to
continue the roll and acquire Canopus when the star entered the field of view
during the second revolution, i.e., beyond 360 degrees. It had been observed
during the first roll revolution that the Canopus lockon signal was present
when Canopus was in the field of view. Therefore, it was possible to effect
the acquisition of Canopus by employing the single sun and star command.
The spacecraft was commanded to the sun and star modes at 18 hours 7
minutes 58.8 seconds, and telemetered confirmation occurred at the re-
ceived time of 18 hours 7 minutes 59.4 seconds. Canopus lockon (FC-13)
telemetry was received at 18 hours i0 minutes 19.4 seconds, after which
it required approximately 44 seconds for both the star intensity and roll
error signals to stabilize to their deadband limits.
Star Map
At this point in time, the spacecraft, moon, sun, and earth relation-
ships in the ecliptic plane are as shown in Figure 5. 5-5a. The center of the
moon would pass approximately 0.5 degree inside the field of view in a plus
yaw direction, and the center of the earth would pass approximately 8. 5
degrees outside the field of view in a plus yaw direction. As shown in
Figure 5.5-5a, the spacecraft is behind the moon and earth and would there-
fore "see" less than a half-moon and a half-earth. Figure 5. 5-5b depicts
the relationship of the sensor field of view and the earth as the spacecraft's
-X axis points toward the earth during spacecraft roll.
Since large area bright objects within approximately 35 degrees of
the sensor's line of sight will reflect light into the sensor from baffles in
the sensor's light shield, it was expected that some star intensity signal
would result when the sensor .was rolling past both the moon and the earth.
In addition, 21 stars, with intensities greater than 0.37 × 10-14 w/cm 2, come
within the Canopus sensor's field of view during a complete roll revolution.
However, based on laboratory measurements of star intensity signals versus
star intensity on this particular sensor (S/N 4), it was predicted that only
four stars would be observed.
Figure 5.5-5c depicts the calculated angular (roll angle) spacing of
the moon, earth, Canopus, and the other three stars actually observed when
looking towards the sun.
FC-12, FC-13, and FC-14 signals were sampled by telemetry once
every 0.3 second, equivalent to +0. 15 degree of roll at the mapping roll rate
of +0. 5 deg/sec.
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Figure 5.5-6 depicts analog traces of primary sun sensor pitch
angular error (FC-5), primary sun sensor yaw angular error (FC-6), roll
precession command (i.e., roll gyro error (FC-49)), star angle, star
intensity, digital word I, digital word 2, and digital word 3 from the start of
roll through Canopus acquisition. The traces of star angle and star intensity
which comprise what is referred to as the "star map" indicate five clearly
distinguishable star-type objects, plus an 18-degree-wide, low-intensity
signal and a 45-degree-wide, high-intensity signal. The angular spacing
of these signals was compared with the previously calculated object angles
as shown in Figure 5.5-5c, thus permitting positive identification of Canopus,
Eta U Majoris, Gamma Casiopeiae, and Delta Velorum, plus the moon and
earth.
Table 5.5-4 indicates the responses received versus predicted
responses. Roll angle is measured to the nearest 0. 15 degree based on
peak star intensity amplitudes as digitally recorded at the Madrid (DSS-61)
site.
One object appeared in the field of view during the first roll (at 145
degrees), and two objects appeared during the second roll {at 50 and 137
degrees). Figure 5.5-7 shows for comparison purposes the star angle and
star intensity telemetry signals (FC-16) for Eta U Majoris and the first object
during the first roll. Figure 5. 5-8 shows the telemetry signals for the third
object (the second object appearing in the second roll). Both of these objects
have telemetry signatures shaped like celestial body responses, but they
remain in the sensor field of view for a shorter time than do the stars observed.
Therefore, it is concluded that these objects were particles moving in space
with a roll velocity component somewhat faster than the spacecraft roll rate
of 0.5 deg/sec. The small perturbation in the third object's telemetry signals
(see Figure 5. 5-8) is ascribed to the possibility that the particle itself is
rotating and presents a brighter reflection at that time. As noted in Figure
5. 5-6, the star angle telemetry signal for the second object exhibits only half
the normal star signature of a sawtooth. Such a signal would result if the
object were moving diagonally across the left half of the field of view. There-
fore, it is concluded that all three objects were particles and are labeled as
first, second, and third particle even though it is possible that the first and ,
third particle are one and the same.
As noted in Table 5. 5-4, the correlation between post- and preflight
calculated angles from Canopus of Eta U Majoris, Delta Velorum, and Gamma
Casiopeiae ranges from +0. 1 to -0.3 degree, which is considered well within
the capabilities of the analyst to determine the exact center of the weaker
star's signals coupled with the basic sampled data resolution of 0. 15 degree.
The correlation on moon and earth angles ranges from +0. 5 to +l. 5 degrees,
which is considered well within the capabilities of the analyst to determine
the exact center of broad varying signals.
The mean roll rate, as determined from the incremental times Eta
U Majoris and Delta Velorum are at the center of the field of view, is 720/
((18:05:30.9- 17:53:31.4) + (18:09:45.9 - 17:57:46.2)) = 720/(11:59.5 +
11:59. 7) = 720/1439.2 = 0. 5003 deg/sec. This rate is 0.06 percent faster
than0. 5deg/sec. The error due to sampling time is 0.3 sec/7Z0 sec = 0.004
percent.
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Figure 5. 5-6. Surveyor IV Star Map
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TABLE 5.5-4. STAR MAP-- RECEIVED VERSUS PREDICTED RESPONSE
GMT,
hr:min:sec
17:51:27. 5
17:53:3 I. 4
17:55:15.6
17:56:18. 5
17:57:46. Z
17:58:28. 7
18:01:57.6
18:03:06. 8
18:05:08. 5
18:05:30. 9
18:07:15.8
18:07:61. 5
18:09:45. 9
Po stflight
Calculated
Roll Angle.
degrees =
time x 0. 5
deg/sec
0
62,0
114. i
145. 5
189.4
210. 6
315. I
349. 7
410. 5
421. 7
474, 2
497. 0
549, Z
Object
Start of roll)
Eta U Majoris
Moon
First particle
Delta Velorum
Canopus
Earth
Gamma
Casiopeiae
Second particle
Eta U Majaris
Moon
Third particle
Delta Velorum
Canopus
No star
Post flight
Calculated
Angle From
Canopus,
degrees
-ZI0. 6
-148. 6
-96. 5
-65. 1
-21.3
104. 5
139.0
199. 9
211. i
263. 5
286. 4
338. 6
Preflight
Calculated
Angle From
Canopus,
degrees
-148.7
-97.0
-21. 1
103.0
139. Z
211.3
263
338.9
Measured
Peak
Intensity
During Roll,
telemetry
volts
0.71
0. 88
0.63
0.65
4.32
4. 42
0.64
0. 60
0.75
0. 86
1.22
0.69
Predicted
Peak
Intensity
During Roll,
telemetry
volts
0. 57
O. 49
4.11
0. 47
0. 57
0. 49
Measured
Peak
Intensity
at 0 Roll
Rate,
telemetry
volts
4.68
0.51
Predicted
Peak
Intensity
at 0 Roll
Rate, [
telemetry
volts
4.4Z
0.37
Occurrence
of Canopus
Lockon,
digital
word 1
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Star Sensor Performance
The star sensor provides three outputs: star angle or roll error,
Canopus lockon, and star intensity. A comparison of infIight and preflight
measurements is used to determine how weI1 the sensor performed in fIight.
The star angle signal is designed to increase from a quiescent level,
close to 51Z BCD when no star is in the field of view, to a maximum, close
to 10Z3 BCD, when Canopus is approximately +2 degrees from the X-Z plane.
It returns to its quiescent levelwhen Canopus is in the X-Z plane, then to a
minimum, close to 0 BCD when Canopus is approximately -Z degrees from
the X-Z plane, and finally increases to its quiescent Ievei as Canopus leaves
the field of view.
The star intensity signal is designed to increase from a quiescent
level when no star is in the field of view to a maximum when Canopus is in
the X-Z plane. It then decreases to its quiescent level as Canopus leaves
the field of view. No star and maximum intensity values are listed in Table
5.5-4.
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Figure 5.5-6 depicts the star angle and star intensity signals for
all stars observed during the star map. Figure 5. 5-9 depicts an enlarged
view of these signals during the time Canopus was in the field of view in the
first revolution. From these figures, it can be seen that the star angle and
star intensity signals perform as designed.
Since the star intensity signal is a measure of the effective gain of
the star sensor, the measurements, as recorded in Table 5. 5-4, are analyzed
to determine effective gain. Star sensor gain is a function of the photomulti-
plier tube scale factor which is controlled by the intensity of the sunlight
actually reaching the tube through a sun filter in the sun channel optics. All
preflight star sensor measurements are made with a unit sun intensity illumi-
nating the sun channel. For flight, a flight filter is installed with a trans-
mission factor that will admit more, equal, or less than a unit sun into the
sensor. Mission A was flown with a sun filter calculated to increase the
sensor gain so that Canopus would respond as 1.5 × Canopus. Analysis of
inflight measurements indicated the effective gain was even greater than
I. 5 × Canopus. Mission B was flown with a I. 17 × Canopus sun filter, and
analysis of inflight measurements indicated the effective gain was still
greater than 1.5 × Canopus, or 28 percent larger than expected. Mission C
was flown with a 0.80 × Canopus sun filter, and analysis of in-flight meas-
urements indicated the effective gain was in the vicinity of i. 17 × Canopus
versus a prediction of I. 02 × Canopus.
Based on Missions A, B, and C, it was decided to install a 0.8 ×
Canopus sun filter for Mission D which should result in an effective gain close
to the i. 17 × Canopus determined in Mission C. The actual observed peak
intensity of Canopus, in a low roll rate condition after acquisition, is 4. 678
volts compared to the Mission C value of 4. III volts and the average preflight
1.0 × Canopus measurement of 3.77 volts. The 3. 77-volt value is the weighted
mean of 27 intensity measurements using four different star simulators,
ranging from 3. I0 to 4.20 volts. Using these values, the effective gain of
the sensor has a range of 1.51 to I. II, with a weighted mean of I. 24 X
Canopus versus the I. 17 × Canopus value determined in Mission C. The
difference of 0.07 X Canopus is attributed primarily to the inaccuracies
inherent in preflight intensity measurements.
The third sensor output, Canopus lockon, is shown in Figure 5.5-6
as part of digital word I and is listed in Table 5.5-4. Since the earth's
intensity signal is between the lockon triggering levels, the lockon signal is
present for an extended period. Based on these observations, it can be seen
that the Canopus lockon signal performed as desired.
Canopus Acquisition Sequence
Since Canopus was identified during the first revolution and Canopus
lockon was present when Canopus was in the field of view, it was decided to
send the sun and star command after the earth had sufficiently cleared the
field of view. The automatic acquisition sequence could then occur.
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Figure 5. 5-9. Canopus Responses
First revolution
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Figure 5. 5-10 depicts the response of the star intensity, star angle,
and roll error, signals after Canopus lockon has put the spacecraft in a
closed-loop roll error controlled mode. When lockon occurs, the space-
craft is rolling at +0.5 deg/sec, and the roll error signal is increasing to a
maximum, which commands the spacecraft to roll positive to obtain a nulled
roll error signal. Thus, the positive command causes the plus roll rate to
increase until the roll error signal crosses its null position into the lower
area, at which time it commands the spacecraft to roll negative. This nega-
tive roll command slows the roll rate to zero and reverses the roll direction
such that the roll error again crosses its null position into the upper area,
which commands the spacecraft to roll positive. After several such cycles,
the spacecraft settles down to a slow roll oscillation which causes the roll
error signal to oscillate above and below its null position. This oscillation
is bounded, and the bounds are referred to as the roll optical limit cycle.
As noted in Figure 5. 5-10, the star intensity peak value increases as
the roll rate decreases. This is the normal response of a signal having a
time constant in the vicinity of I second•
Conclusions
The Canopus sensor performed as designed without malfunction. The
star intensity signal, with Canopus in the field of view, was higher than the
nominal predicted, but within the accuracy of the preflight measurements.
The automatic star acquisition capability was successfully utilized.
5.5. 4.5 Coast Phase
Gas Jet Thrust Level
level,
Reference Z developed the following expression for the gas jet thrust
T:
Iz_ c
T =--
Rt
P
where
I = roll inertia = 224 slug-ft z
Z
= commanded precession rate = O. 5 deg/sec
C
R = gas jet moment arm = 6.47 feet
t = thrusting time of the gas jet from initiation of precession com-
P mand to point at which q0gyro = 0
Using the premidcourse roll maneuver data (Figure 5. 5-11), the time
from command initiation until<0gyro = 0 was 5.5 seconds. Since the No. 1
gas jet amplifier is off 1.3 seconds of this time (Reference 3), tp = 5.5
seconds - 1.3 seconds = 4. 2 seconds.
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T = (224 slu_-ft 2) (0.5 deg/sec)
(6.47 feet) (4.2 seconds)
- 0.072 pound
Section 13 of Reference 4 shows that the thrust levels for all six jets
during test were within Z.0 percent of each other. On this basis, it can be
assumed that the nominal thrust level for the six gas jets was 0.066 pound.
Nitrogen Consumption
Nitrogen consumption for the period from launch to preretro maneuvers
was 0.64 pound. This number compares favorably with predicted usage when
measurement uncertainties and postgyro drift lockon transients are taken into
account. Mission nitrogen usage was obtained from pressure and temperature
information telemetered on flight control signals FC-4 and FC-48.
The predicted nitrogen usage for each maneuver was determined from
the simulation defined in Reference 5; a detailed breakdown of the predicted
impulse and weight expenditures is documented in Reference 6.
For the number and sequence of Mission C maneuvers, Attachment I
of Reference 6 yields the following nominal impulse consumption budget:
ib-sec
Leakage 3.40
Vernier phase of midcourse maneuver 2.00
Limit cycle operation 4. 50
Sun acquisition 3.25
Inertial roll maneuvers (3) 4. 50
Star verification 1.50
Star acquisition 1.40
Inertial yaw maneuvers (Z) 2.50
Rate dissipation 2.75
Postmidcourse rate dissipation 1.00
Total 26. 80
Assuming an average Isp of 60 seconds yields a nominal nitrogen usage prior
to the preretro maneuvers of approximately 0.45 pound. Reference 6 also
predicts a 3@ usage uncertainty of 0.22 pound for this particular mission
profile.
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The fuel consumption due to the post-gyro drift check lockon transients
was determined by using the final angular attitude positions of each drift check
as initial conditions to the simulation documented in Reference 7 yield the
following:
The average impulse expenditure for a post-three-axis drift
transient was 0.90 ib-sec.
The average impulse expenditure for a post-roll-axis-only drift
transient was 0.55 ib-sec.
So there is an increase in the nitrogen consumption prediction of
3 (0.55)ib-sec + I0 (0.90} Ib-sec
60 seconds = 0.178 pound
The net prediction would be
(0.45 + 0.18) ± 0.22 = 0.63 pound ± 0.22 pound
5. 5.4.6 Premidcourse Attitude Maneuvers
In order to orient the spacecraft thrust axis properly prior to vernier
engine ignition, a positive roll maneuver of 72.6 degrees and a negative yaw
maneuver of 64.4 degrees were commanded. Although these were the values
entered into the magnitude register, the desired maneuvers per the mid-
course and terminal guidance system calculations were 72.4518 degree of
roll and 64. 3196 degree of pitch.
Several variables affect the accuracy of an angular maneuver: preces-
sion rate accuracy, precession command time, gyro drift, and initial attitude
errors due to biases and limit cycle. When several maneuvers are performed
with large time intervals between them, attitude errors due to gyro drift
must be included. A list of all parameters affecting the midcourse attitude .
maneuver accuracy is presented in Table 5.5-5 along with their allowable
3@ values and actual performance values wherever possible.
Determination of Precession Times
The register was loaded with 363 bits for roll and 322 bits for yaw.
For a clock rate of 2.5 cps, the respective times are 145.2 and 128. 8 seconds
with a maximum error of 0.20 second ± 0.02 percent. An attempt was made
to reduce the optical mode limit cycle contribution to the pointing error by
initiating the attitude maneuvers at the limit cycle null point. The following
table indicates the optical errors that existed at the start of each maneuver.
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TABLE 5. 5-5. PREMIDCOURSE ATTITUDE ERROR SUMMARY
30 Reference Measured
Parameter Requirement Number Value Comments
0. Z degreePrimary sun sensor
null with respect
to FCSG roll axis
Canopus sensor null
with respect to
FCSG roll/pitch
plane
Pitch/yaw limit
cycle
Roll limit cycle
Gyro torquer scale
factor
Precession
current source
accuracy
Precession
current source
drift
Timing source
accuracy
Gyro alignment
to FCSG roll
axis
FCSG/spacecraft
roll axis
alignment
Gyro non-g
sensitive drift
Total attitude
error prior to
ignition
O.Z degree
0.3 degree
0.3 degree
0. 15percent
0. 13percent
0. 1 percent
O.Z second
±O. OZpercent
0.14 degree
O. 1 degree
1.0 deg/hr
i (paragraph
4.3.1.1)
1 (paragraph
4. 3. 1.2)
1 (paragraph
4.3.1.1)
1 (paragraph
4.3.1.2)
11 (paragraph
3. Z.5. 1.3)
11 (paragraph
3. Z. 5. 1.4)
1 (paragraph)
4.1.3.7.1)
1 (paragraph
4.3.1.5
Pitch = +0.009 degree
Yaw =+0.08 degree
+0. 104 degree
-0. 06/-0. I degree
+0.05 degree
,0. Z percent
1
Roll = -0. 15 degree
Yaw = +0. 08 degree
Pitch = +0. 04Z degree
Yaw = +0. 119 degree
Roll =-0. 1Z degree
Yaw = +0. 02 degree
Pitch = -0. 15 degree
0. 19 degree with
0. 15-degree
uncertainty
Based on sun sensor
error signals at start
of yaw
Based on Canopus
error signal at start
of roll
Based on timing
errors determined in
subsection 5. 5. 4. 6
Based on measured
-0. 5 deg/hr in roll
for 14 minutes and
33 seconds, +0. 15
deg/hr in yaw, and
-I. 0 deg/hr in pitch
for 8 minutes and
5Z seconds
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Limit Cycle
Maneuver Error, degree Peak, degree
Roll + 0.06 ±0.3
Yaw -0.06 pitch ±0. 23
-0. I0 yaw ±0. 27
As can be seen, the roll and pitch optical errors were close to the null point,
while the yaw optical error was approximately halfway between its limit cycle
peak and its null (Figure 5.5-12).
The telemetered gyro error signal data were used in determining the
actual precession time. The sampling rate during the maneuvers was 20
times/sec, giving a resolution of 0.05 second. The results are as follows
(Figure 5. 5-13):
144. 74 seconds, or 72.37 degrees of roll
128. 74 seconds, or 64.37 degrees of yaw
Precession Rates. The accuracy of the precession rates imposed
by the 'SSurveyor Spacecraft Model A-21 Equipment Specification" is 0.5000
±0.0011 deg/sec. The roll precession rate obtained during the star mapping
phase indicated that the positive precession rate was 0.5011 deg/sec.
Attitude Maneuver Error
Reference 8 develops two orthogonal equations that specify the space-
craft thrust axis pointing error during midcourse thrusting. The equations
were derived for the roll-yaw rotation sequence which applies here.
Neglecting error sources that are present only after engine ignition:
Error about yaw axis = -_RE
Error about pitch axis =
+ -_AE
(_AE + %ORE) sin%o +
- _AE sin %0 cos
cos %0- @AE sin
@AE cos _r cos
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where
(_0,@,_)AE = spacecraft inertial reference alignment errors
(_, %0)RE= rotation errors
Use of q0= 72.6 degrees, _ = -64.4 degrees, and the errors listed in
the summary chart results in an 0. 12-degree attitude error about the negative
yaw axis and an 0.15-degree error about the negative pitch axis. The result-
ant pointing error has a 99-percent circular probable uncertainty of 0. 15
degree.
5. 5.4. 7 Postmidcourse Attitude Maneuvers
The postmidcourse attitude maneuvers are used to realign the space-
craft to the celestial reference after performing a midcourse velocity cor-
rection. To accomplish this, two reacquisition schemes are available. One
method is to perform the premidcourse attitude maneuvers in reverse, and
the other is to perform another automatic sun acquisition sequence. The
first method is more desirable since real-time monitoring of optical sensor
signals provides a good indication of premidcourse maneuver accuracy and
attitude control during the thrust period. If reacquisition of the sun and
Canopus is not achieved to within a fair degree of accuracy, one or more of
the following conditions must have existed:
l) Nonsymmetrical precession commands
2) Spacecraft attitude change occurred between maneuver periods
3) Premidcourse maneuvers were not accurate
4) Postmidcourse maneuvers were not accurate
5) Vernier engine shutoff transients excessive
The first method was chosen for the Surveyor IV mission, and the
celestial reference was successfully reacquired.
Determination of Precession Times
For the postmidcourse attitude maneuvers, the magnitude register
was loaded with 322 bits for yaw and 363 bits for roll. This corresponds
to 128.8 and 145.2 seconds, respectively.
The precession times, using gyro error signal data, were found to
be as follows:
127. 6 seconds (yaw)
144.0 seconds (roll)
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The postmidcourse maneuvers were performed using the coast mode
commutator at 4400 bits/sec, thereby increasing the data granularity to
0.3 second from the 0.05 second obtained for the premidcourse attitude
maneuvers which were performed using the mode 1 commutator at 4400
bits/sec.
5. 5.4. 8 Midcourse Velocity Correction
The rnidcourse velocity correction was successfully executed starting
at 2 hours 30 minutes 4. 140 seconds GMT on 17 July. From orbit determi-
nation, the actual magnitude of the velocity change was estimated to be
I0. 1316 m/sec compared to the commanded value of I0.305 m/sec. This
constitutes a AV execution error of -0. 17 m/sec. Also from orbit determi-
nation, the midcourse thrust vector pointing error was within the accuracy
of two-way doppler tracking system and estimated to be <0.2 degree. Using
prelaunch alignment information and inflight data, the preignition pointing
error was calculated to be 0. 19 degree in subsection 5. 5.4.6.
Midcourse Engine Ignition Characteristics
Vernier ignition was smooth; it was followed by a nominal, uneventful
thrusting phase (Figure 5. 5-14). Peak pitch and yaw gyro errors during
thrusting were -0. 174 degree during the ignition transient and less than
+0. 188 degree, respectively, thereafter until engine cutoff. A summary of
the midcourse pitch and yaw gyro errors is given in Table 5.5-6.
TABLE 5. 5-6. MIDCOURSE IGNITION TRANSIENT
CONTROL SUMMARY
Gyro error telemetry resolution = 0. 016 degree
Initial (preignition) gyro errors, degrees:
Pitch = -0.04
Yaw = -0.22
Maximum change in attitude, degrees:
Pitch = -0.17
Yaw = +0.19
Peak angular rates, deg/sec:
Pitch = -0.50
Yaw = +0.34
Vernier engine startup time = <0. 15 second
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Prior to vernier ignition, pitch and yaw gyro errors were maintained
within the inertial deadband of±0.22 degree by the gas jet system. At the
instant of ignition, these errors were -0.04 and -0.22 degree for pitch and
yaw, respectively. The subsequent transient at ignition was reduced to zero
in approximately 2 seconds. The change in yaw attitude was +0. 19 degree,
while the pitch attitude change was -0.17 degree. The transient behavior of
both responses was dominated by the 1.0-second time constant of the attitude"-
control loops, i
Peak angular rates of (approximately) -0. 5 deg/sec in pitch and +0.34
deg/sec in yaw occurred at vernier ignition. The startup impulse dispersions
(deviations from average startup impulse) of the three engines were calculated
by the procedure outlined in Reference 9 to be approximately as follows:
Leg I: +0.267 ib-sec
Leg 2: +0. 188 Ib-sec
Leg 3: -0.455 ib-sec
These figures imply a maximum startup impulse variation (between legs 2
and 3) of 0. 72 ib-sec. However, at engine ignition, the control system null
reference changes from that which existed for the gas jet attitude control
system to that which exists for the vernier engine attitude control system.
This change in reference produces a significant portion of the gyro motion at
ignition and tends to mask any effects due to uneven engine startup.
Based on the acceleration error telemetry signal (FC-15) (Figure
5. 5-15), it was concluded that all three engines were producing controlled
thrust within about 0. 150 second of the ignition command signal. Therefore,
acceleration signal amplifier saturation, which requires a startup delay of
0. Z6 second, did not occur, and no AV error information was lost.
Midcourse Engine Shutdown Dispersions
A summary of the peak spacecraft angles and angular rates and corn-.
puted vernier engine shutdown impulse dispersions are given in Table 5. 5-7.
It should be noted that peak gyro angles were less than 2 degrees and
well within the required travel range of ±10 degrees. Inertial reference was
therefore retained, and reacquisition of the sun and Canopus was accomplished
via the reverse maneuver sequence.
Vernier engine shutdown impulse dispersions (relative to mean impulse
of the three engines), calculated from pitch and yaw angular rate data as per
the procedure outlined in the "Midcourse Engine Startup Characteristics, "
were well within the specification limit of ±0.63 lb-sec (Reference i0).
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TABLE 5. 5-7. MIDCOURSE SHUTDOWN SUMMARY
I ,
Maximum change in attitude, degrees:
Pitch = +1.09
Yaw = +0. I0
Roll = +I. 18
Roll
actuator = -i. P Z
Peak angular rates, deg/sec:
Pitch = +0. 24
Yaw = -0. Ol
Vernier shutdown impulse dispersions,
Le g
i = -0. 18
2 = +0.03
3 = +0. 15
lbzsec:
Midcourse Velocity Determination
The general concept of midcourse correction capability e1_ployed by
Surveyor is to apply a constant acceleration for a finite period of time. Thus,
in theory, once the magnitude of the velocity correction is known, the exact
duration of the constant acceleration phase can be determined. In practice,
this approach is slightly altered to account for such error sources as engine
ignition transients, shutdown impulse, and hysteresis. Thus, the actual
command time AT is slightly higher.
The desired values during flight were as follows:
1) Desired AV = I0.272 m/sec (33.69 fps)
2) Desired AT = 10.4628 seconds
Duration of Burn Time. The acceleration error signal data were used
in an attempt to determine the actual burn time. The results (Figure 5.5-16)
indicated that the burn time was I0.479 seconds for a timing error of 0.02
second. (The magnitude register was loaded with 210 counts or AT = 10. 5
seconds. )
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Estimate of AV
The output of the acceleration amplifier (FC-15) remained essentially
constant during the burn period at a value equivalent to 3. 19 ft/sec 2. There-
fore, the midcourse AV was 3. 19 X 10.479 = 33.46 fps. From orbit deter-
mination, it was concluded that the actual midcourse AV was I0. 1316 m/sec
(33.24 fps). The AV value obtained from the telemetered acceleration ampli-
fier output data is within I. 0 percent of the value obtained by means of orbit
determination techniques.
A list of parameters affecting the accuracy of the velocity correction
is presented in Table 5.5-8 along with the values of maximum allowable
errors. Actual performance values were used wherever possible.
TABLE 5. 5-8. SURVEYOR IV MIDCOURSE VELOCITY
CORRECTION ACCURACY
Item
1
Parameter
Errors proportional to
maneuver magnitudes
Accelerometer accuracy
Reference signal
Flight control elec-
tronics null
Thrust bias variation
Control channel gain
variation
Accelerometer
misalignment
Total proportional
errors (RSS)
Errors independent
of maneuver magnitude
Shutdown impulse
dispersion
Hysteresis limit
cycle
Ignition transient
Timing granularity
Total independent
errors
Total magnitude
errors (RSS)
Equiv -
alent
Requirement Error,
30 or Limit fps
i. 1 percent 0.15
0.5 percent 0.068
0.15 percent 0.0Z
0.09 percent 0.01
0, 07 percent 0. 009
0.06 percent 0. 008
I. ZZ percent 0.17
±0.63 ib-sec ±0.016
3 milliamperes 0.035
-- 0.47
0.05 second 0.16
0. 497
0.5Z5
Requirement
,Specification
Z3463ZC
Z34600E
Z34600E
Z87105
Z34600E
Z34600E
2
Z87015
Z87105
224832A
7. Z.i.9
Performance
Value,
ft/sec
>0. 17
-0.004
0
-0. 064
0.18
Comments
Much of the error was
anticipated and was
included in the calcu-
lation of the desired
burn time
The difference
between the actual
value of AV from orbit
determination and the
commanded value was
-0. 57 fps
This value is more
meaningful than the
0. 18 fps given as per-
formance value
A1
AV = --
M
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Telemetered Thrust Levels
The vernier engine thrust levels were determined from vernier engine
thrust command calibration data which were obtained using the improved cali-
bration techniques (Figures 5.5-17 and 5. 5-18).
The approximate steady-state vernier engine thrust levels were as
fo flow s :
EnGine Pounds
(FC-Z5) = 77.5
(FC-26) = 77.7
(FC-Z7) = 78.25
Based on a spacecraft weight at injection of 2295 pounds and an esti-
mated constant acceleration of 0.09917 g, the expected total thrust is 227. 6,
which compares favorably with the total thrust of 233.4 pounds obtained from
the telemetered vernier engine thrust commands.
5. 5,4.9 Preretro Maneuvers
Before retro ignition, it is required that the spacecraft thrust axis
(roll axis) be aligned to the translational velocity vector of the spacecraft as
part of the gravity turn terminal descent phase guidance. The alignment is
performed by means of two sequential rotations about the spacecraft body
(gyro) axes. A third roll rotation may be required to align the high-gain
planar array with the spacecraft-earth line to secure a favorable omnidirec-
tional antenna pattern or to satisfy a RADVS sidelobe constraint (Reference 12).
These maneuvers are accomplished by using the cold gas attitude con-
trol system, with the body-fixed integrating rate gyros as inertial references.
To accomplish a rotation, the appropriate gyro torquer winding is driven by.a
constant current source for a precise length of time; the spacecraft is slaved
to this changing reference at a constant rate of 0.5 deg/sec.
The major eventa, and times associated with the preretro maneuvers
are given in Table 5. 5-9'.
The preretro maneuvers were analyzed in terms of the following:
I) The gyro precession times were determined from gyro error
signals and precession logic signals and compared to commanded
times.
z) Using these attitude errors and the initial sun and Canopus error
signals, the terminal pointing accuracy was determined.
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TABLE 5. 5-9. MAJOR EVENTS AND TIMES (DAY 198)
FOR PRERETRO MANEUVERS
Event Command GMT, hr:min:sec
0714Begin roll
End roll
Begin yaw
End yaw
Begin roll
End roll
Retro ignition
0713
0711
01:24:46. 812
01:27:28.415
01:Z9:36. 660
01:32:4Z. 00Z
01:35:07. 045
01:35:57. 793
02:01:59. 915
The first attitude maneuver (roll) was initiated 37 minutes and 13 seconds
before retro ignition. Normally, the time constraint on break of optical
lock is 33 minutes based on an allowable I deg/hr gyro drift contribution to
the pointing error (Reference I). Since the attitude maneuver magnitudes
were compensated for in flight measurements of gyro drift, the earlier
maneuver time was acceptable.
As in the case of the premidcourse attitude maneuvers, an attempt
was made to initiate the maneuvers at the limit cycle null points. The roll
maneuver was initiated within approximately -0. 05 degree of null while the
pitch and yaw optical errors at the start of yaw were -0.07 and -0. 14 degree,
respectively (Figure 5. 5-19).
Gyro Precession Times
The attitude maneuvers entered into the flight control programmer
magnitude register were as follows:
Maneuvers Degrees Bits
+ Roll 80.9 405
+ Yaw 92. 7 4 64
-Roll 25.3 127
Table 5. 5-10 presents the estimated gyro precession times.
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TABLE 5. 5-10.
Attitude
Maneuver
ESTIMATED GYRO PRECESSION TIMES
Commanded Observed
Time, Time, Rotation Error,
seconds seconds AT, seconds degrees
Roll
Yaw
Roll
162.0
185. 6
50.8
161.60
185.34
50.75
-0.4
-0.26
-0.05
A%o = -0.20
A_ = -0. 13
_0 = -0.02
Since the gyro error signals are only sampled once every 1.2 seconds
(coast mode at II00 bits/sec) during the preretro maneuvers, it was assumed
that the shapes of roll and yaw gyro transients were the same as those
observed during the premidcourse attitude maneuvers when the gyro error
signals were sampled once every 0.05 second. The precession times were
then estimated graphically based upon the intersection points of the start
and stop transients with the steady-state gyro error values (Figure 5. 5-20).
Gyro Drift Measurements
Ten three-axis gyro drift checks were made during the mission,
eight of them prior to the midcourse velocity correction. Two roll-axis-
only drift checks were also made. A summary of gyro drift measurement
is presented in Table 5.5-11. Two techniques were used to measure the
drift rates. The first was based on average slopes of the optical error sig-
nals obtained from analog Brush recorder and Milgo plots. In the second
technique, iterated calculations were made as described in Reference 13.
The preterminal attitude maneuvers were compensated for by the
following gyro drift rates:
Roll = -0.5 deg/hr
Pitch = -1.0 deg/hr
Yaw = +0.15 deg/hr
The gyro drift values selected for preterminal maneuver compensation were
based essentially upon an average of all measurements made during the
mission. The gyro drift measurements are depicted versus mission time in
Figure 5.5-21. The fixed drift history of each gyro is shown in Figure 5. 5-22.
Although all three gyros indicate a tendency to drift in a negative direction, no
predictable trend is apparent.
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Figure 5.5-21 (continued). Gyro Drift Measurements Versus Mission Time
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Figure 5. 5-ZZ. History of Gyro Fixed Drift
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TABLE 5. 5-11. GYRO DRIFT SUMMARY
I
I
I
Number
9
i0
Ii
12
13
Day Time Type Milgo
195 18:46 3 axis No data
to
20; 54
20:58 3 axis
to
Z2:37
-0. 31
196 00:09 3 axis -0. 3Z
to
02:09
02:19 Roll
to
07:55
08:00 3 axis
to
09:58
I0:20 3 axis
to
11:47
16:08 3 axis
to
17:39
18:03 3 axis
to
19:43
Roll
Analog
-0. 384
-0. 37Z
Pitch
Bulk Milgo Analog Bulk
-0. 445 No data -1. Z4 -1. 04
0. 885
-0. 50 -0. 49
-0. 76 -0.89
-0.36 -0.34 -0.46
-i. 14 -i. 09
-0. 35 -0. 43 -0. 90 -I. IZ -0. 88
-0.43 -0.467 -0.89 -1.03 0.975
Milgo
No data
+0. 10
Yaw
Analog
+0. 03Z
+0.03
+0.14
+0. 18
Bulk
+0.26
+0.08
+0. 10
+0.172
-0. 47 -0. 438 -0.45 -0.88 -I. 12 -I. 02 +0.20 +0. 16 +0. Z09
-0. 53 -0.88
Data Not Available
-0. 55 -0. 52 -0. 875
(-O, Z6)
-0.89
-1.09
-0. 50 -i. 14
-1. 08 -1. 04 0
-i. 15
-I. 13
197 04:15:56 3 axis -0.47
to
05:50:43
-0. 48
+0.11
+0. 09
08: 50:57 Roll
to
14: 36:19
15:40:30 3 axis NA,
to wrong
17: 30:30 format
-0. 5517:39:40 3 axis
to
19:12:08
_0
+0.13
+0. 17
+0. 1
-0. 50
-0. 52
-0. 54
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5. 5.4. I0 Main Retro Phase
Main retro phase began at day 198, 2 hours i minute 56. 080
± 0.03 second GMT with the indication of altitude marking radar mark and
ended at Z hours Z minutes 41. 018 seconds.
During this phase, the function of the flight control system is to main-
tain the attitude of the spacecraft inertially fixed and to provide and execute
a fixed sequence of commands to establish the necessary initial conditions for
the vernier descent phase. The following analysis reveals that these functions
were performed satisfactorily up to the time data were lost.
The range and longitudinal velocity telemetry signals remained satu-
rated at the time of data loss, which was consistent with predicted values of
R = 57,000 feet and V z = If00 fps at this time.
A list of retro phase events and their corresponding time of occurrence
is given in Table 5. 5-1Z along with expected time intervals. These results
confirm the performance of the magnitude register and programmer.
Observation of telemetry signal FC-64 confirmed that the altitude
marking radar mark occurred prior to emergency altitude marking radar
since FC-64 can only be set high by the true mark signal.
Ignition of the vernier engines during the main retro phase was exe-
cuted smoothly, with impulse dispersions between engines well within the
specification values. As discussed previously, the change in gyro angles due
to a shift in reference null at engine ignition limits the accuracy of the startup
impulse dispersion calculations.
Retro Phase Attitude Control
During the main retro phase, from vernier ignition until the loss of
data, spacecraft attitude motion was small in all three axes (Figure 5. 5-23).
Peak pitch and yaw inertial attitude motion, as read directly from gyro error
telemetry data (FC-16 and FC-17), occurred at vernier ignition and amounted
to -0.35 degree in yaw and -0.09 degree in pitch. Following ignition, static
attitude error was virtually zero about the pitch axis and approximately -0. Z4
degree about the yaw axis. Roll inertial attitude error was less than 0.05
degree throughout the main retro phase (less than 1.0 degree is required).
Since all gyro error signals were maintained to within ±I.0 degree
(during retro burn), each gyro was exercised less than I0 percent of the
available travel range of more than ±I0 degrees. A summary of pitch and
yaw inertial attitude angles produced at various points in the retro phase is
given in Table 5.5-13.
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TABLE 5. 5-1Z. TIME AND EVENTS LOG, RETRO PHASE
Main Retro
Phase Event
Altitude marking
radar signal
(FC -64)
Vernier ignition
(rc -28)
Retro ignition
(FC-Z9)
RADVS on
Inertia switch
"opened"
RODVS
Last bit of
data
_Time of Occurrence,
\
Day 198,
GMT, hr:min: sec
02:01:56. 080 :_ 0. 005
02:01:58. 810 ± 0.025
02:01:59. 925 ± 0.025
02:02:00. 475 _= 0. 025
02:02:02. 685 ± 0. 6
Time Between
Events,
seconds
2. 735± 0.055
1.115
i
O. 55
2.210
Expected Time
Intervals,
seconds
Z. 725
02:02:31. 484 128. 799
02:02:41. 018 9. 534
l. lll
0.55
TABLE 5.5-13. RETRO PHASE ATTITUDE CONTROL SUMMARY
Event
Vernier ignition
Retro ignition
Pitch Yaw
Pitch and yaw control moments generated by the vernier engines were
estimated by means of the following equations:
L = -2.969 T + 0.5723 T 2 + 2.397 T 3x I
Ly = -1.053 T1 + 3. 098 T 2 - 2. 045 T 3
where L x and Ly are pitch and yaw control torques (ft-lb), respectively, and
T I, T 2, and T 3 are thrusts (pounds)generated by engines l, 2, and 3,
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respectively. Values for the average value of T 1 = 65. 8 pounds, T Z = 62. 7
pounds, and T 3 = 67. 9 pounds were estimated from the thrust command
telemetry signals (FC-Z5, FC-Z6, and FC-Z7). Shortly after retro ignition,
differential throttling equivalent to approximately 14. 0 ft-lb of control torque
were produced.
The maximum thrust vector to center of gravity offset can be esti-
mated using this maximum control torque magnitude of 14 ft-lb. Assuming a
9150-pound retro thrust, the offset was estimated as
Maximum center of gravity offset =
14. 0 ft-lb IZ inch
X
9150 pounds feet
= O. 016 inch
This compares tothe required value of 0. 18 inch (Reference l).
The maximum attitude error produced by the retro disturbance torques
was also determined from the maximum torque magnitude of 14 ft-lb. Since
the nominal static gain (stiffness) of the pitch and yaw attitude control loops
is
static gain = iZ00 ft-lb/deg
the maximum static attitude error is estimated to be
14
maximum static error - 1200 = O. OiZ degree
which is less than the allowable value of 0. IZ degree.
Vernier Engine Thrust Command Modulation
During the retro phase, vernier engines 1 and Z thrust commands
(Figure 5. 5-23) were modulated at an indicated 7.0 pounds peak-to-peak
amplitude and a frequency of _t least 1.5 Hz. The peak-to-peak amplitude
of vernier engine 3 (Figure 5. 5-23) thrust command was between
2 and 3 pounds peak-to-peak. The thrust command telemetry signals,
FC-25 and I_C-26, indicated that the commands to engines 1 and 2 were in
phase because of signal processing effects. The in-phase condition is not
possible because of the attitude control system mixing network which is
designed to provide a constant total thrust. In-phase thrust commands
imply a varying total thrust. An intensive investigation was undertaken to
determine the actual frequency and amplitude of the modulation which is
masked by the telemetry signal processing techniques. The results of this
investigation are presented in Reference 14. Since there were no abnormal
disturbances noted during the midcourse velocity correction (when the attitude
control system configuration is identical to that which exists during the retro
phase except that the accelerometer is not in the loop), it was considered
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possible that either the retro engine or retro/vernier engine combination
excited a spacecraft structural mode with amplitudes sufficient to cause a
response by the attitude control system or a structural failure occurred to
produce the effects observed.
Investigation revealed that the most probable frequency of oscillation
was 18. 33 cps, with the indicated peak-to-peak thrust command levels of
7 pounds being representative of the actual levels. Since the flight control
sensor group and retro engine structural resonance range includes this fre-
quency, it is suspected that either or both structural modes were excited
during the retro phase to produce the thrust command modulation. At this
frequency, however, the induced loads on the spacecraft are not of sufficient
magnitude to normally cause a failure of any structural elements. Additional
structural vibration tests are planned on the S-9 test vehicle to provide more
information on attitude control system response to structural resonances.
Radar Performance
Operation of the radar system was completely normal up until the
time data were lost, as described in Reference 15. Both the range (FC-35)
and vertical velocity (FC-41) telemetry signals were saturated at this time,
as expected, since the predicted range and velocity were 57,000 feet and
ii00 fps, respectively.
All three doppler velocity system beams acquired lunar signals, and
RODVS occurred within less than l second of the predicted time. The
lateral velocities at data loss were approximately V x (FC-39) = -87 fps and
Vy (FC-40) = -Z0 fps compared to predicted velocities of -109 and -26 fps,
respectively. The differences between the predicted and actual lateral
velocities imply an average pointing error during retro burn of
pointing error =
AV + AV
2 2
x y
AV
z
×57.3
Z3
pointing error = _ x 57. 3 = 0. 17 degree
where
_V ,
x
AV
Y
AV
z
= difference between actual and predicted, fps
= vertical velocity removed by retro, fps
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5. 6 VERNIER PROPULSION
5. 6. i INTRODUCTION
5. 6 I. 1 System Description
The Surveyor vernier propulsion system (VPS) (Figure 5. 6-i) is a
bipropellant, variable thrust, liquid rocket system utilizing an oxidizer
composed of 90 percent nitrogen tetroxide and i0 percent nitric oxide (Mon
10) and a fuel composed of 7Z percent monomethyl hydrazine and Z8 percent
water. The VPS consists of three regeneratively-cooled thrust chamber
assemblies (TCAs) with radiation-cooled expansion cones. Each TCA has a
variable thrust range of from 30 to i04 pounds vacuum thrust.
Propellant is supplied to the TCAs from six tanks employing positive
expulsion bladders. One fuel tank and one oxidizer tank supply each TCA and
are located adjacent to the TCA near each of the three spacecraft landing
legs.
Propellant expulsion is accomplished by pressurizing the propellant
tanks on the gas side of the bladders with helium gas. The helium is stored
under high pressure in a spherical pressure vessel. The helium tank, together
with the pressure regulator, dual check and relief valves, and servicing con-
nections, is mounted outboard of the spaceframe between landing legs Z and 3.
Thermal control of the VPS is both active and passive. Electric
heaters are installed on two oxidizer tanks, one fuel tank, and all propellant
feedlines to the TCAs. Passive thermal control consists of the application
of black and white paint and vapor-deposited aluminum to selected portions
of the VPS, together with super insulation applied to the propellant tanks.
The feedlines are wrapped with aluminum foil to deter heat loss.
5. 6. i. 2 System Purpose
The VPS has three main functions during the mission:
i) Midcourse velocity correction and attitude control
2) Attitude control during retro phase
3) Attitude control and velocity correction during the final descent
maneuver
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Figure 5.6-1. Vernier Propulsion System Schematic
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The midcourse velocity correction may be required to correct initial
launching and injection errors. The VPS provides velocity corrections up
to 50 m/sec with sufficient propellant remaining to successfully land the
spacecraft on the moon. The required correction is transmitted to the
spacecraft in the form of a desired burn time at a constant acceleration of
0. 1 g, which results in a thrust level of approximately 75 pounds for each
TCA. In addition to providing the required velocity change, the VPS also
provides spacecraft attitude control during the maneuver.
Attitude control during firing of the spacecraft retro motor is pro-
vided by the VPS. The VPS is ignited approximately I. 1 seconds prior to
retro ignition. Attitude control by the VPS is biased around a total vernier
thrust level of either 150 or 200 pounds, depending on predictions of space-
craft attitude and velocity at retro burnout. The desired vernier thrust
level is transmitted to the spacecraft several minutes prior to initiation of
the retro maneuver sequence. Following retro burnout, the vernier thrust
level is increased to 280 pounds total thrust to further slow the spacecraft
to allow the ejected retro motor case to fall clear.
Following retro motor ejection, the VPS is throttled to approximately
ii0 pounds total thrust under radar control. When the spacecraft intersects
the first descent segment, the VPS, operating in the closed-loop mode with
the radar system, acquires the predetermined altitude-velocity profile and
keeps the spacecraft on the profile. Each succeeding segment of the profile
is acquired in a similar manner. At an altitude of 14 feet, the VPS is shut
down, and the spacecraft free falls to the lunar surface.
5. 6. Z ANOMALIES
Two anomalies were observed during the earth/lunar transit:
i) A 5-degree temperature rise was indicated by the leg 1 oxidizer
temperature sensor during the first coast mode period (see
subsection 5. i. 2)
z) During the retro burn sequence of terminal descent, a ±3-pound
thrust oscillation was observed on vernier engines i and 2
thrust commands and strain gauges (see subsections 5.5.2 and
4.3).
All data were lost abruptly at GMT 02:02:41 (retro ignition plus 41 seconds) and
not regained. A detailed discussion of this loss of data is presented in
Section 4. With the exceptions noted above, all vernier propulsion signals
were normal.
5. 6. 3 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
At the time of data loss, the vernier propulsion system was perform-
ing in an essentially nominal manner and could have brought the spacecraft
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to a successful lunar landing; consequently, no modifications to system design,
instrumentation, or procedures are recommended.
Table 5. 6-i lists the time of occurrence of the major events con-
cerning or influencing the vernier engine system. A summary of the vernier
engine system performance parameters, as determined from postflight
analysis, is given in Table 5. 6-2, along with the predicted values.
TABLE 5. 6-i. SURVEYOR IV PROPULSION EVENTS
Event
Pressurize
propellant
tanks
Engine
ignition -
midcourse
Engine
shutdown -
midcourse
Engine
ignition -
terminal
descent
Data loss
GMT,
day:hr:min:sec
197:02:27:25
197:02:30:01
197: 0Z: 30:12
198:02:0 1:59
198:02:02:41
Mission Time,
hr:min:sec
38:27:39
38:37:01
38: 37: IZ
62:08:59
62:09:41
Command
0605
0721
5. 6. 4 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
5. 6. 4. 1 Prelaunch
Final propulsion preparations for the Surveyor IV launch were begun
on 22 June when propellant loading of the vernier system was initiated. The
desired and actual loadings are given in Table 5. 6-3 and show that the space-
craft was loaded within the specified tolerance in Reference i.
The helium tank was charged on 5 July to a pressure of 5200 psig at
72°F. Prelaunch telemetry readings of the tank temperature and pressure
were taken over a 6-day period. These data indicate a helium leakage rate
of 76. 6 std cc/hour, well within the limit of 237 std/cc hour called out in
Reference 2.
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TABLE 5. 6-Z. MISSION PARAMETERS-- PREDICTED AND ACTUAL
Par ameter s Predicted Actual
229. 4;:-';:":' 229. 1 -,--,--,-VPS midcourse thrust, pounds
.Mid.course shutdown impulse
dispersion, lb-sec
Leg 1
Leg 2
Leg 3
VPS retro phase thrust, pounds
-0. Z8_
+0.20_
-0. 09_
200
- 0. 18 ;:,;:,
+ 0. 0 3;:,;:-"
+ 0. 15,:-_':,
198
I
I
I
From TCA flight acceptance test
......See Section 5. 5
.........Reference 3
TABLE 5. 6-3. ACTUAL VERSUS PREDICTED SURVEYOR IV
PROPELLANT LOADING (POUNDS)
Total loaded gross
3 _ loading tolerance
Offlo ad
Total loaded net
Unusable at O°F
Total usable
Predicted at
105°F
Oxidizer
109.99
0.75
0
109. 24
i. 29
107. 95
Fuel
75. 35
O. 75
0
74. 60
O. 86
73.74
Predicted at
70°F
Oxidizer Fuel
i13. 59 76. 84
0. 75 0. 75
3. 60 I.49
109. 24 74. 60
I. 29 0. 86
107. 95 73. 74
Actual at
70°F
Oxidi zer
115. 55
0.75
5. 42
109. 38
i.Z9
I08. O9
Fuel
76. 73
0.75
1. Z0
74. 78
0.86
73. 92
The spacecraft was initiallythermally conditioned to 75°F. Two hours
prior to launch, the shroud temperature was increased to 850F. Table 5. 6-4
compares the predicted propulsion temperatures with the actual stabilized
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values at launch. Temperature differences are due to thermal gradients
within the shroud. All temperatures were within tolerances, and all pro-
pulsion parameters appeared normal at launch.
TABLE 5. 6-4. ACTUAL VERSUS PREDICTED TEMPERATURES (OF)
Temperature Sensor
P4, leg Z line
P5, leg Z fuel tank
P6, leg 3 oxygen tank
P7, leg I TCA
P8, leg I line
P9, leg 3 line
PI0, leg Z TCA
PII, leg 3 TCA
PI3, leg i fuel tank
PI4, leg 3 fuel tank
PI5, leg I oxygen tank
PI6, leg g oxygen tank
P17, helium tank
Launch
Actual
84
76
76
85
84
84
85
85
76
76
75
75
84
Predicted
85
78
77
85
84
85
85
85
76
76
75
75
84
Midcourse
Actual Predicted
18 - Z6
4Z
46
57
31
18 - Z6
76
6O
55
56
47
32
68
Terminal Descent
Actual
Z0
38
45
50
39
19
8O
66
57
51
48
Z7
76
Z0
33
4Z
53
39
Z0
8Z
68
56
51
4Z
19
78. 5
Predicted
18 - Z6
35
40
57
30
18 - Z6
76
60
53
53
42
Z2.5
68
5. 6. 4. g Coast Phase I (L + 30 Minutes to L + 37 Hours)
Following launch, an assessment of the propulsion functions was made
and all conditions were normal. All temperatures decreased approximately
as predicted. The leg g line temperature decreased to 19. 4°F at L + i hour,
50 minutes and the heater started cycling between that temperature and Z4. 7°F
at that time. The initial heater duty cycle was approximately gZ percent,
based on thermal data. Another duty cycle calculation was made at L + 7
hours with a resulting duty cycle of 36 percent.
Helium pressure increased from 5170 psia at 71. I°F at L - i hour, 40
minutes to 5181 psia at 75. 5°F at L + 13 hours. Leakage calculations over
this period are not meaningful since the helium is not in thermal equilibrium
with the tankage; however, the data indicate no significant leakage. Stabilized
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TCA temperatures during coast phase 1 were: leg 1 -- 51°F, leg 2 --84°F,
and leg 3 -- 65°F. Gyro drift checks conducted during this period caused
insignificant TCA temperature changes as compared to the Surveyor [ and.
Ill flights.
At L + 31 hours, the leg 1 oxid{zer tank temperature increased 5
degrees from 49 ° to 54°F. The sensor is located at the base of the pro-
pellant tank and indicates the temperature of the coldest strata of oxidizer
rather than the average tank bulk temperature. The cause of the temperature
increase is not definitely known, but it is thought that bladder movement
associated with relaxation of propellant surface tension forces caused
propellant movement. This movement changed the local liquid temperature
as seen by the temperature sensor. Subsequent to the temperature rise,
the temperature decayed to the previously defined temperature-time profile
and followed it until midcourse. The line 3 heater started cycling at
L + 32 hours.
5. 6. 4. 3 Midcourse Operations (L + 38 Hours to L ÷ 40 Hours)
Propulsion system status just prior to the midcourse correction was
nominal. All temperatures were within the predictability range of the thermal
analysis (Table 5. 6-4).
The helium release squib was actuated at L + 38 hours, 27 minutes,
and the propellant tank pressure increased from 178 to 772 psia (corrected
for mode) within 2. 5 seconds (Figure 5. 6-2). It remained at this pressure
until engine ignition at midcourse. The observed helium tank pressure drop
was 217 psi (Figure 5. 6-3).
Ignition of all three engines was smooth and well controlled. The
average corrected commanded thrust levels for TCAs i, 2, and 3, determined
from telemetry, were: 75. 3, 73. 8, and 80. 0 pounds, respectively. These
values agree with the predicted levels for each TCA within 3 pounds and
within 0. 3 pound for the thrust total (Table 5. 6-5). The shutdown impulse
dispersions are shown in Table 5. 6-2.
Helium pressure at vernier ignition was 5 175 psia (Figure 5. 6-3);
following the midcourse maneuver of i0. 5 seconds, the helium pressure
dropped to 4750 psia and then stabilized at 4826 psia 7 hours after midcourse.
Propellant and helium usage are summarized in Table 5. 6-6.
5. 6. 4. 4 Coast Phase II (L + 40 Hours to L + 61 Hours)
Subsequent to post-midcourse stabilization, the helium tank pressure
and temperature remained at a constant 4826psia and 79°F, respectively.
Regulator lockup pressure during this period remained constant at 772 psia.
All propulsion temperatures remained within specified limits throughout the
entire coast phase.
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Figure 5. 6-Z Oxidizer Pressure During ]Vlidcourse
Figure 5. 6-3 Helium Tank Pressure During Midcourse
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TABLE 5. 6-5. MIDCOURSE THRUST LEVELS (POUNDS)
Thrust
Engine
Number
I
2
3
Average Thrust
Command Last
5 Seconds of
Midcour se
78.0
76.3
81.6
Command
Off-Set
Before
Midcourse
2.7
2.5
1.6
Corrected
Average
Thrust
75.3
73.8
80.0
Total 229. I
Predicted
Thrust
for
Midcourse
75.3
76.9
77. Z
Total 229.4
Error
0
-3.1
2.8
Total -0.3
TABLE 5. 6-6. PROPELLANT AND HELIUM USAGE
Event
Squib release
Midcourse
Terminal descent
to data loss
Helium, psi
Predicted Actual
Propellant, pounds
Predicted
Actual
From
Helium
Usage
206
ZI5
ZI7
Z08
0
8.5
0
8. Z
From
Thrust
Command
711 711 29. 6 29. 6
0
8.7
30. Z
5. 6. 4. 5 Terminal Descent (L + 61 Hours to L + 62 Hours)
Terminal operations were initiated at GMT 198:01:07 (L + 61 hours,
14 minutes) when transmitter filaments were turned on.
The pre-ignition maneuvers were uneventful. Vernier ignition
occurred at GMT 198:02:01:59 and retro ignition at GMT 198:02:02:00, as
programmed. Helium tank pressure at vernier ignition was 4728 psia. A
preterminal descent VPS data summary is shown in Table 5. 6-7. All signals
appeared normal during retro burn, with the exception of the leg 1 and leg g
thrust command., which indicated a ±3 pound oscillation. This modulation
was also noted on the corresponding strain gauge signals. Corrected thrust
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TABLE 5. 6-7.
Launch +
GMT
PRETERMINAL DESCENT PROPULSION DATA
59H58M 60HZ8M 61H10M 61H18M
23H52M 00HZZM 01H03M 01HllM
Mode 1
Bit Rate 550
Parameter
P1 helium, psia
P2 oxidizer, psia
P3 upper retro, °F
P4 leg 2 line, °F
P5 fuel tank 2, °F
P6 oxidizer tank 3, °F
P TCA l, °F7
P8 leg I line, °F
P9 leg 3 line, °F
P TCA 2, °F
i0
P TCA 3, ° F
ii
P lower retro, °F
12
P fuel tank I, °F
13
P fuel tank 3, °F
14
P oxidizer tank I, OF
15
P oxidizer tank 2, °F
16
P helium tank, °F
17
47 40
758
19.4
38. 4
20. 8
-62. 7
-43. 6
-39. 9
5 6
550 550
4826
772
19.4
42. 4
52.5
38. 4
19.9
82. 2
67.8
44. 7
56.1
51.1
42. 3
19.3
78:2
4826
772
51.6
82. Z
67. 0
Mode 4
78.2
-63. 1
-43. 8
-40. 1
P18 strain gage i, pounds
PI9 strain gage 2, pounds
P20 strain gage 3, pounds
2
ii00
4722
755
65. 8
32. 6
41.5
43. 8
18.4
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levels are shown in Table 5. 6-8. The computed total thrust of 197. 7 pounds
agrees well with the Z00-pound thrust desired.
TABLE 5. 6-8. TERMINAL THRUST LEVELS
Engine
Number
Z
3
Average Thrust
Command, pounds
67. 5
66. 8
67. 1
Thrust Command
Off-set Before
Terminal, pounds
+1.8
+1.3
+0. 6
Corrected Average
Thrust, pounds
65. 7
65. 5
66.5
Total 197. 7
Helium and oxidizer pressure histories up to the time of data loss are
shown in Figures 5. 6-4 and 5. 6-5.
All data were lost abruptly at GMT 0Z:0Z:41 (retro ignition plus 41
seconds), and not regained. With the exception noted above, all propulsion
signals appeared normal and offered no insight into the cause of data loss.
5. 6. 5 REFERENCES
I. R. Laird to Distribution, "AZI and AZIA/114 Vernier Propulsion Systems
Propellant Inventory," Hughes Aircraft Company, IDC 2227. i/iii0,
29 September 1966.
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Surveyor Vernier System," Hughes Aircraft Company, IDC 2227. 1/1331",
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5. 7 PROPULSION -- MAIN RETRO
5. 7. i INTRODUCTION
The main retro-rocket, which performs the major portion of space-
craft deceleration during terminal descent, is a spherical solid propellant
unit with a partially submerged nozzle.
The unit is attached at three points to the spacecraft near the landing
leg hinges, with explosive nut disconnects for postfiring,ejection. Friction
clips around the main retro-rocket engine nozzle flange provide attachment
points for the altitude marking radar. The igniter gas pressure ejects the
altitude marking radar when the retro firing sequence is initiated. The main
retro-rocket engine ignition squibs and retro release explosive nuts operate
from a pulsed, 19-ampere, constant-current source. Commands are
initiated by the flight control system.
The nozzle is partially submerged to minimize overall length. It has
a graphite throat insert backed up by laminates of carbon cloth phenolic with
a fiberglass exit cone lined with bulk carbon phenolic. The case is of high
strength steel and is insulated with asbestos and inorganic fiber filled buna-N
rubber to maintain the case at a low temperature level during burning.
The main retro-rocket engine with propellant weighs approximately
1445 pounds. The engine utilizes an aluminum, ammonium perchlorate,
polyhydrocarbon, case-bonded, composite-type propellant, and conventional
grain geometry. The engine thrust may vary between 8000 to i0, 000 pounds
over a temperature range of 50 ° to 70°F.
Two thermal sensors are installed on the main retro-rocket engine
case for telemetering engine temperature during transit. One thermal sensor
is installed for monitoring the nozzle temperature during transit.
The main retro-rocket engine employs a safe and arm device that has
dual firing and single bridgewire squibs for the engine igniter. In addition,
provisions for local and remote safe and actuation and remote indication of
inadvertent firing of the squibs are included. Both mechanical and electrical
isolation exists between squib initiator and pyrogen igniter in the safe
condition.
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Figure 5. 7-1. Retro Failure Tree
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5. 7. Z ANOMALIES
No anomalies were noted in the main retro subsystem up to the time
of data loss.
5.7. 3 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Immediately upon the failure of Surveyor IV a Propulsion Analysis
Group was formed and a detailed investigation was launched in the retro
engine area. All flight data were carefully screened, and the history of the
retro engine was reviewed. Table 5.7-i presents a summary of the pertinent
main retro performance parameters. The history included the development,
qualification, and flight program. The records associated with the
Surveyor IV retro engine, AZZ-9, and engines AZZ-8 (Surveyor III retro) and
AZZ-10 (lot acceptance test) were all reviewed since they were processed
during the same period of time. All Material Review Board reports, trouble
and failure reports, quality assurance records, and X-rays (see Table 5. 7-Z)
were re-examined. It should be noted that the X-ray technique located
separations prior to fabrication of AZZ-9 (Surveyor IV retro) and that the
retros made in the same period of time, AZZ-8 (Surveyor III retro) and
AZZ-10 (static test), performed satisfactorily after passing the X-ray
examination. A detailed failure analysis tree was generated for all possible
retro engine failure modes (Figure 5.7-i). This investigation concluded
that a very low probability existed that the retro engine failed.
The Propulsion Analysis Group recommended the following action be
taken to give greater confidence for future successful flights:
Conduct a test program to confirm the adequacy of current
techniques for reading X-rays of the retro engine. (This
effort has been conducted.)
Investigate alternate techniques for determining if the propellant/
liner/insulation/case bond is satisfactory. (This effort has been
conducted. )
3) Increase in-flight instrumentation
a) Add more thermocouples on retro engine with readout
during engine firing (under investigation).
b) Investigate use of subcarrier oscillator to give continuous
reading of spacecraft acceleration (under investigation).
c) Add a strain gauge to the retro engine case to measure
chamber pressure (under investigation).
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TABLE 5.7-Z. SUMMARY OF A-Z2 RETRO X-RAY RESULTS USING
IMPROVED TECHNIQUES
Retro Designation
A22 -5
AZ2 -6
AZZ -7
A22 -8
AZZ -9
A22 -i0
A2Z-II
A22-12
X-ray and Firing Results
Rejected because X-ray at AFETR showed a
headend separation between insulation and
case.
Passed Thiokol X-ray and static fired
successfully.
Rejected because visual examination at
Thiokol indicated poor bond between liner
and insulation. Mechanical inspection showed
that poor bonding existed throughout the motor.
Passed X-ray at AFETR and fired success-
fully on Surveyor III.
Passed X-ray at AFETR and fired on
Surveyor IV.
Passed X-ray at Allegheny Ballistics
Laboratory (same as AFETR equipment) and
successfully static fired at Thiokol.
Questionable (ABL) X-ray at Z0°F.
Questionable shadow at ambient temperature
in one view of AFETR X-ray.
5. 7.4. I Thrust Versus Time
The technique used in the reconstruction of the thrust versus time
trace from both accelerometer and doppler data is discussed in subsection
5. 15.6. Z of Reference i. This reconstructed trace varies from the pre-
dicted trace, as shown in Figure 5. 7-Z. The maximum difference is
4 percent, and it occurs 6 seconds after ignition. This agreement is very
comparable to Surveyors I and Ill.
5.7.4.2 Specific Impulse
The main retro-rocket engine specific impulse was obtained by
correcting the predicted nominal specific impulse used in the preflight
descent trajectory computer program by the change in velocity measured
during retro burning on Surveyor IV up to the time of data loss. The
difference between the actual and predicted change in velocities, 7705 and
7746, respectively, amounts to 0. 53 percent low versus the 1 percent
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ii TABLE 5. 7-3. MAJOR EVENT TIMES FORRETRO OPERATION, DAY 198
Event
Vernier ignition
Retro ignition
Time of data loss
Predicted 3500-
pound thrust
level
GMT,
hr:min:sec
01:58.810
01:59. 925
0Z:41. 018
02:4Z. 689
Maximum Error,
second
±0. 025
±0. 05
+0.05, -0.06
allowed. This approach is conservative from the retro-rocket engine point
of view since the velocity difference is actually due to a number of sources
in addition to the main retro-rocket engine. Some of these other sources
are as follows:
l) Uncertainty in vernier engine specific impulse
Z) Uncertainty in vernier engine thrust level
3) Uncertainty in vernier engine weight versus time
4) Uncertainty in retro-rocket engine specific impulse versus
time
5) Uncertainty in retro-rocket engine weight versus time
6) Uncertainty in doppler data
The average value of retro specific impulse obtained by this method was
288. 0 seconds, which compares within the allowable tolerance with the
predicted value of 289. 5 seconds.
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5. 8 ALTITUDE MARKING RADAR
5. 8. 1 INTRODUCTION
The Surveyor altitude marking radar {AMR) is a small, conventional,
puIsed, X-band, fixed dual-range gate, marking radar designed and supplied
by Hughes Division 27. The purpose of the AMR is to provide, with high
accuracy and reliability, a positive indication that slant range from the
Surveyor spacecraft to the lunar surface has decreased through a preset
value, norninally 60 statute miles for the A-21 series of engineering models.
This signal starts an on-board timer, whose run-out time is set by ground
command eariier in flight to initiate vernier and main retro engine ignition.
Since the AMR is installed in the exhaust cone of the main retro engine and
has served its purpose in providing ignition timing, it is forcibly jettisoned
from the spacecraft when that engine is ignited.
The AMR is a conventional noncoherent radar, employing a pulsed
magnetron, single antenna, duplexed mixer, crystal-controlled, solid-state
local oscillator, wideband IF amplifier, noncoherent detector, and video
processing circuitry. Dynamic range is extended by automatic gain control
(AGC) of the IF amplifier; AGC voltage is telemetered and provides an indica-
tion of received signal power. The video circuitry is of special design to mark
at a preset range with high accuracy and reliability. Two fixed, adjacent
range gates continuously examine the video signal. Their outputs are con-
tinuously summed and differenced.. When the sum exceeds a fixed threshold
and the difference simultaneously crosses zero with positive slope, the mark
signal is generated.. Sum threshold is set for an extremely low probability
of marking on noise (false mark) throughout the operating time, while video
integration plus a very substantial radar gain margin ensure a high probability
of marking successfully.
Two separate ground commands, whose timing is controlled., are
required to fully activate the AMK. The first signal, called simply AMR on,
commands on the primary power to the AMR, which includes all internal
power except high voltage to the transmitter. The video signal is inhibited
from reaching the marking circuits until the second command, thus eliminat-
ing any residual probability of false marking on noise during this warmup
interval. The second signal, called AMR enable, commands on the trans-
mitter high voltage and also removes the video inhibit. This enabling function
is timed not only for favorable thermal conditions at the expected marking
time but also to precIude premature marking on second-round echoes at
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much longer ranges. In a lunar mission, FPAC supplies a marking time
prediction based upon trajectory data. The prescribed times for SPAC trans-
mission of these two commands are "on" at 280 :_ i0 seconds, and "enable"
at 100 ± i0 seconds before predicted marks.
For proper analysis, complete trajectory information is required.
While either known or assumed for preflight predictions, it must be known or
derived for postflight evaluation. Spacecraft attitude and velocity data are
supplied by FPAC from tracking and trajectory computations. Residual
range uncertainty, however, exceeds that of the AMR itself, which is
assumed to have marked with mean value and dispersion predicted by radar
analysis prior to each mission. In conjunction with approach velocity and
attitude conditions from FPAC, the trajectory can then be extrapolated back-
ward with high accuracy by a special two-body program. This program
derives all the significant AMR parameters throughout the nominally 100-
second interval from enable to mark, and calculates correction factors to be
applied to observed telemetry data before comparison with predicted received
signal power.
AMR telemetry includes three digital and three analog signals, plus
analog temperature data. The digital signals confirm on-board discrete
events: prime power application (R-I, AMR on), high voltage and video
enabling (R-ll, AMR enable), and slant range trigger (FC-64, AMR mark).
It should be noted that FC-64 is telemetered only when the on-board mark
is generated, and not in response to the backup command from earth. The
three analog signals (besides temperature) are magnetron current (R-IZ),
AGC voltage level (R-14), and late gate detected video voltage level (R-Z9).
The AGC not only confirms receiver response to RF return, but is also useful
in evaluating terrain reflectivity. The magnetron current confirms pulsing
of the magnetron after enable, and is useful primarily as a transmitter
failure mode indication. The late gate signal, primarily a receiver failure
mode indication, normally confirms presence of gated video signal rising
quickly to a peak at the time of mark and decaying quickly thereafter. All
but a few of its values are normally at the quiescent noise level, and in no
way constitute repeated events.
5. 8. Z ANOMALIES
The only instance of unanticipated AMR behavior concerned the AMR
AGC quiescent level (before enable) which was somewhat higher than in pre-
flight testing. There was, however, no apparent correlation with events and
no apparent effect on the mission. It rose from the quiescent level before
the mark, and appeared about normal at mark (refer to TFR 29462).
5. 8. 3 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Surveyor IV AMR functioned normally. The AMR magnetron
current was properly off until enable, then jumped properly to on, but at a
slightly lower than test level. The true altitude mark was generated at the
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expected time and initiated the automatic terminal descent sequence as
planned. Routine emergency mark backup command transmission was
received after the on-board mark had been generated. AGC indicated signal
strength within g to 3 db of predicted value throughout the operating time
(Figure 5. 8-I); while a little weaker than expected, these values are within
normal tolerances and may actually indicate weaker than nominal terrain.
The late gate signal was normal, confirming the presence of RF return signal
and detected video within the gate at the proper time relative to the mark.
As described below, significant pulse-stretching of the return signal
occurs; it also varies widely during the AGC observation interval. Calibration
has shown the AGC to be only roughly proportional to pulse energy. While
wholly satisfactory for functional operation, the nonlinearity involved requires
separate treatment of peak power and of stretched pulse length for proper
AGC interpretation. For this reason, additional preflight calibration at
longer pulse lengths, predicted for Surveyor IV, has been recommended for
all remaining missions.
Continued use of the AMP, on future spacecraft is required for reliable
terminal descent initiation. The backup command may be retained for
residual reliability as long as its timing continues to be tightly controlled.
5. 8. 4 AMR SUBSYSTEM PEI_FORMANCE ANALYSIS
5. 8. 4. 1 Event Timing
From Table 5.9-1, Surveyor IV radar event times, the following can
be determined: The warmup time (on to enable) was 180. 0 • i. Z seconds, well
within the nominal 180 • i0 seconds. The enabled time was 99. 1 • 0. 60
seconds, also within the nominal i00 • i0 seconds.
The AMR mark was received on day 198 at 2 hours l minute 56. 080•
0.005 seconds. The mark was determined from telemetry and magnitude
register extrapolation. Table 5. 8-I demonstrates that the backup command
arrived after the AMR mark had been produced, although it was uncomfortably
close (0. g7-second difference). The time from FC-64 to FC-Z8 (vernier
ignition) was the commanded and stored g. 7 seconds, also indicating that the
onboard clock (magnitude register) was started by the true mark, not by the
backup command.
5. 8. 4. 2 Late Gate Signal
Concerning the trajectory reconstruction for AGC evaluation, the
total stretched pulse length as received was about 20. 8 microseconds and
the effective closing rate was 8597 fps, both at the time of mark. The cor-
responding video pulse closing rate was therefore about 17. 5 microseconds
per second. The nominal video late gate is gO microseconds (20 • l, required).
It should therefore have produced output within 3 db of peak for (20. 8 + gO. 0)/
17. 5 = 2. 33 seconds, ensuring that one of the samples at i. g-second (mode 6)
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Figure 5. 8- i. Surveyor IV AMI_ AGC
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TABLE 5. 8-i. VERIFICATION OF AMR MARK, DELAY, AND
VERNIER IGNITION FROM TELEMETRY
All times given are in seconds after 198:02:01
AMR Mark
Mark time (from DSIF-14 telemetry)
Magnitude register = 37
Extrapolate register back to initial
setting {55)
Most probable AMR mark time
{intersection of above events)
AMR Backup Command
Command sent, DSIF-14
Command at spacecraft
Effect of command received by DSIF-14
{comparable with above mark time)
Message enable from command
{telemetry)
Margin, time from actual mark to
command
Predicted mark time at DSIF-14
Margin if prediction was correct
Vernier Ignition
FC-28 (from DSIF- 14 telemetry)
Magnitude register = 13
Extrapolate to 0
Most probable vernier ignition time
Ignition Delay
Actual delay
Intended delay
56. 075 to 56. 175
56. 985
56. 035 to 56. 085
56. 080 ± 0. 005
53. 91
55. 13
56. 35
56.59 ± 0.60
0.27 ± 0.02
55. 21
1.14
58. 775 to 58. 875
58. 185
58. 785 to 58. 835
58. 810 ± 0. 025
2.73 ± 0.03
2. 725 ± 0. 025
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Figure 5. 8-2.. Surveyor IIIAMR Late Gate R-2.9
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intervals of telemetry channel R-29 should be close to peak amplitude. In
Surveyor IV, this sample occurred on day 198 at Z hours 1 minute 55. 835
seconds or within 0. 25 second of the mark, with one partial amplitude sample
on each side, as is proper. This confirms presence of proper radar return
at the mark. Figure 5. 8-2 shows this channel for Surveyor IV. (AIIAMR
channels go full scale at engine ignition. )
5. 8.4. 3 AMR AGC Evaluation
Because of the significant distance traveled during the nominal I00
seconds from enable to mark, the AMR slant range (Figure 5. 8-3), the pulse
length of the received signal (Figure 5. 8-4), and the calibration for pulse
length (Figure 5. 8-5) all vary significantly. The received pulse stretching
effect varies as a function of slant range. The incidence angle is remarkably
constant. References 1 and Z outline techniques used to evaluate accurately
the parameters presented in Figures 5. 8-3 and 5. 8-4.
5. 8. 4. 4 Evidence Showing Failure Was Not Due to Lunar Impact
i) Orbit Determination
Predicted AMR mark time agreed with actual AMR mark time within
0. 87 second. Uncertainty in OD timing is 0. 8 second (i or). OD timing would
have had to be 6, 6 seconds (8 cr) off to result in premature impact at the time
of the data loss.
Z) AMR Performance
AMR late gate confirmed presence of the signal at the time of the mark
and appeared normal in its behavior. AMR mark did occur, as confirmed by
telemetry signal FC-64, which is generated only by the true mark (not by the
backup). The mark was caused by a signal in the gate. The AMR is a fixed
gate system. The delay from the main bang to the gate would have had to
shift over 100 microseconds to cause the mark to be generated late.
3) RADVS Received Signal Strength
Received signal strength in all three beams that locked was within
3 to 4 db of the expected strength for the nominal altitude (and was weaker
than nominal, not stronger). Had the altitude been lower, such that impact
occurred at the time of data loss, the signal strengths on the beams should
have been 60 db higher than indicated.
4) Altimeter Lockon
The altimeter beam did not lock on,
as the return frequency was still too high.
altimeter beam would have acquired.
and it should not have locked on
Had the altitude been lower, the
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Surveyor IV Computed Slant Range
Figure 5. 8-4.
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5) Conclusion
Lunar impact was not the cause of spacecraft signal loss. Independent
items that would have had to be simultaneously wrong in order for premature
impact to have occurred are as follows:
a) OD timing 6. 6 seconds off (over 8 o error).
b) AMP. failed to mark at proper range (<10 -4 probability).
c) AMR incorrect mark at a time correlated with the incorrect OD
time (< i0-6 probability).
d) Failure of altimeter beam to acquire (despite its normal sweep
pattern and operable receiver).
e) Lunar reflectivity weaker than expected by a varying amount
increasing up to 60 db at time of impact and varying in a very
special way so as to match the predicted slope (amplitude versus
time).
5. 8 4. 5 DB Budget
Recalling that the peak instantaneous received power is (Reference g):
PtkZGZLF
Pr (max) = o(@)Ap
(4TT)3 R 4
But
A m = (PIR)(!2!cot @)
and
PAV
Pt =--
_f
r
so that
Pr (max) 1 PA V G Z LF 1 cot _)o (p) (i)
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where
c = fk
Pt = transmitted power peak
PAV = average transmitted power
X = wavelength
f = frequency
G = peak gain (one-way)
R = slant range along beam axis
L F = loss factor (drifts)
@ = incidence angle
c_(@)= effective radar cross section per unit projected area
f = repetition rater
l - equivalent beamwidth
The Surveyor IV AMK db budget at a slant range of 59. 96 miles and
an incidence angle of 31. 8 degrees is given in Table 5. 8-Z.
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TABLE 5. 8-2. DB BUDGET AT 59. 96 MILES
Pt (average)
G Z
61
nK 1
R-3
f-Z
f-I
r
cotan (31. 8 degrees)
F (31. 8 degrees)
P dbm
r
P (10 microseconds)
mln
1_ (10 microseconds)
mln
1° (30 microseconds)
mln
P (30 microseconds)
mln
P (20.8 microseconds)
mln
P (20. 8 microseconds)
mm
DB margin
+ 33. 4Z dbm
+ 69. 0 db
- 13. 57 db
- 1, 17 db
- 53. 33 db
-199. 37 db
- 25. 52 db
+122. 12 db
2. 08 db
10. 92 db
+226. 62
-303. 88
77. 26 dbm
- 97 2 dbm (worst case)
- I03. 7 dbm (measured.)
-I01 5 dbm (worst case)
-105 7 dbm (measured.)
-100 6dbm (worst case)
-104. 8 dbm (predicted)
+ 27. 5 db
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5.9 RADVS PERFORMANCE
5. 9. I INTRODUCTION
The radar altimeter and doppler velocity sensor (RADVS) is a coherent
CW microwave radar designed and supplied by Ryan Electronics, San Diego.
Its primary function is to measure velocity and slant range relative to the
lunar surface during the terminal descent of the Surveyor spacecraft. These
quantities are measured directly in spacecraft coordinates, allowing direct
utilization by the spacecraft flight control system for both attitude steering
and deceleration thrust control.
The doppler velocity sensor (DVS) portion of the system is essentially
a three-beam coherent CW autodyne doppler radar. A single klystron (two-
cavity type) provides undeviated output at a nominal frequency of 13,300 MHz.
Its output is divided equally among the transmitting horns for beams i, 2, and
3. Each beam has a separate receiving horn, with adequate RF isolation
against direct leakage, and a separate and independent receiver utilizing a
small sample of the transmitted signal as a local oscillator (bias). Associated
with each receiver is a separate and independent frequency tracker capable
of acquiring and tracking the doppler signal corresponding to that component
of velocity associated with the spacecraft orientation of that particular beam.
The spacecraft beam orientations are such that the nominal velocity com-
ponents Vi (i = l, Z, 3) along the axes of these three beams are determined by
the spacecraft coordinate components of velocity according to the matrix
multiplication:
vll
+A +A +B V x
• -A +A +B Vy
-A-A +B V z
where
A = sin 45 degrees sin 25 degrees = 0. 29884
B = cos 25 degrees = 0. 90631
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and the spacecraft coordinates are a Cartesian right-handed triad with +z
along the roll axis in the normally descending direction.
The frequency outputs of these three frequency trackers are properly
scaled and summed in three converters whose outputs are analog voltages
representing the spacecraft velocity components:
V 1 - V 2 V 2 - V 3 V 1 + V
V = • V = • V -
x 2A ' y ZA ' z ZB
The radar altimeter(RA) portion of the system is basically a single-beam
coherent FM-CW microwave radar aitimeter. Beam 4, fixed along the spacecraft
+Zaxis, also contains separate transmit and receive horns, a fourth receiver,
and a fourth frequency tracker. The same kind of transmitter-derived local
oscillator (bias) signalconfiguration is used, but the RAuses a reflex klystron
whose frequency is sawtooth deviatedin standard FM-altimeter fashion. The
operating portion of the sawtooth has negative slope (with time)to avoid any
range-velocity ambiguities. The beam 4 receiver and frequency tracker there-
fore operate at a frequency whichis the sum of scaled slant range and scaled
doppler veIocity inevitabiy appearing along that beam. The RAconverter cor-
rects the frequency output of the beam 4 tracker by a properly scaled term (V z
compensation), obtained from the DVS V z converter, to provide an analog out-
put voltage proportional to Rz, the slant range along the spacecraft + Z axis.
(The nominalRA operating frequency is 12,900MHz. Deviation is nominally 40
MHz at 800 MI-tz/sec below 1000 feet, and 4 MHz at 800 MI-tz/sec above 1000 feet.)
Each receiver is actually two parallel receiving channels, each with
separate microwave mixers and audio preamplifiers. Microwave mixer sig-
nal and bias inputs are phased so that the parallel audio channels are essen-
tially in phase quadrature, and with equal amplitudes, for all normal doppler
s_gnals. Each frequency tracker uses these quadrature audio signals to
single-sideband modulate an internal reference signal held at 600 kHz, thus
reproducing doppler frequencies unambiguously. In Surveyor, this serves
primarily to reject negative velocity at tracker IF, thereby preserving the
sense of the velocities. (In a more general application, this would permit
measuring negative and positive beam velocities including the unwanted radar
return from the main retro engine after separation from the spacecraft.)
Each frequency tracking loop is closed by a voltage controlled oscillator
whose frequency is controlled by a discriminator-integrator combination,
whose output is a direct measure of the frequency being tracked.
To preserve the high degree of both amplitude and phase balance between
the parallel quadrature channels of each receiver over the full dynamic range
of signals and over the region of operating temperatures, the preamplifier
gains are switched in discrete steps by wideband (at audio) gain-switching
threshold circuits. Automatic gain control is hOOt used. A set of discrete
outputs is provided and telemetered to indicate the gain state of each receiver,
as follows:
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Gain Switch Gain Switch
1 Z
High gain Off Off
(DVS, 90 db; RA, 80 db)
Mid gain Off On
(DVS, 65 db; RA, 60 db)
Low gain On On
(DVS and RA, 40 db)
Other discrete outputs are also provided and telemetered. One is a
confirmation of application of prime power. This initiates a warmup interval
ended by an internal timer which applies high voltage to both klystrons. A set
of tracker-lock signals indicates the search or track status of each of the
four frequency trackers. A reliable operate doppler velocity sensor (RODVS)
discrete indicates, both prior to 3. 5 g + 3. 7 seconds and subsequent to the
1000-foot mark, that all three DVS beams are locked; between these two
times (in Surveyor IV and subsequent spacecraft), it indicates that any one
or more of the DVS beams is locked. RODVS causes the flight control to
switch attitude steering inputs from gyros to lateral velocities. A RORA
(reliable operate radar altimeter) discrete is on when and only when beams i,
3, and 4 are locked, thus providing reliable V z and R z for the flight control
acceleration control loop. From the analog range output, the RADVS itself
derives and supplies two discrete range mark signals, one at I000 feet (used
to change flight control loop parameters), and the other at IZ feet (used to
cut off vernier engines).
The latter is termed the 14-foot mark for RADVS purposes, since it
is measured from the RADVS antenna boresight reference, which is Z4 inches
above the legs-extended position of the landing pads on the spacecraft structure
(whose position at vernier engine cut off, in turn, has been used in landing
stability analyse s ).
The RADVS hardware is packaged in five units, each of which is a
control item in Hughes Spacecraft Configuration Control. Since temperature
is measured separately for most of these units, their basic composition is
indicated below:
A/VS antenna
--beams 1 and 4 antenna, mixer, and pre-
amplifier components
DVS antenna
-beams Z and 3 antenna, mixer, and pre-
amplifier components
Klystron power supply
modulator (KPSM)
-includes all components for both DVS
and RA
Signal data converter -all frequency trackers and data converters
Waveguide assembly
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5. 9. Z ANOMALIES
During the Surveyor IV mission, all radar events occurred essen-
tially at their predicted times up to loss of data. All analog channels were
close to nominal up to loss of data with two exceptions as follows:
i) RADVS reflectivity signals, while DVS beams were reported
locked, followed their predicted relative values and time
dependencies, but were 3 to 4 db lower than nominal. This is
attributed to terrain reflectivity uncertainty and possibly to
minor calibration errors.
z) RADVS lateral velocities were well within accuracy and noise
requirements, but suggest a possible spacecraft attitude
oscillation up to perhaps ±0. 1 degree, which was not noted in
lateral velocities in previous missions.
5. 9. 3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The most notable conclusion is that the data indicate, in several
independent ways, that the Surveyor IV terminal descent trajectory was
close to nominal up to loss of data. All these indications would have to be
simultaneously in exorbitant error, far outside design capabilities in fact,
to satisfy a hypothesis that lunar impact occurred at loss of data. The
probability of this hypothesis being valid is therefore immeasurably small.
The only other significant conclusion from radar data is possible
confirmation of a small attitude oscillation of the spacecraft in the few
seconds after the RODVS signal.
The following summarizes the most important items of RADVS per-
formance which could be determined from the data up to the time of signal
loss:
1 ) All digital events occurred at times which were normal up to
data loss.
z) RADVS power on and high-voltage time-in occurred at times
which are normal relative to ignition.
3) RA sweep was normal during KPSM time-in, depressed sharply
as is normal with Iockup to large Vz, and began rising again
as is also normal with continuously decreasing true V z.
4) All three DVS beams acquired lunar signals within less than 1
second of their predicted times. These were based upon the
six degree-of-freedom predicted trajectory and RADVS values.
This confirms the retro velocity decrement to that point in
time, since tracker acquisition was constrained by the upper
sweep limit in frequency, related to velocity, not by signal
strength. RODVS appeared properly.
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5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
i0)
ii)
iz)
DVS beam signal strengths between RODVS and loss of data were
actually 3 to 4 db below predicted nominal. (Acquisition margins
were still close to 30 db.) If Surveyor IV had impacted the moon
at the time of data loss, all three DVS signal strengths should
have been about 60 db above their indicated levels.
RA acquisition did not occur and RORA did not appear up to loss
of data; both were normal. Predicted RA acquisition was not
until separation, i4 seconds after data loss, when RA frequency
should have decreased to its upper sweep limit of about 90 kHz.
RA frequency predicted at time of data loss was over iZl kHz,
well above that. RORA requires lock of beams i, 3, and 4, and
beam 4 (RA) did not have a chance to lock before data loss.
Predicted slant range of 57, 000 feet at time of data loss cor-
responds to 6. 64 seconds of flight time at 8600 fps prior to
ignition. This would have been over 8c of O.D. error, or i16 _s
of AMR gate setting error (measured to 0. i _s accuracy (preflight)
to have caused lunar impact at data loss). RADVS data confirms
that these exorbitant errors did not exist.
While range cannot be accurately assessed without altimeter
readings, all radar data indicate a normal descent trajectory up
to loss of data. Predicted conditions at that time were Vz= i000
fps and R z = 57,000 feet.
Telemetry V z saturated at RODVS and remained saturated at data
loss. This was normal for predicted conditions. Doppler fre-
quencies within the velocity converters are correct for all values
tracked. True V z decreased as indicated by the rising RA sweep
pattern. The predicted ii00 fps at time of data loss was still
above the 800 fps (minus FC-77) telemetry saturation level.
Telemetry V x and Vy indicated about the right spacecraft orien-
tation, with perhaps 0. Z-degree pointing error, well within
tolerances. Relative strengths of the DVS beams confirmed a
correct spacecraft geometry (to the degree their accuracy
permits).
Telemetry V x suggests a small yaw oscillation after RODVS,
and did not develop quite the expected time slope.
Telemetry Vy appears erratic after RODVS, a situation not seen
in Surveyors I or III. This suggests unusual pitch motion.
Amplitude is about ±5 fps; at 3000 fps, this would be equivalent
to about ±0. i degree. While well within RADVS accuracy and
noise requirements, hence inconclusive, thisdoes suggest
unusual lateral motion.
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13)
of data.
Fluctuation in DVS signal strengths was perfectly normal, and is
related only to terrain variation, not to any lateral rates that
may have existed. (Even at maximum steering rate, beam
rotation contributes only infinitesimally to normal Rayleigh
scintillation. )
There are no radar recommendations related to the Surveyor IV loss
5. 9. 4 RADVS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
5. 9.4. 1 RADVS Turnon
RADVS turnon occurred properly at retro ignition as indicated by
altimeter search sweep on the range signal telemetry output. Subsequent
time-in of the high voltage occurred approximately 19 seconds after turnon,
as indicated by the change in current on the radar squib current telemetry
channel, EP-17.
5. 9. 4. 2 Telemetered Event Times
Table 5. 9-i shows discrete events associated with Surveyor IV radar
operation. Times are derived from postmission processing of DSIF-14
magnetic tapes, accounting for individual word and bit locations within the
commutation frame. In certain cases, it has been possible to refine these
times beyond the telemetry values by considering independent sources of
timing information (magnitude register counting).
5.9.4. 3 Predicted Trajectory and Geometry
One of the large scale Surveyor simulation programs is a six degree-
of-freedom terminal descent flight program. It includes all significant
propulsion, vehicle, flight control, and radar parameters. It is used both
for postmission reconstruction by iteration against all pertinent telemetry
data, and for preflight prediction of nominal performance.
Such a prediction was performed before the Surveyor IV terminal
descent. It produced a complete printout at l-second (maximum) intervals
and a complete set of plots of pertinent information.
Table 5.9-Z is a summary of such predictions for Surveyor IV.
Figure 5.9-i is an artificial-scale representation of the Rz, Vz trajectory
in time. Figure 5.9-Z represents the RADVS beam geometry of Surveyor IV
as predicted at the time of data loss.
5. 9. 4.4 RADVS Beam Frequencies
Figure 5. 9-3 shows the predicted values versus time (in the region of
interest) of the signal frequencies on all four RADVS beams.
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Figure 5. 9-3. Preflight RADVS Predictions (Six Degree-of-Freedom Program)
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TABLE 5.9-i. RADAR EVENT TIMES
GMT,
Signal Nomenclature hr :rain : sec
R-I AMR on 01:57:16. 996 + 0.6
R-II
FC -64
FC -Z8
FC -29
EP-33
R -28
FC -63
R -17
FC -34
FC -36
R -15
R -24
R -16
Data los s
V-4
R-18
AMR enable
AMR mark
Vernier ignition
Retro ignition (also FC-64 off)
03:00:16. 992 ± 0.6
01:56. 080 ± 0. 005
01:58. 810 + 0. 025
01:59.9Z5 ± 0. 05
RADVS pyro on
RADVS on
Inertia switch off
D 3 lock
_ODVS
10 fps off
D 1 lock
D3 gain state Z
DZ lock
02:00. 585 ± 0.6
0Z:00. 785 ± 0. 6
0Z:0Z. 685 ± 0.6
0Z:31. 384 + 0.6
0Z:31,484 ± 0.6
0Z:31. 5Z4 ± 0. 05
0Z:31.684 ± 0.6
02:31. 684 ± 0. 6
02:31. 684 ± 0.6
02:41.018
Retro not ejected remained on
R lock remained off
No other gain state changes occurred
Momentary RADVS locks and analog glitches
are normal at power on.
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TABLE 5.9-Z. SURVEYOR IV SIX DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM PROGRAM
PREFLIGHT PREDICTIONS
iAngle from
Time,
seconds
0.0
1.0
33.0
56.0
57.9
65.0
89.0
114.0
141. 0
168. 24
176. 0
186. 24
192. O9
193. 57
Total
Velocity,
fps
8606
3414
514
503
503
Altitude,
feet
Z48. 5K
66. 4K
40.5K
39. 5K
36. OK
Slant
Range,
feet
Z88.7K
78.0K
47.6K
46.5K
37.0K
510 Z4.
392.8 13,
203. 1 5,
104. 8
61.6
8. 54 44.
5. 18 13.
12.62 0
IK Z4.5K
015 13,122
016 5,031
998 998
355 355
9 44.9
4 13.4
0
Z -Axis to
Vertical,
degrees
30.64
31.65
31. 78
31.79
IZ. 83
9.83
7.33
4. 49
i. 54
0.52
0.03
0.03
Comments
Vernier ignition
Retro ignition
DVS:8Z.6 - 84. 37 kHz
predicted lock
RA:90. 36 kHz
predicted lock
Start RADVS-
controlled descent:
: 151 4 fpsV x
Vy
V
Z
V x
V
Y
V
Z
Segment acquisition
First segment corner
= - 36. 3 fps
= + 478. Z fps
= - 3. 37 fps
= - 0. 70 fps
= + 503 fps
1000-foot mark
10-fps mark
14-foot mark
Touchdown
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Every DVS beam acquired its lunar signal, and RODVS appeared
within a second of the predicted time. Since signal power margin was con-
firmed as close to the nearly 30-db acquisition margin, the acquisition con-
straint is the upper sweep limit of each frequency tracker. This has
consistently been true of every beam in each mission to date. This not only
confirms proper DVS operation, but also indicates strongly an essentially
nominal velocity decrement during retro engine burning to that point in time.
The RA sweep pattern also confirms a continually decreasing velocity there-
after to loss of data, as described in the conclusions, subsection 5. 9. 3.
Altimeter lockup did not occur because its frequency was still too high
(see subsection 5.9. 3). RA acquisition has been predicted to occur some
14 seconds after time of data loss, essentially at separation.
5. 9. 4. 5 RADVS Lateral Velocities
Figure 5.9-4 shows both predicted and telemetered values of V x and
Vy, respectively, from RODVS to loss of data.
Spacecraft orientation and velocity vector magnitude and direction
were essentially confirmed to within perhaps 0. Z degree pointing error after
the roll-yaw-roll preretro maneuvers.
Surveyor IV lateral velocities were not quite typical, however, com-
pared with Surveyor I and III data. Noted elsewhere herein are the possible
oscillation of Vx and the unusual variation of Vy. While well within radar
accuracy and noise requirements, they suggest a possible spacecraft attitude
variation of up to about ±0. 1 degree.
5. 9. 4. 6 RADVS Reflectivity Signals
Table 5. 9-3 shows hand-calculated individual db budgets for each of
the four RADVS beams prior to the computer predictions. The angles in this
table were earlier predictions refined in the computer simulation. RADVS
test values were common to both.
Figures 5.9-5a, b, and c apply to DVS beams I, Z, and 3, respec-
tively, Each shows both computer predicted and Surveyor IV telemetry
values, bias-corrected and hand-converted to dbm, for the signal strength
indication of each velocity tracker. Each is also associated with pertinent
event times. It is noted that relative amplitudes of the three beams and the
time variation of each were essentially as predicted. Absolute levels were
3 to 4 db lower than nominal in all cases, however. This is attributable to
uncertainties in lunar reflectivity and perhaps to minor calibration errors.
Such variation is still well within design performance margin requirements.
Beam 4 reflectivity data are meaningless because its tracker had not yet
acquired its lunar signal.
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5. 9-5. RADVS Reflectivity
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c) Beam 3
Figure 5. 9-5 (continued). RADVS Reflectivity
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TABLE 5.9-3. RADVS INDIVIDUAL BEAM DB BUDGETS
BEFORE STEERING
Using measured Pt and G values and nominal
reflectivity model
For %0= 31. Z degrees, p = +346; Rz = 30 kilofeet
Values Beam 1 Beam Z
Pt, dbm
G, db
(i12), db
kZ db
(4_) -2, db
(Z5.6 kilofeet) -2, db
cos 2 @i, db
F(@i), db
_](K /(13), db
Sum of + values
Sum of - values
Pr' dbm
@i, degrees
o(@), db
R, kilofeet
34. 65
30.0
3.01
22.64
Zl. 98
88. 18
4.6O
12. 74
1.72
+ 64.65
-154.87
- 90.22
54. 0
- 14. 46
43.6
+ 32.93
+ 28.45
- 3.01
- 22.64
- 21.98
- 88.18
- I. 04
- 9.46
- 1.72
+ 61.38
-147.03
- 85.65
27.4
- ii. 18
28.9
Beam 3
+ 34. 43
+ 28. 2
- 3. 01
- 22.64
- 21.98
- 88.18
- 0.32
- 7.13
- 1.72
+ 62.63
-144. 98
- 82.35
15.7
8.85
26.6
Beam 4
+ 25.38
+ 30.1
- 3. 01
- ZZ. 36
- ZI.98
- 88. 18
- i. 36
- i0. 17
- 1.72
+ 55.48
-148. 78
93.30
31.2
- 11.89
30.0
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APPENDIX A
TO SECTION 5. 9
SURVEYOR Ill BEAM 4 STUDY
As reported after the Surveyor III mission and as duscussed in the
final postmission report (Reference A-I), there were two dropouts of the
radar altimeter (beam 4) in the region of retro separation. Each was
occasioned by a gain switch (GS) from GS 3 (80-db gain state) to GS 2
(60-db gain state). The lunar signal was above threshold in GS 3, but was
below threshold in GS 2, so that dropout was normal given the gain switch.
The second occurrence was just after retro separation, and is attributed
to the retro case itself as a radar target. The first occurrence, about 6
seconds after 3.5 g, exhibited similar radar characteristics. It was
desirable that the parameters necessary to this behavior be examined.
(It is emphasized that no false lock occurred. )
The events of present interest and the GMT (minutes and seconds
oniy) of their receipt at DSIF-11 were as follows:
Min:sec
FC-63 inertia switch
FC-30 retro burnout
Beam 4 GS 3
R-18 beam 4 unlock
Beam 4 GS 2
Beam 4 GS 3
R-18 beam 4 lock
FC-31 retro eject
Beam 4 GS 3
V-4 retro ejected
R-18 beam 4 unlock
Beam 4 GS 2
FC-42 start RADVS descent
02:00.
00.
05.
06.
06.
08.
08.
12.
IZ.
13.
13.
14.
14.
183
523
782
O83
982
18Z
483
523
98Z
Z8Z
283
182
624
±0.6
±0.05
+0.6
±0.6
±0.05
±0.6
±0.6
±0.05
A-l
100
I0
1.0
0.1
0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70
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Figure A-l. A-21 RADVS Radar Altimeter (Beam 4) Nominal Roll-Off
A-2
Min:Sec
Beam 4 GS 3
R-18 beam 4 lock
02:15. 382
15.683 ± 0.6
(Note: GS are shown at times of sampling. Events are
interpolated between on-off or off-on samples. )
Lock and GS digital signals are sampled once per frame in telemetry
mode 6, or at 1. 2-second intervals at ii00 bits/sec. It is noted that exactly
one GS Z sample was associated with each dropout. Each GS Z interval was
therefore of indeterminate length less than 2. 4 seconds and greater than
zero (gain-switching can occur in less than 0. 1 second). Each dropout was
marked by two successive off samples; since the sampling interval is less
than the RA tracker sweep and relock time of about i. 75 seconds, either
one or two off samples could occur during one sweep; it is also possible, but
less likely, that two sweeps may have occurred (Z × 1.65 + 0. 1 = 3.4 is
less than 3 × 1.2 = 3.6).
Considerable care was taken in the material prepared for the final
postmission report to point out the analog reflectivity signal voltages are not
always capable of proper dbm interpretation, particularly near gain-
switching. This is also decidedly the case during intervals of tracker
underlock, especially in wideband mode (above i000 feet for beam 4). For
this reason, dbm values have been omitted where the sweeping tracker saw
only noise.
Several aspects of RADVS design are significant to the observed data.
First, gain-switching is done in the preamplifiers; these are essentially flat
to I00 kHz but have pronounced roll-off added for mixer noise and retro case
Suppression. This roll-off is graphed in Figure A-l; it always includes both
a 30-kHz corner and a 5-kHz corner as seen by the gain-switching circuits;
there is no band-limiting as such. Second, the two quadrature preamplifier
channels have similar main signal paths to a high order of gain and phase
balance, but each responds equally well to either positive or negative
"doppler" frequencies; single sideband discrimination does not occur until
these signals are combined in the tracker. Third, negative doppler fre-
quencies can cause gain-switching without actually being acquired by the
single sideband tracker. Whether the nominal 25-db unwanted sideband
suppression was indeed adequate in these cases cannot be positively deter-
mined because of uncertainty about the actual peak amplitude of extraneous
signal, its frequency, and its duration relative to the sweep cycle. (By Ryan
design, retro case acquisition is precluded for a relative acceleration of
1 fps2. ) Fourth, the range and velocity scale factors for beam 4 frequency
are such as to ensure a negative doppler frequency for any high-speed
particles in the retro plume, according to the equation:
F R (kHz) = 0. 001626 R (feet) - 0. 026Z V (fps)
A-3
given that V is an opening rate and that the RA is in wideband (as it is until
the 1000-foot mark). It is seen that FR is negative for all:
R (feet) < 16. 1 V (fps)
and the FR equation above, with its assumptions, has been used throughout
in the following analysis.
The major approximation used is an abrupt transition from far-field
asymptotic signal power equations to near-field asymptotes based upon an
assumed cylindrical region of uniform power density. The results are
equivalent to uniform power density in any plane normal to the beam axis,
bounded by and vanishing outside a region formed by a combined cylindrical
near-field and conical far-field.
The two-way gain of Surveyor III's beam 4 was +59. Z5 db in flight
acceptance test. The equivalent one-way gain of +Z9. iZ db corresponds with
an effective aperture of 0. 378 ft 2 at 12. 9 GHz, or at 60 percent aperture
efficiency (typical) to a physical aperture of 0.63 ft 2. If this were perfectly
circular, the diameter would be 0.896 foot. Projecting this outward along
the beam axis, at 8.5 feet it intersects a cone of 6. 09 degrees total angle, the
one-way far-field equivalent to the flight acceptance test two-way total beam-
width at -3 db of 4.30 degrees. This cone has a cross section of 1 square foot
10. 6 feet from the aperture, and l0 square feet at 33. 6 feet from the aperture.
The beamwidth-limited range equation consistently used with RADVS
has been well documented as
Pr Pt(G/Z) k 2
= (Refl)
(4_R)2
where (Refl) is a lunar surface cross section model relative to a lossless
isotropic surface. For an effective radar cross section large enough to fill
the far-field beamwidth, this factor goes to unity.
For an effective radar cross section u not large enough to fill the
far-field beamwidth, the classical radar equation is
PF =
Pt G 2 k 2
(4_) 3 R 4
Equating the results for the case where (3 just fills the far-field
beamwidth produces
2r_ R 2
(3 ---- -
G
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For @= i0 ft 2, R = 36. 0 feet (versus 33.6 feet in the geometric model); for
= 1 ft Z, R = ii.4 feet (versus i0.6 feet in the geometric model). The cor-
relation is rather good, and the models were not refined further, consider-
ing the approximations used and the wide ranges of variables considered.
The db budget for Surveyor III beam 4 using the R-4 equation is
I
J
J
J
r
j
J
Pt +24. 90 dbm
G 2 +58. 25 db
>2 -2Z. 36 db
-3
(4_) -32.97 db
+27. 82 dbm
which is 109. 7 db above the measured GS 3/2 switch level of -81.9 dbm.
Therefore
--+ roll-off = -109. 7 db
R 4
relates c_, R, and V in the far-field when not beamwidth limited. Figure A-Z
shows solutions in this region for five values of @ in decade intervals from
I0 +I to 10 -3 ft2.
It is emphasized that _ is an effective radar cross section, lossless
and isotropic. A thin splinter of still burning solid fuel could conceivably
have an effective area much larger than that of the splinter itself. Along the
beamwidth limited boundary, the sharpness of the model used says that a
still larger _ would return no more power. This is not as gross as it may
appear, since the geometric envelope model has been matched to the R -Z
equation, which is valid for the entire lunar surface. For the R < 8. 5 feet,
return power is assumed constant in the cylindrical near-field model, which
is asymptotically correct within 3 db as the isotropic _ approaches the
aperture.
The true return power variation is a smoother curve to the right of
the sharp corners shown at 8. 5 feet, fairing into both asymptotes. Precise
evaluation in the transition region involves complicated integrals at each
distance, and was not deemed worth the effort.
The above db budget represents just enough signal to gain-switch,
whereas it cannot be determined how much more may have existed. The
contours therefore represent maximum ranges and minimum velocities for
which the indicated _ is just enough to have gain-switched beam 4 of
Surveyor Ill.
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5.10 MECHANISMS SUBSYSTEM
5. i0. i INTRODUCTION
This section deals with the mechanical performance of the spacecraft
landing legs, omnidirectional antennas, and antenna/solar panel positioner
(A/SPP). For purposes of this report, these mechanisms are collectively
defined as the mechanisms subsystem.
I) Landing gear deployment--When each landing gear is fully
deployed, it opens an electrical switch on the telescoping strut.
The actuation of these switches indicates that the landing gear
is deployed, and is required for initiation of automatic sun
acquisition at separation from Centaur. The telemetry desig-
nations for these functions are V-l, V-Z, and V-3 for each
landing leg, respectively.
z) Omnidirectional antenna deployment - When each omnidirectional
antenna is fully deployed, it opens an electrical switch to produce
a change of state for telemetry purposes only. The telemetry
designation for omnidirectional antenna A is M-l, for omni-
directional antenna B, M-Z.
3) A/SPP automatic solar panel deployment --The A/SPP function
after separation is to deploy the solar panel surface perpendicu-
lar to the roll axis to achieve maximum receipt of solar energy
during transit.
The A/SPP has four rotation axes which are moved in steps upon
command from earth. The axes are polar, solar, elevation, and roll. The
polar axis rotates 1/16 degree per command; the other axes rotate i/8
degree per command. Figure 5. I0-I illustrates the A/SPP with the polarity
of rotation for each axis. The telemetry designation for the A/SPP axis
positions are as follows:
Solar panel M-3
Polar axis M-4
Elevation axis M-6
Roll Axis M-7
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Figure 5. i0-i. Antenna and Solar Panel Positioner
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5. i0. Z ANOMALY DESCRIPTION
No anomalies were detected in the mechanisms subsections during
separation. Telemetry data during transit indicated no anomalous
conditions.
5.10.3
times.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
All mechanism functions performed properly and at the correct
5. i0.4 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Table 5. 10-1 shows the occurrence of major events for the mecha-
nisms subsystem. Table 5. 10-Z presents a summary of the subsystem
parameters reduced from telemetry data. The expected values were
obtained from flight acceptance, type approval, and solar thermal vacuum
testing, and from specified design performance values.
5. i0. 4. 1 Landing Gear Deployment
Table 5. 10-Z shows the nominal expected deployment time for the
landing gear to be about Z. 3 seconds. Flight data show the deployment time
to be 0.4 ±l.Z second, which is slightly below the expected value. The leg
deflection signals (V5-7) also indicated normal and complete extension of
the landing gear. Total variation in these signals after deployment was less
than 0. Z degree (7 BCD).
5. i0. 4. Z Omnidirectional Antenna Deployment
The nominal expected omnidirectional antenna deployment time is
2. 4 seconds. The mission deployment time was Z. 3 ±I. Z seconds, which
indicates nominal deployment performance. Data show that both omni-
directional antennas were deployed at the same time.
5. i0. 4. 3 A/SPP Performance
Automatic Solar Panel Deployment
Automatic solar panel deployment begins upon closure of the ZZ-volt
switch in the separation sensing and arming device at vehicle separation.
The solar panel launch lock is unlocked and the solar panel is stepped from
355 to 270 degrees where it is relocked. At this point, the roll axis is
stepped from -60 to 0 degrees and relocked. Both positions are locked
until after touchdown.
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TABLE 5. i0-i. MECHANICAL EVENTS AT SEPARATION
Event
Launch
Extend landing gear
(Centaur command)
Landing gear s extended
{V-l, V-Z, V-3 on)
Extend omnidirectional antennas
(Centaur command)
Omnidirectional antennas extended
(M-l, M-2 on)
Spacecraft electrical separation
(Centaur command)
Spacecraft electrical separation
(M-9 on)
Spacecraft mechanical separation
A/SPP solar panel unlocked
(M-14 on)
A/SPP solar panel locked
in transit position
(M-11 on)
A/SPP roll axis locked
in transit position
(M-13 on)
Mission Time,
Day 195,
hr :rain" sec
GMT,
11:53:29. 215
12:05:25"
12:05:25.422 ±1.2.
12.:05:34. 5*
12.:05:36. 82.1 ±l.Z
12:06:00. 5*
12:06:01. 419 ±1. 2
12:06:06. i*
12:06:05. 619 ±i. Z
12:11:53.622 ±l.Z
12:16:05.6 ±1.2
;lc
Reported times from Centaur data (see "SC-4 Flight Path Analysis
and Command Operation Report, " Hughes Aircraft Company,
SSD 74108, i0 August 1967.
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TABLE 5. 10-2. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS SUMMARY
Parameter
Time from Centaur extend landing
gear command to legs extended
indications (V-I, V-Z, and V-3 on)
Time from Centaur extend omni-
directional antenna command to
omnidirectional antennas extended
(M-l and M-Z on)
Solar axis deployment time (A/SPP
solar panel autodeployment)
Roll axis deployment time (A/SPP
solar panel autodeployment)
Total A/SPP solar panel auto-
deployment time
Solar axis launch position (355
degrees)
Polar axis launch position (0
degree)
Elevation axis launch position (0
degree)
Roll axis launch position (-60
degrees)
Solar axis transit position
Roll axis transit position
Leg deflection signals, prelaunch:
Leg i
Leg Z
Leg 3
Leg deflection signals, postlaunch:
Leg i
Leg 2
Leg 3
_'Solar thermal vacuum test phase B.
Expected Value,
Nominal
< Z. 3 seconds
< 2.4 seconds
340 seconds':"
248 seconds;'"
588 seconds;:"
356.8 degree s""
0.99 degree':"
i. 3 degrees':-"
-60.23 degrees _:-_
270 degrees
0 degree
Z4 degrees
0 BCD
0 degree
9 52 BCD
0 degree
947 BCD
0 degree
942 BCD
Measured Value
0.4±1.2
2.3 ±1.2
348 seconds
252 seconds
600 seconds
357. 0degrees
I. 07 degrees
-0. ii degree
-58. 5 degrees
Z70. 5degrees
0. l degree
Z4.6 degrees
1 BCD
Z3. 1 degrees
2 BCD
23.9 degrees
3 BCD
-0.21 degree
960 BCD
0. 15 degree
94Z BCD
-0.27 degree
9 53 BCD
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The Surveyor IV mission solar panel deployment time was 600 seconds.
Comparing this mission deployment time to that in solar thermal vacuum
phase B (588 seconds), the agreement is better than 98 percent.
Table 5. 10-3 shows the positions of the A/SPP axis before and after
the automatic solar panel deployment. These all fall within the required
limits when corrections are applied to the telemetry data.
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TABLE 5. 10-3. A/SPP AXIS POSITIONS FOR PRELAUNCH
AND POST-AUTODEPLOYMENT CONDITIONS
Solar axis M-3
Polar axis M-4
Elevation axis M-6
Roll axis M-7
Reference S-I
voltage
Post -autodeployment _,' Prelaunch _
Telemetry
Counts
620
369
526
498
998
Indicated
Angle,
degrees
269.8
-0. 53
-0.53
-0.46
Corrected Data
Angle,
Counts degrees
616.9 270. 5
367.2 -0. 35
523.4 -0, 11
495. 5 -0. I0
Telemetry
Indicated
Angle,
Counts degrees
864 357. 5
373 0.89
526 -0. 53
337 -58.27
998
Corrected Data
Angle,
Counts: degrees
859. 7 357
371. I I. 07
523.4 -0. 11
Nominal reference voltage, BCD: 993.
*Post-autodeployment data time: 197:02:43:20.
*_Prelaunch data time: 195:10:05:09.
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5. 11 TERMINAL DESCENT TRAJECTORY PERFORMANCE
5. 11. 1 INTRODUCTION
The terminal descent and landing phase begins with the transition
from coast mode II to the terminal descent phase. Terminal descent itself
starts with the preretro attitude maneuvers. These maneuvers reposition
the attitude of the spacecraft from the sun-star reference so that the expected
direction of the retro thrust vector will be aligned with respect to the velocity
vector. This alignment achieves the desired retro burnout conditions. Follow-
ing completion of the attitude maneuvers, the altitude marking radar (AMR)
is activated. The AMR is preset to generate a mark signal when the range
to the lunar surface is 60 miles. A backup mark signal, delayed a short
interval after the time the AMR mark should occur, is transmitted to the
spacecraft to initiate the automatic sequence in the event the AMR mark is
not generated. The desired delay between the altitude mark and retro igni-
tion is stored in the flight control programmer by ground command. Vernier
engine ignition is automatically initiated i. I seconds prior to retro ignition.
During the retro phase, spacecraft attitude is maintained in the iner-
tial direction established at the end of the preretro maneuvers by the vernier
attitude control system, and the total vernier thrust is maintained at mid-
thrust. As the mass of the vehicle decreases due to expenditure of retro and
vernier propellant, the spacecraft thrust to mass ratio (T/M) increases
from approximately 4 ge (ge = 32. Z ft/sec Z) at ignition to 10 g preceding
burnout. Prior to burnout, the inhibit is removed from the acceleration
switch output, and the doppler radar and altimeter (RADVS) is activated.
As the thrust decays during retro burnout, the acceleration switch
signals when the T/M level has dropped to 3. 5 ge. At this time, the vernier
engine thrust command is automatically changed to high thrust, and a counter
in the flight control programmer is initiated. After 12. 0 seconds following
receipt of the burnout signal, the explosive bolts attaching the retro to the
spacecraft are activated, allowing the retro case to separate from the space-
craft. Following a programmed delay of Z. 15 seconds after separation
begins, the vernier thrust command is changed from the open-loop mode to
a closed-loop acceleration control mode. Nominal acceleration commanded
at this point is 4. 8Z ft/sec Z.
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When reliable radar operation occurs, attitude control of the vehicle
is switched from inertial to radar control, and the spacecraft maneuvers to
align the vernier thrust axis to the velocity vector. When the combined
range and velocity, as measured by the radar, indicates that the spacecraft
has descended to the programmed range/velocity descent profile, the total
vernier engine thrust is controlled to achieve a trajectory along this profile.
When a velocity of i0 fps is reached, attitude control of the spacecraft is
switched to inertial reference, and thrust control is servoed to maintain
descent velocity at 5 fps. At 14 feet above the surface, the radar generates
a signal commanding vernier engine cutoff, and the vehicle free falls to the
lunar surface. The touchdown impact is absorbed by the spacecraft landing
system, completing the terminal descent phase.
The Surveyor IV performance was near perfect from launch to the
main retro phase; however, just prior to retro burnout, the spacecraft's
signal was lost. Attempts to re-establish contact with the spacecraft were
unsuccessful. During the terminal phase of the mission in which the space-
craft's return signals were available, the performance was close to nominal
with no anomalies or problems indicated other than a larger than expected
modulation in the vernier engine thrust commands.
The preretro maneuvers properly oriented the spacecraft for the
start of the retro phase sequence. The AMR mark occurred and the vernier
engines ignited at the desired time delay of Z. 7 seconds from the AMR mark,
indicating that the start of the terminal descent was generated by the true
mark and not the backup command. The main retro engine ignited at the
1. 1-second programmed delay after vernier ignition. The vernier engines
maintained inertial attitude during the retro phase and, as the end of the
expected retro burning phase was approaching, the loss of signal occurred.
During the main retro burning phase the reliable operate doppler velocity
sensor (RODVS) signal was generated, indicating acquisition by all three
velocity radar beams. The predicted retro burn time was 4Z. 53 seconds;
the loss of signal occurred 1.43 seconds prior to the predicted burnout time.
As a result of the loss of data, the postflight analysis in this section
will be presented only up to the loss of signal.
5. II. 2 ANOMALY DESCRIPTION
An anomaly during the terminal descent phase is defined as any
deviation from the expected mission or system performance. The major
anomaly during this phase was the loss of signal prior to retro burnout.
Detailed review and analysis of preflight and postflight data have not yet
revealed the cause or reason for this event. The only other anomalous
behavior was the vernier engine thrust command modulation of all three
engines during the retro burn phase. This anomaly is discussed in detail
in subsection 5. 5.4. 10.
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5. ii. 3 SUMMARY
Table 5. ii-i lists the significant terminal descent events up until
the loss of signal and the most accurate determination of each event's time
of occurrence. The time, as determined from SFOF tape 2087, is either
plus or minus the one-way transit time delay (approximately i. ZZ2 seconds),
depending on whether the event is a command or a telemetered spacecraft
action.
The significant terminal descent parameters are summarized in
Table 5. ll-Z. The actual or best estimates of the Surveyor IV performance
values are listed to loss of signal; the predicted values include significant
parameters to touchdown. The table shows that performance during available
signal return was nearly as predicted.
TABLE 5. ll-l. BEST ESTIMATE TIMES FOR SURVEYOR IV
TERMINAL DESCENT
Event At SFOF (DSS-14) At Spacecraft
Initiation of roll maneuver
Initiation of yaw maneuver
Initiation of roll maneuver
AMR power on
AMR mark
Vernier engine ignition
Retro engine ignition
RODVS on
Signal loss
01:Z4:44 01:Z4:45. 2
01:Z9:35. Z
01:35:06. Z
01:57:17. Z
0Z:01:54.858 +0. 005
0Z:01:57. 593±0. 025
0Z:01:58.702±0. 05
02:0Z:30.262±0.6
0Z:02:40. 796
01:Z9:34
01:35:05
01:57:16
0Z:01:56.080±0. 005
0Z:01:58. 815±0. 025
0Z:01:59.924±0.05
02:02:31. 484± 0.6
02:02:41. 018
5. iI. 4 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
5. ii. 4. 1 Introduction
The Surveyor IV terminal phase performance has been investigated
and analyzed from the telemetry and spacecraft transmitter one-way doppler
data available up to loss of signal (4Z. 2 seconds after vernier ignition). The
performance reconstruction during this phase, as determined from postflight
data, is compared with predicted preflight data reconstruction. This recon-
struction is accomplished with the aid of digital computer programs and
simulations as described in subsection 5. 11.4. 2.
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TABLE 5. ll-Z. SUMMARY OF TERMINAL DESCENT PERFORMANCE
PARAME TERS
Nominal Best Estimate
Par amet er Value Value
Retro phase initial condition
Time, hr:min: sec
Altitude, feet
Velocity, fps
Attitude, degrees
Signal loss
Altitude, feet
Velocity, fps
Attitude, degrees
Flight path angle, degrees
Vernier propellant
consumed, pounds
Thrust-induoed velocity
change, fps
Retro burnout conditions
Altitude, feet
Velocity, fps
Attitude, degrees
Flight path angle, degrees
Misalignment angle during retro
In-plane, degrees
Out of plane, degrees
1000-foot mark conditions
Slant range, feet
Velocity, fps
Attitude, degrees
lO-fps mark conditions
Slant range, feet
Velocity, fps
Attitude, degrees
Vernier engine cutoff conditions
Slant range, feet
Velocity, fps
Attitude, degrees
02:01:56.723
250, 907. 5
8, 6O5.9
30. 38
49,830
i, 049
31. 54
25.5
38. 79
7, 747
40, 896
503.8
02:01:57. 593
Z50,907. 5
8,6O5.9
30. 38
31. 57
13.68
0
i, 000
I05
1.5
44
8.6
0.12
13
5
0.02
49,420
i, 092
31. 54
26. 8
38.69
7, 705
m
m
m
0.03
0. 136
m
m
m
m
p
p
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Reconstruction of the terminal descent phase is primarily dependent
on telemetered spacecraft velocities Vx, Vy, and Vz, slant range, and
discrete time events. However, due to the loss of signal, much of these
data were not available. Even though all three velocity radar beams acquired
lock (RODVS), the spacecraft Z-axis velocity component was above the 800
fps telemetry saturation level at the time of signal loss. Radar altimeter
acquisition did not occur, and reliable operate radar altimeter was not
generated up to loss of signal. Only the lateral component of spacecraft
velocity was available for terminal phase reconstruction. Most of the recon-
struction presented here was determined from preflight data and spacecraft
transmitter one-way doppler data.
The one-way doppler data, as received from the spacecraft by the
tracking station, is utilized to determine the retro thrust-time curve, the
total AV during the retro phase (up to data loss), and the spacecraft total
velocity at the time of signal loss. The retro thrust-time curve is also
reconstructed from retro accelerometer telemetry data.
The total vernier propellant consumption is determined by utilization
of the vernier engine flight acceptance data of specific impuIse and mixture
ratio as a function of engine thrust for the midcourse and retro phases.
Included in this section is the expected soft landing location based on
best estimate orbit determination data.
5. ii. 4. Z Digital Computer Programs Utilized
PREPRO
PREPRO is a preprocessing program utilized to reduce the telemetry
data from raw BCD counts into appropriate engineering units. The Surveyor
IV preflight calibration coefficients are utilized for the conversion of the
telemetry signals, except for the SR, Vx, Vy, and Vz coefficients which are
determined from postmission RADVS and telemetry channel assessment.
Prior to conversion to engineering units, the FC-77 correction is made to
the appropriate signals. The engineering data, significant to terminal
descent reconstruction, are then interpolated into preselected equal time
interval steps. PREPRO then outputs two tapes: tape No. 1 of the interpo-
lated engineering data, and tape No. 2 of the signals in proper engineering
units as telemetered.
POSTPR
POSTPR provides machine plots (CALCOMP) of input data tapes.
The program has been modified to accept both PREPRO tape No. 1 and
6DOF data tape. This provides the capability of superimposing 6DOF and
PREPRO parameters on the same plot.
6DOF
6DOF is a precision six degree-of-freedom digital program that
simulates RADVS and flight control system and rigid body dynamics, includ-
ing weight and moment of inertia changes. Preflight assessments of
Surveyor IV parameters are inputs into the program.
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TD1
TDI is a two-dimensional, three degree-of-freedom digital computer
program. It can be utilized to a limited extent for terminal descent trajectory
reconstruction. The main utilization of TDI is to determine the vernier
propellant consumption. The program models the spacecraft to the extent
necessary for accurate propellant consumption determination. Both mixture
ratio and specific impulse, as a function of thrust, are included for each
Surveyor IV engine from engine flight acceptance test data.
TTC
TTC reconstructs the retro thrust-time curve from raw accelerometer
telemetry data. Corrections are made to the telemetry data by removing bias,
scale factor, and hysteresis errors.
DOPP
DOPP reconstructs the main retro thrust-time curve from the space-
craft transmitter's one-way doppler data. This reconstruction technique is
especially accurate since the frequency of the transmitter is very stable.
Various error sources can exist in the doppler data, such as temperature
sensitivity drift; however, they have been accounted for in the final
reconstruction.
5. ii. 4. 3 Velocity Change Due to Thrusting During Retro Phase
Determination of Ignition Conditions
Ignition velocity V o, flight path angle y, and roll angle _, serve as
initialization parameters and are determined from tracking data. The 3cx
uncertainty in free flight velocities is < 0. 5 fps. Since ignition altitude has
a calculated 3@ inaccuracy of ZZ40 feet due to marking range errors (with a
V = 8600 fps and an incidence angle with respect to local vertical of 31
degrees), the equivalent ignition velocity uncertainty due to this error source
is
• Z240
AV = gt = 5 X8--_= i. 3 fps
Hence, the total uncertainty in ignition velocity is 1.4 fps when these two
independent error sources are combined. The direction of Vo at ignition
has an uncertainty of < 0. 07 degree. Therefore, the best estimate ignition
conditions are
V = 8605.9 ± 1.4 fps
o
Yo = 59.6Z ± 0. 07 degree
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Gravity-Induced Component of Velocity
During the retro phase (from vernier ignition to signal loss), gravity
contributes to the spacecraft velocity by an amount fg dr. Lunar gravity
varies in magnitude from 4. 9 ft/secg (at vernier igni_on) to 5.23 ft/secZ
(at signal loss). In addition, gvaries in direction since the spacecraft has
horizontal motion. The change in direction of g over the retro phase (to
signal loss) is about
t/osiniEVsinR_, = i. 16 degrees
where
t = retro time
= velocity vector incident angle
V = spacecraft velocity
RC = moon centered radial distance
Since the vehicle spends more time at lower altitudes than at higher ones,
the average value of g for the retro phase will be closer to 5. Z3 ft/sec Z.
The average value of g over the retro phase was 5. i0 ft/secZ. The time
duration _f t.___retro phase is 4Z.2 seconds (see Table 5. ii-i). Actual
numerical integration of fg dt gives gt = 215. 7 ± 1 fps.
Thrust-Induced Velocity Change
The thrust-induced velocity change of the spacecraft is determined
from the spacecraft one-way doppler data by the DOPP program. These
data are input into DOPP and are corrected for the transmitter's temperature-
dependent frequency drift within the program. This correction is determined
by comparing postflight doppler data prior to vernier ignition with a simulated
determination of the expected doppler shift, since at this period in the flight
the actual doppler shift is well defined.
Figure 5. ll-i shows a comparison of actual and predicted SurveyorIV
AV (retro plus verniers) versus time from vernier engine ignition to the time
of signal loss. The AV during this phase is found by dividing the sum of the
radial velocity change as determined from the doppler data and the gravity-
induced velocity component in the same radial direction by the cosine of the
angle between the tracking station-spacecraft line and the spacecraft thrust
axis. A correction is made to the doppler data to account for the radial
velocity change, AVROT, due to the earth's rotation. The thrust-induced
velocity change, AV, can therefore be determined as follows:
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Figure 5. II-I.
i ii
Surveyo IV AV of Retro Plus Vernier Engines From Vernier
Ignition to Loss of Signal
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where
AVDoPP =
gt=
_=
Therefore
AV =
AVDoPP + g t cos _+ AVRo T
cos
velocity change seeri by tracking station
gravity-induced velocity change
angle between tracking station-spacecraft line and
lunar gravity direction
angle between tracking station-spacecraft line and
thrust direction
5990 + Z15.7 + 3. 3
AV = cos 36. 3 degrees = 7705 fps
There exists an uncertainty in the angle - of ±0. 12 degree due to lateral
translation of the spacecraft during the descent. There also exists an
uncertainty in the temperature dependent doppler frequency drift of =h5 fps.
The above uncertainties result in an uncertainty of ±IZ fps in gV.
The nominal predicted AV of 7747 fps was computed by two methods
for comparison purposes. Both methods assume the preflight vernier engine
thrust level of 196. 7 pounds total. One method consisted of numerically
• * ....:.... _- _-_* .... !_nn by the 6DOF comouter simulation in
which predicted retro thrust versus time curve was an input. The other
method consisted of converting simulated doppler data generated by the
DOPP program using a predicted thrust versus time curve to spacecraft AV
in the same manner as the flight data conversion was made. Since 7747 fps
was obtained by both methods, added confidence can be given to the doppler
AV conversion method.
The 42 fps difference between predicted and actual AV is comparable
to Surveyor I and III results. Actual AV was 33 fps less than predicted for
Surveyor I and 16 fps less than predicted for Surveyor Ill. Table 5. 11-3
shows actual and predicted &V's for all three spacecraft. The £V's for
Surveyorsland Ill are from vernier engine ignition to the beginning of RADVS-
controlled descent, while the AV for Surveyor IV is from vernier engine
ignition to the time corresponding to the loss of telemetry.
Assuming a nominally performing main retro and vernier system
resulting in the total AV of 7747 fps, the vernier system would have con-
tributed a &V of 171 fps. The average value of the modulated telemetry sig-
nal of the vernier engine thrust commands indicates the engines to be
thrusting at their expected levels; therefore, by assuming nominally
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TIME-2SSEC
Figure 5. ll-Z. Surveyor IV Retro Thrust Versus Time as Reconstructed
From Tracking Station Doppler Data
Figure 5. 11-3. Surveyor III Retro Thrust Versus Time as Reconstructed
From Tracking Station Doppler Data
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TABLE 5. 11-3. COMPARISON OF ACTUAL TO PREDICTED AV
REMOVED BY RETRO PLUS VERNIERS (FPS)
Predicted
Actual
Surveyor I Surveyor III Surveyor IV
8453
84Z0
8438
84ZZ
7747
7705
performing vernier engines, the percentage loss in retro performance up to
the time of signal loss can be determined as follows:
5V 7705 - 7747
_--_ × 100 percent = 7747 - 171 × i00 = 0. 55 percent loss
It cannot be determined if this indicates a 0. 55-percent loss in retro
specific impulse since data were not available throughout the entire retro
burn. If the data had been available, it might have shown that the Surveyor IV
retro operated at a lower than predicted thrust for a longer than predicted
burn time, thereby making up the AV lost up to the time of telemetry loss.
5. iI. 4.4 Main Retro Thrust Versus Time Curve
Two methods used to calculate the retro's thrust versus time curve
were as follows:
i) Thrust/time from doppler data
The Surveyor IV retro thrust versus time reconstruction from one-
way tracking station doppler data indicates a nearly normal performing retro
up to the time when data were lost. This reconstruction (Figure 5. ll-Z) was
made by the DOPP computer simulation which perturbed the Surveyor IV
nominal thrust time curve by an iterative procedure until doppler data simu-
lated by this program agreed with the actual spacecraft transmitter frequency
doppler shift measured by the tracking station. For comparison purposes, the
Surveyor III doppler thrust versus time reconstruction along with the pre-
dicted Surveyor III curve is shown in Figure 5. ii-3.
The unevenness in the Surveyor IV reconstruction is apparently
caused by noise in the doppler data. Figure 5. i1-4 shows a comparison of
doppler noise levels for Surveyor s III and IV for a 10-second period prior to
retro ignition. The data shown here are available every second and are
doppler count data which represent twice the frequency shift measured by
the tracking station. These data prior toignition represent the spacecraft
velocity change caused by lunar gravity and would appear as smooth straight
lines if no noise existed. It can be seen that the Surveyor IV data are noisier
than the Surveyor III data.
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Surveyor IV Thrust Versus Time History-- Predicted and
With Preretro Doppler Noise Added
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To determine the effect of Surveyor IV doppler noise, a thrust versus
time curve was reconstructed from doppler data simulated by apredicted
Surveyor IV thrust versus time curve from pre-ignition Surveyor IV doppler
noise superimposed on the data. This reconstruction (Figure 5. ii-5) shows
that the unevenness caused by doppler noise superimposed on the predicted
curve is the same as the unevenness in the actual Surveyor IV doppler recon-
struction (Figure 5. I I-Z), indicating that the variations in the Surveyor IV
reconstruction are due to doppler noise.
Z) Thrust/time from retro accelerometer data
Before being used to calculate a thrust curve, the raw accelerometer
data were given the following two corrections:
a) A bias, as determined from preretro ignition telemetry data,
was removed.
b) A scale factor error was removed. This was done by
integrating the unbiased accelerorneter data over time and
comparing the resulting integral with the AV computed from
doppler data.
The corrected acceleration, a(t), was then used in the equation
[/ot ]a(t) T(_j_t) dtT(t) = _ W ° - is p
which is integrated numerically to obtain total thrust (W o is weight at retro
ignition). Vernier engine thrust is then subtracted out to obtain the retro
thrust.
Figure 5. ii-6 shows the Surveyor IV retro thrust versus time curve
as reconstructed by the TTC program with the retro accelerometer teleme-
try data as input. The oscillations in this reconstruction are caused by
accelerometer stiction and were seen in thrust-time reconstructions of
Surveyors I and III. Figure 5. ii-7 shows the Surveyor IV accelerometer
telemetry data (FC-3Z) plotted versus time, while the Surveyor III accel-
erometer telemetry data (FC-32) are shown in Figure 5. 11-8 for comparison
purpose s.
Comparison of Two Methods £or Retro Thrust/Time Curve
Both reconstructions show the same general shape with the curve
beginning slightly higher than predicted and ending slightly lower than
predicted. A similar trend was seen in the Surveyor I and III reconstructions.
The two methods of reconstruction are not completely independent
since the accelerometer data were scaled to give the same &V as the doppler
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Figure 5.11-6. Surveyor IV Retro Thrust Versus Time Reconstructed From
Retro Accelerometer Data
Figure 5. 11-7. Surveyor IV Terminal Phase --Retro Accelerometer FC-32
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data. The nominal predicted retro specific impulse was used in both recon-
structions, since the AV difference of 4Z fps up to the time of data loss could
not be attributed directly to a loss in retro specific impulse.
5. ii. 4. 5 Altitude and Velocity at Time of Signal Loss
Spacecraft altitude and total velocity could not be determined from
telemetry data since RORA had not appeared before the time of signal loss
and the spacecraft's Z-axis velocity was telemetry saturated. However, the
total velocity at loss of signal can be obtained by vectorially adding ignition
velocity Vo, thrust-induced AV, and lunar gravity-induced velocity component
gt.
Since the thrust misalignment was primarily in the trajectory plane
(see Figure 5. 11-9), the four vectors in the above illustration can be assumed
coplanar, and the total spacecraft velocity, VT, at signal loss is computed to
be 109Z fps.
At the time of signal loss, the telemetered -1"'-sv_u_of =pa,._.,__#+
lateral velocity components were
Therefore
V = - 20 fps
X
V = - 91 fps
Y
V 2 2 _ V Z _ V Z
z=VT x y
or
V = 1088 fps at time of signal loss
Z
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Figure 5.11-8. Surveyor III Terminal Phase --Retro Accelerometer FC-32
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Figure 5. I1-9. Lateral Velocity
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The total velocity of 1092 was also obtained from the TDI computer
program using the doppler reconstructed thrust versus time curve and a
retro thrust vector pointing error of 0. 14 degree as determined in subsection
5. ii.4.6. The spacecraft altitude, as determined by TDI, was 49, 4Z0 feet
at time of signal loss. Predicted altitude at this time using this program with
the predicted retro thrust-time curve as an input was 49, 830 feet.
5. ii. 4. 6 Thrust Vector Pointing Accuracy
Figure 5. ii-9 presents data used to compute the average error in
spacecraft thrusting direction during the Surveyor IV retro phase. The 6DOF
computer program was used to predict the expected spacecraft lateral veloc-
ity at retro burnout. In Figure 5. 11-9, this value is plotted and listed in the
accompanying table. Also shown is the expected 3a lateral velocity dis-
persions caused by l-degree attitude uncertainty.
From the same computer program, the expected lateral velocity at
signal loss was also plotted. Comparing the nominal velocity conditions with
actual obtained from telemetry indicates an error of 19 fps. The average
attitude error (_) in degrees required to generate a 19-fps lateral velocity
error (EVL) is
EV L
AV × 57. 3 deg/rad
where AV is the integral of the thrust acceleration at the time of signal loss.
Therefore
19 fps
- 7705 fps × 57. 3
= 0. 14 degree
The above average attitude error is less than the equivalent values computed
for Surveyors I and III and is considerably better than the 3@ maximum.
5. 11. 4. 7 Vernier Propellant Consumption
The total vernier propellant consumption during the midcourse and
terminal phase portion to loss of signal is based on vernier engine acceptance
test performance data of both specific impulse and mixture ratio as a function
of engine thrust.
Based on post-touchdown orbit determination data, the desired mid-
course maneuver of 10.27 m/sec is apparently accurate for propellant com-
putational purposes. Based on this AV correction, the total vernier propellant
consumed was calculated to be 8.83 pounds.
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The main retro phase propellant consumption computations are
inherently the most inaccurate because of the open-loop nature of the thrust
commands. While at midcourse, the change in spacecraft velocity is a very
accurate measure of engine impulse; during the retro phase, the main retro
engine overshadows any expected variation in vernier performance.
From vernier ignition to loss of signal (4Z, Z seconds duration), the
propellant consumption, based on premission computations of the expected
vernier thrust level of 196.7 pounds, is 29, 96 pounds. However, by averag-
ing the modulation of the telemetered vernier engine thrust commands and
integrating these values over time results in a total propellant consumption
of 29.86 pounds. This discrepancy between premission expectation of vernier
engine thrust levels and telemetered thrust commands also existed in Surveyors
I and Ill. The explanation for this discrepancy has not yet been determined.
5. iI. 4. 8 Predicted Spacecraft Touchdown Location
The original targeted landing site for Surveyor IV was 0. 58"N latitude
and 0.83°W longitude. The computed midcourse correction of I0. Z7 m/sec
would enable the spacecraft to soft land at 0.417"N latitude and i. 333"W
longitude. Had Surveyor IV successfully soft landed, the current best esti-
mate of the landing location as determined from postretro phase orbit deter-
mination data would have been 0.43"N latitude and I. 61*W longitude with a
3u dispersion ellipse of 6. 0-krn semimajor axis and 4. 5-kin semirninor axis.
This results in an 8.6-km miss between the final best estimate of the soft
landing location and the premidcourse estimate. This final point is almost
at the 3<_ limits of the premidcourse aim point. However, based on Lunar
Orbiter photos of the Surveyor I amd III landing locations, there was a con-
sistent 3-kin difference in an almost easterly direction between the orbit
determination data and the Lunar Orbiter photos. Therefore, an apparent
bias seems to exist in the orbit determination program. An investigation is
under way to determine a probable bias in the orbit determination program.
If a 3-kin bias is assumed, the final landing location would only be 5.6 km
off, which is well within the 30 limits of the premidcourse prediction.
If it is assumed that Surveyor IV proceeded along a ballistic path
after loss of signal, the impact point based on orbit determination data would
have been 0.45Z°N latitude and I. 39°W longitude with a 3u uncertainty of 3 kin.
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